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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Despite 
good results on hearing performance, more and more patients refused 
percutaneous system because of psychological and esthetic point of view. The 
new version of BAHA with a transcutaneous system (magnet) should make less 
relevant these blockages to use this kind of hearing implant. One major point 
during postoperative period is the implant loss secondary to insufficient 
osteointegration in the BAHA connect system. The transcutaneous BAHA will 
totally prevent this complication. Moreover, transcutaneous bone conductor should 
be powerful enough to provide a satisfying hearing level restoration and could 
replace the percutaneous system. 
 
Methods: In 4 
tertiary referral centers, 30 patients (age 38-71 yr) with unilateral (UCHL), 
bilateral (BCHL) conductive or mixed (MHL) hearing loss or single side deafness 
(SSD) were enrolled in the study as follows: 5 patients with UCHL, 18 with BCHL 
and 7 with SSD. Sexe ratio was 19 women for 11 men. Both surgical and audiologic 
results were analyzed. Preoperative auditory testing was performed on softband 
with processor. Postoperative wound healing control was performed at 7 days and 
processor fitting at 1 month. We also inquired the quality of life with the 
transcutaneous system using the APHAB, GHSI and GBI questionnaire. 
 
Results: The mean 
age at surgery was 50.4 years. The mean thickness of the skin over the magnet 
was 5.4 mm [2.5-8]. The mean surgical duration was 43.6 min [31-53]. Ten 
patients were operated on local anesthesia. Skin was free of edema or hematoma 
and no subcutaneous collection appeared during the 7 days after surgery. Two 
patients reported scalp sensibility during 10 to 30 days after surgery. 
The mean 



preoperative pure-tone average bone conduction threshold was 25.7 dB [10-35]. 
The mean pure-tone average air conduction threshold was 70 dB [50-85] 
preoperatively and 37 dB [15-27] postoperatively. The speech recognition threshold 
(SRT) was 66.4 dB [50-80] preoperatively and 32 dB [25-40] postoperatively. The 
quality of life is clearly improved with the transcutaneous hearing implant. 
The global improvement of the APHAB was 55.5% and the easy of communication 
sub-section was the most improved with the device. 
 
Conclusion: BAHA Attract is a new transcutaneous 
bone-conducting hearing implant efficient to restore hearing level. Surgery is 
fast and could be performed easily under local anesthesia. The users received clear audiologic benefits 
from this new system. BAHA Attract permit better 
hearing improvement with clear benefit in term of skin state. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Stimulation of the round window (RW) with the Floating Mass Transducer (FMT) of the Vibrant Soundbridge (MED-EL) 
is a well-established treatment of mild to severe conductive or mixed hearing loss. However, there exists a geometric mismatch 
between RW and FMT diameter which is a limiting factor in achieving optimal coupling from the actuator to the RW membrane. In 
addition to the geometric mismatch, the applied static force of the FMT to the RW is usually undefined and RW stimulation still 
suffers from large variations in clinical outcomes. 
Objective: Goal of this study was to optimize coupling between FMT and RW by introducing a specially designed FMT coupler that 
allows vibration of the FMT and the application of static preloads to the RW membrane.  
 
 
Methods: All experiments were performed in fresh human cadaveric temporal bones. The Hannover Coupler (HC) prosthesis was 
developed in cooperation with MED-EL. It consists of an integrated holder for the FMT with a spherical tip (d=0.5 mm) at the front 
end. The s-shaped spring at the prosthesis back end allowed the application of static preloads and mobility of the FMT. Stapes 
footplate (SFP) vibrational amplitudes in response to acoustic stimulation of the tympanic membrane and in response to RW 
stimulation with the FMT were measured by a Laser-Doppler vibrometer. Applied forces by the Hannover Coupler to the RW were 
varied from 0 - ~100 mN. Equivalent sound pressure levels (eq. SPL) and the RW-SFP transfer function were calculated.  
 
 
Results: Six out of eight temporal bones were compliant to the ASTM standard (F2504-05) and were included in the analysis. SFP 
displacement amplitudes to RW stimulation by the HC/FMT were highly dependent on the applied force and increased by up to 28 
dB at frequencies >500 Hz. The displacement amplitude increases were most pronounced at forces < 20 mN and leveled off at higher 
forces. At 250 and 500 Hz, SFP displacement amplitudes decreased by up to 10 dB with increasing force. In acoustic stimulation of 
the tympanic membrane the application of forces at the RW had only limited influence (Δ ≤ 5 dB) at low frequencies on the 
measured SFP displacement amplitudes. The estimated equivalent SPLs at frequencies > 500 Hz were ~99-117 dB eq. SPL at 20 mN.  
 
 
Conclusion: The coupling between FMT and RW membrane was improved by the application of forces. Using the Hannover Coupler 
lead to increased SFP amplitudes to RW stimulation at frequencies >500 Hz. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Elution of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients (APIs) from the silicone matrix in the intra-cochlear electrode of a 
Cochlear Implant (CI) offers a simple, effective and reliable method for delivering Dexamethasone (DXB) to the inner ear. This 
treatment may be effective in mediating the response to the electrode and any insertion trauma and assist in preserving remaining 
acoustic hearing in CI recipients. 

 
Objective: To investigate the feasibility of integrating a drug therapy into a commercial cochlear implant, and to assess the effect on 
electrode impedance measures between treated and control subjects. 
 
Methods: Initial temporal bone and non-clinical studies were conducted 
to ensure insertion performance and safety of a DXB eluting electrode. Ten subjects were subsequently implanted with the 
investigational device in two centres. Comparison of standard electrode impedance measures was made to 29 recipients implanted 
at the Melbourne clinic. Comparison of 4-point electrode impedance measures was also made between the investigational and a 
control group of implanted subjects, to more directly examine the effect of the drug therapy on impedance measures associated 
with local tissue response. 
 
 
Results: In comparison to data from 29 control recipients from the Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital the investigation group 
demonstrated significantly lower impedances (p < 0.001) in both 
Common Ground (CG) and Monopolar (MP1+2) stimulation modes at all 
time-points. 
 
 
Conclusion: A Combination CI delivering APIs is a feasible strategy for delivering a targeted drug therapy to CI recipients. An ad hoc 
analysis of data from this FTIH study has demonstrated that such a device delivering DXB provided sustained, reduced impedances. 
This may be a 



marker of reduced fibrosis local to the intra-cochlear electrode, preserving the mechanical function of the cochlear organ in 
receiving and transmitting acoustic stimulus. It may even be an indicator of reduced inflammation from cochlear implantation, 
resulting in some level of oto-protection. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Transformation and transmission of airborne sound through 
the middle ear to the cochlea are key biomechanical processes for hearing that 
can be measured with different techniques. However, in-vivo evaluation methods 
of the pressure change in the cochlea are limited by the portability of 
existing devices. This project aims to develop an intracochlear acoustic 
receiver (ICAR) that measures the inner ear pressure and in addition it is 
designed to replace external microphones of existing cochlear implant (CI) systems. 
This concept will be an important step towards a totally implantable CI system. 

 
Methods: 
Prototype ICAR, based on commercially available 
MEMS condenser microphones, have been customized for sound measurement in a 
fluid environment and applied in cochlea pressure measurements. Prototype sensors 
have been inserted at different locations in the inner ear of fresh temporal 
bones. The sensor’s position was controlled by a custom micromanipulator system 
and verified with a subsequent CT-scan and 3D reconstruction of the temporal 
bone. Acoustic stimulation in the range of 200 Hz to 10 kHz was applied in the 
ear canal and recorded as a reference signal near the tympanic membrane. 

 
Results: 
Preliminary results confirm that the ICAR prototype 
is capable of measuring the inner ear pressure, and show dependence on 
stimulation level, sensor insertion depth and access location. Measurement 
repeatability has been confirmed and preliminary pressure results are 
comparable to published data. 



 
Conclusion: 
Preliminary 
results confirm that a MEMS condenser microphone is a promising technology for 
measurement of intracochlear fluid pressure. Future work will include mapping 
of inner ear pressure at different access positions and insertion depths in 
human and sheep inner ears. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The objective of the study was to prospectively assess speech outcomes in unilateral cochlear implant (CI) users with 
the addition of a wireless contralateral routing of signal (CROS) microphone. 

 
Methods: 12 post-lingually deafened adult unilateral CI users were assessed on speech performance using their CI alone versus using 
their CI wirelessly connected to a CROS microphone (CI-CROS). Speech discrimination was assessed with AzBio sentences presented 
from the front, ipsilaterally, and contralaterally relative to the CI in quiet and in noise as well as consonant-vowel nucleus-consonant 
(CNC) word lists presented from the front. Subjective measures included the Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ) 
and a study-specific questionnaire. 

 
Results: Patients observed the most benefit in the CI-CROS condition when speech was presented contralateral to the CI. A 
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that in noise, AzBio sentence discrimination improved by 21% on average (F(1,11)=16.24, 
p=.002). In quiet, AzBio sentence discrimination improved by 17% on average (F(1,11)=20.27, p=.001). A drop in discrimination by an 
average of 7% (F(1,11)=6.41, p=.028) was seen in the CI-CROS condition when CNC words were presented from the front. 
All patients reported subjective benefits with the CI-CROS when used in quiet, with 75% reporting moderate to very great benefit. 
83% of patients reported that they would feel moderately to very much safer in their daily environment wearing the CI-CROS. 

 
Conclusions: The wireless CROS microphone provides benefit to patients in overcoming the head shadow effect, particularly speech 
recognition in quiet. We believe that further study of this device will help to determine its ultimate utility for unilateral CI patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Device migration may increase the risk of wound 
complications and implant failure due to micro-movement. These risks can be 
minimized through the use of device fixation. Current techniques for fixation 
span the spectrum of relying on the retentive capacity of a subpericranial pocket to 
drilling a well with suture tie down of the device and trade off stability for 
surgical efficiency. With the aim of maximizing both stability and efficiency we compared surgical fixation using a novel linear 
pedestal design (LPD) 
to our standard circular RS well with tie down. The LPD has a linear silastic 
pedestal (2 mm wide, 2 mm deep, 10 mm long) on the flat undersurface of the RS. 
 
Methods: 
The operative time needed to fashion a RS 
well was collected prospectively during 43 implantations in 34 children (mean 
age 8). Operative times required to drill a linear groove for the new LPD were 
prospectively accrued for 17 implantations in 11 children (mean age 5.5 years). 
Times were compared using SAS. 
 
Results: 
Mean operative times required for preparation were 
more than 12 minutes shorter per side for the LPD than the RS well (2.9±2.3 vs 
14.8±5.4 [min ± SD], p<0.01 independent t test). 
 
Conclusion: 
Use of a CI with a LPD led to a reduction in surgical 
time by over 24 minutes for a bilateral simultaneous cochlear implantation. This increase in efficiency (decreased 



surgical time) could translate into substantial cost savings while still 
allowing for deliberate device placement and fixation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Inner ear disorders such as sensorineural hearing loss are incurable in some occasion by conventional therapeutic 
strategies. New therapeutic strategies for protection or recover of inner ear function are therefore to be investigated. 

 
Methods: Newly invented device is called artificial auditory epithelium (AAE) or HIBIKI device and totally implantable hearing device 
in the inner ear. The mechanism of AAE is to vibrate the basilar membrane of the cochlea and cause distortions of the vibrating 
portion of HIBIKI device. Then electricity produced by the vibrating portion is lead to the spiral ganglion (cochlear nerve) by 
electrodes and stimulate it. The characteristic of this device is totally implantable in the inner ear, as well as there is no need of extra 
battery. 

 
Results: A prototype of HIBIKI device has been already made. It can imitate the functions of sensory epithelia of the cochlea and 
transform vibratory movements into electric signals with frequency characteristics. It is fabricated to verify the validity of the basic 
mechanisms and has gradient in its width which is also the characteristic of the basilar membrane of the cochlea. HIBIKI device can 
generate electrical potentials in response to sound stimuli that are able to induce auditory brain stem responses in deafened guinea 
pigs, indicating its capacity to mimic basilar membrane function. Together with the mechanism of HIBIKI device the results of other 
animal experiments using miniature HIBIKI device will be presented 

 
Conclusion: HIBIKI device will become an effective tool for the treatment of highly hearing impaired patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Older implanted adults have more difficulty with speech in noise recognition than younger implanted adults. Temporal 
processing deficits have been suggested as a possible underlying reason for age related differences. It is possible that temporal fine 
structure speech coding strategies offer older implanted adults additional benefits, though this hypothesis remains untested 
 

Objective: . This study compared the performance of older and younger implanted adults to explore how patients make use of fine 
structure cues compared to traditional envelope coding strategies. 
 

Methods: To date, fifteen adult cochlear implant listeners have been recruited to participate in a crossover experiment. Participants 
were asked to use high definition continuous interleaved sampling and fine structure processing; each for a three month period. 
After each three-month interval, a test battery comprised of temporal modulation detection thresholds (TMDT), consonant 
recognition (CR), and speech in noise recognition was completed. At study completion, participants were asked to indicate their 
preferred coding strategy. 
 

Results: Preliminary results demonstrate equivalent outcomes in TMDTs and CR scores for all ages when using high definition 
continuous interleaved sampling and fine structure coding, though speech recognition in noise testing shows an advantage for fine 
structure processing. 
 

Conclusion: No age related performance differences were found. These results have clinical implications on selection of appropriate 
sound coding strategies. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Previous studies have demonstrated essentially no beneficial nor disadvantageous effect with the HiResolution Fidelity 
120 (F120) speech coding strategy with regard to speech intelligibility. However, improved spectral and deteriorated temporal 
sensitivity has been shown. It is plausible that the beneficial effect in the spectral domain was offset by the worsened temporal 
sensitivity, resulting in a limited clinical effect of F120. It has been suggested that the implementation of Fast Fourier Transformation 
(FFT) processing, instead of the traditionally used band pass filters, could explain the reduced temporal sensitivity. There are several 
advantages of FFT processing, e.g. its efficiency, which increases the interest of utilizing FFT filters in new speech-processing designs. 
If FFT processing is the future, it is of interest to know if there is a disadvantageous effect of FFT processing on temporal sensitivity. 
 
 
Methods: Eleven adult cochlear implant (CI) recipients, experienced with HiRes participated in this study. The participants received 
two take-home strategies in randomized order; HiRes FFT, a HiRes equivalent with FFT processing, and HiRes Optima, which is a 
more energy efficient equivalent of F120. After 2 weeks of usage, performance regarding speech in noise intelligibility, spectral 
ripple discrimination and temporal modulation transfer functions was assessed. Ultimately, the same tasks were performed with 
their clinical HiRes strategy on a separate test day. 
 
Results: One participant dropped out due to discomfort with both research programs. The 10 remaining participants performed 
equally well with all three speech coding strategies regarding speech in noise intelligibility, spectral ripple discrimination and the 
temporal modulation transfer function task. 
 
Conclusion: FFT processing does not change the ability of CI recipients to discriminate spectral or temporal information. Since its 
improved efficiency, FFT filters are useful for modern speech coding strategies. In contrast to previous research with F120, HiRes 
Optima does not improve spectral discrimination ability as compared to the HiRes speech coding strategy. This could be caused by 
the fact that HiRes Optima is a more energy efficient version of F120. Where F120 applied current steering to the full area between 
two pairs of physical electrode contacts (between α=0 and α=1), to decrease the voltage required to power the implant, HiRes 
Optima steers current towards part of this nerve population (between α=0,25 and α=0.75). Another explanation might be that we 
used a different spectral ripple discrimination task, which adjusts for potential loudness cues. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Voice fundamental frequency (F0) can carry meaning as well as help identify the speaker and their emotional state. 
We describe two studies looking at F0 perception by cochlear implant (CI) users. In the first study we evaluated variants of an 
experimental strategy called Spectrally and Temporally Enhanced Coding (STEP) which is designed to enhance voice pitch coding. 
The STEP coder also allowed separate control of temporal and spectral cues for F0. In a second study we investigated F0 perception 
in a large group of CI users using clinical processors. 

 
Methods: Seven Nucleus CI users took part in the first study. Sound coding of pre-recorded sounds was implemented in Python code 
on a computer-based system with the Nucleus Implant Communicator library and L34 processor. The clinically available ACE was 
compared in acute tests to two variants of STEP: In STEP-standard the user's standard frequency-to-electrode (FAT) allocation was 
used and in STEP-F1-centric the number of channels allocated to < 1 kHz was doubled. Subjects were tested at their usual clinical 
rate (720, 900 or 1200 pps) and at a reduced rate of 500 pps. 
Voice intonation discrimination was evaluated with a female speaker (F0 180-500 Hz) using the 24-item French Question/Statement 
discrimination task developed by Patel et al. (Music Perception, 2008). Pitch ranking for band-pass filtered vowels was evaluated in 
two F0 ranges: lower (LFR) in the 126-164 Hz range and higher (HFR) in the 164-212 Hz range, corresponding to a male to female F0 
continuum (Massida et al, JSLHR 2013). 
In the second study fifty CI users were evaluated with their clinical processor using the Patel et al intonation test and a reduced set 
of pitch ranking comparisons. 

 
Results: Across subjects modest improvements in vowel pitch ranking were seen for STEP compared to ACE using standard rate 
programs. For two of the four subjects with functional temporal pitch discrimination 500 pps programs significantly reduced 
performance and inverted pitch relationships for the 164-212 Hz range. 
STEP-F1-centric improved d-prime scores for intonation discrimination over using ACE or STEP-standard-FAT, particularly for those 
subjects with overall poor pitch ranking functions. High scores (d-prime ~2) were maintained with STEP-F1-centric when the 
stimulation rate was reduced to 500 pps. 
The distribution of d-prime scores on the Patel intonation test for the fifty subjects (mainly using clinical ACE) showed a double peak. 



The first peak encompassed 90% of patients and was centered at d-prime=~0.5 (i.e. near chance) and and the other d-prime >~2 (sig. 
> chance). Good pitch ranking functions were seen those few patients with the high intonation scores. 

 
Conclusion: The potential for improving voice fundamental frequency perception using temporal modulation enhancement 
strategies appears limited to around 160 Hz in a large majority of CI users. There appears to already be a certain amount of temporal 
pitch information coded by existing strategies such as ACE for those few CI users who can make use of it. Increasing spectral 
resolution using STEP so that harmonics may be resolved for F0 > ~160 Hz while modulation depth is maintained for lower F0s may 
allow many CI users high levels of speech intonation discrimination. Lower stimulation rate programs (i.e. 500 pps) may be sufficient 
to provide many CI users with optimal voice pitch perception. Further data investigating the benefits of training will be presented at 
the time of the conference. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: An important decision that parents must make after their child receives a CI is what kind of follow-up therapy strategy 
to undertake. There are several options, but many of them can be categorized as either oral-only communication (OC) or total 
communication (OC) - simultaneous spoken language and signed-exact English. A potential advantage of TC is that signing may 
bootstrap a child into developing spoken language. Another possibility is that signing may distract from spoken input and hinder 
acquisition of spoken language. While there are several published studies that show benefit of OC versus TC, one potential criticism 
of those studies is that they may suffer from selection bias. Children who do poorly in OC environments are more likely to switch to 
TC environments and vice versa, resulting in groups that are likely to show an advantage for OC even if communication mode has no 
effect on language acquisition. In order to determine the effects of communication mode after CI, infants must be assessed very 
soon after implantation (i.e., before it is determined whether or not they are doing relatively well with their CIs). 

 
Methods: We assessed a fundamental skill of early language development - attention to speech - during the first six months after 
implantation in 20 infants implanted before two years of age. Thirteen of the infants were following an OC approach while seven 
were following a TC approach. Infants’ attention to speech was assessed using a variant of the Visual Habituation Procedure. Infants 
were seated on their caregiver’s lap in front of a large TV monitor. During each trial they were presented with a visual display of a 
checkerboard pattern. For half the trials, they heard a repeating speech sound (e.g, “hop hop hop”); for the other half of the trials 
they heard no sound. Sounds were presented at 70 dB SPL - well above auditory threshold for all of the infants. Each trial continued 
until the infant looked away for 1 second or until a maximum trial length of 20 seconds. Their mean looking time during the sound 
trials minus their mean looking time during the silent trials was taken as our measure of their attention to speech. 

 
Results: Infants whose parents selected OC oriented to the checkerboard pattern 2.7s longer during the sound trials whereas infants 
in the TC condition oriented 0.97s longer during the silent trials. An independent-samples t-test revealed that the group difference in 
attention to speech was statistically different (p < .05). Moreover, this measure of attention to speech correlated with infants’ 
performance on a speech perception task (PSI auditory-only) 1.5—2.5 years later. 

 
Conclusion: Taken together, the findings are consistent with the hypothesis that after CI deaf infants may attend to speech more if 



enrolled in an OC program than if they are enrolled in a TC program. Moreover, attention to speech may predict later speech 
perception skills. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Electro-acoustic stimulation (EAS) is designed for patients with bilateral, sensorineural hearing loss with ski slope 
configuration. These patients typically report dissatisfaction with hearing aids, especially in difficult listening situations such as 
competing background noise. However, because of their level of low frequency hearing they are not candidates for a traditional 
cochlear implant. 
Clinical evaluation of EAS implants, which are designed to provide electric stimulation in the high frequencies and acoustic 
amplification in the low frequencies, has been studied for more than 15 years. The United States Food and Drug Administration 
approved the first EAS device in 2014 after thorough review of safety and efficacy data on adult subjects followed out to 6 months 
post-activation. 
Long term data are now available out to three years post-activation and beyond, with data out to 5 years post-activation currently 
being collected via post-approval studies. 

 
Methods: Adult subjects from the U.S. IDE study were given the option to upgrade to a new, commercially available sound processor 
as part of an amendment to the pivotal study. Forty-three subjects from ten implanting sites participated and were seen at an 
average of three years post-activation. Audiometric data were collected. Subjects were then upgraded to a new sound processor 
and tested with their original and the new sound processor. After four weeks of take home experience, subjects were retested and 
completed subjective satisfaction questionnaires. 
Results: Eighty-six percent of study subjects retained measurable hearing at 3 years post-activation. Sixty percent of study subjects 
continued to use electro-acoustic stimulation. All subjects performed the same or better on speech perception measures when 
compared to preoperative performance. Subjects using electro-acoustic stimulation continued to show significantly better speech 
understanding ability than the average traditional cochlear implant recipient. 

 
Conclusion: Long term data show stability of mean hearing levels when compared to the 6 month post-activation interval. Speech 
performance continues to improve when subjects are given access to the most current sound processor and signal processing 
technology. Subjects using electric only stimulation perform comparably to traditional cochlear implant recipients and those using 
electro-acoustic stimulation show outcomes superior to traditional cochlear implant recipients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Objective:  
To investigate listening effort in adults CI recipients using new digital sound processing technology. Communication skills in CI and 
hearing aid users is strongly influenced by background noise, competing talkers and reverberant environments, which are typically in 
everyday listening situations. Additionally, listener specific factors such as type and degree of peripheral hearing loss, central 
auditory processing problems and cognitive factors have strong influence on speech understanding and communication abilities. 
Some of these factors can be addressed by clinically established methods of speech audiometry in quiet and noise. However, even if 
speech understanding in unfavourable listening situations might not be affected in terms of speech audiometric results, the listener 
might experience such situations as taxing or challenging. Listening effort refers to the cognitive resource requirements necessary 
for an individual to understand speech. 

 
Methods: 
Twelve CI recipients fitted with Nucleus 6 CP900 SSiQ with a fast-acting SNR in every channel algorithm (low frequency slower than 
basal channels) participated in this study. A dual-task paradigm will be used to measure listening effort with and without the NR 
enabled in the CI. 
1.Primary task: sentence-in-noise task presented at fixed overall speech performance levels of (moderate listening condition) and 
AUSTIN SRT test (difficult listening condition), 
2.Secondary task: was a visual-tracking test involving measures of working memory (Reading Span test), and processing speed (Digit 
Symbol Substitution Test) ability. 

 
Results:  
Participants’ speech recognition in noise scores did not significantly change with the SNR-NR algorithm activated in the CI in either 
listening condition. The SNR-NR algorithm significantly decreased listening effort, but only in the more difficult listening condition. 
Participants with faster processing speeds tended to expend less listening effort when using the SNR-NR algorithm when listening to 
speech in background noise in the difficult listening condition. 



 
Conclusion: 
The SSiQ noise reduction (SNR-NR) is designed to attenuate constant background noises irrespective of their direction. 
Implementation of this algorithm had a positive impact on listening effort. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: One factor that contributes to speech-perception outcomes in cochlear implant users is the selectivity of stimulation 
provided to the cochlea. Arguably the outcome improvement attributable to the transition from single-channel to multi-channel 
cochlear implants remains one of the field’s greatest achievements. However, despite numerous attempts to redesign electrodes, it 
can be argued that, apart from improved residual hearing preservation, a comparable quantum leap in outcomes attributable to 
electrode-array or stimulation technology has not been observed since the earliest multi-channel designs. In addition to attempts to 
improve the mechanical design of the electrode, attempts have been made to improve the selectivity of stimulation and transfer of 
information to the nerve “electrically” by varying grounding modes and other characteristics such as pulse shape, rate and intensity 
coding. Unfortunately, empirical results suggest that generating more selective current fields does not necessarily translate into 
improved outcomes. It is hypothesized that an improved and individualized understanding of the electrical anatomy of the cochlea 
in conjunction with the underlying spiral ganglion characteristics may provide information useful in optimizing stimulation modalities 
leveraging multi-channel electrodes in the scala tympani. Here we will present modeling estimates and empirical measurements 
from a human cadaver suggesting that it may be possible to further improve transfer of information to the nerve with existing 
technologies. 
 
Methods: A three-dimensional (3-D) parametric model incorporating estimated tissue resistivities and 200 evenly distributed nerve 
fibers was used to compute the electric potential distribution and neural excitation patterns of the human cochlea in response to 
electrical stimulation. The model was constructed in a manner that can be “parametrically-tuned” to fit individual anatomies. Micro 
CT data was obtained from human cadavers implanted with a modern multi-channel cochlear implant with the array located in the 
scala-tympani of the cochlea and electrical potential measurements were made in-situ. The models were then tuned to the 
experimental anatomies and the experimental results were compared with those predicted by the model based on the same 
anatomy. 
 
Results: The 3-D model was highly correlated with measures in the in-situ cadaver head. Adapting the parameters of the model to 
the specific anatomy reduced the error in field potential recording on average by about 20%. Different stimulation modes were 
tested and electric field potential for each of them showed different patterns in terms of spread of excitation. 
 
Conclusion: To the extent that electric field gradient measures can be indicative of neural excitation patterns, individualized models 



based on imaging data may provide information about program optimization. Electrophysiological measures in live human subjects 
where detailed imaging data is available is required to further validate the model. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Electroaccoustic stimulation is associated with many hearing benefits such a communication in complex listening environments and 
spatial hearing.The purpose of our study is : 
1) To 
evaluate the relationship between intrascalar electrode location,surgical approach, electrode type and angular insertion depth on 
audiological outcome and residual hearing in 
CI recipient2) To analyze factors that influence hearing preservation over time in cochlear implant recipients with electrode arrays 
entirely within the scala tympani. 
 
 
Methods: 
136 patients postlingually implanted adult patients were enrolled after IRB approval. From the postoperative scan, intracochlear 
electrode location and angle of insertion depth were 
determined by using rigid registration, transformed back to the preoperative computed tomography which had intracochlear 
anatomy . Likelihood ratio chi-square statistics were used 
to evaluate for differences in electrode placement with respect to surgical approach and type of electrode. Frequency 
distributions were used to summarize the nominal and ordinal data. Mean and standard deviation summarized age at implant and 
depth of insertion in millimeters. 
Pearson Chi-Square statistics tested the associations of the nominal data with preservation of hearing. 
 
 
Results: 
 
Patients 
with functional residual hearing defined at < 80dB at 250HZ 
 
Forty-five 
implants were studied. Thirty-eight electrode 
arrays were fully inserted in scala tympani (ST) , 6 crossed 



from ST to scala vestibuli (SV), and 1 was completely in SV. Twenty-two of the 38 with full ST insertion maintained residual hearing at 
1 month compared with 0 of the 7 with non-full ST insertion (p = 0.005). Three surgical approaches were used: cochleostomy (C) 
6/44, extended round window (ERW) 8/44, and round window (RW) 30/44. RW has higher chance of 
full ST insertion (p = 0.014) Than C+ERW. The median angular insertion depth was 429° (range, 373°-512°) with no significant 
difference between the hearing and non hearing preserved groups (p = 0.287). 
Durability of hearing preservation after cochlear 
implantation with confirmed scala tympani insertion  
A total of 16 patients met inclusion criteria (median age 70.6 years, age range 29.4 - 82.2 years, 50% 
female). Average length of follow-up was 
16.7 months (median 12.7 months). 
Patients with a LW electrode array were more likely to have 
stable acoustic thresholds over time (p < 0.05). A positive correlation was seen between the size of the initial post-implant threshold 
shift and continued hearing loss over time. Charge Density, Age, gender, had no significant influence on continued hearing 
preservation over time. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
These data 
suggest that RW and ERW approaches and LW electrodes are associated with an 
increased likelihood of successful ST placement. 
Furthermore, electrode position entirely within the ST confers superior 
audiological outcomes. Scalar 
excursion is a strong predictor of losing residual hearing.Type of 
electrodes and the initial threshold shift measured after implantation 
appeared to influence the durability of hearing preservation over time. Techniques to decrease the risk of 
electrode excursion from ST are likely to result in improved residual hearing 
and CI performance 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Preservation of residual hearing and minimizing the intracochlear trauma becomes more important in modern CI surgery. 
Intracochlear pressure changes are assumed to influence the residual hearing and should therefore kept low. Several factors 
influence the intracochlear pressure like the opening of the round window, the insertional speed and the insertion technique itself. 
In this study we investigated how the intracochlear pressure changes over the time of insertion. 

 
Materials and methods 
Cochlear implantations with the Advanced Bionics IJ electrode were performed in an artifical cochlear model with a constant 
insertional time of 0.5mm/sec provided by a linear actor. Intracochlear pressure changes were measured by a micro-optical pressure 
sensor, which was placed in the helicotrema area. The insertion was temporarily divided into three parts, pressure amplitude 
changes and frequency of pressure peaks were evaluated for every part. 

 
Results 
A homogenous raise of the intracochlear pressure over time was observed in every experiment. Significant reduction in terms of 
amplitude variation was found over time and insertion depth. Neither the peaks between the thirds were significant nor the 
maximum pressure changes between the thirds. 

 
Conclusion 
The reduction of electrode movement by increased intracochlear electrode stability increases with a deeper insertion. It can be 
assumed that by a greater contact area of the lateral wall electrode array in the cochlear a intracochlear stabilization of the 
electrode occurs. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Aim: To monitor cochlear 
function during cochlear implantation and determine correlations with 
postoperative acoustic hearing.Background: Cochlear response telemetry measures 
cochlear function directly from cochlear implant electrodes. We have adapted 
this system to provide real-time cochlear response telemetry (RT-CRT) 
monitoring of a patient’s acoustic hearing as the cochlear implant electrode 
array is inserted. 

 
Methods: 
Eighteen subjects (1 child and 17 adults) with 
sloping high frequency hearing loss were implanted with Cochlear Ltd slim 
straight arrays (CI422/CI522). Tone bursts (500 Hz, 100-110 dB) were presented 
at 14Hz continuously during the array insertion. RT-CRT amplitudes were 
correlated with surgical manoeuvres recorded on the video from the operating 
microscope and with postoperative pure tone audiograms. 

 
Results: 
Despite an excellent overall rate of complete or 
partial hearing preservation (79 %), RT-CRT identified that in 47% of these 
implantations there were transient or permanent reduction in the amplitude of 
the cochlear microphonic (CM) . Patients with a preserved CM at the end of 
insertion had on average 15 dB better low frequency hearing preservation. The 
CM amplitude was most vulnerable during the last few millimeters of insertion 
or when inadvertent movement of the array occurred after full insertion. 



Physical contact/elevation of the basilar membrane is hypothesized as a likely 
mechanism of hearing loss rather than overt physical trauma. 

 
Conclusion: 
RT-CRT can be used to 
predict early postoperative hearing loss and to potentially refine surgical 
technique. In the future, feedback of RT-CRT may prove to be a valuable tool 
for maximising preservation of residual hearing or providing feedback on 
electrode contact with the basilar membrane. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Atraumatic FLEX electrodes with different lengths (16mm, 20mm, 24mm, 28mm) are implanted at the medical university in 
Hannover. The 16mm electrode was especially designed for patients with a presbycusis high-frequency hearing loss. This variety of 
electrodes allows an individual cochlear implantation meaning a patient specific choice of electrode length.The aim is to analyze 
hearing preservation and hearing performance results based on electrode length. 
 
Methods:  

At the Hannover Medical University, N=283 implantation of FLEX electrodes were performed in adults. To document hearing 
preservation outcomes, differences between the pre- and postoperative unaided air-conducted pure tone thresholds (PTA) in low 
frequencies (125Hz..1.5kHz) were determined in N=168 patients. The inclusion criterion was a PTA (125 Hz..1kHz) ≤80 dB 
preoperatively to avoid effects related to technical audiometric limitations. To evaluate hearing performance, Freiburg 
monosyllables at 65 dB and an HSM sentence test in noise (10 dB SNR) were regarded at 3 and 6 months. 
 
Results: 

The median hearing loss at first activation was 17.5 dB for FLEX20 (n=46), 20.0 dB for FLEX24 (n=34) and 24 dB for FLEX28 (n=40). 
Preliminary results of FLEX16 are 12.6 dB and 15 dB hearing loss for the first 2 patients at first activation. 
In total, 16 patients with short electrodes (FLEX16, FLEX20 or FLEX24) used their residual hearing for EAS and achieved 57.5% in 
Freiburg monosyllables and 54.7% in HSM 10 dB SNR at 3 months. Patients 
with short electrodes using ES achieved 36.6% (n=47) in Freiburg monosyllables and 25.0% (n=39) in HSM in noise at 3 months. 
Patients with longer electrodes (FLEX28) achieved significant better results with 52.6% (n=35) in Freiburg monosyllables and 41.5% 
(n=31) in HSM in noise. At 6 months an improvement in speech intelligibility was observed in HSM in noise along all electrodes. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Hearing preservation is possible throughout all FLEX electrode lengths. Shorter electrodes (FLEX16, FLEX20 or FLEX24) show better 



hearing preservation rates. In electric-acoustic stimulation, very good hearing performance results can be achieved with short 
electrodes, if the functional residual hearing was preserved. ES patients with a longer electrodes (FLEX28) showed the best speech 
results in quiet and in noise compared to patients with shorter electrodes (FLEX20, FLEX24). For patients where residual hearing shall 
be saved for a postoperatively electric-acoustic hearing short electrodes are advisable, but patient’s medical history has to be taken 
in account. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Functional residual hearing after cochlear implantation has gained importance as simultaneous electric-acoustic 
stimulation allows for improved hearing outcomes. Residual hearing is lost in a subset of patients, and trauma to the basilar 
membrane, cochlear hair cells and auditory nerve fibers resulting from electrode manipulation has been proposed as a possible 
cause. Surgical techniques have focused on minimizing cochlear trauma during electrode insertion and manipulation in attempt to 
preserve this residual hearing; however, less attention has focused on the effects of post-insertion manipulation of the cochlear 
implant (CI) electrode. Here, we test the hypothesis that post-insertion manipulation of CI electrodes generates transient 
intracochlear pressure spikes equivalent to high intensity acoustic stimuli. 

 
Methods: Human cadaveric heads were surgically prepared with an extended facial recess and implanted sequentially with five 
different cochlear implant electrodes from two manufacturers via a round window approach. Fiber-optic sensors measured 
intracochlear pressures in scala vestibuli and tympani near the oval and round windows during post-insertion cochlear implant 
electrode manipulation. 
Results: CI electrode manipulation produced high-intensity pressure spikes in the cochlea with all electrodes tested. Pressure 
transients recorded in scala tympani and vestibuli were comparable to intracochlear pressures measured in response to high 
intensity impulsive acoustic stimuli. Peak pressures could exceed 2 kPa (which we expect to correspond to ~160 dB SPL in the ear 
canal), intensities which are equivalent to the impulse from a handgun (Rothschild et al., 1998). 

 
Conclusion: Manipulation of CI electrodes after insertion produces transients in intracochlear sound pressure levels that are 
equivalent to high intensity, impulsive acoustic stimuli known to cause hearing loss. Results from this investigation affirm the 
importance of atraumatic surgical techniques and highlight that CI electrode manipulation, not only insertion, can produce elevated 
intracochlear pressure levels that may cause damage to the basilar membrane. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Hearing 
preservation in cochlear implantation is of paramount importance for pediatric 
patients when considering that future treatment options will rely on residual 
neurocellular substrate in the inner ear. As cochlear malformation are commonly 
associated with congenital hearing loss our study aimed at investigating on 
whether inner ear malformations had an impact on hearing preservation outcomes 
after cochlear implantation 

 
Methods: 
Out 
of the ongoing prospective cohort study with pediatric and adult patients 
undergoing hearing preservation cochlear implantation, pediatric patients with 
malformations were identified and analysed with regard to annual loss of 
low-frequency residual hearing, speech performance over time, type of 
malformation and intraoperative findings 
Results: 
 
Patient with 
type II incomplete cochlear impartition variants with associated partial 
deafness showed a stable decline of hearing thresholds over time comparable to 
the natural decline of hearing. Patients with complex malformations involving 
the cochleovestibular apparatus and intraoperative gusher formation showed the 
quickest decline of hearing over time, patients with large vestibular aequaduct 



showed a higher decline of hearing over time than the imcomplete partition typ 
II variants but a lower decline than malformations with gusher formation. 

 
Conclusion: 
Complex 
inner ear malformations involving the cochleovestibular apparatus appear to 
have poorer hearing preservation outcomes after cochlear implantation. A gusher 
formation during surgery is predictive 
for poor hearing preservation outcomes. Isolated typ II imcomplete partition variants 
associated with partial deafness patterns appear to have stable hearing 
thresholds over time 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Approximately 15% of cases in pediatric cochlear implantation have a malformed cochlea. Cochlear implantation of 
malformed cochleae may be challenging, especially in cases with severely abnormal anatomy. Cystic malformations are often 
associated with cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) gusher and a tight seal around the electrode array is required to avoid the complication of 
postoperative cerebrospinal fluid leakage. A straight double banded electrode array has been developed offering a 1.9 mm conical 
collar to seal the opening to the cochlea in combination with two different array lengths, 24 and 19 mm. 

 
Methods: Six children with severe cochlear malformation (two x-linked (IP III), two IP I and two with hypoplastic cochleae) where a 
gusher was expected were implanted with the specially designed electrode. Array length of 24 mm was used in four cases and 19 
mm in two cases. The outcome was evaluated in relation to intracochlear electrode positioning and postoperative control of CSF 
leakage. 

 
Results: In five cases good intracochlear electrode positioning along the lateral wall of the cochlea was achieved on the first attempt, 
evaluated on intraoperative x-ray. In one case of severe cochlear hypoplasia and a deviant course of the facial nerve the electrode 
was found making a loop in the vestibule requiring repositioning. All cases had an extensive gusher on opening the cochlea. The CSF 
leakage was managed by the sealing properties of the electrode design in combination with soft tissue in the cochleostomy. 
However, in one case of IP I malformation, a rhinorrhea occurred ten days after implantation requiring revision surgery, finding that 
the electrode had backed slightly and thereby losing its sealing properties. Pushing it deeper, and thereby tighter, into the 
cochleostomy the CSF leakage was controlled permanently. 

 
Conclusion: The electrode offers an alternative for cases of cochlear malformation when a gusher can be expected and may provide 
an advantage in controlling postoperative CSF leakage. The two options in length offers options for different size cochleae. The 
straight and full length double banded electrode is likely to be advantageous for cystic malformations. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Preservation of residual hearing is a continuing focus of cochlear implantation. As surgical techniques improve and 
cochlear implant criteria expand, children receiving traditional cochlear implants are retaining significant levels of residual hearing 
following surgery. Adult research has shown improved listening skills in quiet and noise when combining hearing aid and cochlear 
implant technology, known as electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS), over fully acoustic or electric stimulation. Research in the pediatric 
population is necessary to investigate if there are similar benefits for children. The purpose of this study is to investigate the efficacy 
of combined electric and acoustic hearing among pediatric patients with residual hearing following cochlear implant surgery. 
 

Methods: Children aged 4-18 years with post-operative three-frequency pure tone averages of 80 dB HL or better were assigned to 
one of two arms of the study. The first group of subjects consisted of new cochlear implant recipients. They were fit with EAS 
devices using best practice methods and were tested on speech perception in quiet and noise at regular intervals. Results with and 
without the acoustic component were compared to pre-operative scores. The second group of subjects were patients who wore 
traditional speech processors for over a year, but retained residual acoustic hearing that had not been amplified since before 
receiving a cochlear implant. Their EAS devices were fit using the same methods as the first group. Following a period of 
acclimatization, their speech perception skills in quiet and noise were compared to scores obtained with fully electric maps. 
 

Results: Results show improved performance in speech understanding and increased device acceptance with the EAS component. 
Pediatric EAS fittings require special care in terms of both physical and electroacoustic measurements. 
 

Conclusion: Electric-acoustic stimulation is a feasible intervention for pediatric cochlear implant users with post-operative residual 
hearing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In recent years hearing preservation surgical techniques have allowed children with partial hearing to be considered 
for cochlear implantation. In the United Kingdom, such children are likely to have profound high frequency hearing loss within 
current National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) guidance for cochlear implants, and much better hearing in the low 
frequencies. 
Pre-referral, these children are often reported to be “doing well” with their hearing aids, however audiological, speech and language 
testing and academic progress may indicate otherwise. 
Early intervention is an established principle of cochlear implantation for congenitally deaf children. Yet there can be concerns 
around offering cochlear implants to young children with partial hearing. These concerns, along with trying to ascertain ‘sufficient’ 
benefit from hearing aids can make early referral, assessment and counselling more challenging for this client group than for more 
routine paediatric cochlear implant cases. 
This paper will review the additional challenges faced during assessment along with the multi-disciplinary team approach we use 
when considering cochlear implants for children with partial hearing. Surgical considerations and challenges around post-operative 
support and measurement of benefit will also be discussed, including the importance of timely intervention in this client group. 
 

Methods: We undertook a retrospective review of 25 children with partial hearing who were implanted at our two centres between 
2008 and 2015. 
 

Results: Functional improvements are seen in listening and speech intelligibility for most children by comparison with pre-implant 
performance. Challenges related to non-use and limited improvements in speech intelligibility are seen with older children. 
 

Conclusion: Early implantation is equally important for children with partial hearing as with more ‘traditional’ candidates. In our 
clinical opinion, children with partial hearing make better progress with cochlear implants than they do with their hearing aids, 
irrespective of the amount of hearing that is preserved. More professional education is required for timely referral and skilled multi-
disciplinary assessment is essential for cochlear implant teams to have the confidence to implant children with partial hearing in a 
timely manner. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Audiologic criteria for cochlear implantation (CI) vary internationally. Recently, there have been reports advocating the expansion of 
current audiologic criteria in children with significant hearing loss who are not making the expected progress with their hearing, 
speech and language skills despite appropriately fitted hearing aids (HA). 
 

Objectives 
The primary outcome measure was to investigate the benefit of unilateral CI in children outside current audiologic guidelines in the 
contralateral ear. The secondary outcome measure was compliance. 
 

Methods 
We performed a retrospective case note review of children receiving a unilateral CI whose contralateral ear was audiologically 
outside current UK (NICE [TA166]) guidelines for implantation. All children were implanted by the Manchester Auditory Implant 
Centre – a tertiary referral centre. Pre and post-operative outcomes were measured using the Categories of Auditory Performance 
(CAP) score and the Manchester Speech and Language Development Scale (MSLDS). CAP scores were assessed by a speech and 
language therapist familiar with each child and possessing the clinical skills to determine if the child was able to comprehend 
conversation appropriate to their age. The MSLDS is a measurement system designed in Manchester to document stages of 
language development. 
 

Results 
Forty-six children were identified with a unilateral CI with the contralateral ear falling outside of current implant candidacy. Of these, 
30 were male and 16 were female. 13/46 (28.2%) were found to be congenitally deaf, 11/46 (23.9%) were found to have wide 
vestibular aquaducts, and 4/46 (8.6%) were post meningitic. The remaining 18/46 (39.1%) were due to various other underlying 
pathologies. Only 1/46 (2.17%) was found not to have an identifiable underlying pathology. Average age at referral was 4.9 years. 
Average age at implantation was 5.2 years. Average time between referral and implantation was 10.5 months. Patients were 



allocated to two groups; Group 1with hearing between 50-70dB at 2 and 4kHz (n=10) and Group 2 with hearing between 70-90dB at 
2 and 4 kHz (n=36). Pre- and post-operative CAP and MSLDS scores on these patients demonstrated an improvement in both 
auditory perception and language development. In addition, all children in Group 1 and 32/36 (88.8%) of children in Group 2 were 
fully compliant with both their CI and HA. None of the children in our cohort subsequently rejected their CI. 
 

Conclusions 
It is often reported that children have difficulty assimilating electrical and acoustic stimulation from a CI and HA. The longer interval 
to CI reflects the increased complexity in assessment of patients with useful residual hearing in the contralateral ear. Within our 
patient cohort, CAP and MSLDS measures demonstrated an improvement in both hearing and language performance. In addition, 
the excellent compliance in using both cochlear implant and hearing aid indirectly suggests that these children are able to gain 
benefit from listening bimodally. We would suggest that expansion of current implant candidacy for these children might have given 
them a benefit that they may not otherwise have acquired if they only had bilateral hearing aids. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Limited access to bilateral sound early in life disrupts normal auditory development and challenges educational and 
behavioural performance. With this in mind, several centres around the world have broadened cochlear implant (CI) candidacy 
criteria to include children with asymmetric hearing loss. These children are provided with a CI and continue to wear a hearing aid 
(HA) in the non-implanted ear (bimodal). Given the diversity of hearing outcomes in these children, we sought to define hearing 
histories of current bimodal users, with the goal of considering how their audiological profiles may inform or guide implantation 
criteria. Thus, our objective was to define the audiological and etiological profiles of child bimodal users in terms of broadening CI 
criteria. 
 

Methods: Audiological data were extracted from audiology charts of all known children who used bimodal devices in our hospital’s 
cochlear implant program. Children were visually organized into groups based on audiological assessment of the most recent 
audiograms before the children received an implant. Proportions of commonly known etiologies were compared to a previously 
defined group of child unilateral CI users who did not wear a contralateral HA. 
 

Results: A total of 104 children aged 2.8 to 18.0 years were identified as bimodal users, 57 (55%) of whom received a CI in the right 
ear. While bimodal users were implanted at 6.5±4.6 years, both unilateral and bilateral deprivation were limited (0.8±1.6 and 
0.5±1.2 years respectively). Etiologies included: cochleovestibular abnormality (n=31), infection (n=12; eg, cytomegalovirus, 
meningitis), genetic (n=8), syndrome (n=5), unknown (n=23), auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (n=11), and other (n=14; eg, 
risk factors). Cochleovestibular abnormalities and other etiologies were 1.8 (χ2(1)=4.4, p=0.04) and 7.7 (χ2(1)=10.0, p=0.002) times 
more common in bimodal users, whereas unknown and genetic etiologies were 1.7 (χ2(1)=4.4, p=0.04) and 2.0 (χ2(1)=2.7, p=0.09) 
times more common in unilateral CI users. Based on unaided audiograms, 3 bimodal groups were identified: 1) “Traditional” users 
(n=35) who had bilateral severe/profound hearing loss (mean±SD HA/CI ear: 88±12/103±14 dB HL); 2) “Non-Traditional Symmetric” 
users (n=30) who had symmetric good low frequency sloping to severe/profound high frequency hearing loss (HA/CI ear: 
70±12/78±12 dB HL); and 3) “Non-Traditional Asymmetric” users (n=28) who were deaf in one ear and who had anywhere from 
normal hearing to a moderate/severe hearing loss in the HA ear (HA/CI ear: 58±21/107±17 dB HL). 
 



Conclusion: Three bimodal groups were identified within this very heterogeneous group of CI users. The older age of implantation 
along with etiology distribution highlights how bimodal users tend to have progressive hearing histories, or pathologies that 
differentially affect the two ears. Demographic profiles of bimodal users are important to consider when evaluating outcomes and 
may guide candidacy decisions when considered within a battery of outcome measures. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
The expansion of cochlear implants (CI) guidelines to include individuals with more residual hearing has led to an increasing number 
of potential candidates for bimodal (i.e. the use of a cochlear implant at one ear and a hearing aid at the non-implanted ear) device 
use [1-4]. For example, many adults and children with asymmetric hearing loss (threshold levels that are within the severe to 
profound range at one ear with less severe hearing loss at the opposite ear) are being considered as candidates for a cochlear 
implant at the poorer ear and continued hearing aid use at the ear with greater residual hearing [5, 6]. 
Benefits of bimodal devices over unilateral CIs include improved ability to hear speech in quiet and noise, improved ability to localize 
sound and improved ability to perceive music [7-11]. Additionally, evidence suggests that a period of bimodal device use may result 
in improved language outcomes for children receiving a second CI [12]. 
Studies demonstrate that a coordinated fitting that emphasizes balanced audibility and loudness across the hearing aid and cochlear 
implant is necessary for maximizing bimodal benefit [13-16]. However, there are no widely accepted guidelines or protocols for 
conducting these fittings [17]. A recent survey of adult CI centers reveals significant variability in the programming and management 
of bimodal fittings [18]. Moreover, many of the centers surveyed report that the programming of the CI and HA were not only 
conducted by different audiologists but at separate clinics. 
The purpose of this work was to gather information regarding clinical management of bimodal devices for pediatric patients. 
Specifically, we were interested in what procedures and protocols were used to fit/program and verify the HA and the CI for bimodal 
devices. 
 

Methods 
A mixed methods, electronic survey study was conducted. A 16 item questionnaire focused on asking questions related to 
procedures for mapping, verification and outcome measures for CIs; procedures for selecting/fitting, verifying and measuring 
outcomes of hearing aid fittings; and procedures used for fitting, verification and outcome measures for bimodal fittings. Finally, 
text-based qualitative input was solicited to facilitate our understanding of current clinical practice in hearing aid, CI and bimodal 
fittings. 
 

Results 
This survey had 85 respondents of which 70 met the eligibility criteria. Most questions were answered by approximately 60 



respondents. Respondents varied as to mapping/fitting, verification and outcome measurement procedures used for the CI alone, 
HA alone and the bimodal fitting. Over half of the respondents reported that they do not use a specific protocol for verifying the fit 
of bimodal devices. While the majority of respondents report making adjustments to both the HA and CI for bimodal fittings 
approximately 15-30% reported that they made adjustments to a single device only. Qualitative comments included regarding a 
need for standardized bimodal fitting procedures as well as coordination between CI and HA services. A close examination of 
results provides information that can be used for best practice / guideline development, teaching and research purposes. 
 

Conclusion 
Results of this survey of current CI, hearing aid and bimodal fitting practices contributes to our understanding of current practice in 
pediatric bimodal fitting and provides insight into development of standardized fitting protocols. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
There is little evidence worldwide of academic outcomes 
for children with cochlear implants (CIs) using standardized assessments, and 
performance of children with CIs compared to that of typically developing 
children with normal hearing is therefore difficult to compare. Further, although bilateral CIs have been 
shown to provide significant perceptual benefits for many children, their 
effect on academic outcomes has not yet been examined. 
Objectives: 
1. 
To compare academic 
outcomes for children with CIs to those expected for typically developing children 
with normal hearing. 
2. 
To determine 
whether academic outcomes for children with bilateral CIs are significantly 
better than for children with unilateral CIs. 
3. 
To investigate 
predictive factors for academic outcomes. 
 

Methods: 
 
Academic outcomes (mathematics, oral language, reading 



and written language) for 106 children with early CIs were assessed at age 7-8 
years using the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test (WIAT-II), a standardized academic 
assessment tool. Information about demographic, audiological and family factors 
known to influence academic development was collected. Cognitive ability was measured using the 
Wechsler Nonverbal Scale (WNV). Multiple Linear Regression and Ordered Probit 
modelling was used to analyze the data. 
 

Results: 
 
The proportion of children scoring in within or above 
one standard deviation of the mean was on average 10% lower than that for typically 
developing children with normal hearing across all areas except mathematics. The 
strongest area of performance was written language, where children performed at 
an equivalent level, and the weakest was mathematics. Children using bilateral CIs achieved a significantly 
higher Total Composite score across the whole test (p=0.03) than did children 
using unilateral CIs. Performance across 
the individual areas assessed is discussed. 
The regression models predicted up to 53% of the variance in academic 
outcomes. Greatest academic success was found for children who had bilateral CIs 
at younger ages, higher cognitive ability, spent more time reading, who had 
highly involved parents, and who continued to wear a hearing aid after their 
first CI. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
This study provides new evidence that children with CIs 
can achieve academic outcomes comparable to those of children with normal 
hearing. It is the first study to show 
that children with early bilateral CIs achieve significantly better academic outcomes 
than do children with unilateral CIs. 
Family environment, hearing aid use, and child reading practices were predictive 
of children’s academic performance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The ability to localize sounds helps children in social and educational settings and is important for personal safety. 
However sound-source-localization ability varies greatly between children with bilateral (bi) cochlear implants (CIs) and the factors 
influencing this skill are not yet fully understood.This study aimed to identify the influence of several factors on localisation accuracy 
in our clinical population. 
 
Methods: Participants were 142 users of biCIs aged 4 years or older who received their second CI by 18 years of age and had at least 
2 years’ experience with biCIs. They were classified based on inter-implant interval: Simultaneous (N=75); Sequential 0 to 2 years 
(N=12); Sequential >2 to 4 years (N=18); Sequential >4 to 6 years (N=16); Sequential >6 years (N=21). The children used CIs made by: 
Manufacturer 1 (N=72), Manufacturer 2 (N=64) or Manufacturer 3 (N=7). Percentage correct sound lateralization (SL) was measured 
via 2 loudspeakers separated by 120°. Stimuli were pre-recorded female voices saying “Look over here!”. Sound-source localization 
(SSL) tests used 3 loudspeakers separated by 60° and 5 loudspeakers separated by 30°. Stimuli were pre-recorded female voices 
saying “Hello, what’s this?”. Stimulus levels for both tests were 70 dB(A) SPL, randomly roved by ±5 dB in 1 dB steps. Percentage 
correct scores and root-mean-square (RMS) errors were calculated. SL data were analysed via Fisher’s Exact Test. SSL data were 
analysed via multiple linear regression using variables of: age at test, inter-implant interval, duration of biCI use, onset of severe to 
profound hearing loss and CI manufacturer. 
 
 
Results: SL data showed ceiling effects and no effect of simultaneous or sequential implantation was seen. However SSL results 
varied from near-normal to chance performance. A multivariable linear regression analysis produced four models with adjusted R2 
values of 20% to 35%. No significant difference was seen between the Simultaneous group and Sequential 0 to 2 years group (p > 
0.1), however SSL accuracy significantly and progressively decreased for each subsequent group with longer inter-implant interval (p 
values ranged from < 0.05 to < 0.001). In each model Manufacturer 1 was associated with better SSL than Manufacturer 2 (p < 0.01) 
and in three models with better SSL than Manufacturer 3 (p < 0.05). Later onset of profound deafness and greater chronological age 
significantly improved SSL in some models. Duration of biCI use was not significant. 
 
 
Conclusion: A delay of more than two years between each CI resulted in poorer SSL and this detriment grew larger for increasing 



inter-implant interval. Children with acquired or progressive hearing loss had better SSL than those born profoundly deaf. Further 
research is needed to establish what factors may have led to better SSL with one manufacturer compared to the others. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Procedure-based assessment of surgical competence is among the prominent topics engaging surgical specialties. The 
impetus comes largely from insurers, patient safety-advocacy groups and hospitals, some of whom reject the current metric of 
adequate surgical training—numbers of procedures performed. Validated instruments that provide objective assessment of surgical 
skills are becoming available, especially for complex or high cost procedures. 
 

Methods: A tool was developed to assess cochlear implant surgical competency that consists of a detailed step-wise surgical flow-
sheet consisting of eight sections and 32 individual steps provided in advance to subjects and an evaluation/score sheet with Likert 
scale rating of step as well as global performance. Elements of the Objective Structured Assessment of Technical Skills (OSATS), 
Procedure Based Assessments (PBAs), and Direct Observation of Procedural Skills (DOPS) were incorporated to develop and validate 
the instrument in three domains: Construct Validity, Reliability, and Acceptability. Subjects with various levels of training and 
experience were evaluated by three experienced cochlear implant surgeons at two temporal bone laboratories. 
 

Results: Twenty subjects have been evaluated. Construct validity is determined by correlation of cochlear implant surgical skills with: 
training level, cochlear implantation experience, and comparison of results pre-/post-completion of a surgical workshop. Inter-rater 
reliability is determined by correlation of step-scores as well as global scores among observers. Acceptability of the test is 
determined by interview and completion of a visual analogue questionnaire by experienced surgeon-educators. 
 

Conclusion: Demonstration of procedure-specific surgical skills may be an important way to address safety and efficacy concerns of 
the public, regulatory agencies, payers and hospital administrators. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Considerable unexplained outcome variability exists among adults with cochlear implants (CIs). Although some predictors of speech 
recognition have been identified for CI users, studies have often considered heterogeneous adult patient populations with both 
prelingual and postlingual deafness. Additionally, device and anatomic factors can contribute to variability in results, such as partial 
electrode insertions and inner ear malformations. The aim of this study was to identify additional factors contributing to outcome 
variability in a more homogeneous sample of adult CI users with postlingual deafness. 
 
Methods: 
We report results of a retrospective chart review of adults who underwent implantation at our tertiary medical center from 1983 to 
2014. The charts of 254 patients who underwent cochlear implantation were examined. Inclusion criteria for analyses were 
postlingual deafness, full electrode insertion, and normal cochlear anatomy on preoperative imaging. Ninety patients met inclusion 
criteria. All patients underwent implantation using standard devices. Factors examined included pre- and postoperative hearing data 
(e.g., age at onset of hearing loss, duration of deafness, use of a contralateral hearing aid) and patient demographics (e.g., 
occupation index, medical comorbidities). Spearman’s bivariate correlation and t-test analyses were performed to examine effects 
on the postoperative outcome measures of pure-tone average (0.5, 1, 2, and 3 kHz) and recognition of words in sentences (HINT and 
AzBio) at six months or greater of CI use. 
 
Results: 
Age at time of postoperative testing and age at onset of hearing loss both negatively correlated with AzBio scores (r = -0.40, p = 0.03 
and r = -0.54, p < 0.01, respectively), indicating worse outcomes with advancing age. Otherwise, no associations with outcomes were 
identified among the following: duration of deafness, age at implantation, duration of CI use, occupation, presence of comorbidities, 
or use of hearing aids pre- or postoperatively. 
 
Conclusion: 
In adult, postlingually deaf patients with normal inner ear anatomy and full electrode insertions, examination of a large number of 
factors failed to identify strong associations with outcomes, except that older age at 
post-operative testing and later age at onset of hearing loss were associated with poorer speech recognition. Findings suggest that 
cognitive aging may impact CI outcomes, and further studies are needed to understand these aging effects. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Infections of implanted medical devices are often linked to the presence of surface attached communities of bacteria 
called biofilms that have elevated resistances to antibiotics and the immune system. We were interested in using Fluorescence in 
situhybridization (FISH) to examine biofilms on cochlear implant devices that have been explanted due to unresolvable infections. In 
order to perform FISH analysis it was imperative that the biofilms remained intact during international transport. Importantly, the 
protocol needed to be readily performed by the surgical explant teams and not reliant on a cold chain for storage and transport. 
Surprisingly, at the time we embarked on this project, we could not find a published protocol for the fixation, international 
transport, long-term storage and subsequent FISH identification of bacteria on explanted medical devices. 
 
 
 
Methods: Biofilms of Staphylococcus aureus or Pseudomonas aeruginosa were cultured on silicone/titanium coupons or cochlear 
implant devices. Transportation conditions were simulated by placing jars containing coupons in various fixatives on a rocking 
platform for 24 hours. A 2 stage FISH protocol was performed using 16S rRNA oligonucleotide probes designed to detect all Gram-
negative and Gram-positive bacteria, or specific for P. aeruginosa or S. aureus. To determine if biofilms in fixative withstood 
international transportation,P. aeruginosa and S. aureus mixed species biofilms were cultured on cochlear implant devices and sent 
in fixative on a round-trip from Australia to Belgium and subsequently analysed by FISH. 
 
 
 
Results: We determined that the most effective fixative for maintaining biofilms during international transportation and which is 
compatible with FISH staining is 5% formalin, 5% glycerol in 50% ethanol. Our fixation and FISH staining protocols were found to be 
suitable for analysis of biofilms on cochlear implant devices that were explanted from patients due to unresolvable infections. 
Following explantation surgery, cochlear implant devices were immediately placed in fixative and couriered internationally to our 
laboratory in Sydney, Australia, without the requirement for cold chain shipment. FISH analyses revealed the presence of biofilms 
comprised of P. aeruginosa, S. aureus, and other eubacterial species. 



 
 
 
Conclusion: We have developed protocols for the fixation and FISH analysis of bacterial biofilms on explanted medical devices. We 
have used these protocols to determine the location of bacteria on cochlear implant devices and to specifically identify two of the 
most common pathogens associated with device-related infections, P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. Importantly, the fixation protocol is 
simple and maintains intact biofilms during international transport from surgical clinics to our analysis laboratory in Sydney, 
Australia. These methods are also likely to be generally applicable for the detection and analysis of biofilms on other implantable 
medical devices. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Patients 
with single sided deafness (SSD) have normal hearing (NH) in one ear and 
severe-to-profound deafness in the other ear. SSD patients have great 
difficulty using spatial cues to localize sounds and separate speech from 
noise. A cochlear implant (CI) can restore hearing in the deaf ear and 
potentially improve SSD patients’ spatial perception. 
 
Methods: Preliminary 
data is reported for SSD patients who have enrolled in this FDA-approved study 
of CI in SSD patients. According to the study protocol, audiological 
thresholds, speech understanding in quiet, sound source localization, and 
speech understanding in noise with spatial cues are evaluated before 
implantation and 1, 3, and 6 month(s) after the CI is activated. Audiological 
thresholds are reported in terms of the pure tone average (PTA) of thresholds 
across 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. Aided speech testing in quiet is measured using 
CNC words and HINT sentences; scores are reported in terms of % words correct. Localization 
is measured in sound field using a 12-speaker array; scores are reported in 
terms of mean RMS error in degrees. HINT in noise sentence recognition 
thresholds (SRTs) are measured for three spatial conditions: 1) speech and 
noise from the center, (S0 N0), 2) speech from center, noise to the CI-ear (S0 N-CI), 
and 3) speech from the center, noise to the NH ear (S0 N-NH). SRTs are reported 
in terms of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) needed to produce 50% correct word 
recognition. 
 
Results: Baseline 



and post-activation data will be reported as available. Baseline and 1 month 
post-activation data are presented here for the first 5 subjects. Pre-surgical mean 
PTA thresholds were < 11 dBHL in the NH ear and >92 dBHL in the ear to be 
implanted. PTA thresholds in the CI ear improved to 35 dBHL. Pre-surgical recognition 
of HINT sentences and CNC words in the CI ear were both 0% words correct. Performance 
improved to 82% and 47% correct for HINT sentences and CNC words, respectively. 
With bilateral hearing, the mean RMS localization error slightly improved from 44° 
before implantation to 42° post-activation. 
For bilateral speech understanding in noise, the SRT improved from -0.2 dB 
before implantation to -2.5 dB post- activation for the S0 N0 condition. With 
the CI alone, the mean SRT was > 30 dB before implantation for the S0 N0 
condition; post-activation, the mean SRT improved to 9 dB. Post-activation, the 
mean spatial release from masking improved by 1.9 and 1.3 dB for the S0 N-CI 
and the S0 N-NH conditions, respectively; the range of improvement was -0.8 to 
3.4 dB. 
 
Conclusion: One 
month post-activation, preliminary results show large improvements in 
audibility and speech understanding for the implanted ear, as well as improved 
perception of spatial cues for localization and speech perception in noise. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear fibrosis is a common finding following cochlear 
implantation. Evidence suggests that cochlear fibrosis could be triggered by 
inflammation and epithelial-to-mesenchymal cell transition (EMT). In this 
study, we investigate the mechanisms of cochlear fibrosis and the risk/benefit 
ratio of local administration of the anti-inflammatory drug dexamethasone (DEX) 
and antimitotic drug aracytine (Ara-C). 
 
Methods: Cochlear fibrosis was evaluated in cochlear fibrosis models of rat cochlear slices in vitro and in KLH-induced immune 
labyrinthitis and platinum wire cochlear implantation-induced fibrosis in vivo. 
 
Results: Cochleae were invaded with tissue containing fibroblastic cells expressing α-SMA, which along with collagen I, fibronectin, 
and laminin in the extracellular matrix, suggests the involvement of a fibrotic process triggered by EMT in vitro and in vivo. After 
perilymphatic injection of an adenoviral vector expressing GFP in vivo, we demonstrated that the fibroblastic cells derived from the 
mesothelial cells of the scalae tympani and vestibuli. Activation of inflammatory and EMT pathways was further assessed by ELISA 
analysis of the expression of IL-1β and TGF-β1. Both markers were elevated in vitro and in vivo, and DEX and Ara-C were able to 
reduce IL-1β and TGF-β1 production.After 5 days of culture in vitro, quantification of calcein-positive cells revealed that Ara-C was 
30-fold more efficient in preventing fibrosis, and provoked less sensory hair cell loss, than DEX. In KLH-induced immune labyrinthitis 
and platinum wire-implanted models, Ara-C was more efficient in preventing proliferation of fibrosis with less side effects on hair 
cells and neurons than DEX. 
 
Conclusion: In conclusion, DEX and Ara-C both prevent fibrosis in the cochlea. Analysis of the risk/benefit ratio favors the use of Ara-
C for preventing cochlear fibrosis. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Single-sided deafness (SSD), where the patient has one poor ear and one normal hearing ear, results in reduced 
localization abilities and quality of life as compared to normal hearers. Current SSD treatment options route the signal from the 
affected side to the normal hearing ear. The ability to use binaural cues for improved localization has been variable with these 
technologies. It is of interest whether cochlear implantation of the affected ear would improve recipients’ localization due to 
stimulation of the auditory pathway on the affected side. The objective of this study was to assess localization and quality of life with 
cochlear implantation in cases of SSD preoperatively, and out to 12 months postoperatively. 
 
Methods: Twenty (20) subjects with SSD underwent cochlear implantation as part of a clinical trial. Subjects completed a localization 
task preoperatively, and at 1, 3, 6, 9 and 12 months postoperatively. Listening conditions included unaided and with a bone-
conduction device preoperatively, and with the cochlear implant plus the normal hearing ear postoperatively. Subjects completed 
the Speech, Spatial and Qualities of hearing (SSQ) scale and Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI) at all intervals. 
 
Results: Subjects experienced an improvement in localization abilities with cochlear implantation as early as 1-month of listening 
experience with the speech processor. There was a significant improvement with the cochlear implant as compared to the unaided 
and bone-conduction device listening conditions. Subjects either maintained or continued to improve on the localization task 
through the 12-month follow-up interval. Subjects reported an improvement in spatial hearing on the SSQ that complimented the 
objective findings. Subjects also reported a reduction in their tinnitus with device use. 
 
Conclusion: Cochlear implantation in cases of SSD improves localization abilities as compared to currently approved treatment 
options. Subjects report an improvement in quality of life in the initial months of listening experience. Cochlear implantation may be 
a viable treatment option for patients with SSD. 
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Abstract Body: 

INTRODUCTION: The traditional treatment for patients with neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2) or with vestibular schwannoma (VS) in 
the only hearing ear is resection of the tumor followed by ABI. In recent years, some cases of cochlear implantation (CI) in patients 
with VS have been reported. The aim of this study was to evaluate the CI performances in NF2 patients with bilateral VS and in 
patients with sporadic 
VS in the only or better hearing ear. 
 

METHODS: All patients with bilateral VS or sporadic VS in the only or better hearing ear who underwent CI, either simultaneous to 
VS surgery or staged 
after treatment for VS, in the tumor side. Main outcome measures were postimplantation audiometric scores (sound detection, 
closed-set and open-set discrimination scores) and device use patterns. 
 

RESULTS: 15 patients were implanted. Eight patients (53%) where NF2 and 7 patients had a VS in the only or better hearing ear. One 
patient was explanted for CSF leak. The other 14 patients obtained sound detection, 64 % of them achieving open-set dis- 
crimination (mean 70 ± 38 %) and 85 % achieving closed- set discrimination (mean 41 ± 33 %). At the last follow-up 10 patients (67%) 
were using the CI. 
 

CONCLUSIONS: Cochlear implantation provides hearing in particular cases of patients with bilateral VS or VS in the only or better 
hearing ear. As long as anatomic preservation of the cochlear is achieved, cochlear implantation may offer improvement in 
communication skills for most patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The bottleneck for optimal stimulation of today’s cochlear implants is caused by the anatomical gap between the 
electrode array and the auditory neurons in the inner ear. As a consequence, current devices are limited through (i) low frequency 
resolution, hence poor sound quality and (ii), strong signal amplification, hence high energy consumption responsible for significant 
battery costs and for impeding the development of fully implantable systems. Recent findings indicate that auditory nerve fibres can 
grow under neurotrophin stimulation towards the electrodes, which opens the door to address all issues simultaneously. 
A multidisciplinary, international research project aimed at developing a neuroprosthesis with a gapless interface to auditory nerve 
fibres in the cochlea. 
 
 
Methods: Combining methods of nanotechnology, chemistry, regenerative medicine and biomedical engineering across different 
European laboratories, the peripheral processes of auditory neurons were attracted through an innovative nanomatrix into the scala 
tympani and towards the drug-eluting guina pig cochlear implant electrode arrays in vivo. 
 
 
Results: In vivo, proof of concept for guided growth of the peripheral processes of the auditory neurons towards the electrode array 
in the scala tympani was obtained. Auditory neurons grew through a nanomatrix in the scala tympani onto the surface of the animal-
grade, neurotrophin-releasing and modified CI electrode arrays in guinea pigs. In vitro, the creation of a gapless auditory neuron: 
electrode array interface was associated with a five-fold reduction of the energy needed to induce a response compared to a 
stimulation over a distance of 40 μm. In addition by optimizing stimulus shapes to exploit the gapless interface, a further four-fold 
reduction of the energy needed to induce a response could be obtained compared to the use of standard stimulus. 
 
 
Conclusion: Proof of principle for the formation of a gapless interface between 
auditory neurons and modified CI electrode arrays in the cochlea in vivo and a significant reduction in energy needed to stimulate 
auditory neurons in vitro in the gapless position was obtained, opening the door for the potential development of future cochlear 
implant systems with improved performance at lower energy consumption. 
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Abstract Body: 

Artefacts induced by auditory implants. How to reduce their impact on MRI-scan procedures? 
Introduction 
Considering the increasing number of recipients of auditory implants, new acoustic and cochlear implants are developed to be MRI 
safe, e.g. without side-effects threatening patients’ integrity. However, the limitation of interpretation of anatomical images due to 
the MRI-induced artefacts is not completely known. We aimed to analyse the effects of modifying the location of implantation and 
the new technology implemented to the more recent devices. The Bone Bridge implant is MRI-scan safe and used to treat single 
sided deafness and conductive or mixed hearing losses. In the same vein, the cochlear Implants Synchrony, devoted to the 
treatment of severe to profound sensorineural hearing losses, is an evolution of the Concerto in that it includes a self-rotational 
magnet that adapts to the magnetic field of the MRI. We thus analysed quantitatively the effect of changing the angular placement 
of different bone conduction devices and cochlear implants exposed to a 1,5 Tesla MRI scan. We also compared qualitatively the 
impact of changing the positioning on the visualization of temporal bone and cerebral structures. 
 

Methods 
Two groups of 10 volunteers underwent a MRI-scan without implant and with the Bone Bridge implant and the Synchrony applied 
onto the skin in the mastoid area secondly. 3 different positioning of the implant relative to the orbitomeatal plane were tested: 0°, 
45° and 90°. The mean percentage artefact area for each sequence and each implant position was calculated. Three radiologists 
evaluated the visibility of intra-cranial structures with regards to implant positioning. Wilcoxon test was used to compare artefact 
area in regard of sequence, slice thickness or implant position. 
 

Results 
With regards to the Bone Bridge implant, positioning the device at 90° impacts significantly less both the surface of artefacts and the 
visualization of structures. Artefact area is greater for 2.5mm slices comparing to 5mm. T2-weighted sequences create fewer 
artefacts than T1-weighted sequences (Figure 1). Radiologist evaluation finds significantly better scores for 90° implant positioning. 



With regards to the CI device, the use of the Synchrony induced fewer artefacts than the standard CI device. 
 

Conclusion 
Artefacts are reduced by positioning auditory implants perpendicular to the orbitomeatal line and by using thicker slices and T2-
weighted sequences. This study provides trails for further studies with patient requiring bone vibrator implants and 
helps to adapt the position of implant according to a cerebral or temporal bone pathology needing a radiologic follow-up.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: This study investigates the potential impacts of electrode 
position and age on Electrically Evoked Compound Action Potential (ECAP) 
thresholds in deaf subjects treated with a cochlear implant (CI). Previously, Long et al. (2014) found significant 
correlations between electrode-to-modiolus distances and psychophysical 
thresholds for both focused multipolar (11 dB/mm; p = 0.0013; n = 10) and monopolar 
(2 dB/mm; p = 0.0048; n = 10) stimulation. 
They also showed a significant relationship between speech understanding 
and the variance of threshold-controlling-for-distance (r = -0.79; p = 0.0065; 
n = 10). These previous results are consistent with a model of electric cochlear 
stimulation where threshold depends on two main factors: (1) the distance of an 
electrode to the modiolus, and (2) the pattern of neural loss, since a reduced 
neural population could increase the effective distance of an electrode to the 
nearest neurons. 
 
Methods: In a first group of subjects, with both high-resolution CT 
scans and ECAP data, we examine the relationship between electrode-to-modiolus 
distance and ECAP threshold. Next, in a larger 
group of subjects with Contour Advance electrodes (n=339), we compare ECAP 
thresholds along the array to the average electrode distances previously 
obtained from nine Contour Advance subjects. 
Finally, we analyze ECAP thresholds as a function of age in a subset of 
the larger group. 
 
Results: In the first group of subjects, we observe that ECAP 
threshold is correlated with electrode-to-modiolus distance (3.1 dB/mm; p = 0.0004; 
n=7). In the larger group, we see that 
ECAP threshold similarly varies with average electrode-to-modiolus distance 
(4.4 dB/mm; r = 0.88; p < 0.0001; 339 Contour Advance subjects; 22 



electrodes). In addition, psychophysical 
thresholds from subjects’ clinical maps vary with distance at 2.0 dB/mm (r = 
0.77; p < 0.0001; 243 Contour Advance subjects; 22 electrodes), equal to the 
2 dB/mm previously reported. Finally, we 
find a significant effect of age, with a 0.24 dB (1.55 CL) increase in ECAP 
threshold per decade of life (r = 0.24; p = 0.0002; 151 Contour Advance 
subjects). 
 
Conclusion: These results lead to some interesting hypotheses. The mechanical properties of the electrode 
array combined with the tapering of the cochlea appear to be the primary 
determinants of the electrode-to-modiolus distance for Contour Advance 
electrodes. Intriguingly, the mean ECAP threshold-distance 
slope is about twice that of the mean psychophysical threshold-distance slope, perhaps 
because ECAP measurement involves electric attenuation both from the electrode 
to the neurons (stimulation) and along the reverse path (recording). In addition, combining the measured increase in 
ECAP threshold per decade of life with the predicted 1850 spiral ganglion cells 
(SGCs) lost per decade (Otte et al., 1978) suggests an approximate threshold 
increase of 0.13 dB per 1000 SGC lost. 
These results further demonstrate the significant effect of electrode 
position and neural survival on psychophysical and ECAP thresholds. They also support the idea that threshold measures 
may provide a useful metric of the state of the local electrode-neural interface 
to guide clinical optimizations, such as channel removal, for improved outcomes 
with a CI. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The 
relationship between auditory nerve survival and cochlear implant outcomes is 
not well established. While it seems 
logical that better nerve survival would result in better post-operative speech 
recognition, post-mortem analyses of cochlear-implanted human temporal bones do 
not support a positive relationship between these two variables. Two potential confounds exist with 
post-mortem studies: 1) uncontrolled time and events between speech recognition 
assessments and temporal bone analyses and 2) uncontrolled effects of top-down 
processing abilities that vary across patients and are known to affect speech 
recognition. In an effort to overcome 
these variables, we have used electrically-evoked compound action potential 
(ECAP) amplitude-growth functions measured in guinea pigs using neural response 
telemetry and assessed the relationship between these measures and cochlear 
health. Such measures can also be 
obtained in human cochlear-implant recipients to estimate SGN density, and the 
measures can be compared with post-operative speech recognition outcomes. 
 
Methods: For 
both guinea pig and human subjects, electrophysiologic measures included 
characteristics of the ECAP amplitude-growth functions in response to 
electrical pulse trains with varying interphase gaps (IPGs). For human subjects, ECAPs were measured on 
each electrode when possible. Human 
participants included bilateral cochlear implant recipients with Cochlear® 
CI24RE(CA), CI512, or CI24R(CA) implants. 
Speech recognition testing was performed for each subject in each ear 
and included sentence recognition in noise, as well as vowel and consonant 
recognition in quiet and in noise. 
 
Results: In 



cochlear implanted guinea pigs, the long-term stable electrophysiological 
measures were correlated with SGN survival to various degrees depending on both 
the electrophysiological metric and the presence of IHCs. In the best cases, more that 50% of the 
variance in the electrophysiological measures could be accounted for by SGN 
survival. In human cochlear implant 
users, within each subject, characteristics of the ECAP recordings, such as the 
slope of the ECAP amplitude-growth function, correctly predicted the ear with 
the better speech recognition. 
 
Conclusion: Based on the results in guinea pigs, we conclude that 
clinically applicable ECAP measures can be used to assess conditions in the 
cochlea near the cochlear implant electrodes in human subjects. Results among human cochlear implant users 
demonstrated that, when used in a well-controlled paradigm, characteristics of 
the ECAP response are related to speech recognition abilities. Based on animal data, these results would 
suggest that speech recognition variability among cochlear implant listeners 
can partly explained by variance in cochlear health status. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Numerous studies have shown that cochlear implant (CI) users generally prefer individualized stimulation rates in 
order to maximize their speech understanding. The underlying reasons for the reported variation in speech perception performance 
as a function of CI stimulation rate is unknown. However, multiple interacting electrophysiological processes influence the auditory 
nerve (AN) in response to high-rate CI stimulation, paving the way for a peripheral interpretation of CI perceptual performance that 
is non-monotonic with pulse rate. Experiments studying electrical pulse train stimulation of cat AN fibers (ANFs) have demonstrated 
that spike rates decrease over time relative to onset stimulation. The slow decay in post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) is often 
attributed to spike rate (spike-triggered) adaptation in addition to refractoriness. Interestingly, this decay tends to adapt more 
rapidly to higher stimulation rates. This observation suggests that subthreshold adaptation (accommodation) plays a critical role in 
reducing neural excitability. 
 

Methods: Using biophysical computational models of cat ANF including ion channel types such as hyperpolarization-activated cyclic 
nucleotide-gated (HCN) and low threshold potassium (KLT) channels we measured the strength of adaptation in response to pulse 
train stimulation for a range of current amplitudes and pulse rates. We also tested these stimuli using a phenomenological 
computational ANF model capable of simultaneously integrating any combination of the effects of refractoriness, facilitation, 
accommodation, and/or spike rate adaptation. 
 

Results: We have shown HCN and KLT channels contribute to reducing model ANF excitability on the order of 1 to 100 ms. These 
channels contribute to both spike rate (spike-triggered) adaptation and subthreshold adaptation (accommodation). Using our 
phenomenological model ANF we have also shown that accommodation alone can produce a slow decay in ANF spike rates 
responding to ongoing stimulation. 
 

Conclusion: These results have direct implications for personalized CI stimulation paradigms. It may be possible to use electrically 
evoked compound action potentials (ECAP) recordings to identify CI users exhibiting strong effects of accommodation, i.e., the 
increasing strength of adaptation as a function of increasing stimulation rate. Such users may not benefit from relatively high 



stimulation rates in comparison to users who do not show such strong accommodation effects. In addition, since HCN channels play 
an important role in accommodation and they are located at the first peripheral node of Ranvier and nodes flanking the soma, 
reduced levels of accommodation may indicate action potential initiation occurring primarily at central nodes. 
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Introduction: 
The recipients of cochlear implant (CI) using electroacoustic stimulation, a novel technology developed for the patients with residual 
hearing, experienced loss of residual hearing. 
 

Methods: 
To investigate the role of electrical stimulation in the hearing loss, we established an in vitro model of spiral ganglion (SG) 
dissociated culture or cochlear explant culture with charge-balanced biphasic electrical stimulation. After electrical stimulation with 
varying durations and intensities, we quantified neurite lengths in SG cultures; the quantitative ratios of SG neurites to inner hair 
cells (Fibers/IHCs), PDS95 puncta to IHCs (PSD95/IHCs) and PSD95/Fibers in cochlear explant cultures. 
 

Results: 
Stimulations that were greater than 50 µA or longer than 8 hours significantly decreased SG neurite length. Stimulation of 
48hr/100uA significantly decreased Fibers/IHCs and PSD95/IHCs ratios. These electrical stimulation-induced injuries were attenuated 
by various types of VDCC blockers, or completely prevented by their combination, cadmium or calcium-free medium. 
 

Conclusion: 
Our study suggested that electrical stimulation inhibited neurite extension and induced the loss of IHC synapses and SGN neurites. 
Calcium influx through multiple types of VDCCs was involved in the electrical stimulation-induced injury. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Whilst many individuals understand speech well with a cochlear implant, others receive far less benefit from their 
device. Currently, the factors underlying this variability in cochlear implant outcome are not clearly understood. Following deafness, 
areas of the brain that would usually process sound become more sensitive to the other intact senses, like vision. Emerging evidence 
suggests that this ‘cross-modal’ brain plasticity could be an important factor in understanding and predicting how much benefit an 
individual will receive from their cochlear implant. These findings emphasise the importance of understanding how the brain 
responds to auditory and visual stimulation before and after cochlear implantation. 
Measurement of cortical responses in cochlear implant recipients is challenging because many neuroimaging methods are limited by 
their incompatibility with a cochlear implant as they are affected by the implant magnet and electrical artefacts. Functional near-
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) is a non-invasive imaging technique which, owing to its optical nature overcomes these limitations. 
Furthermore, it is essentially silent, which is advantageous for auditory research. Together, these advantages indicate that fNIRS may 
provide a powerful tool to explore cortical plasticity following deafness and subsequent cochlear implantation. 
 
 
 
Methods: Our research at the NIHR Nottingham Hearing Biomedical Research Unit uses fNIRS to examine how the brain responds to 
auditory and visual stimulation before and after an individual receives their cochlear implant. 
 
 
 
Results: One strand of our research focuses on the development of fNIRS as a tool to measure cross-modal plasticity, specifically 
how auditory brain regions can become more responsive to visual stimulation following profound hearing loss. Another strand uses 
fNIRS to examine how the brain responds to auditory and visual components of speech before and after cochlear implantation. The 
aim of this longitudinal study is to understand how perceptual improvements in speech understanding following cochlear 
implantation relate to changes in cortical responsiveness. We are also using fNIRS to examine the mechanisms through which the 
brains of normal hearing listeners combine information across the senses, and to understand the potential impact of auditory 
deprivation and cochlear implantation on these mechanisms. 
 
 
 



Conclusion: By developing fNIRS as a tool to study cortical cross-modal responses before and after cochlear implantation, we aim to 
provide insights into the reasons for variable CI outcomes, and to develop a clinically useful prognostic tool. We also hope that this 
technique may provide a useful adjunct to help program speech processors, particularly for recipients who are difficult to assess 
using behavioural testing, such as very young children. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Based on the notion that the auditory system functions best when both ears receive incoming acoustic information, 
provision of two hearing devices is standard-of-care treatment for children with bilateral hearing loss. In normal hearing (NH) 
listeners combining information from both ears results in well-known binaural advantages that lead to improved speech 
understanding in noise and spatial hearing. Binaural processing also manifests in binaural interaction components (BICs) that occur 
along the ascending auditory pathways and can be recorded by means of evoked potentials. Currently, it is unclear whether binaural 
processing takes place in hearing-impaired (HI) listeners habilitated by means of a cochlear implant (CI) and a hearing aid (HA) in the 
contralateral ear (bimodal) or in listeners using bilateral HAs. 
 

Methods: Cortical binaural processing was explored by means of auditory event-related potentials (AERPs) in ten children (9-17 yrs) 
with congenital bilateral symmetrical sensorineural, mild to moderately-severe hearing loss using HAs; 7 children (7-14 yrs) with 
congenital progressive severe-to-profound hearing loss using CI and a contralateral HA (mean age at CI-5.7 yrs); and in 5 NH 
children. AERPs were recorded from multiple site electrodes while listeners performed an oddball speech discrimination task 
(/ba/vs./bi/) presented in three listening conditions: monaural right, monaural left, and binaural. By subtracting the responses 
elicited during binaural stimulation from the sum of responses elicited during monaural right and left stimulation, the BIC response 
was derived. Loudness balance between the HAs and between HA and CI was conducted two weeks prior to AERPs recording. 
 

Results: Robust BICs were identified in the N1 and P3 time-frames in all NH listeners and in most HI listeners using HAs (60% and 
90%, respectively). While data collection in bimodal users is still in progress, BICs were identified in some children. In addition, 



latencies of N1, P3, N1-BIC, and P3-BIC were prolonged in HI vs. NH children. Interestingly, a late negative BIC was evident in most 
bilateral HA users and in some bimodal users. In NH children, this component was absent. 
 

Conclusion: Data provide first-time evidence for the occurrence of cortical BICs in HI children fitted with bilateral HAs and in some 
children using a cochlear implant and a hearing aid, supporting binaural processing. The prolonged latencies of AERPs and BICs 
together with the elicitation of a late negative BIC in HI listeners reflect differential perceptual and post-perceptual speech 
processing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The risk of difficulties arising from unilateral hearing impairment is well documented. For audiologists and allied 
professionals, the immediate challenge is in articulating the potential benefit of fitting hearing devices and accessing early 
intervention services with very young paediatric clients. Research suggests that confounding and or conflicting information impedes 
decision making particularly in at risk or cultural and linguistically diverse populations. With this knowledge there is a clinical 
imperative to provide evidenced based, unbiased and clear information which can enable families to make informed and individual 
choices. For some families this will include cochlear implantation as an amplification option for unilateral hearing loss. This study 
investigated the current state of children with unilateral hearing loss in a single early intervention service, and reviews the impact of 
UHL on the growth of their communication skills. With over 100 children with unilateral hearing loss (UHL) enrolled, and 60% of 
these having thresholds in the implantable range, cochlear implantation for UHL is increasingly an option and choice for children. 
However, traditional assessment measures that historically formed the basis of our understanding of the speech and language 
abilities fail to capture communication deficits that can be evident particularly in complex listening and linguistic environments. 
Assessment beyond these standard measurements has provided a more global understanding of functional listening and social 
communication and highlights the communication deficits that this population experience. With the goal of matching parent 
perceptions of function, optimising access and increasing the evidence base for cochlear implantation for UHL in children a 
retrospective file review of all children with UHL was conducted. 
 

Methods: This review looked at demographics and outcomes from a transdisciplinary perspective. Demographic information, formal 
and informal assessment results were reviewed. Audiological and medical information was examined as was children’s device fitting 
and pathways to early intervention. The experiences and feedback of these CI recipients, their families and the clinical team working 
with them was collated. Methods for CI programming and post-implant therapy were used to develop a clear clinical protocol for 
young children. 
 

Results: Broad subjective and objective pre-implantation assessment highlights the listening, communication and behavioural 
deficits and patterns that are evident in this population. While formal post implantation assessment measures indicate significant 
change for some children it is the assessment of communication benefit beyond traditional speech and language measures that are 
most likely to show improvement, including performance in background noise, listening confidence, accuracy and effort, social 



interactions and theory of mind abilities. 
 

Conclusion: With the early identification of unilateral hearing loss, specific and appropriate management needs to be consistently 
offered. Cochlear implantation for children with UHL requires evaluation measures beyond the traditional criteria and clearly 
focussed intervention to optimise integration of signals and maximise communication abilities. 
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Introduction: Over the past few years several groups have demonstrated that music training improves listening, both in normal 
hearing and implanted children. It has also been well established that implanted children struggle compared to their normal hearing 
peers on a variety of hearing tasks essential to everyday activities, such as identifying emotion conveyed by speech and music, 
perceiving characteristics of music, discriminating speech, and localizing sound. For tasks previously identified as particularly difficult 
or demanding for implanted children (e.g., requiring pitch information), we asked whether music training can improve hearing 
abilities in a group of children that have access to bilateral hearing, either through two cochlear implants or one implant and a 
hearing aid (bimodal hearing) when the non-implanted ear has sufficient hearing. Our objective was to determine if music training 
affects how implanted children perform on difficult tasks requiring pitch information. 
 

Methods: Forty-eight children aged 6.5 to 17.2 years were recruited for participation in this study, 24 of which had at least 1 to 10 
years of musical training. Sixteen children had normal hearing, 25 wore bilateral implants, and 7 wore an implant and contralateral 
hearing aid (bimodal users). Children were evaluated on their ability to identify emotions conveyed through speech and music, as 
well as different characteristics of music using three tests: a measure of emotional prosody in speech; the Montreal Music Emotion 
Identification task (MEI); and the Montreal Battery of Evaluation of Musical Ability (MBEMA). Response accuracy and reaction time 
were analyzed using repeated measures analysis of variance and post-hoc t-tests using Bonferroni corrections. 
 

Results: Bilateral implant and bimodal users responded with similar accuracy (F(1,31)=0.1, p=0.7) and reaction time (F(1,30)=1.6, 
p=0.2). However, implanted children were less accurate than their normal hearing peers on the speech prosody task (t(52.2)=2.5, 
p=0.04), MEI (t(62.0)=4.9, p<0.001) and MBEMA (t(7.6)=7.6, p<0.001), although they required similar times to respond (F(1,44)=1.7, 
p=0.2). Music training improved accuracy similarly on the three tests for implanted children (t(112.4)=-3.4, p=0.002), although the 
difference was significant only for identifying emotion in speech (p=0.04) and music (p=0.01). This effect was not seen for their 
normal hearing peers (speech prosody p=0.7; MEI p=0.3, MBEMA: p=0.7), although there may have been a ceiling effect in this 
group. Music training also improved reaction time by 0.75s for all children (t(43.6)=2.8, p=0.008) when identifying differences in 
music (MBEMA). 
 



Conclusion: Musical training can help children using bilateral implants or bimodal devices perceive cues important to differentiating 
musical excerpts and identifying emotion conveyed by speech and music. How much bilateral versus residual hearing may also 
improve performance remains to be studied. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implant (CI) users are affected more than their normal hearing (NH) peers by the negative consequences of 
background noise and distance on speech understanding. Cochlear implant sound processors can exploit microphone systems such 
as adaptive directional microphones (ADM) and wireless remote microphones (RM) to improve speech recognition in challenging 
listening environments for adult CI users as compared to T-mic alone. The suitability of these microphone systems for use in children 
and adolescents with CI is not well understood nor widely accepted. 
 

Objective: To answer the following research questions regarding children and adolescents with CI: 1) Does the use of ADM or RM 
technology improve closed-set speech recognition threshold (SRT) in background babble as compared to T-mic alone? 2) Does the 
use of ADM or RM technology improve open-set sentence recognition at various distances in a large classroom when compared to T-
mic alone? 3) Is one microphone technology superior to another? 4) How do children with CI compare to age-matched peers with 
normal hearing (NH)? 
 

Methods: Ten CI users (mean age 13.8 yrs) with Advanced Bionics HiRes90K with research Naida processors and 10 NH controls 
(mean age 14.2 yrs) participated in this prospective study. CI users used a T-mic, ADM, and RM in two experiments to measure 5 
microphone settings (T-mic 100%, ADM, RM+T-mic 50/50, RM+T-mic 75/25, RM 100%). The first experiment measured adaptive, 
closed-set, speech reception thresholds (SRT) for 80% accuracy in 20-talker babble where the listener sat in a sound booth 1m (3.28 
ft) from the target speech (front) and noise (back). The second experiment measured open-set sentence recognition in a large, 
unoccupied classroom at 5m (16.4 ft), 10m (32.8 ft), and 15m (49.2 ft) from a loudspeaker presenting target speech in front. 
 

Results: 1) ADM and RM significantly improve SRT in background noise and significantly improve open-set sentence perception at 
distances greater than 5m (16.4 ft) as compared to T-Mic alone. 2) There was no significant difference between ADM and RM in the 
noise experiment. 3) At distances greater than or equal to 10m (32.8 ft) mean speech perception scores were significantly better 
with RM than with ADM or T-mic. 4) While CI users’ performance was significantly poorer than NH peers at any distance in the 



classroom setting, their performance in background babble was comparable to their NH peers when using ADM and RM. 
 

Conclusion: Children and adolescents with CI should be given the option to use RM technology to improve performance in noisy 
situations and when listening at a distance. Though children with CI remain at a disadvantage as compared to NH children, 
microphone technology can enhance performance for children with CI to more closely approximate that of normal hearing peers in 
background noise. RM allows children with CI to maintain their own peak performance in speech understanding up to a distance of 
15m (49.2 ft). 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Severe to profound hearing loss is associated with measureable deficits in health-related quality of life (HRQoL), 
reflecting the broad effects of deafness and its concomitant effects on oral language, cognitive, social, and behavioral development. 
To date, there are no CI-specific HRQoL measures for young children or their parents. 
 

Objective: This study presents initial results on development of the first HRQoL instruments for school-age deaf children using CIs, 
ages 6 to 12, and their parents. 
 

Methods: Instrument development followed the FDA Guidance on Patient-Reported Outcomes (2009). Phase I included a systematic 
review of the literature to hypothesize an initial conceptual framework and a discussion guide to elicit information from key 
stakeholders (e.g., otolaryngologists, speech pathologists) via focus groups, and open-ended, qualitative interviews with children 
and their parents. During Phase II, stakeholders (n = 30) and children with CIs and their parents (n = 20 dyads) were recruited from CI 
Clinics in Miami and Philadelphia to complete the interviews. 
Data were uploaded into Atlas.ti for qualitative coding. Coding of common themes involved: 1) expert consensus to identify and 
define initial codes, 2) independent coding of each transcript by two coders, followed by calculation of interrater agreement, and 3) 
final review of these themes to ensure comprehensiveness, clarity and frequency of endorsement. Saturation of content was 
calculated by assessing the frequency with which each item was mentioned by children and parents; saturation was achieved when 
no new content emerged. Stakeholders also completed a questionnaire assessing the frequency and severity of difficulties children 
with CIs experience across multiple domains (e.g., oral language, physical and social functioning). Parents completed a similar rating 
form about their child. 
 

Results: Themes from the open-ended interviews included: parental acceptance (e.g., allowing children to wear short hair/colored 
processors and magnets), device management (e.g., pieces breaking/batteries dying), receptive and expressive language skills (e.g., 
hearing in the cafeteria), processing fatigue (e.g., exhaustion at the end of the school day from listening), academic difficulties (e.g., 
reading, writing), and emotional functioning (e.g., feeling “different” from peers). Ratings of frequency and severity indicated that 
both stakeholders and parents considered expressive and receptive language, academic performance, peer relationships, and self-



esteem as the primary domains impacted by hearing loss/use of CI(s). 
 

Conclusions: This is the first study to develop HRQoL measures for school-age children with CIs and their parents. CI-specific 
measures will enable us to track long-term outcomes, identify key targets for intervention, and analyze cost-effectiveness. Future 
directions include item generation, cognitive testing of items to ensure clarity and comprehensiveness, and psychometric validation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
In order to be able to counsel parents of children with CHARGE syndrome about the possible outcome of cochlear implantation it is 
imperative to be informed about the wide range of cognition, physical limitations and eventual outcome in performance with CI and 
subsequent language development. This study provides an overview of the challenges of cochlear implantation in CHARGE 
syndrome, by describing surgical issues, the results of speech and 
language development and quality of life (QoL) after implantation 
 

Methods: 
This study 
concerns a multicenter explorative retrospective study in The Netherlands. The 
study group consisted of ten patients with CHARGE syndrome, implanted between 
2002 and 2012. All patient had molecularly confirmed CHARGE syndrome. Two 
control groups were composed; 34 prelingual deaf patients without co-morbidity 
and unilateral CI and 17 patients with CHARGE syndrome without CI because of 
normal hearing or effective hearing aids 
 

Results: 
Cochlear implantation is challenging in CHARGE syndrome 
because of the widely variable temporal bone findings, however, no major 
intra-operative complications occurred. Despite their cognitive abilities and additional 
handicaps all patients showed auditory benefit from implantation. Although language development was less in the implanted 
CHARGE patients compared to the control group of non-syndromal cochlear implant recipients, the 
relatively young implanted CHARGE patients (≤37 months) and with long time of CI-use (60 or 
120 months) had developed good spoken language, comparable with the control 



group of patients with CHARGE syndrome with the same cognitive abilities but with normal hearing or fitted with hearing aids. An 
improvement in disease specific QoL was seen in the implanted patients with CHARGE syndrome, similar to 
non-syndromal CI-users. 
 

Conclusion: 
Since most patients with CHARGE syndrome and severe sensorineural hearing loss obtained benefit from their cochlear implant in 
terms of auditory functioning, language development and quality of 
life, cochlear implantation should be 
considered in these patients. A complete work-up with attention to the abnormal anatomy, 
cognitive abilities and general health status is crucial for a safe and successful surgical procedure and to counsel the parents about 
the outcome of cochlear implantation in terms of communication and language development 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The role of cochlear implant in deaf children development is well known. However the results are highly variable and 
depends on several factors such as age of implantation, other diseases, the quality of rehabilitation process. But the most important 
role belongs to the family, to family environment in which the child develops. 
 

Methods: The questionnaire ,,Family Environment Scale” was sent to 98 families who had at least one cochlear implanted child with 
more than 1 year of experience. One of the parents was asked to fill out the questionnaire which include also general informations 
about the child and the family. 
 

Results: A total of 58 families responded to the questionnaire and accepted to participate in the study. Mean values were higher, 
compared with normal families, in the areas of cohesion, expressiveness, intellectual-cultural orientation and organization, but only 
the organization score mean value exceeded the normal values (between 40 and 60). The independence and the conflict areas had 
lower values than normal family values but did not exceeded the lower limit of normal (40). 
 

Conclusion: The families included in study are heavily involved in the rehabilitation process which mean various educational, 
intellectual and cultural activities. The rehabilitation process requires a huge effort from the whole family, many sacrifices, hard 
work and hours of training. The high determination, the cohesion and the excessive organization may explain the low level of 
independence of these family members. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Single-sided deafness (SSD) has deleterious effects on speech perception, especially in difficult listening situations. 
Therapeutic options for SSD include CROS hearing aids, cochlear implantation and the use of implantable bone-conduction hearing 
aids. The objective of this study was to compare cochlear implants and a transcutaneous bone-conduction hearing implant in the 
setting of SSD with respect to speech perception in noise and subjective benefits for the patients. 
 
 
Methods: Speech perception with and without the cochlear implant or the bone-conduction hearing implant was determined in a 
setup with sound sources from different spatial positions and using an adaptive speech recognition test (Oldenburg Sentence Test, 
OLSA). Patients suffering from SSD were tested in different loudspeaker configurations, and with different background noise signals 
(Oldenburg-Noise, Fastl-Noise). As the main outcome parameter, speech-reception thresholds (SRT) were calculated. In addition to 
the audiometric measurements, all participating patients completed the “Bern Benefit in Single-Sided Deafness” questionnaire. 
 
 
Results: Both cochlear implantation and the implantation of a bone-conduction hearing implant improved SRTs and resulted in 
subjective benefits for the patients. Results of the objective measurements as well as of the questionnaire will be presented. 
 
 
Conclusion: Bone-conduction hearing implants result in benefits for SSD-patients and are a viable option for the treatment of 
patients who are not eligible for cochlear implantation. In our opinion, cochlear implantation should be preferred in eligible and 
motivated patients due to the restoration of binaural hearing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Fluctuating hearing loss represents a challenge for hearing rehabilitation. When a contralateral severe hearing loss is 
present, conventional hearing aid of the fluctuating side is not able to provide a satisfactory and stable auditory performance. 
 

Methods: Retrospective case review of patients treated between 2005 and 2014. 
 

Results: Twenty-three individuals affected by unilateral severe to profound hearing loss, with fluctuating hearing loss in the 
contralateral ear, underwent a cochlear implantation in a tertiary referral center. Preoperatively twelve patients still had a benefit of 
the contralateral hearing aid; eleven patients presented a fluctuation degree that didn’t allow an effective prosthetization. A hearing 
preservation procedure was realized in 8 cases. Performances were tested in free field without lip-reading, with monosyllabic words 
recognition in quiet, and sentences in quiet and noise (SNR10). At twelve months, cochlear implant clearly improved the 
performances in all patients, in quiet (postoperative and preoperative monosyllabic words: 71% versus 54%; sentences: 91% versus 
75%), and especially in noise (sentences SNR10 76% versus 37%, paired t-test p<0.001). Patients who didn’t benefit of contralateral 
hearing aid, showed highly improved performances (monosyllabic words: 63% versus 50%; sentences: 82% versus 61%; sentences in 
noise: 67% versus 21% paired t-test p<0.001). In four patients an ipsilateral hearing fluctuation persisted; three patients presented a 
degradation of the contralateral hearing. 
 

Conclusion: Cochlear implantation offers excellent prospects to restore a high level of communication in quiet and noisy conditions 
in case of contralateral fluctuating hearing loss. Due to difficulties to treat this pathology, and to fit hearing aids, cochlear implant 
should be discussed as early as possible for the deaf side. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: There are currently no randomized controlled trials assessing the role of preoperative steroids in hearing preservation 
cochlear implantation. The aim of this study was to determine if the addition of preoperative steroids either via a transtympanic or 
systemic route can improve hearing outcomes in cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: A randomised controlled trial was conducted in a tertiary implant center. 30 post-lingual deaf adult cochlear implant 
candidates were enrolled with preoperative audiometric thresholds of better than or equal to 80dB at 125Hz and 250Hz, and better 
than or equal to 90dB at 500Hz and 1000Hz. All subjects had failed a trial of hearing aids and had no contraindications to surgery. 
Subjects were randomized to either a control group, an oral steroid group receiving 1mg/kg/day of prednisolone up to a maximum 
dose of 60mg/day for 6 days prior to surgery, or a transtympanic steroid group receiving 0.5ml of 10mg/ml dexamethasone at 24 
hours prior to surgery. Pure tone audiometry, CNC word score, and AZBio sentence scores (in quiet and in noise in the implant only 
ear) were performed preoperatively then at 1 week, 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months following implant activation. In 
addition, the pure tone average (PTA) and hearing preservation rate as calculated. All patients received the same electrode.  
 

Results: Subjects receiving transtympanic steroids had a significant decrease in the PTA over the 12-month period compared to the 
oral and transtympanic steroid group where there was an increase in the PTA (p=0.04). This effect was most pronounced in the first 
3 months after implant switch on. In addition, the transtympanic steroid group had an improvement in the hearing preservation rate 
over the first three months compared to other groups, although this effect was not seen after 6 months. There were no significant 
differences in speech performance between the groups.  
 

Conclusion: Preoperative transtympanic steroids appear to have a beneficial effect on reducing the hearing loss following cochlear 
implantation over 1 year following surgery with the greatest effect seen within the first 3 months. This is the first randomised 
controlled trial comparing the effects of oral and transtympanic steroids in cochlear implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Hybrid Cochlear Implantation Long-Term Outcomes: Insights into the Future 
Bruce Gantz, Marlan Hansen and Camille Dunn 
The Iowa Cochlear Implant Clinical Research Center 
The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 
 

Objective: Review hearing preservation results and outcomes in clinical trials of 166 subjects implanted with Nucleus Hybrid 
cochlear implants and a subset of the population that has been followed longitudinally for 14 years. 

Study Design: Prospective, single-subject design 

Setting: Multicenter clinical trials in subspecialty referral centers 

Patients: Adults with residual low frequency hearing no poorer than 60 dB HL through 500 Hz and severe high frequency hearing loss 
above 2kHz. Thirty-six subjects have been followed longitudinally. 

Intervention: Implantation of Nucleus Hybrid implants, L24, S8 and S12 

Outcome Measures: The residual acoustic hearing, speech perception scores in quiet and noise, and spatial hearing measures three, 
six, and 12 months post implantation with longitudinal data spanning more than 14 years. 

Results: Initial (one month postoperative) hearing preservation was accomplished in 98%. Over time (12 months) some hearing 
preservation has been maintained in 93% of the group; however 26.7% do not maintain functional low-frequency acoustic hearing 
(<90 dB PTA). The reasons for this delayed hearing loss are likely multifactorial, and possible mechanisms along with human 
temporal bone observations will be discussed. However, the 10mm implant (Hybrid S8 and S12) resulted in significantly less total or 
profound hearing loss (18%) compared to the 16mm Hybrid L24 (44%) long term. There does not appear to be a correlation between 
the level of preservation of acoustic hearing and speech perception improvement as long as acoustic hearing can be aided and is 



better than 90 dB PTA. Signal-to-noise ratios have improved more than 9 dB in some individuals. Long-term, subjects maintain their 
acoustic hearing and acoustic plus electric speech processing advantage. 

Conclusions: Taken together, these results provide evidence that those with more residual hearing might benefit from minimally 
invasive electrodes with the objective of activating and preserving a much more intact neural substrate for the lifetime of the 
subject. 

 
This research was sponsored in part by NIH grants DC 00242, DC 0037, RR00059, and Cochlear Limited 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation (CI) in elderly patients is becoming more popular in recent years. As life expectancy is usually 
shorter than in the general population, the election of the ear to be implanted may be a dilemma in this group. Theoretically, 
implantation of the “better” ear provides the best audiological outcomes. However, implanting the “poorer” ear permits 
contralateral acoustic stimulation if there is residual hearing. To define the “better” and “poorer” ears, different criteria have been 
considered. 
This study aims to determine whether choosing the “better” or the “poorer” ear for CI influences audiometric and quality of life 
outcomes in older patients. 
 
 
Methods: 73 adults (aged 60-80, mean 68.2) with more than 6 months of unilateral CI experience were enrolled. Subjective benefit 
was evaluated with the Glasgow Benefit Inventory (GBI). Patients were divided in 2 groups (“better” vs “poorer” ear implanted) 
depending on different criteria (C). 
C1, Chen et al (2001): “better” ear when only this ear had worn hearing aid, and “poorer” when the nonimplanted ear was aided 
before surgery. 
C2, modified from Howard (2005) and Lazard et al (2012): “better” the best PTA (0.5-2KHz) of both ears. To compare both ears the 
ranges used were 40-49, 50-59, 60-69, 70-79, 80-89, 90-99 and ≥100dB. 
C3, modified from Rubinstein et al (1999): maximum SDS prior to surgery. 
Audiometric testing included warble tone thresholds (PTA4, mean threshold 0.5-4KHz), dissyllables (DS) and sentences (S) 
recognition in quiet. 
 
 
Results: 58 out of 73 elderly answered the questionnaire (78.4%). Duration of deafness was similar in both groups (mean 25.6 
years). Considering the C1 criteria, comparing patients with “better” ear vs ““poorer”” ear implanted, the mean total GBI score was 
36.4 vs 37.8, PTA4 was 38.6 vs 38.9, DS was 68.2% vs 80.8, and S was 93.5 vs 95.3, respectively. No statistical difference was found 
when comparing both groups of patients. Regardless of the criteria chosen (C1, C2, C3) the results in all evaluated fields were similar.  
 
 
Conclusion: Elderly patients perceive a significant benefit in their daily life, regardless of the choice of the implanted ear. The QOL 



improvement is comparable among the different groups. Implantation of the “poorer” ear in deafened adults≥ 60y does not predict 
poorer post-operative audiological, quality-of-life, and quality of sound results.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Background 
In recent 
years, cochlear implants (CI) have been successfully used in the treatment of 
patients suffering from single-sided deafness with or without tinnitus. Eleven 
patients with single-sided deafness and tinnitus received cochlear implants at 
the Department of Otolaryngology of the Federal Armed Forces Hospital in Ulm 
over the past twelve months. We conducted this study in order to investigate 
the effects of cochlear implants on speech perception, sound localisation, the 
level of tinnitus, and general patient satisfaction. 
 

Methods: 
Material and methods Eleven patients with single-sided deafness and tinnitus were included in the study and underwent the 
Freiburg speech perception test in quiet, the Oldenburg sentence test, the Hochmair-Schulz-Moser (HSM) sentence test, and a test 
of localisation under free-field conditions. Furthermore, general patient satisfaction was assessed. Tinnitus was evaluated using a 
visual analogue scale (VAS) and a structured tinnitus interview (STI). 
 

Results: 
ResultsAll eleven patients showed an improvement in hearing with the CI. Preoperative tinnitus decreased to a minimum level in 
almost all subjects. This was the most important result of the study. 
 

Conclusion: 
ConclusionsIn nearly all patients with single-sided deafness, the cochlear implant led to an almost complete reduction of coexisting 
tinnitus. Speech perception in background noise and localisation performance also improved after cochlear implantation in almost 
all patients with single-sided deafness. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The authors previously demonstrated that tinnitus resulting from unilateral hearing loss (UHL) can be treated with 
electrical stimulation via a Cochlear Implant (CI). The study aimed to do a long-term (LT) evaluation of CI in subjects suffering from 
UHL and accompanied incapacitating tinnitus up to 10 years. The primary focus of the study is on LT tinnitus reduction. 
 

Methods: LT evaluation was derived from 23 subjects suffering from UHL and accompanied incapacitating tinnitus (Pre-operative 
Tinnitus Loudness Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) score >6/10). They were cochlear implanted at a median age of 55 years (22 - 71 yr) 
and had 8 years (3 - 10 yr) experience with their CI at the LT testing. The subjects were categorized into two groups: a Single-Sided 
Deaf Group (SSD) and an Asymmetric Hearing Loss Group (AHL). In order to obtain a LT structural overview of the CI use in UHL 
subjects, a structured interview was conducted including questions about daily amount of CI use, residual inhibition of the tinnitus 
after switch off, tinnitus type, etc. The VAStinnitus loudness and the Tinnitus Questionnaire were obtained pre-operatively, one, 
three, six, 12, and 36-months post-operatively and at the long-term test interval (8 (3-10 years) post-operative). The Hyperacusis 
Questionnaire was administered in the CION and the CIOFF condition.  
 

Results: The structural interview revealed that all patients (23/23) still wear their CI seven days a week, eight (3-10) years after 
cochlear implantation. In the SSD group, tinnitus suppression is still the primary benefit reported (83%), whereas in the AHL the 
majority of the subjects (55%) report that the primary benefit shifted to improved hearing. In the majority of the subjects the 
tinnitus reduction starts within one minute (in 70% of the cases) and the residual inhibition after CI switch-off is less than a minute 
(in 65% of the cases). The VAS and TQ scores significantly improved up to three months after the first-fitting and remain stable up to 
the LT test interval. The median score on the Hyperacusis Questionnaire was 17 (7-36) in the CIOFF condition and improved to 23,5 
(12-39) in the CION condition in the SSD group. 
 

Conclusion: Structured interviews shows that 100% of the subjects wears their CI seven days a week. The tinnitus reduces 
significantly up to three months after the first-fitting and the tinnitus reduction remain stable up to the LT test interval. The SSD 
group report tinnitus reduction as the primary benefit, whereas the majority of the AHL group report improved hearing as the 



primary benefit, eight (3-10) years after implantation. In addition to the tinnitus reduction, the CI provides also a benefit regarding 
reported. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction  
Psychoacoustic studies have shown that cochlear implant (CI) users’ ability to discriminate spectrally-rippled noise stimuli correlates 
reasonably well with their speech perception (Won et al, JARO 2007). Non-linguistic tests utilizing spectral ripple discrimination 
(SRD) have been proposed to be useful for evaluation of CI performance. Previously (Lopez Valdes et al, PLoS ONE 2014) we showed 
a correlation between behavioural and neural SRD, measured using cortical evoked potentials (CEPs) as part of an oddball paradigm. 
However, little is known about the evolution of SRD over time after the implantation and its relationship with speech perception 
rehabilitation. 
 

Objective 
Here, we evaluate newly implanted CI users, longitudinally, to determine the relative time course of the development of neural and 
psychophysical SRD abilities, and speech perception. 
 

Methods  
Nine adult CI users attended seven research sessions, during their first year of rehabilitation, at dates indicated by the clinic. 
Behavioural SRD thresholds were measured using a two-alternative forced-choice paradigm (Won et al, JARO 2007). Speech 
perception in quiet and talker-babble noise (10dB SNR and 5dB SNR) was measured using AzBio sentences. Neural SRD was 
measured in response to spectrally rippled broadband noise at 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 ripples per octave (Lopez Valdes et al, PloS ONE 
2014). Stimuli were presented unilaterally, at most comfortable level, via the auxiliary input of the speech processor. 
 

Results  
Repeated measures ANOVA indicates that there is a significant time effect in the evolution of SRD (F(7,56)=6.65, p-value<0.01) and 
speech perception in quiet and in noise at 10dB SNR (F(7,16.21)=4.45, p-value<0.01; F(6,55.82)=3.16, p-value<0.01). Speech perception in 
noise at 5dB SNR showed a slight improvement over time that did not reach statistical significance. Post-hoc tests using the 



Bonferroni correction revealed that there is an increase in SRD at all sessions compared to the switch-on session, however, 
statistically significant changes only occur two months after implantation onwards, see figure (A). Statistically significant changes for 
speech perception occur one year after implantation for the quiet condition and in noise at 5dB SNR. Pearson’s correlation analysis 
revealed that SRD at one week after switch on correlates with speech perception in quiet (r=0.878, p-value=0.002) and in noise at 
10dB SNR (r=0.707, p-value=0.05) up to nine months, see figure (B). Preliminary analysis of CEP responses suggests changes in 
morphology and latencies over time. 
 

Conclusion  
Longitudinal assessment of SRD and speech perception indicated that the SRD progression is faster than speech perception in quiet 
and in noise for adult CI users. SRD even at one week after switch-on showed promising potential estimating speech perception 
abilities longitudinally. Clear observation of neurophysiological SRD markers may occur at a later stage in newly implanted CI users 
compared to the psychoacoustic SRD.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implants (CIs) are neuroprosthetic devices that can restore meaningful hearing to the profoundly deaf. 
However, asymptotic speech recognition and time to reach asymptotic levels are variable, ranging from 0 to 100% speech 
recognition and from <6 months to >2 years, respectively (Tyler et al., 2000; Chang et al., 2010). 
Objective. To determine neural mechanisms that underlie individual differences in the time course of adaptation to CI stimulation as 
well as in steady state outcomes. The long term goal of the project is to provide direction in the development of additional post-
implantation therapies to improve patient outcomes. 
 
 
Methods: To investigate the neural mechanisms of CI adaptation, we developed a rat model of CI use. We first modified an existing 
surgical approach for rat CI insertion (Lu, Wu and Shepherd, 2005) to minimize surgical time and post-surgical side effects. Our basal 
turn cochleostomy approach increases insertion depth and allows for an 8-channel array to be inserted a full cochlear turn, 
comparable to typical insertion depths in humans (Landsberger et al., 2015). We then trained animals on a self-initiated frequency 
detection and recognition task (Froemke et al., 2013; Martins and Froemke, 2015). We bilaterally deafened animals with a 
combination of cochlear trauma and intrascalar ototoxic drugs, and assessed the degree of both physiological (ABR) and functional 
(behavioral) hearing loss. 
 
 
Results: In deafened animals, behavioral discrimination (d’) dropped from 2.34±0.15 to 0.07±0.07 (p<0.01), while click ABR 
thresholds rose >50 dB SPL (p<0.01), with ABRs undetectable up to 90 dB SPL. These data indicate that animals were profoundly 
deaf. However, with 
training, animals fitted with a unilateral 2-channel CI regained hearing 
perception and improved in behavioral performance, with d’ returning to 2.11±0.38 over a period of approximately two weeks. 
During sessions when the CI was inactivated, behavioral performance fell back to chance (d’=0.02±0.04, p<0.01), indicating that 
perceptual gains were directly due to CI use. Additionally, we are exploring neural responses that underlie changes in auditory 
perception with CI use. We performed multi-unit mapping of auditory cortex in a naïve rat acutely bilaterally deafened and 
unilaterally implanted. We found that CI stimulation broadly activated auditory cortex and that evoked spiking in response to 
stimulation of separate CI channels was highly correlated (r=0.9), indicating that in the acute post-implantation phase the auditory 
cortex responds non-specifically to CI stimulation. We are following up on these results with micro-electrocorticography recordings 
in behaving CI animals to see how cortical responses change over the course of learning with a CI. 



 
 
Conclusion: We have demonstrated that rodents can be trained to report frequency percepts with a CI and that auditory cortex is 
activated by the CI stimulation. These data suggest that refinement of cortical CI responses might be a promising mechanism to 
investigate hearing improvement after listening experience and/or targeted training with CIs. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Delayed loss of residual hearing post cochlear implantation remains a major concern for patients implanted with an 
electro-acoustic or hybrid cochlear implant device. This phenomenon remains not completely understood as of the present. Noise 
trauma to the auditory system can cause mechanical and metabolic damages within the inner ear. Patients with cochlear implants 
may be more vulnerable to noise-induced trauma thereby losing the residual hearing post high intensity sound exposure. The 
objective of the present study was to assess the effect of noise trauma to an implanted cochlea with residual hearing and to 
evaluate the effects of a dexamethasone-eluting electrode. 
 

Methods: Young adult guinea pigs were used as the animal model for cochlear implantation. Experimental groups used included 
animals with dexamethasone and insertion trauma (DXM-EIT), without dexamethasone but with insertion trauma (EIT non-eluting), 
and controls (contralateral non-implanted ear) were used. At seven days post-surgery in all groups, noise trauma was performed 
(120 dB of 6-10 kHz sound for 2 hours). ABR testing was performed on animals pre- and post-surgery at various time points. 
 

Results: After noise trauma, the average ABR threshold shifts from baseline tended to be higher in the control group than both the 
EIT and DXM-EIT groups. Additionally, average ABR threshold shifts tended to be less on day 30 in DXM-EIT than in other groups. 
 

Conclusion: Based on these findings, we suggest that dexamethasone-eluting implants show promising results for protection of 
residual hearing post-implantation, even in cases of significant noise trauma. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Improvements in cochlear implant (CI) design and surgical techniques now allow for preservation of functional 
acoustic hearing following implantation. However, some patients lose their residual acoustic hearing at extended time periods after 
implant activation (Kopelovich et al., 2014); the cause of this loss is not well understood.  Here, we describe the development of a 
mouse model for residual hearing loss in hybrid cochlear implants. The model will be coupled with a tethered stimulator system 
developed for chronic electrical stimulation. 
 

Methods: CBA/CaJ mice (n=7) aged 10-12 weeks underwent unilateral, left ear implantation with a 3-contact 0.15mm diameter 
electrode array. The electrode array was designed specifically for use in the mouse and other small rodents. Right ears served as 
non-operative controls. Hearing status was assessed via auditory brainstem response (ABR) and distortion product otoacoustic 
emissions (DPOAE) pre-operatively and at post-operative weeks 2, 4 and 6. Criteria for hearing preservation included post-operative 
ABR threshold shifts ≤15 dB at 8 and 16 kHz and a present DPOAE signal. X-ray imaging was performed at 6 weeks to evaluate intra-
cochlear positioning of the electrode array. 
 

Results: 6/7 mice met our criteria for hearing preservation. 1 mouse was excluded secondary to absent DPOAE signal and ABR 
threshold shifts  > 30 dB at all frequencies tested on all post-operative days. Operative ear ABR threshold shifts ≤15 dB were seen in 
the 8 and 16 kHz frequencies for all mice with slightly higher thresholds seen at 32 kHz.  No significant difference (p < 0.05) in ABR 
threshold shift occurred between post-operative weeks 2 to 6. Preservation of DPOAE signal in the implanted ear was seen at all 
frequencies tested except at the 4 and 5.657 kHz ƒ2 frequencies.  No significant difference (p < 0.05) in DPOAE signal between testing 
days was seen. X-ray imaging at post-operative week 6 revealed that all 6 electrode arrays maintained intra-cochlear positioning. 
Additional mouse data demonstrates the intact functionality of the electrode arrays following implantation, with measurable 
impedances and neural response telemetry. 
 

Conclusion: We show the feasibility of cochlear implantation with hearing preservation surgery in a mouse model.  The device can 
be coupled to a clinical cochlear implant emulator and sound processor via a free moving tether mounted within an animal housing. 



This allows programming using existing clinical software, enabling chronic electric stimulation with clinically relevant programming 
strategies.  This mouse model may be used to study exposure to both acoustic and electrical stimulation and any resulting 
pathophysiology. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Outcomes of auditory brainstem implants (ABI) vary widely. An optically based ABI may improve outcomes by reducing 
stimulus spread and non-specific activation of structures near the cochlear nucleus (CN). Previous work demonstrated that CN 
neurons can be photosensitized with direct injection of viral-mediated gene delivery of opsins and 1-2 month incubation period. This 
approach, however, necessitates an invasive surgical craniotomy in advance of the ABI surgery and would be prohibitive in human 
subjects. Here, we assess the effectiveness of systemic injections to deliver opsins to the CN in a murine model to enable the next 
step in clinical translation of optogenetic technology for central auditory implants. 
 

Methods: Chronos was chosen over Channelrhodopsin-2 due to more favorable on-off kinetics and lower activation thresholds. Five 
C57BL/6J mice (age P1) were injected into the superficial temporal vein with adeno-associated viral vector (AAV) serotype 2/9 
carrying a Synapsin promoter for the Chronos-GFP coupled gene. After an 8-week incubation period, the mice were anesthetized 
and a craniotomy was performed to expose the dorsal CN (DCN) and inferior colliculus (IC). A 16-channel NeuroNexus recording 
probe was inserted in the IC to record neural activity in the auditory pathway. Focused blue laser light was delivered to the surface 
of the DCN by an adjustable collimator attached to the end of an optical fiber. After testing, the mice underwent transcardiac 
perfusion and brain extraction. Sectioned brain slices were stained for GFP, NeuN, and DAPI to confirm Chronos expression within 
the DCN. 
 

Results: Preliminary data from one mouse demonstrated neuronal firing in the IC in response to optical stimulation with a minimum 
threshold of 0.3 mW. As the laser was moved across the tonotopic axis of the DCN, there was a shift in location of activation within 
the IC, correlating to the spatially specific projections from the CN to the IC. Neuronal firing showed significant synchrony up to a 
maximum stimulation rate of 112 pulses/s, which was a lower limit than that achieved after local injection of virus into the DCN (448 
pulses/s). Histology demonstrated GFP-Chronos expression in the deep layers of the DCN and within the VCN, with higher expression 
on the side of injection. Notably, expression was limited to neuronal axons and dendrites but not the cell bodies. 
 

Conclusion: This study is the first to combine 1) the successful delivery of opsins to the auditory pathways using a systemic injection 
approach and 2) light-evoked multi-unit activity in the midbrain for auditory stimulation. Further studies will clarify whether 



increased temporal resolution of light stimuli can be achieved. Non-invasive approaches to photosensitize auditory neurons move 
the optically-based ABI model closer to clinical translation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Layer-specific effects of congenital deafness on the development of primary auditory cortex have been described 
functionally in primary auditory cortex, demonstrating reduced activation of deep (infragranular) cortical layers (Kral et al., 2000; 
2005; Cereb Cortex). Here we analyzed the anatomy of the layer-specific profile of the secondary auditory cortex in four adult 
congenitally deaf white cats (CDCs) and compared the results to four adult normal hearing control cats (HCs). 
 
 
Methods: All animals were under deep anaesthesia transcardially perfused with phosphate buffer, 4% formaldehyde and 10% 
sucrose solution in succession. The brain was immersed in 30% succrose for few days and was crysectioned (frontal) to 50 µm 
sections. Sections were stained with Nissl and SMI-32 antibody staining. The sections in the middle of the distance between anterior 
and posterior ectosylvian sulcus (rostro-caudal dimension) together with sections 0.5 mm rostral and caudal to it were used to safely 
avoid nearby sulci. Auditory primary field A1, secondary fields A2 and DZ and, as a control, the visual region in the middle of the 
middle suprasylvian gyrus (SSG) in the same section were analyzed. Field borders were determined by the SMI-32 staining pattern 
(Mellott et al., 2010, Hear Res). In each section, five different regularly-spaced positions in each field and section were used for 
measurements. Two-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test was used for statistical testing (with Bonferroni correction where 
applicable).  
 
 
Results: The Nissl-stained cortex in A1 and A2 was significantly thinner in CDCs. The regions DZ and SSG were not different between 
the two groups of animals. To determine which layers contributed to this result, SMI-32 stained sections were analyzed in detail. The 
borders of layer II and III, III and IV, IV and V and also the superficial part of layer V could be precisely determined, thus the thickness 
of layers I+II, III, IV and upper layer V (Va) could be quantified. These were analyzed in absolute values as well as normalized to the 
same layers in the visual cortex of the same sections. The thickness of LI + LII and LIII were not significantly different between the 
animal groups in both absolute and normalized measures. However, LIV and LVa was significantly thinner in all auditory regions in 
CDCs, both in absolute and relative measures. 
 
 
Conclusion: The data support our previous functional results from A1 and demonstrate that developmental effects of deafness are 
layer-specific also in higher-order auditory areas. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: To develop a technique to localize mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) to a deafened rat cochlea, and if successfully 
localized, to evaluate the neuroprotective paracrine effect of the stem cells on the survival of spiral ganglion neurons (SGNs). 
 

Methods: Cochleae of deafened rats were implanted with a magnetizable metal wire. Systemically administered MSCs labeled with 
paramagnetic nanoparticles were magnetically targeted to the implanted cochleae. The targeted stem cell number and their 
production of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) were assessed in the cochlea. Density of SGNs and level of hearing recovery 
were determined at one and four weeks. 
 

Results: At one week, targeted MSCs were found to accumulate in the cochlea at high number and elevated amounts of BDNF were 
detected as a result. Accompanied neuroprotection of SGN survival was found with significant hearing recovery compared to 
untargeted control cohorts. The number of MSCs declined at 4 weeks with accompanied decrease in BDNF level and loss of 
neuroprotection of SGNs. 
 

Conclusion: Combining magnetic cell-based therapy and cochlear implantation may facilitate cochlea delivery of means for 
regenerative therapy and improve cochlear implant function in treating deafness. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The purpose of the present study is to evaluate the musical pitch and melody perception abilities of adults with 
cochlear implants and to study the influencing factors. 
 
Methods: Twenty normal-hearing subjects and 20 adult cochlear implant users participated in this study. Munich music 
questionnaire (MUMU) was used to quantitatively assess and match the music background knowledge and music listening habits 
between normal-hearing and cochlear implant subjects. Pitch discrimination threshold, melody discrimination measurements in 
Musical sounds in cochlear implants (Mu.S.I.C) test battery were used to assess the pitch and melody perception ability for both 
normal-hearing and cochlear implant users. 
 
Results: (1) Normal-hearing listeners and cochlear implant subjects met the matching criteria in terms of the age and music 
background knowledge. For cochlear implant subjects, both the pitch discrimination thresholds at A4 and C4 were significantly 
higher than those of normal-hearing subjects (p<0.05). The performance of melody discrimination test was significantly lower than 
that of normal-hearing subjects (p<0.05). (2) The pitch discrimination thresholds (A4 or C4) were found not to be correlated with the 
duration of using cochlear implant, music background knowledge score, or music listening habit scores (p>0.05), but with the age of 
operation and age of test (p<0.05). The accuracy of melody discrimination test was correlated with the music listening habit score 
before cochlear implant operation (p<0.05). The accuracy of melody discrimination test had no correlation with the age of 
operation, age of test, the duration of using cochlear implant, music background knowledge score, or music listening habit score 
after operation (p>0.05). 
 
Conclusion: The adult cochlear implant users perform significantly poorer in pitch and melody perception. For adult cochlear implant 
users, there is a negative correlation between the pitch perception ability and the age of operation as well as the age of test, and 
also a positive correlation between the melody perception ability and the habits before cochlear implant operation. To sum up, 
we’ve found the age and music listening habits are the possible influencing factors of music perception in cochlear implant adults. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Despite significant advances in speech performance for cochlear implant users, music perception and enjoyment 
remain challenging for most, as implants lack the spectral resolution necessary to fully capture a musical piece. Little progress has 
been made to address the rehabilitative aspect of music perception. In this study, a self-administered music rehabilitative software 
was designed to help improve the perception of musical patterns of increasing complexity, as well as pitch and timbre perception, 
premised on focused and divided attention. 
 
 
Methods: 20 adult CI users, using a variety of implant systems, were recruited, ranging in age from 27 to 79 years. Time since hook-
up varied from 2 months to 143 months (mean= 14 months). Participants were tested with a validated diagnostic test before and 
after training; this test includes tests of pitch perception, timbre perception, and pattern identification with increasing levels of 
difficulty and complexity. Participants completed a number of subjective tests including one of music appreciation, and an 
assessment of past musical experience. Speech data in quiet and noise was also collected both pre- and post-training. Participants 
trained for a minimum of 3.5 hours a week, for 4 weeks. 
 
 
Results: Post-training diagnostic test scores, as compared to pre-training scores, indicated significant improvements in musical 
pattern perception. Tests of speech perception in quiet and in noise were significantly improved in a subset of this cohort. All of the 
training participants felt that the training helped to improve their recognitions skills, and found the program to be beneficial. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Results of this study suggest that even with the limitations of current CI speech processors, auditory training can 
improve music perception skills, lending further support to rehabilitation being an integral part of post-implantation paradigm. The 
intensity required for focused and divided attention may have resulted in significant benefits in speech 



perception in some patients. A high degree of patient compliance and motivation is necessary to achieve the desired outcomes. 
Whether the improvement is translatable to other listening environments or unfamiliar musical pieces will require further studies. 
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Abstract Body: 

OBJECTIVE 

The study compared the effectiveness of a music appreciation training program (MATP) to focused music listening (FML) for 
improving music and/or speech in noise perception for postlingually deafened cochlear implant (CI) recipients. It was hypothesized 
that the MATP would show greater improvements than FML. 
 

METHODS 

Ten postlingually deafened CI users were randomly allocated to the MATP (age 13-31y; M=26y) or FML group (age 15-47y; M=24y). 
All had at least 6 months CI experience and stable MAPs. The study had three periods – an initial control period, 8 weeks of 
intervention, and a follow-up 4-8 weeks after the cessation of either MATP or FML. At each session, tests of speech in noise, pitch 
ranking, single instrument identification (ID), ensemble ID, style ID, and quality ratings (QR) were administered. 
The MATP is a take home, computer-based training program focused on music appreciation. It starts with instrument ID before 
progressing to ensemble and styles. Unlike existing music studies where the control group did not have anything to do, in this study 
an active music listening task was developed. No guidelines were set on the type of music to listen to; the only requirement was that 
they were to listen to each piece at least twice and answer a list of questions. 
Participants undertook the MATP or FML for four 30min sessions a week for 8 weeks. 
 

RESULTS 

There were no significant differences between the baseline scores for the MATP and FML group for any of tests, nor between 
session 1 and 2 scores for either group (i.e. the pre-training control period). 
Wilcoxon tests between the pre-training and session 3 scores showed a significant improvement instrument ID scores for the MATP 
group (z = -2.02, p = 0.043). In the FML group, no significant increases were observed, with the improvement in ensemble ID scores 
approaching significance (z = -1.75, p = 0.080). No significant changes in QRs were observed in either group, although it was 
approaching significance for the MATP group (z = -1.75, p = 0.080). Speech in noise scores did not change significantly for either 
group. When comparing between the groups, Mann-Whitney U tests showed that the change in some of the MATP group’s QRs was 



nearly significantly greater than for the FML group (U = 4.00, p = 0.07). Wilcoxon tests to examine if changes were sustained longer 
term showed that only the ensemble ID and some of the QR scores were significantly lower. 
 

CONCLUSION 

While the data showed that only music training significantly improved music perception, the potential of FML to benefit some 
recipients was observed. Alternatively, a combination of training and FML could be used. Compliance was better in the FML group, 
possibly reflective of higher motivation for the less structured, more individualized FML task. Having a combination of both 
approaches may help utilize the benefits of both approaches – e.g. a training program at the start to provide immediate feedback on 
the stimuli being played, followed by FML to enable the recipient to build on this and/or tailor their rehabilitation to better meet 
their preferences. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Music perception and perception of emotional prosody in speech can remain unsatisfactory for adult cochlea implant 
(CI) users even though they often achieve good speech comprehension after implantation. While musical trainings for CI users can 
partially improve these difficulties in hearings performance, little is known about possible additional effects concerning stress 
management in challenging hearing situations, well-being and subjective self-concept. 
Objective: A music therapy training developed for adult CI users aims to facilitate music listening and the perception of emotional 
prosody in speech early after the initial activation of the speech processor. Results of previous studies indicate improved hearing 
performance after therapy in musical tests and subjective ratings of CI sound quality. The objective of this study is to evaluate the 
effects of music therapy in musical and prosodic assessments as well as psychological and psychophysiological measures compared 
to effects of standard care only and normal hearing persons. 

Methods: Individual music therapy consists of standardized interventions. The training focuses on discrete musical components 
moving on to more complex musical stimuli and on emotional speech comprehension and production.To examine hearing 
performance, musical tests containing pitch discrimination, melody recognition and timbre identification are applied as well as tests 
on detection and production of prosodic elements in speech. The psychological test consists of a self-concept questionnaire. 
Psychophysiological arousal (skin conductance level and pulse rate) is measured during a reaction task on tones differing in pitch. 
 
Results: Unilaterally implanted, postlingually deafened adult CI users either attended 10 sessions of music therapy (n = 10) or 
standard care only (n = 10). Improvements in musical and prosodic tests could be found from before to after music therapy. Results 
will be compared to the performances of CI users attending standard care only and normal hearing persons (n = 25) indicating 
considerable differences. Additional effects of music therapy regarding the psychological and psychophysiological assessments will 
be presented. 
 
Conclusion: Music therapy for adult CI users applied early in the rehabilitation process can improve music perception and perception 
of prosody in speech. In this study, we also focused on further effects of music therapy regarding subjective well-being and 
psychophysiological arousal in active listening condition. This may be associated with stress management in difficult hearing 
surroundings and participation in social and cultural life for CI users. The results need to be confirmed in a larger sample of CI users 



and by more comprehensive diagnostic tools. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The place of music and the quality of its perception is highly variable from one cochlear implantee to another. Until today, musical 
tests in this population focus on evaluating the capacity of pitch and rythm perception and on the ability of timber discrimination. 
These abilities are not always related to the musical pleasure.The first objective of this study was to design a musical test based on 
emotional aspects (e.g. sad versus happy tunes) applicable to cochlear implantees. 
Coding strategies can influence the musical perception by enhancing 
several aspects of the signal (i.e. fine structure, frequency discrimination). CrystalisXDP® and Voice Track® developed by Oticon 
medical increases the contrast in the spectrogram and adds an compression algrithm adaptable to ambient noise. This strategy has 
shown its efficacy in improving speech discrimination in previous 
reports. The second objective of this work was to compare CrystalisXDP to the standard coding strategy developed by Oticon 
Medical by our musical test. 
 
 
Methods: 
Twenty-one adult patients with a postlingual profound hearing loss and a cochlear implant (Digisonic, Neurelec-Oticon Medical) for 
more than a year were included in this prospective double-blind cross-test. The mean age of the population was 55 ± 2.7 years and 
the sex ratio was 0.75. Clinical and audiometric data and information on musical practice and habits were collected. Both settings 
(CrystalisXDP+VoiceTrack and standard) were evaluated randomly one after another during one week 
each. Patients underwent a musical test and responded to a questionnaire at days 7 and 14. The musical test comprised 4 sub-tests 
of increasing difficulty. The first 3 levels consisted of distinguishing between sad (minor key) and happy (major key) tunes with 
significant, mild, or no difference in tempo with a score ranging between 0 and 12. The fourth level consisted of detecting false 
notes in popular tunes with a score between 0 and 10. All tunes were played on piano in monophony, recorded and presented in 
free-field at 60 dB. The score 
was calculated based on the number of exact responses (happy/sad) among the 46 samples. 
 
 



Results: 
Seventeen patients (81%) declared that music was moderately to very 
significant in their lives. All patients declared listening to music every day. 
Scores decreased with increasing difficulty of the subtests (10.4 ± 2.13 on 12 for the first sub-test, 8.1 ± 1.96 on 12 for the second, 
6.3 ± 1.42 on 12 for the third, and 4.7 ± 1.90 on 10 for the fourth with the standard coding strategy, n=21, p<0,01 ANOVA). Scores 
dropped to the level of random for the 3rd and 4th sub-tests showing poor performances in 
distinguishing major/minor modes or false notes in familiar melodies. With CrystalisXDP and Voice Track, a slight but significant 
increase was observed in all sub-tests and the global score (31.1 ± 5.10 for CrystallisXDP versus 29.6 ± 5.24 for standard, p<0.01, 
paired t-test). Eighteen patients (86%) preferred CrystallisXD and Voice Track for everyday situations including listening to music. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Despite poor performances to discriminate between major and minor modes or to detect false notes the majority of patients 
enjoyed music. CrystalisXDP and VoiceTrack increased their performances and were chosen as the preferred strategy by the 
majority. 
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Abstract Body: 

ENGLAND’S EARLY EXPERIENCE WITH COCHLEARTM CARINAR: A Fully Implantable Middle Ear Implant System. 
Kumar S, Sivapathasingham V, Humphries J, McKeith S, Ramsden J 
Oxford Auditory Implant Centre. 
 

Introduction: Implantable middle ear devices allow auditory rehabilitation in patients with moderate to severe hearing loss, not 
amenable to conventional hearing aids or bone anchored hearing aids. The Cochlear CARINA bridges the gap between conventional 
hearing aid, bone anchored devices and cochlear implants. 
 

Objective: We are the first and currently the only implant center in the UK performing middle ear implants using the Cochlear Carina 
System, since Cochlear took over the manufacturing and trading of this design from Otologics (Previoulsy known as Otologics MET 
CarinaTM). We describe our operative experiences, together with the surgical, audiological and patient satisfaction outcomes with 
this new device. 
 

The device: This is a totally implantable device, where the microphone and processor are both placed under the skin and is switched 
on and off with an external remote control. The sound picked up by the microphone is processed as an electrical signal and is 
relayed to the carefully placed actuator whose tip is very carefully positioned towards the body of incus. The actuator then converts 
it into a mechanical signal that directly moves the incus. 
 

Methods: All patients were selected following careful scrutiny of their audiologic parameters which included pure tone thresholds 
(air and masked bone), tympanometry and speech audiometry with headphones and free fields. All patients were English speaking 
adults, with bilateral moderate – severe mixed hearing loss, and many years of proven struggles with being conventionally aided. 
High resolution CT of the temporal bone was performed in all to show healthy middle ear. We describe our surgical technique with 
intra operative photographs. 
 



Results: We present our intra operative experience, including duration of surgery and experiences with the device implantation 
along with post -operative recovery and early complications. Post operatively, pure tone and speech audiometry were performed 
with device switched on and off, and compared with the unaided ear to show an overall improvement. There were no surgical 
complications. Some degree of feed back with head movement was reported, but not bad enough for patient to switch off the 
microphone. One patient has ongoing issues with otitis externa associated with worsening feedback, which was corrected by use of 
an external microphone. 
 

Conclusion:  
Overall, our early experience with the Carina –Cochlear middle ear device in this group of patients has been positive. Further study, 
with longer follow up and comparative studies with other implantable devices, will improve the evidence base for treatment of this 
group of patients. 
 

1. L Bruschini, F Forli, A Santoro,1 P Bruschini,2 and S Berrettini. 
 

Fully implantable Otologics MET Carina™ device for the treatment of sensorineural hearing loss. Preliminary surgical and clinical 
results. Acta Otorhinolaryngol Ital. 2009 Apr; 29(2): 79–85. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Bonebridge (Vibrant MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria) is the first active bone conduction implant used as a therapy for 
patients with conductive or mixed hearing loss. Bonebridge is CE-certified since 2012 for adults, and since March 2014 for children 
older than 5 years, thus enabling the treatment of patients who could not profit from established invasive or non-invasive therapies. 
The aim of this multicenter study was to determine the therapy success of Bonebridge in adult patients with conductive or mixed 
hearing loss. To this end, a retrospective analysis was conducted using data from five university hospitals (in Dresden, Frankfurt 
(coordinating center), Hannover, Wien, and Würzburg), which were collected since the commercial launch of Bonebridge. 
 
Methods: Data were analyzed from 29 patients (13 male, 16 female) with a mean age of 49 years (min. 28, max. 74). 18 patients had 
mixed, and 11 conductive hearing loss. Typical indications were otitis media (n = 10) and chronic bone abscess (n = 5). Data analysis 
was conducted for the following points in time: before implantation (pre-op), during the first fitting conducted within 6 months 
postoperatively (acute), and follow-ups within 6 to 12 months postoperatively (long-term). Additionally, data from last available 
measurements were compared (final). Speech intelligibility in quiet was tested using the Freiburg Monosyllable Test (65 dB in free 
field). Speech reception thresholds (SRTs) in noise were determined using the Oldenburg Sentence Test (OLSA, S0N0).  
 
 
Results: Acute speech intelligibility results in quiet showed a mean 65% improvement using Bonebridge, i.e., a mean score of 77.6% 
compared with 13% in the unaided condition. Long-term results remained stable, showing a mean score of 77.1%. In noise, acute 
SRT results showed a mean 3.5 dB SNR improvement in the implanted ear. In the best-aided condition (both ears, Bonebridge and 
contralateral ear), a mean SRT of -4.9 dB SNR was reached in the final results. 
 
 
Conclusion: Bonebridge clearly improved speech intelligibility, showing stable results up to 12 months after implantation. Our 
results confirm the success of the active bone conduction implant as a therapy for patients with conductive or mixed hearing loss. 
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Introduction: A variety of coupling modalities of the Vibrant Soundbridge FMT to various structures of the ossicular chain and the 
round window allows the surgical flexible adaptation of treatment in patients with mild-to-moderate severe sensorineural and 
mixed hearing losses. The objective of this study was to compare the performance of the different FMT coupling modalities in terms 
effective gain, speech intelligibility 
and risk of additional hearing loss due to the surgical procedure. 
 
 
Methods: For this comparison study, 137 cases were analyzed with the FMT coupled to the incus (N = 59; bone conduction (BC) 
PTA(0.5 - 4 kHz) = 42.2 dB nHL), the round window without a coupler (RW; N = 22; BC PTA = 32.8 nHL), the round window with a coupler 
(RWC; N = 23; BC PTA = 37.2 nHL) or the oval window (OW; N = 33; BC PTA = 37.0 dB nHL). Audiometric measurements included pre- 
and post-operative air conduction and bone conduction threshold, aided pure-tone thresholds and word recognition scores in sound 
field of the Freiburg monosyllable test (at 65 dB SPL) measured four months after the surgery. Further, a logistic regression function 
was used to describe the relationship between word recognition scores and the mean BC hearing loss. 
 
 
Results: The surgical procedure had no significant effect on the BC thresholds of patients in the RWC and OWC groups. For patients 
with the Incus coupling, the BC thresholds slightly improved at 0.5 kHz (p = 0.01, Wilcoxon) and worsened at 3 kHz (p = 0.003, 
Wilcoxon), 4 kHz (p = 0.009, Wilcoxon) and 6 kHz (p = 0.004, Wilcoxon). For patients with the RW coupling, the BC significantly 
increased at 0.5 kHz (p = 0.015, Wilcoxon). The fitted logistic regression predicted a similar BC PTA for 50%-WRS (L50) for Incus (48.2 
dB nHL), RW (47.8 dB nHL) and OWC group (49.0 dB nHL), but a higher L50 for the RWC group (67.9 dB nHL). The median WRS ranged 
between 80 and 90% with no significant differences in speech perception between coupling types (Kruskal-Wallis p = 
0.229). The effective gain showed an advantage for incus coupling at low frequencies (0.5 kHz). The other coupling types provided 
more amplification in the mid-frequencies (1-3 kHz). At higher frequencies (4-6 kHz), a similar performance was observed across all 
coupling types. 
 
 
Conclusion: All investigated FMT coupling modalities performed equally well for patients with mild-to-moderate hearing losses, but 
the efficacy differed between coupling types for patients with a hearing loss > 50 dB BC HL. 
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Introduction: 
 
Patients 
with Single Sided Deafness are restricted in their ability to 
communicate.Especially the lack of directional hearing and their reduced word 
recognition in noisy surroundings are a great discomfort.There are two options 
in treatment in SSD patients.Either the 
use of an cochleaimplant for a rehabilitation of the deaf ear.Or a CROS 
solution with an conventional or bone anchored hearing aid. 
In our 
study we compared SSD patients treated with an cochleaimplant with patients 
treated with the semiimplantable bone anchored hearing aid bone bridge with the 
view on their improvement in directional hearing and word recognition in noisy 
surroundings. 
 

Methods: 
 
We 
inculded 26 patients with single sided deafness and contralateral normal 
hearing in our study.The implant experience in the CI group was 1 - 6 years and 
in the BB group 4 month up to 3 years.We used 15 MedEl Concerto/Synchrony 
implants with a standard electrode and 11 Bone Bridge implants. The OLSA sentence test was used to assess the 
improvement of word recognition in noisy sourroundings.The improvement of 
directional hearing was tested with the ISVR 5 Loudspeaker Localisation 
test.The SSQ and Bern Benefit in SSD questionnaire was used to view the 
improvement in quality of life. 
 
 



Conclusion: 
 
Our 
study showed a significant 
improvement in directional hearing and word recognition in noisy surroundings 
in the CI group. In the Bone Bridge group there was significant improvement in word recognition in 
noisy surroundings but none for directional hearing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Single-sided deafness has a strong impact on quality of life. 
Besides the difficulties in sound localization, patients also require increased effort to hear espatially in noise. The latter makes it 
difficult to follow conversations for an extended period, leading to social isolation. Cochlear implantation (CI) represents a possible 
treatment option for deafness in one ear. The aim of the study was evaluation of outcomes after cochlear implantation in single side 
deafness. 
 
Methods: 
Material consists of 97 SSD and AHL adults and children. Mean age at the implantation was 49,2 years ranged from 2 years to 82 
years. Subjective and objective assessment of speech and localization improvements was done. 
 
Results: There were no non-users in study group. Patients reported 
satisfactory restoration of acoustic orientation and sound localization as well as ease of listening in noisy surroundings. Stastistically 
significant speech discrimination and localisation benefit was observed. 
 
Conclusion: 
Preliminary results confirm the effectiveness of CI treatment in adults and children with unilateral deafness. 
The work was supported by Polish National Science Centre, decision no. DEC-2013/09/B/ST7/04213 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
For hearing 
impaired listeners, directional microphones represent the most effective method 
to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and thereby improve speech 
intelligibility in noisy listening environments. A conventional directional 
microphone (monaural beamformer, MBF) usually consists of a combination of two microphones. 
With the possibility to wirelessly exchange audio signals between two cochlear 
implants (CI) a binaural beamformer (BBF) becomes available that processes the 
signals from both ears providing even more focused beam patterns. With the 
availability of different directional microphone options, the problem of making 
the right choice for each listening situation arises. This can be overcome by 
introducing automatic program selection in dependence of the acoustic 
environment. This study investigates both features, the BBF as well as the 
automatic program selection. The aim was to show (i) the benefit of a BBF over 
a MBF and (ii) the advantages of an automated program switching. 
 

Methods: 
 
15 bilateral CI 
users participated in the study. The BBF was investigated by measuring the speech 
intelligibility in noise with the Oldenburg Sentence Test (OlSa) presented from 
a loudspeaker at 0° azimuth. Stationary 
speech shaped noise was presented at 65 dB A from seven loudspeakers (±45°, 
±90°, ±135° and 180° azimuth). The level of the speech was varied adaptively to 
determine the speech reception threshold (SRT). In addition to the BBF, the 



monaural beamformer and the omnidirectional microphone setting were evaluated. The 
automatic program selection was assessed by evaluating the speech 
intelligibility in quiet and in noise. In noise, speech intelligibility was 
again measured in the eight speaker setup with the OlSa sentences presented 
from the frontal speaker and cafeteria noise being presented from all eight 
loudspeakers, i.e. including 0° azimuth. For 
the measurements in quiet, the HSM sentence test was presented randomly from 
three different loudspeaker positions (0°, ±135°) resulting in %-correct values for each direction. The 
automatic selection was compared to a fixed MBF and an omnidirectional 
microphone Setting. 
 

Results: 
 
With the BBF, an 
average improvement of 1.5 dB was found compared to the monaural beamformer. 
The advantage over the omnidirectional microphone was 6 dB on average. In both 
quiet and noisy listening condition the automatic program selection yielded optimal 
speech intelligibility. In quiet, results are comparable to an omnidirectional setting 
whereas in noise, results equal those of the MBF program. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
The results show 
that sophisticated beam patterns further improve speech intelligibility in difficult 
hearing scenarios. Wireless connections give the opportunity to combine 
microphone signals from both cochlear implants, resulting in a BBF which is 
beneficial in noisy environments. In addition, acoustic environment based program 
selection automatically enables the most suitable microphone setting without 
the intervention of the Patient. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In patients with bilateral cochlear implants 
(CIs), pairing matched interaural electrodes and stimulating them with the same 
frequency band is expected to facilitate binaural functions such as binaural 
fusion, localization, and spatial release from masking. Because clinical 
procedures typically do not include patient-specific interaural electrode 
pairing, it remains the case that each electrode is allocated to a generic 
frequency range, based simply on the electrode number. Two psychoacoustic 
techniques for determining interaurally paired electrodes have been 
demonstrated in several studies: interaural pitch comparison and interaural 
time difference (ITD) sensitivity. However, these two methods are rarely, if 
ever, compared directly. A third, more objective method is to assess the amplitude 
of the binaural interaction component (BIC) derived from electrically evoked 
auditory brainstem responses for different electrode pairings, a method has 
been demonstrated to be a potential candidate for bilateral CI users. 
 
 
Methods: We tested all three interaural pairing measures in the same 
eight bilateral MED-EL CI users. A reference electrode was chosen (typically 
the 4th electrode from the apex in the left CI) and tested against a 
range of electrodes in the contralateral ear (at least electrodes 1-7). For all 
methods the same low stimulation rate of 20 pulses per second was employed. For 
pitch matching and ITD sensitivity a constant stimulus procedure with 50 
repeats per electrode pair was employed. For evoked auditory brainstem responses 
at least 2100 repeats were measured. 
 
 
Results: In this recently published study (Hu and Dietz, Trends in Hearing, 2015, in press), we found good correspondence between 
the 



electrode pair producing the largest BIC and the electrode pair producing the 
maximum ITD sensitivity. The correspondence between the pairs producing the 
largest BIC and the pitch-matched electrode pairs was considerably weaker. 
 
 
Conclusion: The results support the previously proposed hypothesis 
that whilst place pitch might adapt over time to accommodate mismatched 
inputs, sensitivity to ITDs does not adapt to the same degree. Interaural 
mismatches of up to about 6 mm indicate that interaural 
electrode pairing is important for a considerable proportion of bilateral CI 
users. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: For bilateral cochlear implant patients, electrodes with corresponding indices in the left and right array rarely 
stimulate matched neural populations, but both electrodes typically receive the same frequency allocation clinically. This may 
potentially reduce the binaural benefits that patients receive from using two implants. The goal of this experiment was to determine 
if altering the frequency allocations in each ear, so pitch-matched rather than numerically-matched electrodes received the same 
frequency allocation, would result in improved spectral resolution. 
 
 
Methods: Seven bilateral cochlear implant patients participated in this experiment. A pitch matching task was conducted to 
determine how stimulation locations in one ear perceptually aligned with stimulation locations in the other ear. Bilateral maps were 
created where the frequency allocations were based either on those pitch matches or on electrode number. Spectral resolution was 
measured for both maps. 
 
 
Results: All seven participants demonstrated better spectral resolution with the pitch-matched maps. 
 
 
Conclusion: These results suggest that it is possible to improve cochlear implant patients’ spectral resolution using bilateral, pitch-
matched maps. 
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Introduction: Cochlear implantation in subjects with unilateral profound hearing loss (UHL) was recently investigated. The authors 
demonstrated the binaural auditory outcomes in a 12- and 36-month prospective cohort outcome study. The present study aimed to 
do a long-term (LT) evaluation of the auditory outcomes up to 10 years in an analogous UHL study group. 
 
Methods: LT evaluation was derived from 23 subjects with UHL. Subjects were divided into 2 groups: a Single-Sided Deaf (SSD) group 
and an Asymmetric Hearing Loss (AHL) group. A structured interview was conducted with each subject to obtain a LT structural 
overview his/her CI use. Speech perception in noise and sound localization were assessed in a CIOFF and in a CION condition. Four 
binaural effects were calculated: summation effect (S0N0), squelch effect (S0NCI), combined head shadow effect (SCIN0), and spatial 
release from masking (SRM). In addition, the contribution of a CI and a bone-conduction device (BCD) on speech perception in noise 
was investigated in two challenging spatial configurations. To evaluate subjective benefit in daily life, subjects completed the 12-
item version of the Speech, Spatial, and other Qualities (SSQ12), the Hearing Implant Sound Quality Index (HISQUI19) and the 
Nijmegense Cochlear Implant Questionnaire (NCIQ). 
 
Results: All (23/23) subjects wore their CI 7 days a week, 8 (3-10) years after cochlear implantation. In the SSD group a significant 
combined head shadow effect of 3.17 dB and a SRM benefit of 4.33 dB were found. In the AHL group, on the other hand, the 
summation effect (2.00 dB), the squelch effect (2.67 dB), the combined head shadow effect (3.67 dB), and SRM benefit (2.00 dB) 
were significant at LT testing. In both the S0N+/-90° and S0NCI/BCD spatial challenging configurations, the speech in noise results 
were significantly worse in the BCD condition compared to the unaided condition. No negative effect was found for the CI condition. 
A significant benefit was found for sound localization in the SSD group and in the AHL group. A significant improvement of the SSQ12 
score was found between the median pre-operative score and the LT score for the SSD group. Also the HISQUI19 scores of the SSD 
group were significantly better than the scores of the AHL group. A significant difference was found between the NCIQ scores in the 
CION condition and the CIOFF condition for both groups. 
 
Conclusion: This is the first study to report on LT results in a large number of CI users with UHL. Structured interviews showed that 
100% of the subjects wore their CI 7 days a week. The presence of binaural effects could be demonstrated with speech in noise 
testing, sound localization, and subjective evaluation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: While bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) provide significant benefits, noise still poses a challenge for many CI recipients. 
When the signal of interest is located towards one ear (e.g. in the car, noisy auditorium, etc), the input to the contralateral ear is 
diminished due to head-shadow. Bilateral benefit in such situations would be further diminished in challenging listening 
environments. A possible solution is to wirelessly stream the ipsilateral audio input to the contralateral ear in real-time(binaural 
voice streaming), so that head-shadow can be overcome and the input of interest is presented bilaterally. The signal-to-ratio can be 
further enhanced by attenuating the interfering input from the contralateral side. 
The objective of the present study was to evaluate the effectiveness of binaural voice streaming in improving bilateral CI recipients’ 
understanding of an ipsilaterally located speech signal in noise. 
 
 
 
Methods: 12 adult CI recipients were evaluated with Naida CI Q90 sound processors using AzBio sentences presented in Cantina 
noise using a multi-speaker array in a soundbooth. Speech signal was located towards the subject’s poorer or less preferred ear in 
noise. Subjects were tested in two microphone mode programs randomly: in-the ear omnidirectional microphone and real-time ipsi-
to contralateral streaming program. ClearVoice (medium) was active in both programs. 
 
 
 
Results: Speech perception in noise was significantly improved by the real-time ipsi-to contralateral streaming program as compared 
to performance with the omnidirectional microphone. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Binaural voice stream can allow bilateral CI recipients to successfully overcome headshadow and hear an ipsilaterally 
located signal of interest better in challenging situations. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Continuous surgical, technological 
and audiological advances are responsible for the ever improvement of outcomes 
obtained through cochlear implants (CI) over the last decades. These positive 
observations have progressively led to the cautious extension of CI indications 
including patients with single-sided deafness (SSD). SSD patients are 
characterized by the loss of functional hearing in one ear, causing an 
impairment of binaural hearing abilities, with important difficulties for sound 
localization and speech in noise comprehension. These patients also often 
present invalidating tinnitus in the deaf ear, worsening both their psychological 
and audiological conditions. Recent studies have reported successful reduction 
of tinnitus intensity after cochlear implantation. However, if a consensus exists 
regarding the positive effect of CI on tinnitus alleviation, the impact of CI on 
localization and speech perception abilities in SSD is still under debate. 
 

Objective: This study assessed the 
effect of CI electrical stimulation on tinnitus, speech-in-noise and 
localisation abilities in a group of 30 SSD patients. 
 



Methods: As 
of today, 25 patients were included. After CI, patients were first stimulated 
using a continuous white noise stimulation in the first month period and thereafter 
a conventional stimulation. Outcomes were monitored at 1, 3, 6 and 12 months of 
CI use. Tinnitus loudness and annoyance were measured with a Visual Analog 
Scale and tinnitus distress and quality of life were evaluated with tinnitus 
questionnaires (THI, TRQ and STSS). Speech in noise comprehension was assessed 
in three different spatial listening configurations and spatial localization 
was assessed using a 5 loudspeakers setup. 
 

Results: 
The 
THI scores dropped significantly starting from 1 month after implantation, at 
the switch between the white noise stimulation and the conventional noise (THI: 
77 to 55, p<.05) suggesting a rapid efficiency of the white noise 
stimulation. All other scores dropped continuously, reaching significant 
decreases between 1 and 3 months of CI use, showing that electrical stimulation 
through CI can alleviate tinnitus intensity in SSD patients. Concerning the 
perception of speech in noise, we found a small but significant increase of the 
squelch effect, when the noise was presented to the side of the CI. 
Localization abilities showed a trend towards improvement with the CI after 6 
months of use, to be confirmed with the inclusion of more patients. 
 

Conclusion: 
These 
results suggest that cochlear implantation had an important positive effect on 
unilateral tinnitus resulting from SSD. These results will be discussed in the 
context of the literature existing on tinnitus alleviation in SSD using CI or 
other approaches. The results in speech in noise perception remain encouraging, 
although large improvements were not observed in all patients. Interindividual 
variability and the correlation between tinnitus scores and speech perception 
will be discussed. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Patients 
with unilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss and normal or near-normal 
hearing contralaterally, may benefit from cochlear implant technology; however, 
they do not meet current audiometric cochlear implant indications. Published 
literature has illustrated that the use of amplified acoustic hearing in one 
ear can be coupled with the use of a cochlear implant in the poorer ear to 
produce the added benefits of binaural hearing. 
The SSD Feasibility trial aims to investigate cochlear implantation in patients 
with single-sided deafness in relation to current treatment outcomes for this 
population. 
The objective of the SSD Feasibility study is to obtain preliminary safety and efficacy data associated with 
cochlear implantation in individuals with severe to profound sensorineural 
hearing loss contralateral to an ear with normal, or near-normal, hearing. Furthermore, 
the study was designed to assess if the methods and metrics used to document 
efficacy are appropriate for use in this indication. 
 

Methods: The 
study was designed as a repeated measure, within subject multi-center trial to 
evaluate the cochlear implantation for individuals with single-sided deafness 
(SSD). Ten subjects were implanted with a cochlear implant 
across 4 implanting centers in the United States. Speech recognition in quiet 
and in noise, localization as well as subjective satisfaction was evaluated 
through 12 months postactivation. 
 

Results: Data 
from 10 subjects through twelve months postactivation will be presented. 
Preoperatively, subjects experienced a significant decrement on adaptive speech 



in noise testing when utilizing CROS while the noise was directed towards the 
poorer hearing ear. Postoperatively, word recognition in quiet indicated 
significant pre- to post-operative improvements on average in the implanted 
ear. Significant benefit on adaptive speech in noise testing in the bilateral listening condition (CI + acoustic) was demonstrated when 
noise was positioned 
towards to the better hearing ear over the unilateral, better hearing ear alone 
condition. The bilateral listening 
condition demonstrated improved localization ability over the unilateral, better 
hearing ear alone and subjective satisfaction was significant pre- to 
post-operatively for all subtests of the Speech Spatial and Qualities of 
Hearing (SSQ). 
 
Conclusion: The above-mentioned results indicate that cochlear implantation in the single-sided deaf population may aid in some 
restoration of binaural hearing. The treatment of 
cochlear implantation for patients with single-sided deafness is a viable option 
for individuals with unilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) is a semi-implantable middle ear implant for patients who cannot wear conventional hearing aids and 
have either mild to severe sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL), or conductive or mixed hearing loss (C/MHL). The performance of the 
system has been clearly established. Nevertheless, the long-term assessment of VSB so far is limited to a small number of published 
studies. Especially health care authorities are increasingly interested in long-term data on safety, effectiveness, subjective benefit 
and cost-effectiveness. 
 
 
Methods: 
The aim of the present study was to provide an update on long-term outcomes of the VSB device. A systematic literature search 
between 1996 & 2016 in different databases including Pubmed, OvidSP, Embase, BIOSIS and CRD (NHSEED) was performed. Relevant 
PICOS included English and German speaking abstracts or articles for the intervention with the VSB for adults or children and a 
follow-up or testing interval of ≥ 18 months. Any audiological or subjective outcome as well as adverse events/complications were 
included in the review. 
 
 
Results: 
For functional gain (FG), the number of studies reporting long-term outcomes was 6 for SNHL and 7 for C/MHL, respectively. The 
mean improvement was 32.6 dB in the SNHL group, whereas the C/MHL group achieved a mean improvement of 27.9 dB. A meta-
analysis resulted in a significant test of heterogeneity (I2=59%, P<.00001) when comparing the unaided and the aided condition. For 
SNHL, speech recognition was shown to improve by 40 % to 84 % after at least 6 months of use (Freiburger monosyllabic words test). 
The test of heterogeneity in the meta-analysis of the available data was not significant (I2=0 %, P<.00001). A significant improvement 
in speech perception was found for the C/MHL group for Italian disyllabic scores (I2=87 %, P<.00001). Overall, the improvement 
ranges from 63 to 95 % in this group for different speech tests. Results for speech in noise performance are still limited and cannot 
be pooled because of the heterogeneity of the data, neither for SNHL nor for C/MHL. Safety outcomes and adverse events are 
reported in 12 studies for both indication groups. In total, a number of 93 incidences in 321 patients could be observed. For 
subjective outcomes, the results again showed a huge heterogeneity of tests used and results reported, with the Glasgow Benefit 
Inventory (GBI), Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit (APHAB), and the Hearing Device Satisfaction Scale (HDSS) being used 
most often. 



 
 
Conclusion: 
The VSB provides stable long-term outcomes in terms of functional gain, speech perception and subjective outcomes. It was possible 
to perform meta-analyses for outcome measures functional gain and speech tests like Freiburger monosyllables and Italian disyllabic 
word tests, always favoring the aided condition (VSB) compared to unaided. Still the number of high quality publications reporting 
on long term outcomes ≥ 18 months is limited. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Individuals with single sided deafness (SSD) report decreased hearing in the presence of background noise and poor 
localization ability. Traditional treatments for SSD involve contralateral routing of sound via a conventional acoustic CROS hearing 
aid or via bone conduction. These treatment modalities offer little in the way of improving localization or squelch. The significant 
improvements demonstrated in the treatment of severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss with cochlear implants (CI) has led 
to the expansion of candidacy criteria for cochlear implantation over the years. Patients with SSD are now an emerging population of 
candidates for cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: The study group included 5 adults aged 31-58 with a profound unilateral sensorineural hearing loss and no derived benefit 
from standard amplification. Prior to receiving the CI, all subjects consented to a 1-month trial of a wireless CROS hearing aid 
system. Subjects were evaluated at the following time points: pre-operatively, 1, 3, 6, and 12 months post CI activation. At each of 
these time points, subjects underwent audiometric assessment of their thresholds, speech perception testing, and completed 
subjective questionnaires. Speech perception abilities were assessed using CNC words and AzBio sentences in quiet and in noise, as 
well as an adaptive HINT test with sentences presented at 0 degrees azimuth and noise presented from 0, 90, or 270 degrees 
azimuth. Subjects also completed the Health Utilities Index (HUI-3), Tinnitus Handicap Inventory (THI), Patient Health Questionnaire 
for Depression (PHQ-9), and the Speech and Spatial Qualities of Hearing Questionnaire (SSQ). 
Localization abilities were assessed 3 months post CI activation using an 8 speaker array with speakers at 30, 60, 120, 150, 210, 240, 
300, and 330 degrees. Subjects were asked to judge the source of a 300 msec white noise burst using a force choice paradigm. This 
testing was performed with the CI, with the CROS aid, and with no assistive devices fit to the poor ear. 
 

Results: Significant improvements over time were realized for CNC words and AzBio sentences in quiet and noise, as well as on all 
subscales of the SSQ and the THI questionnaires. No significant differences were demonstrated for the HUI-3 or for the adaptive 
HINT paradigm. Subjects showed significant improvements in their ability to localize sounds, particularly hemisphere correct, and in 
detecting sounds from behind on the implanted side. 
 



Conclusion: Cochlear implantation for single sided hearing loss is an effective treatment for restoring at least partial bilateral 
hearing. Patients must be suitably motivated to commit to auditory training and there is likely a critical period of single sided 
deafness after which adaptation to a cochlear implant becomes difficult. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Advanced otosclerosis can be associated with important changes in the otic capsule. Cochlear implantation with a 
minimal atraumatic insertion can be difficult. The alternatives are stapedotomy with conventional hearing aid and the use of a direct 
acoustic cochlear implant (DACI). The latter is a combination of a stapes prosthesis with a powerful acoustic hearing implant. The 
aim of this study was to retrospectively compare two groups of advanced otosclerosis subjects. 
 
Methods: Subjects: patients with advanced otosclerosis were compared in an observational retrospective study design. Ten subjects 
received a cochlear implant, 5 subjects a Codacs device. Analysis: speech in noise, speech in quiet in comparison to the preoperative 
pure tone audiometry. 
 
Results: DACI subjects showed a clear improvement already at 1 month post-fitting which was statistically significant in comparison 
to CI subjects regarding the speech understanding in noise and in quiet. At 12 months, with intensive CI training, this difference was 
not significant any more in this limited group of subjects. A short review of the current management options for advanced 
otosclerosis will be given. 
 
Conclusion: In addition to the consensus in literature, for advanced otosclerosis, there seems to be an advantage in keeping the 
acoustic component before a cochlear implantation is carried out. Because of round window obliteration and basal window 
narrowing, an atraumatic electrode insertion can be challenging. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Bilateral cochlear implants (CIs) have been shown to provide significant perceptual benefits for many children in both 
quiet and noisy listening conditions, and also benefit to localization, but there has been very limited study of whether bilateral CI use 
leads to significantly better language outcomes. This longitudinal study of early-implanted children investigated language outcomes 
for 126 children over five years. 
Aims: 
1. To compare language outcomes for these children to those expected for typically developing children with normal hearing. 
2. To examine whether language outcomes for children with bilateral CIs are significantly better than for children with unilateral CIs. 
3. To investigate the predictive factors of language outcomes for children with CIs.4. To investigate the effect sizes of predictive 
factors. 
 

Methods: Language and vocabulary outcomes and cognitive ability for 126 children with CIs aged between 5-8 years were assessed 
using standardized assessment tools such as the PLS-4, The CELF-4 and the PPVT-4. Information about demographic, audiological 
and family factors known to influence language development was also collected. Cognitive ability was assessed using the WNV. 
Multiple linear regression analysis and ordered probit modeling were used to analyze the data. 
 

Results: Overall, a lower proportion of the children in this study scored in the average range for language at both ages 5 and 7-8 
years than for typically developing children with normal hearing, with 20-30% scoring in this range. For vocabulary, 10% fewer 
children than would be expected to score in the average range did so at both ages. 
Group mean scores were generally below the average range for children with unilateral CIs across both language tests, but were 
within the average range for children with bilateral CIs. For example, while 68% of bilateral children scored within or above 1 SD of 
the mean for Total Language on the PLS-4, only 24% of children with unilateral CIs achieved this. Group mean scores were 
significantly higher for children with bilateral CIs than for unilateral CIs (p<0.05). For vocabulary outcomes, the same results were 
found. 



Multiple linear regression analysis showed that the strongest predictive factor of better vocabulary and language outcomes was 
having bilateral CIs, with earlier age at which they were received predictive of significantly better outcomes. Hearing aid use after 
the first implant, cognitive ability, degree of parent involvement, the amount of reading children did and birth order were highly 
predictive of language outcomes. Other predictive factors were also identified. Bilateral CIs and parent involvement showed the 
largest effect sizes. 
 

Conclusion: This study provides new evidence that children with CIs can achieve language outcomes similar to those of children with 
normal hearing, strong evidence of the benefits of early bilateral CIs on language development, and other predictive factors not 
previously identified. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation for children born with profound deafness has led to improvements in speech recognition. 
Although diagnosis of children born with hearing loss occurs early with universal newborn hearing screening, how our management 
affects what they can achieve is not well understood. Little is known about how age at implantation influences development of 
binaural listening skills, language or psychosocial development, at a population level. To address the evidence gap, this paper draws 
on a population-based study in 
Australia that investigated the efficacy of early intervention for improving long-term outcomes in a prospective manner - the 
Longitudinal Outcomes of Children with Hearing Impairment (LOCHI) study. 
 
Methods: One hundred and sixty-three children who received their first cochlear implant either before 12 months of age or 
between 13 and 36 months of age are enrolled in the study. 
Their speech, language and psycho-social outcomes were assessed using a range of standardized tests and custom-designed tests in 
a prospective manner. A series of multiple regression analyses were used to determine the proportion of variance in speech 
perception ability, language development, and psycho-social outcomes accounted for by intervening variables and the proportion of 
additional variance attributable to independent variables. 
 
Results: The way in which age at cochlear implant activation and implant characteristics influence outcomes, after allowing for 
effects of cognitive ability and other demographic characteristics, will be reported. The outcomes of children who used bilateral 
cochlear implants will be compared to those who used a cochlear implant and a hearing aid in opposite ears (bimodal fitting), after 
allowing for effects of cognitive ability and age at implantation. 
 
Conclusion: The findings guide evidence-based management of children born with severe or profound degrees of hearing loss. Early 
monitoring and timely intervention that target development of specific skills are crucial to improving long-term outcomes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Previous studies have shown that child factors (e.g. age at implant, duration and type of hearing loss), device factors 
(e.g. current speech processors) and environmental influences (e.g. contribution of family and access to early intervention (EI) 
services) may affect communication outcomes for young children using cochlear implants. Objective. This study examined 
relationships between EI (frequency/ total hours = ‘dose’ and type), family factors (relative socio-economic advantage, maternal 
educational attainment and family involvement), and communication (language and speech perception) outcomes for paediatric 
cochlear implant recipients. 
 
Methods: Families and children (n=146) who attended the Cochlear Implant Clinic between 2008 and 2014 for routine 
communication evaluations, completed the Family and Educational Characteristics Questionnaires (FamEd-Q), formal language 
assessments (e.g. PPVT, PLS, CELF) and/or speech perception testing. This unselected group included children with a range of 
demographic characteristics, cognitive abilities, aetiologies and co-morbidities. Their mean age at first CI was 1.76 years (0.5 to 6.54; 
SD 0.11). Their parents’ completion of the FamEd-Q occurred at a mean duration of CI experience of 2.3 years (range 0.54 to 4.8; SD 
1.14) with a mean age at test of 4.07 years (range 1.29 to 6.85; SD 1.4). Using the FamEd-Q, the parent-reported frequency (e.g. 
weekly, non-weekly), duration(e.g. 30, 60, 120 mins etc) and type (e.g. sign or oral/aural emphasis) of individual EI sessions was 
calculated to examine the total individual EI hours (i.e. dose) received over the course of a year. 
 
Results: Children from families with greater relative socio-economic advantage received more frequent and higher doses of EI 
services. Greater frequency and doses of individual EI sessions, however, were not related to communication outcomes, nor 
communication type. Higher levels of maternal education were significantly associated with higher levels of family involvement, and 
optimum child language and speech perception outcomes. 
 
Conclusion: There is a need for the strategic allocation of services and delivery of evidence-based EI service models across providers 
for the paediatric CI population. This study did not, however, provide evidence to support the hypothesis that greater frequency and 
‘dose’ of EI services was related to better communication outcomes. Reasons are two fold; those children who had additional special 
needs required more services and support, but did not achieve language results within the normal range. Conversely, those children 
who were progressing well and demonstrated language within the normal range did not attract nor require a greater ‘dose’ of EI 
services. Further investigation into complementary models of EI delivery for children with significant hearing loss are underway. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Although the impact of cochlear implantation on hearing performances has been largely investigated, few longitudinal studies focus 
on social and educational careers of children with cochlear implants (CI) versus conventional hearing aids. The aim of this study was 
to analyze the long- term outcome of children with severe to profound hearing losses rehabilitated either by cochlear implants or 
conventional hearing aids and to investigate possible cofactors influencing their social and educational path. 
 
 
Methods: 
This retrospective longitudinal study included 197 children with sever to profound hearing loss admitted in a specialized education 
center for deaf children between 1992 and 2015. Clinical, audiometric, social and educational data were collected from medical and 
educational files. The mean age of this population was 2.9 ± 1.90 years at rehabilitation with a sex ratio of 1.1. The mean follow-up 
period was 7.2 ± 3.40 years (range: 1-16). The pure tone average (0.5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz) on both ears was 95 ± 13.5 dB (n=197). Fifty-
seven children (29%) underwent CI and 140 (71%) were rehabilitated by conventional hearing aids (HA). Sex, age, initial hearing 
performances and number of weekly hours of speech 
therapy were similar between groups. Successful career was defined by inclusion into mainstream education and predominant oral 
communication. 
 
 
Results: 
Children with CI had higher speech discrimination in sound-only mode than those with HA at the end of the observation period (72 ± 
8.1 versus 33 ± 27.4 respectively, p<0.001, unpaired t-test). At first grade, a higher proportion of children with CI were integrated 
into mainstream education those with HA (84% versus 59% respectively, p<0.001, Chi-2 test). Successful children had higher 
dissyllabic word discrimination in sound + vision mode (75 ± 21.9%, n=87 versus 62 ± 32.4, n=110 respectively, p<0.01, unpaired t-
test), a lower proportion of associated handicaps (9% versus 20%, p<0.01, Chi-2) and lower proportion of 



deaf parents than unsuccessful pupils (2% versus 14%, p<0.05, Chi-2). 
 
 
Conclusion: 
This long term longitudinal study in a relatively homogeneous population clearly indicates the positive influence of cochlear 
implantation on integration into mainstream education and on oralism. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Objective: 
Available data (collected prospectively & entered into individual databases from 1990 to 2014) from 3 paediatric cochlear implant 
(CI) programs (& their respective early intervention & research partners) were pooled to examine the influence of age at implant on 
communication development. 
 
 
Methods: Methods: Subjects included 403 children with congenital, stable bilateral severe to profound hearing loss & low 
average/average/accelerated cognitive skills who received CI(s) before 6 years of age. Outcome Measure(s). Speech perception 
audition alone testing included; open-set words (scored for words & phonemes) & sentence understanding at school entry & late 
primary time points. Language data included the PLS, PPVT & CELF standard score equivalents at two time points. Speech production 
data included the DEAP, scored for percentage accuracy of vowels, consonants, phonemes-total, clusters & percentage word-
intelligibility at school entry. Data management. Regression analysis examined the effect for age-at-implant & cognitive skills. 
ANOVA with Tukey pairwise comparisons examined group differences for children implanted younger than 12 months (Group 1), 
between 13 & 18 months (Group 2), between 19 & 24 months (Group 3), between 25 & 42 months (Group 4), & between 43 to 72 
months (Group 5). Cross tabulation & Chi-square tests examined whether more Group 1 children outperformed Groups 2, 3, 4, or 5. 
 
 
 
Results: Results: Age at implant & cognitive skills accounted for significant variance in outcome measures. Open-set speech 
perception scores for Groups 1, 2 & 3 were significantly higher than Groups 4 & 5. Group 1 children demonstrated mean open-set 
word & phoneme scores of 83.7% (SD 7.5) & 93.7% (SD 3.3) respectively, & sentence understanding of 80.8% (SD 18.5) by school 
entry. By late primary/early high school mean sentence understanding was 96.4% (SD 5.3) Language Standard Scores (SS) for Group 
1 were significantly higher than Groups 2, 3, 4 & 5. Group 1 children demonstrated a mean SS of 93.8 (SD 22.1) for the PLS-4 & 5, & 
99.8 (SD 19.7) for the PPVT at school entry (where 100 +/- SD 15 is the average for hearing children). They demonstrated a mean SS 



of 92.6 (SD 24.3) for the CELF. Up to 80% of children who received CIs younger than 12 months demonstrated receptive vocabulary 
SS within the normal range by school entry. For Speech Production outcomes, t-tests indicated that Group 1 had significantly higher 
scores than Groups 2, 3, & 4 combined. Group 1 children demonstrated the following percentage accuracy: vowels=95%, 
consonants=83%, phonemes total=89%, clusters=64% & word accuracy=63%. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Conclusions: Results of the present study of a large cohort of Australian children support provision of cochlear implants 
younger than 12 months of age to optimise speech perception & subsequent language acquisition & speech production accuracy. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Pediatric cochlear implant users exhibit vast variability in speech production intelligibility. Communication mode and 
speech perception skills contribute to this variability, but few studies to date have systematically explored the influence of early 
measures on later speech intelligibility. The present study aims to evaluate the relative contributions of early speech perception skill 
and use of sign language to speech intelligibility after 5 and 6 years of cochlear implant use. 
 

Methods: Participants include 112 pediatric cochlear implant users (60% girls) with a mean activation age of 2.5 years (SD = 1.2). 
Participants came from a larger project, the Childhood Development after Cochlear Implantation study. Two independent measures 
of speech intelligibility were obtained at 5 and 6 years post-implant. Demographic characteristics controlled in the analysis included 
device activation age and gender. Early predictors were measured at 4 intervals (pre-implant, 1, 2 and 3 years post-implant) and 
included: 1) the Speech Recognition Index in Quiet (SRI-Q), reflecting speech perception outcomes across multiple tests in a speech 
recognition hierarchy (score range: 0-600); 2) A binary rating of any use of sign language reported by the child’s family. 
 

Results: Mean speech intelligibility ratings did not increase significantly over the one year interval (54% and 59% at 5 and 6 years 
post-implant, respectively). The proportion of children using sign language decreased from 68% to 28% between baseline and 3 
years of device use. Mean SRI-Q scores improved from 189 to 378 between 1 and 3 years post-implant, reflecting change from 
closed-set to open-set speech perception. Earlier age at activation was associated with higher speech perception scores at 1 year 
post implant, but this advantage dissipated by 3 years post. Children with the highest early speech perception scores achieved the 
highest speech intelligibility scores at 5 and 6 years post implant, with correlations increasing over time from .33 at 1 year to .70 at 3 
years post implant. Communication mode pre-implant and one-year post implant was unrelated to either early speech perception or 
later speech intelligibility. However use of sign at 24 and 36 months post implant was associated with poorer scores on concurrent 
measures of speech perception and lower scores for speech intelligibility at both 5 and 6 years post implant. 
 

Conclusion: No pre-implant factors significantly predicted speech intelligibility at 5 or 6 years post-implant. Younger activation age 
and better speech perception scores at 1, 2, and 3 years post-implant significantly contributed to better speech intelligibility scores 
at both 5 and 6 years post-implant. Acquisition of early speech perception skills by 3 years post-implant not only improves auditory-
based outcomes, but also later speech production intelligibility in pediatric cochlear implant users. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The 
purpose of this study was to analyze vocal characterize changes in the 
prelingually deaf children after cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: 
In 
this study, patient group included forty-five prelingually deaf children with 
unilateral cochlear implantation at 2-4 year-old, and control group included 
twenty normal hearing children at the same age. For the deaf children, the 
acoustic analysis and the vowel formant parameters, and perceptual evaluation 
were measured and compared to the control group. And the perceptive evaluation 
was performed by BVP(the buffalo voice profile system,BVP). 
 

Results: 
All the acoustic and the vowel formant 
parameters differ significantly between normal hearing children and the 
prelingually deaf children. For the prelingually deaf children, the acoustic 
and vowel formant parameters did not change significantly as early as 6 months 
after cochlear implantation, which changed significantly 12 months after 
implantation. The parametersF0,SDF0,aF1 and iF2 were similar betwwen 12 months 
and 24 months after implantation, whereas other parameters changed 
significantly. 
 

Conclusion: 
Owning 



to the auditory feedback established, The pronunciation prelingually deaf 
children who implanted cochlear at the age of 2-4 years improve their 
pronunciation quickly in the 12 months after implantation. The first year after 
implantation is the critical stage to correct the way to pronounce, and the 
plateau stage is the period during 12 months to 24 months after implantation. 
The acoustic characteristic of the prelingually deaf children after cochlear 
implantation may approach to the normal children 24 months after implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: It is estimated that an estimated 60,000 people per year acquire single-sided deafness (SSD) in the United States 
(Hear-it.org and AudiologyOnline.com). Many of these hearing-impaired individuals experience significant difficulties in 
understanding speech in their everyday listening environments, along with significant communication handicaps that interfere with 
their quality of life (Wie, Pripp, & Tvete, 2010). Recently, cochlear implantation has been proposed as a means to restore binaural 
hearing in patients with asymmetrical hearing loss or single-sided deafness (SSD). The purpose of this study was to develop a better 
understanding of the impact that cochlear implants have on psychosocial 
health, including quality of life, and listening efforts in patients with SSD. 
 
 
Methods: Subject demographics including etiology, age at implantation, duration of hearing loss, were evaluated on nearly 50 
patients with SSD. Additionally, CNC word and AzBio sentences in quiet were administered. Listening effort was measured using a 
dual task paradigm. Psychosocial health was measured using a battery of subjective questionnaires as well as validated psychosocial 
assessments. Data logging was also tracked on subjects who had sound processors that allowed this technology. 
 
 
Results: A large variability in speech perception outcomes were observed in this SSD population. Some of this variability can be 
explained by changes in listening effort when the patient is tested with and without the cochlear implant. Furthermore, the extent 
to which a relationship exists between speech perception and variations in the patient’s psychosocial health will be explained. 
 
 
Conclusion: A large variability in speech perception outcomes exists in patients with SSD who receive a cochlear implant. Changes in 
quality of life and listening effort can predict use of the device. 
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Abstract Body: 

Self-esteem, emotional autonomy &it loneliness in adolescents with cochlear implants 
During adolescence teenagers have to cope with many issues, including the construction of identity, emotional conflicts and 
physical, psychological and social changes.There are indications from a significant number of studies that adolescence can be 
particularly difficult for a deaf individual with regard to self-esteem and social-emotional adjustment, but little research has been 
done specifically on this subject, as there are still not many adolescent implant users who were implanted in the first years of life. 
Studies in this general area have shown the efficiency of cochlear implants (CIs), especially in early implanted children, in terms of 
oral language skills, self-esteem and self-perception, relationships with hearing peers, psychological well-being and a general 
improvement in their quality of life. 
Objects: The purpose of the present study was to compare the levels of self-esteem, emotional autonomy and peer-related and 
parent-related loneliness in adolescents with CIs with those of their hearing peers. 
Materials and Methods: The participants were in two groups: 1) 20 adolescents (8 male, 12 female, aged between 12 and 17) who 
have been using CIs - implanted unilaterally or bilaterally - for at least three years, and 2) 20 typically developing adolescents 
individually matched for age, gender and socio-economic status. The CI group includes 20 adolescents with bilateral not syndromic 
severe to profound hearing loss who received a diagnosis at mean age of 23,6 months (range: 9- 54). The mean age at cochlear 
implant activation was of 7,6 years (SD +/- 2.5). All the adolescents have hearing parents and communicate exclusively through oral 
language. The study used the Italian versions of the Emotional Autonomy Scale (EAS, Steinberg e Silverberg, 1986), the Louvain 
Loneliness Scale for Children and Adolescents (LLCA, Marcoen, Goossens, & Caes, 1987) and the Multidimensional self-esteem Test 
(TMA, Bracken, 1992). 
Results: Non parametric analyses for independent samples showed that adolescents with CIs display no significant differences from 
typically developing peers (p > .05) in self-esteem, emotional autonomy or parent-related and peer- related loneliness. Individuals 
who received the CI before school age displayed higher self-esteem in relation to body image than did adolescents who received CIs 
later (p = .03). The early use of CIs has an impact on the individual’s self-esteem and the adolescents with CIs show separation-
individuation patterns related to family and peer relationships similar to those of their typically developing peers. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Single sided deafness (SSD) results in a decline in speech recognition in noise, due to the head shadow effect, and a 
decrease in sound localization. The majority of the affected patients perceive it as a hearing handicap. While some patients cope 
well with SSD and prefer no treatment, others are heavily disturbed. There is a growing 
number of different auditory rehabilitation options available such as: 1) Contralateral routing of signal (CROS) hearing aid systems, 2) 
Bone anchored hearing aid systems, 3) Non-surgical removable bone conduction prosthetic hearing devices that transmit sound via 
the teeth, and 4) a cochlear implant. The aim of this study was to analyze functional and subjective benefit results after implantation 
of a Bonebridge (BB, MED-EL) transcoutaneous bone conduction device in patients with SSD. 
 
Methods: Nine Adults with SSD for more than one year and normal hearing on the contralateral side (PTA <30dB HL) underwent 
transmastoidal implantation of a BB. Aided and unaided speech discrimination scores in 3 different spatial settings were measured 
using the Oldenburger sentence test (OLSA). Quality of life was assessed by 2 questionnaires, the BBSS (Bern Benefit in Single Sided 
Deafness Questionnaire) and SSQ-B (The Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing scale for benefit questionnaire). 
 
Results: Speech discrimination scores measured by OLSA showed a mean signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement of 1.64 dB SPL for 
the aided condition compared to the unaided condition in the setting where the sound signal is presented on the side of the 
implanted ear and the noise is coming from the front (p<0.05). In the other two settings (signal and noise from front; signal from 
normal hearing ear and noise from front) the SNR did not change significantly. This benefit became manifest after 6 months. Good 
satisfaction reporting was confirmed by positive results in the questionnaires. 
 
Conclusion: Speech discrimination in noise for patients with BB is comparable to patients with other bone conduction hearing aids. A 
learning curve is clearly detectable. The subjective benefit was rated positively by the patients. With the advantage of intact skin 
conditions after implantation, the BB is an adequate option for patients with SSD. 
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Abstract Body: 

Data logging as measure of early auditory and linguistic outcomes 
 

Introduction: The implementation of Data logging in speech processor allow to analyze the listening contexts in which the child lives 
and promotes positive discussion about a child’s device use and empowers parents to be more effective in optimizing the potential 
benefit of their child’s speech processor. 

 
Object: to analyze the effect of the listening environment on the development of the auditory and early linguistic outcomes in 
children with severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss who received cochlear implant surgery in the first 2 years of life. 
 

Materials and Methods: observational longitudinal study. 15 children with congenital sensorineural severe to profound hearing loss 
served as participants.  All children were diagnosed and fitted with hearing aids at a mean age of 8,6 months (DS+/- 9,8) and no 
comorbid disease was present. All children were implanted with a Cochlear Nucleus device and they used Nucleus 6 sound processor 
throughout awake times as reported by parents. The CAP, the IT-Mais and PRISE were administrated after one, three, six and twelve 
months of cochlear implant use. The MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventory (MCDI) was administrated after 
twelve months of device’s use. The total productive vocabulary (word number raw score) was analyzed. These data were correlated 
with the data logging listening environments (Speech in Noise, Speech in quiet and Music). 
 

Results: A significant correlation between the increase of hours of exposure to the speech and music and the increase in auditory 
and early linguistic scores was displayed.  
 

Conclusion: The data logging information about the listening exposure can help clinicians in counseling and in customizing setting for 
best outcomes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Degree of hearing loss is negatively correlated with both verbal and non-verbal cognitive functioning in older adults, 
and has also been linked to acceleration of cognitive decline. In hearing impaired listeners, speech-in-noise performance is related to 
measures of cognitive function, but is better predicted by working memory assessments than by more general measures. Few 
studies of this relationship have been conducted with cochlear implant (CI) users. We believe ours to be the first longitudinal 
working memory assessment in CI recipients. The study objective was to assess the effect of CI listening configuration and listening 
experience on measures of working memory in patients transitioning from bilateral hearing aid use to bimodal CI listening and then 
to bilateral CI listening. 
 
Methods: 16 adult CI candidates with bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss but some aidable low-frequency hearing completed 
the Reading Span Test (RST) prior to implantation, at 6 and 12 months of bimodal listening following a first-ear CI surgery, and at a 
further 6 and 12 months following receipt of the second-ear CI. In the RST, which involved only visual stimuli, participants were 
presented with short sentences one word at a time on a screen. Each sentence was judged as normal or absurd, and at the end of a 
sequence of 3-6 sentences, participants were prompted to recall in order either the first word or the last word from each sentence 
in the sequence. Responses were scored to obtain the percentage of words recalled (PWR, regardless of order), the percentage of 
words recalled in correct serial order (PCSO), and the normal/absurd identification error rate (ER). 
 
Results: The PCSO increased significantly from 21% to 37% over the five testing sessions. Neither the PWR nor the ER changed 
significantly over time, suggesting that listeners had not simply developed better test strategies nor changed in their attentiveness. 
Increased duration of severe hearing loss before CI surgery was a predictor of poorer working memory performance across test 
sessions. Comparing RST scores (PWR and PCSO) to speech-in-noise performance scores obtained as part of a larger study, there was 
a significant correlation across individuals only in the final two (bilateral) testing sessions. There was large performance variability 
between participants. However, there was no strong relationship between subjects’ initial RST scores and the extent to which their 
RST scores improved over test sessions. 
 
Conclusion: Cochlear implants significantly improved one measure of working memory (percentage of words recalled in correct 
serial order) in bilateral hearing aid users diagnosed with severe bilateral hearing loss, with no effects on a measure of memory 



capacity (percentage of words recalled regardless of order). Cochlear implant users continuously improved after the first cochlear 
implantation over the 24 months of our study. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Consistent access to a good quality sound signal is essential for spoken language development, however compliance 
with cochlear implant (CI) use after initial activation is not guaranteed. The availability of sound processor data logging is a relatively 
recent advance in CI technology; its usefulness as a tool for auditory-verbal practitioners in counselling parents regarding more 
consistent device use merits investigation. 
 

Objective: The objective of this study was to provide preliminary information to assess usefulness of CI sound processor data logging 
for auditory-verbal practitioners in counselling families. 
 

Method: A chart review was conducted of 15 CI users currently in auditory-verbal therapy at a Canadian pediatric cochlear implant 
centre. All participants had CI’s which allowed data logging. Children were between the ages of 15 months and 9.9 years, and had 
had their CI(s) for between 7 weeks and 5.6 years. Children and their families participated in auditory-verbal therapy weekly to 
monthly. For each child, information about frequency of data logging, and specific data obtained from it were extracted from the 
chart review in consultation with the child’s programming Audiologist. The usefulness of data logging was examined through 
interviews with four auditory-verbal practitioners involved with these patients. 
 

Results: Data logging showed that families were not consistently accurate in estimating amount of device use. In particular, when 
the devices were worn less, families tended to over-estimate use. Tracking of data logging information occurred primarily when 
there were concerns about a child’s progress and less frequently when children were clearly making good progress. Auditory-verbal 
practitioners reported that data logging was useful in (1) providing accurate feedback about amount of CI use to families; (2) in 
clarifying some of the barriers to CI use; and (3) in subsequent coaching and in encouraging families to increase amount of use. In 
more than half of those families where device use was initially sub-optimal, a significant increase in use was noted after data logging 
results were shared and discussed with the parents. 
 



Conclusion: The results of this study suggest that data logging is a helpful tool for auditory-verbal practitioners in counselling 
families. Auditory-verbal practitioners reported that the objective data assisted in clinical decision-making, particularly when 
progress after implantation was slower than expected. For several families, feedback from data logging resulted in increases in 
subsequent CI use. Future research could examine (1) whether this information helped families understand the importance of 
consistent access to sound in the development of listening and language, and (2) how using information from CI sound processor 
data logging can be integrated into auditory-verbal practice. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: As part of the cochlear implant (CI) rehabilitation program clinicians provide information, training and user manuals on 
the daily care and maintenance of the external components of the hearing implant system. However, little is known regarding the 
effectiveness of these techniques and the prevalence of CI device handling difficulties in populations of hearing implant users. 
Purpose: To develop and validate tools to assess the ability of CI recipients to physically handle and care for their hearing implant 
devices. 
 

Methods: 
Development of the Cochlear Implant Management Skills (CIMS) and Self-administered CIMS (CIMS-self) surveys, designed to assess 
CI device management skills. Validation of the CIMS and CIMS-self surveys was in a prospective random control design study of 
forty-nine postlingually deafened, experienced (more than 12 months), adult Cochlear CI recipients. Participants ranged in age from 
27.34 to 87.72 years (mean 64.95 years; SD 16.88); 55.1% of participants were female. 
 

Results: The CIMS survey demonstrated high test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.878), inter-observer reliability (ICC = 0.972) and 
responsiveness to intervention (skills training) [t(20) = -3.913, p=0.001]. CIMS survey scores range from 54.69% to 100% (mean: 
83.45%, SD: 12.47). The CIMS-self survey demonstrated high test-retest reliability (ICC = 0.884, p < 0.001; CI 95%: 0.721 to 0.952), 
responsiveness to intervention (management skills training) [t(20) = -3.245, p = 0.004], high criterion validity (ICC = 0.765, p < 0.001; 
CI 95%: 0.584 to 0.868) and high sensitivity (0.89). 
 

Conclusion: This is the first study to demonstrate a range in device handling skills in CI recipients. The CIMS survey offers clinicians 
and researchers a validated tool to systematically and objectively identify shortcomings in CI recipients’ device handling skills. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The middle ear active implant Vibrant Soundbridge® (VSB) is a device designed for the treatment of the sensorineural, 
mixed and conductive hearing losses. Depending on the type of the hearing loss and the anatomical condition of the different 
middle ear structures, the placement of its FMT can be carried out in different ossicular chain points or directly on the round or oval 
window, aimed to obtain a direct stimulation of the inner ear. Recently, new Couplers have been 
designed to obtain a better coupling of the FMT with these structures. 
Objetives: To compare surgical feasibility and auditory performance with VSB traditional system versus the new “Couplers” 
for the VSB implant  
 
 
Methods: Thirty eight patients treated with VSB systems are included at the moment. Eleven patients implanted with VSB Coupler 
versus 27 patients with no-Coupler VSB. Three out of eleven VSB Coupler implants were indicated for sensorineural hearing loss 
(SNHL) patients and eight of them for conductive and mixed hearing loss patients. Regarding no-Coupler VSB, seven patients were 
diagnosed of SNHL whereas twenty of conductive and mixed hearing loss 
patient. 
Mean thresholds for 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 KHz frequencies before and after implantation are obtained for r VSB Couple group and no-
coupler VSB group. For SNHL air conduction is analysed whereas bone conduction is considered for conductive and mixed hearing 
loss. 
Besides, functional gain and discrimination of disyllabic words at 65 dB in quiet is analyzed.  
 
 
Results: Surgeon subjective perception is that Couplers simplify the surgical process, allow a more stable coupling and minimize the 
risks of post-surgical FMT movement as well. Focusing on SNHL patients, the mean hearing thresholds for the air conduction before 
and 
after the surgery were respectively 59.25 dB and 29.75 dB for the no-Coupler 
VSB group, opposite to 63 dB and 24.75 dB for the VSB-Coupler group; and the mean functional gain was 30.25 dB for the no-
Coupler VSB group, opposite to 38.25 dB for the VSB-Coupler group. In the disyllabic words test, difference was 78% for the no-
Coupler VSB group and 82% for the VSB-Coupler group. For conductive-mixed hearing loss patients, mean hearing thresholds for the 
air 
conduction before and after the surgery were 84.75 dB and 85 dB respectively for the no-Coupler VSB group, opposite to 85 dB and 



30.75 dB for the VSB-Coupler group; and mean functional gain was 47.5dB for the no-Coupler VSB group, opposite to 53 dB for the 
VSB-Coupler group  
 
 
Conclusion: Surgical procedure is simpler for coupler VSB for both indications (SNHL and conductive and mixed hearing loss). A 
greater tendency to improve auditory outcomes is described for VSB Coupler group vs no-Coupler VSB group. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
A transcutaneous bone conduction device involving the implantation of a magnet has been developed to overcome some of the 
problems concerning percutaneous bone conduction devices. In this study, the 6 months results of a multicentre, prospective 
evaluation of the transcutaneous bone conduction are presented. 
 

Methods: 
Fifty-four adult patients were included and underwent surgery in the current prospective cohort study. Follow-up visits were 
scheduled at 10 days, 4, 6 and 12 weeks, and 6 months. Main outcome measures are hearing performance (free-field audiometry, 
speech in quiet, adaptive speech in noise) with the transcutaneous system compared to the unaided situation and compared to a 
pre-operative test situation using the sound processor on a softband, surgical information and safety, hearing related quality of life, 
sound processor magnet strength and magnetic retention force over time, and information on postoperative pain, discomfort, 
numbness and soft tissue status. 
 

Results: 
The 6 months results of the multicentre will be presented for the main outcome measures 
 

Conclusion: 
The objective is to present data regarding the usability and clinical performance of the transcutaneous bone conduction in subjects 
with hearing impairment that are candidates for Baha surgery. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Since the launch of Bonebridge (BB) in 2012, much evidence has proved it is an effective and safe treatment option for 
patients with conductive/mixed hearing loss or single-sided deafness. Patients with microtia and atresia/aural stenosis are good 
candidates for BB implantation. Because the neural inner portion of the ear does not develop from the first and second branchial 
arch where the external and middle ear embryologically develop from, most patients have some hearing in the affected ear. 
 
 
Methods: This is a retrospective case review of 5 microtia patients undergoing BB implantation alone (2 cases) or simultaneous (3 
cases) with Medpor auricular reconstruction in Taiwan. An audiological evaluation in the free field was conducted to observe the 
functional benefit 
with this device. 
 
 
 
Results: No intra- or postoperative complications were observed in all cases. The average functional gain in sound field test was 
40dB and the improvement of speech reception test was 35dB for the all patients. The cosmetic appearance of 3 combined auricular 
reconstruction was satisfied. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: The BB device could be a feasible and effective solution for microtia patients receiving single surgery for hearing 
restoration or combined surgery with auricular reconstruction. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The objective of this study was to prospectively assess speech and quality of life outcomes with an active, semi-
implantable bone-conduction auditory prosthesis indicated for patients with conductive or mixed hearing loss (CMHL), as well as 
single-sided deafness (SSD). This device is a relatively recent alternative to bone-anchored or contralateral routing of signal hearing 
aids. 
 

Methods: 20 patients, 10 CMHL and 10 SSD, were implanted with a transcutaneous active bone conduction device; ages ranged 
from 19 to 78, (mean age 48.8), 15 female and 5 male. All patients underwent preoperative testing including air and bone 
conduction audiometry in pure tone and speech, high resolution CT scanning and health related quality of life questionnaire 
assessment. Inter-aural attenuation measurements and the adaptive Hearing In Noise Test (HINT) with noise at 0, 90, and 270 
degrees and speech at 0 degrees azimuth was also collected with the SSD patients. Follow up was performed at 1, 6 and 12 months 
post activation. 
 

Results: Significant functional gain was demonstrated across all testing frequencies from 500 to 4,000 Hz in the CMHL group post-
operatively, ps<.02. For SSD patients, there was a significant improvement ps<0.003 in aided thresholds which were obtained with 
the good ear plugged and muffed, but the mean signal-to-noise ratio on the HINT showed no significant differences when the device 
was compared on to off. 
Preoperative to 12 month post-operative HUI3 scores significantly improved in both SSD and CMHL groups (ps<.003). Significant 
improvements were realized in all subsets of the SSQ (ps<0.014) for the CMHL group, but only in the qualities of hearing subscale for 
the SSD group (p = .0.43), although there were trends towards improvement in the speech and spatial subscales (ps <.07). Mean 
tinnitus handicap measured by the THI revealed no differences preoperatively to 12 months postoperatively, and none of the 
patients who did not have tinnitus prior to implantation reported developing tinnitus post-operatively. 
The remaining data and outcomes at the 12-month follow up period will be presented. 
 



Conclusion: Preliminary results suggest that this active bone conduction device, while showing overall improvements in quality of 
life measures and functional gain for both SSD and CMHL patients, is truly only a preferred choice for CMHL patients - as it does not 
improve signal-to-noise ratios for SSD patients. It remains a viable and promising option for those with the appropriate indications. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Here we report on the first cohort of patients in North America to receive the Oticon BAHS by a minimally invasive technique (MIPS). 
The technique has been developed to remove the need for skin incisions and thinning of subcutaneous soft tissues by combining 
longer abutments, placed through a novel skin-punched hole in the scalp tissues, drilling being performed through a unique cannula 
and using redesigned drill bits. 
 

Methods: The first 10 consecutive patients will be presented from our programme in Halifax. 
All patients undergoing MIPS alone were performed under local anaesthetic with a mean surgical time of about 10 minutes. In those 
cases where MIPS accompanied another larger procedure (e.g. mastoid surgery) a general anaesthetic was offered. 
 

Results: Surgical cases were documented prospectively to compare ease of surgery, variance from prescribed technique, any 
complications encountered, choice of implant and abutment length based on scalp thickness and time to complete the procedure. 
Follow up at one week with removal of wrap around dressing and healing cap was followed by photographic assessment of the skin 
condition at the implant site. 
Device fitting was at no later than one month post-op. 
Pre and post-implantation audiometric data will reflect device benefit and indications of improved quality of life will be shared. 
 

Conclusion: We report tolerance of the procedure under local anaesthetic. Most procedures were performed comfortably in under 
10 minutes, with a number of identifiable benefits over traditional techniques. 
Recommendations will be offered regarding the risks, benefits and future hopes for this approach in the placement of percutaneous 
bone anchored abutments. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Bonebridge (BB) is a new active osseo-integrated transcutaneous bone conduction implant. It transmits sound waves 
through the cranial bone directly to the inner ear and the sound waves are perceived as natural sound. In contrast to other bone 
conduction systems, the implanted component is completely invisible under the intact skin. 
 

Methods: This was a prospective, single-subject repeated measures design, in which each subject serves as his/her own control. Two 
tertiary centres were chosen to enroll patients from 2012 to 2015. 15 patients who suffered from conductive hearing loss, mixed 
hearing loss or unilateral sensorineural deafness were enrolled into the study. All of them fulfilled the criteria of Bonebridge implant. 
A trial of bone conduction hearing aid was a must before final decision of Bonebridge implant was made. The demographic data and 
medical parameters were documented. The preoperative preparations, surgical techniques and complications were assessed. The 
subjects’ audiometric thresholds (air conduction, bone conduction and sound field at frequencies 500Hz to 8kHz) were assessed 
preoperatively, then subsequently at 3 and 6 months postoperatively. Subjective device satisfaction was evaluated by means of the 
Hearing Device Satisfaction Scale (HDSS)questionnaire. The results of the outcomes were analysed with IBM SPSS Statistics version 
22. 
 
Results: 15 patients with age range from 11 to 59 years old were included in the study. Nine patients were implanted because of 
conductive hearing loss. Three patients were implanted due to mixed hearing loss and another three due to unilateral sensorineural 
deafness. Computed tomography (CT) scan of temporal bone was performed in all the patients preoperatively to assess the 
suitability of implant placement. The Bone Conduction Floating Mass Transducers (BC-FMT) were placed at sinodural angle in 9 
patients, presigmoid area in 2 patients and retrosigmoid area in 4 patients. All the operations were performed under general 
anesthesia and took between 45 to 60 minutes. There were no major complications. Audiometric thresholds for air and bone 
conduction showed no significant change with respect to time (P>0.05), for any of the tested frequencies until 6 months of follow-
up. This confirmed that the patients’ residual unaided hearing was not deteriorated by the treatment. Meanwhile, sound field 
testing with aided thresholds showed significant improvement over time (p<0.05) at all tested frequencies until 6 months of follow 
up postoperatively. The aided hearing thresholds for frequencies from 500Hz to 4kHz at 6 months of follow-up postoperatively were 
between 11 to 30 dB. All of the patients were very satisfied with the implant in terms of improvement of the aided hearing 
thresholds and acceptable cosmetic appearance of the sound processor. 
 
Conclusion: Bonebridge is a new transcutaneous bone conduction hearing implant that has been demonstrated to be safe and 



effective in improving patients’ hearing thresholds from the age of 5 years old and above. A thorough radiological and surgical 
planning with CT scan is crucial to locate the site for optimal implant placement to avoid unnecessary surgical complications. It 
provides another alternative treatment for patients with hearing loss who fail conventional hearing aids. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) middle ear implant is often promoted above bone conduction implants because “cochlea”-specific 
stimulation is thought to be better for directional hearing (Kunst et al, 2008). In contrast, bone conduction implants can stimulate 
both the ipsi- and contralateral cochlea because of limited skull attenuation of the bone-conducted signal.This study was undertaken 
to determine the localisation skills of patients implanted with the middle ear Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB) implant versus the 
localisation abilities of patients implanted with bone conduction implants for their conductive or mixed hearing loss. 
 
 
Methods: Localization skills will be measured using a 7 speaker localization array and also the ASE test which utilizes a 13 speaker 
virtual speaker array. Patients will also complete the Speech, Spatial & Qualities of Hearing Scale (SSQ) questionnaire (Gatehouse & 
Noble, 2014) which measures the directional, distance and movement components of spatial hearing. 
 
 
Results: The results of 20 patients implanted with the VSB middle ear implant or a bone conduction implant and currently wearing a 
hearing aid in the contra-lateral ear when required, and possible, will be reported. Results will be discussed in detail once all 
patients’ data is collected. 
 
 
Conclusion: Our cohort of implanted patients with mixed and conductive hearing loss have improved access to speech in quiet and 
in noise post-implantation however, it is still unknown whether their localisation skills improve and whether an "ear specific" middle 
ear implant provides greater benefits than a bone conduction implant. This paper will help to answer these questions. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Children with hearing loss, like their normal hearing peers, spend a significant portion of their day in complex listening 
environments. Understanding the nature of environments in which children have to hear is important because challenging listening 
situations, such as noisy classrooms, are thought to hinder children’s learning and cause fatigue, especially in children with hearing 
loss. Classroom acoustics have been investigated previously, however, listening needs of cochlear implant (CI) users clearly extend 
beyond the classroom. Therefore, a better characterization of children’s environments during their day-to-day activities is necessary 
in an effort to optimize their hearing wherever they may be. Daily activities, and thus environment acoustics, could vary depending 
on the child’s age. The objective of the present study is to evaluate intensity levels and the types of listening environments children 
are exposed to during daily CI use. 
 

Methods: The study included 146 pediatric CI users (86 boys), of whom 5 were unilateral, 40 were bimodal, and 101 were bilateral CI 
users. Their ages ranged between 0.83 to 18.39 years (Mean±SD = 7.16±5.32 years). The intensity levels and the type of sounds 
children were exposed to during CI use were monitored using children’s personal N6 speech processors. The time spent in multiple 
intensity levels (6 levels: 80 dB A in 10 dB intervals) and environment types (6 types classified: quiet, speech, speech-in-noise, noise, 
music, and wind) were extracted from the datalog feature in the N6 processors. 
 

Results: Children of nearly all ages spent a large proportion of their listening time in environments that ranged in intensity between 
50 and 70 dB A, and in environments classified as quiet, speech, or speech-in-noise. The time spent at intensities between 50 to 80 
dB A and in speech and speech-in-noise environments was the longest between 5 to 15 years of age and shorter at either end of the 
study sample’s age range. Older children with CIs were more often in quiet environments whereas younger children with CIs were 
more often in a music environment. The proportion of time spent by young children in a quiet environment was highly variable. 
 

Conclusion: Use of personal devices allowed for the monitoring of children’s environments during their day-to-day activities when 
CIs were used. Environment acoustics varied significantly as a function of age. Children with CIs are listening to speech in noisy 
environments most of the time. This warrants consideration of improved signal processing strategies, stimulation techniques, 
assistive listening devices, and access to binaural cues to aid listening.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: For families of children diagnosed with hearing loss and fitted with a cochlear implant, the journey that begins with a 
newborn hearing screening carries through years of rehabilitation, speech and language therapy and decision making on education 
options, hearing technologies and much more. In April 2015, an international seminar with 21 professionals from 14 countries 
engaged in the treatment and rehabilitation of children with CIs and their families convened to better understand this journey. 
 
Methods: Through insights from video interviews with parents of children fitted with CIs, input from experts in the field and 
discussions based on seminar participants’ own experiences, the group identified opportunities and challenges in the current 
journey and defined the key elements of an ideal patient journey for children with CIs. 
At the end of the seminar, participants developed ideas for concrete resources that can help address the needs and challenges 
experienced by parents and professionals and create a better outcome for the child. 
 
 
Results: The result was new knowledge and insights about current global practices and the challenges experienced by parents and 
professionals as they seek to deliver the best possible care for the child with CIs. Another result was the launch of an online tool, My 
Turn to Talk, designed to assist families who are considering a cochlear implant solution for their child or whose child is already 
fitted with a cochlear implant. The aim of the tool is to help parents have their voice heard during their child’s appointment and 
ensure that their questions and concerns are addressed. 
 
Conclusion: The presentation gives participants a taste of this highly interactive and collaborative innovation process and shares the 
key outcomes from it. Participants will: 
- Learn what parents and professionals around the world consider the biggest needs, challenges and successes in CI treatment and 
rehabilitation today. 
- View and discuss a video interview with the parents of a child fitted with a CI who share their journey to date. 
- Learn how an understanding of the way individual families communicate and make decisions can help professionals create better 
outcomes for children and their families. 
- See a demonstration of a new online tool, My Turn to Talk. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Differentiated and individualized trans-disciplinary supports are essential aspects of pediatric cochlear implant 
rehabilitation. Fine motor and motor sequencing (Conway et al., 2011), specific cognitive factors (Pisoni and Geers, 2000) and 
maternal sensitivity (Quittner et al., 2013) are among the variables that have been identified as predictors of cochlear implant 
outcomes. Despite wide variability in pre-implant demographics, 80% of children with CIs in an inclusion program close the gap in 
vocabulary and language within a three-year intervention period, and achieve at age appropriate academic levels by second grade. 
Our program includes individualized supports and services provided by speech-language pathologists, master’s level teachers, 
psychologists, audiologists, and occupational therapists, as well as consistent access to high-language peer models. This presentation 
will explore ecological inputs and intervention elements that when consistently provided, contribute to optimizing pediatric cochlear 
implant outcomes. Inputs include classroom environment and make-up, transdisciplinary supports for children and families, and 
specific therapeutic strategies. 
 

Methods: In previous work we reported on the successful language and academic achievement of a cohort of children with CIs in 
our inclusive program. Children also receive biannual audiology assessments and annual cognitive and sensory/motor assessments. 
Analysis of this additional data will be provided. This presentation will identify specific ecological inputs and intervention strategies 
that impact rate of language acquisition and support age appropriate development across these developmental domains. 
 

Results: For 16 years we have been assessing outcomes for children with cochlear implants in our inclusion program. Seventy-nine 
percent of students achieved age-appropriate vocabulary scores within 19.2 months. Eighty-two percent of students achieved age-
appropriate core language scores within 34.1 months. Seventy-nine percent of students achieved age-appropriate pragmatic 
language scores within 34.1 months. By second grade, all children with cochlear implants were within the average range across 
subtests on the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT). These results were achieved in a context in which children and their families 
were provided with individualized supports and services, thus validating the efficacy of using the expertise of transdisciplinary teams 
to optimize pediatric cochlear implant outcomes. 
 

Conclusion: Cognitive, sensory/motor, parent support and education, and classroom environment and make-up are among the 
environmental inputs that are critical to optimizing pediatric cochlear implant outcomes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Introduction: It is well documented that most children who receive cochlear implants (CI) demonstrate great 
improvements in their spoken language skills. Some children, however, demonstrate little or no improvement in such skills, such as 
when the child has a concomitant diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder (ASD). The varied and combined effects of these two 
disabilities make decisions regarding provision of a CI to such children difficult for both professionals and families. This study 
quantifies post-implant progress of children with ASD who received a CI, including the results of a survey that examined the parents’ 
subjective impression of device use and benefit. This study expands on a previous study (Donaldson et al, 2004) that examined pre- 
and post-operative performance of six children with ASD that included a similar survey of parental impressions of cochlear implant 
benefit and quality of life. 
 
Methods: Methods: This study involves a retrospective analysis of pre- and postoperative speech and language and speech 
perception test scores for 15 children who received a cochlear implant and were diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder either 
prior to or after receiving the CI. A survey was administered to their parents to evaluate their subjective impressions of device use 
and benefit. 
 
Results: Outcomes of pediatric cochlear implant recipients with a co-occurring diagnosis of autism spectrum disorder vary greatly, as 
does the parent’s subjective impression of perceived benefit. Factors that appear to influence parent responses include age at 
implant, awareness of ASD prior to implant, communication skills of the child prior to receiving a CI, and severity of the disorder. The 
relationship between such outcomes and parental report of device use and benefit will be described. Such information provides 
insight into the post- implant outcomes of this population and can be used by professionals during the pre-operative counseling 
phase with families. 
 
Conclusion: Children with ASD who receive cochlear implants present with a variety of outcomes, ranging from non-use to regular 
use with some open-set speech recognition. Benefit of the intervention is not always evident on clinical tests, and measures such as 
this parental questionnaire can be used to obtain additional information regarding the efficacy of the intervention. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction Cochlear implantation (CI) has dramatically improved the lives of children who are deaf or hard of hearing. Previous 
studies show an increase in speech and language skills, and better social functioning after implantation. However, little is known 
about its implications for preventing the development of psychiatric symptoms. Symptoms of psychopathology in young children are 
a relative risk factor for the development of behavioral problems later on in life. Therefore, detection of symptoms of 
psychopathology as early as possible in life is essential for a child’s future mental health, especially in this at risk population.  

Objective This is the first longitudinal study to examine the early manifestation of emotional and behavioral disorders and their risk 
and protective factors in early identified preschoolers with CI compared to normal hearing peers.Methods Participants were 74 
children with CI and 190 typically hearing peers between 1 and 5 years old (mean age 3;8 years). Hearing loss was detected using the 
Newborn Hearing Screening in The Netherlands and Flanders. Parents completed the Early Childhood Inventory-4, a well-validated 
measure to evaluate the symptoms of DSM-IV-defined psychiatric disorders, during three consecutive years. Communicative abilities 
were analyzed with the Child Development Inventory. Language scores were derived from the child’s medical records.  

Results Children with CI and normal hearing controls evidenced comparable levels of disruptive behavior and anxiety/depression. 
Symptoms of psychopathology increased with age in both groups. Greater proficiency in language skills was associated with lower 
levels of psychopathology. For the hearing impaired group, early implantation and longer duration of CI use resulted in better 
language development, which in turn contributed to the prevention of the development of disruptive behavior symptoms. 

Conclusions This longitudinal study uniquely shows that improvement of language skills prevents the development of early signs of 
psychopathology. Early identification of hearing loss and CI help deaf and hard of hearing children to improve their language skills. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Children with hearing loss (HL), including those with cochlear implants (CIs), have been observed to have more 
difficulty with social interactions, and are more likely to report feeling socially isolated from their hearing peers in mainstream 
settings (Sorkin et al., 2015; Wauters & Knoors, 2007). Social difficulties were observed most frequently when the children with CIs 
did not have the language skills to easily navigate social interactions with their hearing peers (Sorkin et al., 2015). Although students 
with stronger language skills typically have better social outcomes, the literature still reflects great variability (Punch & Hyde, 2011; 
Moog et al., 2010; Sorkin et al., 2015; Wauters & Knoors, 2007). While the outcomes of social experiences in mainstream settings 
vary (Klumin, 1999; Martin & Bat-Chava, 2003; Wauters & Knoors, 2007), a number of studies have shown positive outcomes in both 
the academic and social realms for children with HL in inclusive settings (Martin et al., 2010; Oh-Young & Filler, 2015; Wauters & 
Knoors, 2007). Furthermore, when emphasis is placed on interventions targeting social emotional learning (SEL) in children with HL, 
improvements can be seen in their relationships with others, overall attitudes and positive behaviors, and academic performance 
(Durlak et al., 2011; Sorkin et al., 2015). Hence, there is a demonstrated need to support the development of SEL in children with HL, 
in order to facilitate academic and social success in mainstream programs (Oh-Young & Filler, 2015). The purpose of this three-year 
study is to examine the benefits of a fully inclusive model on the social emotional development of children with HL including those 
with CIs, from ten months through nine years old, when particular emphasis on social emotional development is integrated into the 
curriculum through play, direct teaching of skills, and opportunities for consistent access to social interactions with hearing peers. 
We hypothesize that a school experience that provides social supports to children with CIs in inclusive classrooms will result in 
higher social and language outcomes in this population. 
 

Methods: Data is collected at 12-month intervals through teacher questionnaires, which examine social emotional development and 
a formalized assessment of pragmatic language skills. The teacher questionnaires include the Devereux Early Childhood Assessment 
for Toddlers (DECA-T) for students from six weeks to 36 months old; the Devereux Early Childhood Assessment for Preschoolers—
Second Edition (DECA-P2) for children between three to five years old; and the Devereux Student Strength Assessment (DESSA) for 
students between the ages of six through nine. Pragmatic skills are formally assessed for children three and older using the 
Pragmatic Judgment subtest of the Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language. 
 

Results: While only baseline data has been collected, preliminary results revealed that a vast majority of children with CIs in an 
inclusive setting demonstrate age-appropriate skills on both social and language measures. Data will be examined for differences 



between children with and without HL. Factors that predict observed social ratings on the Devereux will be examined. 
 

Conclusion: Preliminary results suggest that integration of a curriculum focused on SEL support children’s development of age-
appropriate scores on both measures, and skills will continue to improve as students matriculate through this inclusive setting. 
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Introduction: This presentation shows the updated preliminary results of a prospective long-term study undertaken in four groups 
of children (NH, moderate, severe-to-profound, profound/CI). 
 
Methods: This prospective study consists of three major test phases in the past and in the future. Phase I was performed with the 
Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development III. 138 children were tested in the years 2009-2014 at three different data 
acquisition (T1 - T3). 
Phase II (T4) started in 2014 and is continuing (testing tool: Kaufmann Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC)). 
The cohort is subdivided in one control group (CG) and three groups of children with hearing impairment: children with mild-to-
moderate hearing loss using hearing aids (G1), children with severe to-profound hearing loss using hearing aids (G2) and children 
using cochlear implants (G3). Until now 61 of the 138 children from phase I were tested in Phase II (known drop-out until now n = 
25). This abstract shows the results at T1 of the subtest “cognition” of the Bayley-III in comparison to the “Mental Processing 
Composite score” of K-ABC (mean: 100, SD: 15) at T4. This composite score measures intelligence (“simultaneous processing scale” 
and “sequential processing scale”). The row score in the subtest “cognition” was transferred into composite scores (mean: 100, SD: 
15) 
For analysis descriptive statistics with the SPSS Version 22 was used. 
 
Results: On average the hearing children (n = 18) show the best results at both test points. All hearing children have age equivalent 
results or better (T1: composite score mean: 107,5 ± 9,4. T4: MPC score 104,3 ± 10,6). G1 (n = 7) have normal cognitive development 
at T1 (composite score mean: 98,6 ± 12,2) and one child scores above the normal range. At T4 they achieve a mean MPC score of 
100,7 ± 12,4. One child scores below the first deviation. This child had at T1 already a result only at the borderline (composite score: 
85). In the group of the children with severe-to-profound hearing loss (n = 36) only two children remain wearing hearing aids at T4. 
At T1 there were 16 children wearing hearing aids and 20 children were cochlear implanted. At T1 G2 shows a mean composite 
score of 94,1, SD 8,8. One child scores below the first standard deviation. G3 shows at T1 a mean composite score of 96,5 ± 8,3. One 
child has a result below the first standard deviation. Tested with the K-ABC the children with CI (n = 34) has a mean MPC of 94,4 ± 
16,5. 20,6 % of the children do not show age-equivalent results (MPC < 85). Two of these children already show results below the 
first standard deviation at T1 (composite score: 80 and 75) and two children receive a result at the borderline (composite score: 85). 
The other children do not show any abnormality. The two children who were fitted with hearing aids at T 4 (G2) show a normal 
intelligence (MPC: 93 and MPC: 104). 



 
 
 
Conclusion: Beside the ongoing speech diagnostic after cochlear implantation further developmental diagnostics should be 
implemented in rehabilitation process. The updated results in our study show that there are 21 % of children with CI who receive at 
a mean age of 6;2 years results in the K-ABC which lay under th normal range. There is a strong need of more detailed analysis as 
well as more prospective study. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Cochlear implants have become the standard of care for adults with severe to profound hearing loss and have been shown to 
improve speech understanding, everyday communication and quality of life. However, some adults continue to have challenges with 
communication abilities. This project was designed to investigate whether individual auditory-based therapy would lead to 
measurable improvement in communication abilities for adults with cochlear implants. 
Objective 
It was hypothesized that participants would demonstrate improvement in speech perception after a period of intervention. In 
addition, using qualitative interviews, the study examined participants’ perceptions of the benefits they received from the 
intervention. 
 

Methods 
This study used a pre-post intervention design. Speech perception was measured using CNC Monosyllabic Words, HINT sentences in 
Noise and Quiet and the Early Speech Perception Test (ESP) for participants without open set ability. The Tait Telephone Profile and 
McGarr Sentences Speech Intelligibility assessment were administered. Participants completed the Nijmegen Cochlear Implant 
Questionnaire (NCIQ) pre- and post-intervention. As well, they completed a questionnaire about their progress on a monthly basis 
during intervention. 
 

Results 
Eighteen adults have enrolled in the study and 14 have completed 24 weeks of therapy. One-third of the participants had childhood 
onset of severe to profound hearing loss and the remaining had post-linguistic deafness. The average age of implantation was 52.6 
years. Participants had been using their CI from 6 months to 11 years. 
Eleven of 14 participants had some open-set speech understanding before intervention. For these, scores on CNC words showed a 
significant (p = .003) increase measured at 60 dB HL from a median of 26% pre-intervention to a median of 38% post-intervention 
(range 4 to 44%). There was also a significant (p=.004) increase in scores on the HINT (noise) with the median scores improving from 
28.4 to 53.8% (range 0 to 49%). The 3 participants that did not have open set pre-intervention showed improvement on ESP 



spondee and monosyllable scores. In addition, scores pre and post-intervention on the NCIQ demonstrated increases on all sub-
domain scores. 
Both the participant questionnaire and the telephone profile score showed improvement in telephone use for thirteen participants, 
including 4 participants who did not use the phone pre-intervention. Scores on the telephone profile increased from a median of 
73.5% (range 20.6 to 94.1%), to a median of 91.2% (range 60.3 to 100%). 
 

Conclusion 
Quantitatively, using standard speech perception tests and measures of telephone use ability, a 24-week block of individualized 
auditory based therapy conducted by a Certified LSLS therapist led to improved performance of cochlear implant recipients. 
Qualitatively, using the NCIQ, patient questionnaires and feedback during focus groups, participants expressed significant 
improvement in their communication abilities. 
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Abstract Body: 

Contributions and Collaborations of the Audiologist, the Aural Rehabilitationist and the Adult Cochlear Implant Recipient in 
Maximizing Outcomes: A Case Study 
 

Introduction: The accessiblity of sounds is impacted by MAPping parameters which then influences auditory function with the CI. 
Adults implant recipients are often vocal in how they perceive sounds from the cochlear implant, and audiologists often incoporate 
patients’ input on sound quality and comfort into the MAPping sessions. However, using patient feedback to guide MAPping can 
inadvertently result in comfort as being the primary target, possibly to the detriment of speech recognition abilities. 
Measures obtained by the aural rehabillitationist based on patient performance during therapy can be used as a more objective 
guide for MAPping parameter manipultation by the audiologist. 
 

Objective:To provide insight on the effects of the contribution and collaboration between audiologist and aural rehabilitationist by 
observing the impact of MAPping parameter changes vis a vis diagnostic and performance measures during subsequent hearing 
therapy sessions. 
 

Method: A video case study using corresponding MAP analysis will be used. 
 

Results: This case study shows how incorporating the diagnostic/ performance measures obtained by the aural rehabilitationist into 
the patient’s MAPping parameters helped to speed up progress and optimize outcomes in an adult cochlear implant patient. 
 

Conclusion: Using adult cochlear implant patients’ feedback on sound quality and comfort may not lead to an optimal MAP. 
Performance based measures and diagnostic measures obtained during hearing therapy sessions can provide a more objective guide 
for the audiologist to incorporate into the MAP. This feedback loop is critical in helping adult implant recipients understand and 
accept the relationship between sound accessibility and speech discrimination abilities in cases when newly acquired sound requires 



active and effortful adaptation. This cooperation between the implant patient, audiologist and aural rehabilitationist speeds up the 
adaptation process and helps maximize the adult patient’s newly acquired auditory potential. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Dagmar Herrmannova 
Senior Education & Special Projects Manager, Emerging Markets and Disadvantaged 
Groups 
Education of rehabilitation experts from emerging markets 
& International Rehabilitation Academy 
Despite of overall difficult economic situation in 
developing countries there are still various ways to finance cochlear implants 
(private, charity, governmental programs) 
Especially third world countries have poor infrastructure of 
specialists, awareness about CI and rehabilitation availability 
Everybody has the 
right to hear in spite the economic situation of the potential CI candidate 
The lecture will 
explain the need to work on systematic building up the infrastructure and 
education of local experts to make it happen 
 

Methods: 
 
MED-EL supports infrastructure for CI users, making sure 
they have good services, rehabilitation, education, trained experts . We designed 
for that reason International Rehab Academy to 
intensively support emerging markets and applying it in different 
regions for last 3 years. 
International Rehab Academy is an international 
education and rehab tool supporting experts working with hearing impaired of 
all age groups and needs. It is structured, 



continuous and systematic rehab 
education available in different regions for rehab experts, therapists, 
students, parents. 
Designed are 8 education modules & workshops 
All modules follow holistic, natural rehab and education approach. 
Set of modules covers the most important rehab topics and 
goes through the theory to practice. 
 

Results: 
 
Whole concept of the trainings and support will be explained 
during the presentation as well as the results / statistics from last 3 years 
from different developing countries and regions 
 

Conclusion: 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: One of the looming challenges of the cochlear implant (CI) field is how to mitigate large disparities in spoken language 
and educational outcomes based on socioeconomic status and race. Parent coaching may enhance the use of facilitative language to 
enrich the acquisition of spoken language in their deaf and hard of hearing child. Reading to their child at home provides an 
opportunity to use these skills while expanding the linguistic and conceptual horizons of their child. These practices may serve as 
one of the strategies with which to address discrepancies in CI results. 

Objective: The purpose of this study was to investigate the impact of reading behaviors at home on language development in 
children who received early access to sound with a CI. 

Study Design: Prospective case-control study. 

Setting: Tertiary referral center. 

Patients: Children who received their first cochlear implant (CI) before 24 months of age and had a minimum of 2 years of 
experience. 

Main Outcome Measures: Receptive language skills as measured using the Reynell Developmental Language Scales or the Oral and 
Written Language Scales; early reading skills including 
alphabet, conventions, and comprehension skills assessed using the Test of Early Reading Abilities-3 (TERA-3); literacy behaviors in 
the home were explored on a parent questionnaire and evaluated on video recordings. 

Results: Preliminary results in 15 children confirm a significant relationship between reading readiness as measured by the TERA-3 
and the composite oral language score. Longer daily reading sessions at home were associated with better reading scores. 

Conclusion: These preliminary data continue to support the role of exposure to books at home as a valuable component of the 
habilitation strategy for the development of language and early literacy skills in early-implanted children. The evaluation of self-



reported and observed language usage between parent and children during reading will be presented, providing an opportunity to 
characterize facilitative communication models that may be useful in parent coaching. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Post-operative vestibular dysfunction is one of the most common complications reported following cochlear implant 
surgery. The purpose of this study is to evaluate subjective balance disturbance following cochlear implantation and correlate those 
symptoms with objective measurements determined by dynamic posturography. 
 

Methods: Eighteen adult patients with severe to profound bilateral sensorineural hearing loss were examined. Two questionnaires, 
the Dizziness Handicap Inventory (DHI) and the Activities-Specific Balance Confidence Scale (ABC), were administered to each subject 
pre-operatively and three months post-operatively. Dynamic posturography (DP) was performed on each subject pre-operatively 
and three months post-operatively. 
 

Results: Eleven patients (61.1%) had no significant change in scores on either the DHI or ABC post-operatively. None of these 
subjects demonstrated any deterioration in performance on the sensory organization test (SOT) of DP following cochlear 
implantation. One subject actually performed better on the post-operative SOT. Five patients (27.8%) had significantly worse scores 
on either the DHI or ABC (or both) after surgery. None of these subjects demonstrated worse function on the post-operative SOT. 
Two patients (11.1%) indicated improved sense of balance function following cochlear implantation based on better scores on both 
the DHI and ABC. Neither of these subjects showed significant change on the second SOT. 
 

Conclusion: A significant proportion of patients undergoing unilateral cochlear implantation have a sense of dizziness or imbalance 
in the first few months following cochlear implant surgery. The results of dynamic posturography do not correlate with the sensation 
of balance disturbance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Children from rural areas are frequently delayed in the diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss. Cochlear implant 
recipients face limited access to appropriate care. The purpose of this study was to assess the 
challenges families with cochlear implant (CI) recipients face, especially in the rural setting, and to measure the impact on 
auditory/verbal function. 
 
 
Methods: This is cross-sectional questionnaire study from a tertiary medical center involving parents of infants who received 
cochlear implant(s) from October 1996 to June 2013. Main outcome measures include demographic information including rurality, 
attitudes and perceptions regarding CI use, barriers to use, and Parents’ Evaluation of Aural/Oral Performance of Children (PEACH). 
 
Results: There were 34 participants in the study with implant recipient age ranging from 2-18. 41% of parents were from the 
Appalachian region, with a mean Beale code of 6.75 (p<0.001). The 2 groups did not differ in education, mean income, insurance 
type, age of hearing amplification, or age of implantation. Participants from Appalachia are more likely to state that the distance to 
the ENT’s and Audiologist office was a difficulty (p=0.032) and that travel cost is a difficulty (p=0.011). 73% of participants identified 
the Audiologist as the most helpful resource. Parents who “agreed or strongly agreed” with the statement “It is difficult to make my 
child wear the implants” have children with significantly lower PEACH scores (p=0.014). Ages of hearing amplification or cochlear 
implantation were not found to correlate with PEACH scores. Factors correlating with PEACH performance include: A higher score on 
the difficulty index (sum of answers to questions on difficulties faced), wearing the implant home after school, wearing the implant 
on the weekend, complaining about wearing the implant, removing the implant due to social concerns, having difficulties making 
child wear the implant (p<0.05). Children who “always” wear their CI at home after school or on the weekend have significantly 
higher PEACH scores than those that wear it “sometimes or often” (p=0.016). Children who “never or seldom” complain about their 
implants have a significantly higher PEACH score than those that complain “sometimes, often, or always’ (p=0.025). Difficulty index, 
wearing the implants home after school, and age of first CI were significant predictors of PEACH score using multiple linear 
regression (R2 =0.587). 
 
 
Conclusion: Multiple barriers including distance, accessibility, and socioeconomic factors can affect an implant recipient’s aural/oral 
function. Parent’s perception of their child’s attitude towards the implant is also significant predictor of the PEACH score. Close 
follow-up and persistent social support is necessary for maximum benefit from implant to be realized. 
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Introduction: The auditory brainstem implant (ABI) provides hearing sensations to patients who are not eligible for cochlear 
implantation (CI) due to anatomic constraints. While electrically evoked auditory brainstem responses assist with electrode 
placement, ABI programming maps vary widely among similar cohorts. Further, electrodes are commonly inactivated due to side 
effects, such as involuntary swallowing, facial stimulation and pain. We hypothesize that computed tomography (CT) determined ABI 
array positions correlate with audiometric outcomes and the presence of side effects. 

Methods: Subjects included pediatric (n=4) and adult (n=6) ABI patients. True-axial reformatted series of post-operative CT scans 
were created using the McRae line. The basion and electrode tip coordinates were marked using multiplanar reconstruction. Angles 
and linear distances between coordinates were measured. Angles included (V) vertical in sagittal plane, (H) horizontal in axial plane, 
and (T) medial tilt in coronal plane. Distances were (D1) vertical from basion and (D2) lateral from midline. Electrode arrays were 
categorized into Classifications I-IV (using angle V) with subtypes A, B, and C (using angle T). Audiometric data included thresholds 
and comfort levels, active and disabled electrodes, and pitch ranking. Data was analyzed for association between ABI position 
classification and audiometric data. 

Results: Mean angles for V, H, and T were 39.97° ± standard deviation (SD) 33.8, 20.91° ± 30.5°, and 32.83° ± 57.52°. Average 
distances for D1 and D2 were 1.78±0.29cm and 1.34±0.47cm for adults and 1.34±0.025cm and 0.99±0.20cm for pediatric subjects. 
Classifications were assigned for Types I (n=3), II (n=3), III (n=1), and IV (n=3); with A (n=7) and B (n=3) subtypes. In adults with 
posteriorly aimed arrays, pitch ranking generally increased from low to high frequencies distally across the length of the electrode 
(3/4). Threshold levels were higher distally on the array for most A subtypes (6/7). In contrast, higher threshold levels were 
identified on the proximal aspect in both B subtype arrays with data (2/2). Side effects were present in all Type IV (3/3) and B 
subtypes (3/3). In adults, the average number of electrodes disabled due to side effects was twice as many in Type IV as any other 
type (9.3 vs 5). In all B subtypes, side effects always occurred in the distal and proximal electrode tips, corresponding to regions 
away from the CN. 

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that electrode array orientation varies widely among ABI users. Early data suggests that certain 
array positions may be more favorable than others for decreasing thresholds and side effects during ABI programming. Our 



classification system and findings may be useful in intraoperative ABI placement, as well as prognostication of non-auditory 
electrodes and audiometric outcomes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Originally used to restore the hearing in neurofibromatosis type 2 patients, an auditory brainstem implant (ABI) is an 
increasingly widespread method even for patients with a completely ossified cochlea, nerve aplasia, cochlea aplasia or cochlea 
dysplasia, in which case a cochlear implant will not provide sufficient support. In order to cope with the age-related development of 
the auditory cortex, early implantation of deaf children is recommended. 
 

Methods: Since 2006 fourteen children have been supplied with an ABI in our clinic. In six cases, these children received a cochlear 
implant prior to ABI without success. Test battery for our ABI children comprises the questionnaires LittlEARS, MAIS, MUSS, and 
FRAKIS, the sound and speech recognition tests mFast and MSVK, leading to a classification into the Categories of Auditory 
Performance (CAP). 
 

Results: Six children came from abroad, and didn’t participate in regular follow-ups. In these cases, the long-term outcome is 
difficult to predict. The best result achieved so far is in the case of a seven year old boy who reached a CAP score of 5. In four more 
cases CAP scores between of 3 and 4 have been reached. These five cases have a common aetiology: cochlea aplasia and cochlea 
dysplasia. In children with ABI the learning curve seems to be more drawn-out compared to CI-users, Lasting approximately about 5 
years. 
 

Conclusion: In most cases the children had a benefit from the ABI. Best results were achieved in the case of cochlea aplasia or 
cochlea dysplasia.  
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Introduction: More and more children are receiving cochlear implant; since the criteria for Cochlear implant are expanding. This is 
due to the successful outcome over the years, but still there are some children especially with multiple disabilities, anomalous 
anatomy of the inner ear and nerve where the outcomes are not very comparable. Auditory Brainstem Implant is next mile stone 
hearing restoration, unlike cochlear implants auditory brainstem implant in children are not performed in many countries. But so far 
the published data on outcomes in children with Auditory Brainstem Implant are promising, some unpublished data shows that few 
children perform equally or better compared to children with cochlear implants. The long term outcome in children with anomalous 
cochlea/nerve using cochlear implant This study will focus on comparing the outcomes between children with ABI, children with 
Cochlear Implant (normal Cochlear and Nerve) and also children with Cochlear Implant ( anomalous Cochlea / Nerve). The results of 
the study will be analysed to understand and compare the developmental trend in each groups and also to find evidence to implant 
ABI in children with anomalous cochlea/nerve. 

Methods: Sixteen children with Auditory Brainstem implant were compared with age matched Cochlear Implantees with patent 
cochlea/ nerve and anomalous cochlea/nerve. Categorical Auditory Perception, Speech Intelligibility Rating, MAIS, MUSS were 
administered periodically in both children with Auditory Brainstem Implant and children with Cochlear Implant from base line to 36 
months post implantation. Progresses were also documented using AusPLan for both the groups. Electrophysiological and psycho 
acoustic measures were obtained in most of the subjects. Children with ABI underwent serial eABR for both monitory as well as for 
programming. The data were analysed and compared. 

Results: Children with Cochlear Implant showed better scores compared to children with Auditory Brainstem Implant, however the 
trend seems to be similar in both the groups. Some children with CI (anomalous nerve) showed poor performance than children with 
ABI both in behavioural and electrophysiological. Though the individual outcomes are variable within groups (Auditory Brainstem 
Implant and Cochlear Implant), the speech and auditory skills follow a trend. Developmental trend and the Electrophysiological 
results at different intervals will be discussed in more detail during the presentation. 

Conclusion: Auditory Brainstem Implant restores hearing in children who are not a traditional candidate for Cochlear implant. 
Children with cochlear Implant shows better outcome compared to children with Auditory Brainstem Implant. Though the outcomes 
in children with Auditory Brainstem Implant were better compared to some children with anomalous nerve who received CI, there is 
no clear evidence to use Auditory Brainstem Implant as first choice of treatment in these special cases. 
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Introduction 
Congenital bilateral vestibular loss (CBVL) in children is known to delay motor development and recent studies suggest a CBVL 
impact on cognitive functions. The goal of the present pilot study is to demonstrate which cognitive performances of CBVL children 
are lower than normal children. 
 
Methods 
Three groups of children 9 to 13 years old were compared: children with CBVL and profound SNHL (group 1, n=12), children with 
profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) and normal vestibular function (group 2, n=12) and control healthy (group 3, n= 44). 
They performed several tests including dynamic visual acuity (DVA) and a battery of cognitive tests as spatial navigation (Virtual 
Morris water maze), mental rotation, non-verbal cognitive skills test (WISK-IV), NEPSY-II visuospatial subset and reading 
performances.  

 
Results 
CBVL children loose significantly (p <0.05) visual acuity in dynamic conditions (up to 6/10 from far and near vision) compared to 
children with normal vestibular function (group 2 and 3). CBVL group was by far the most impaired population in Nepsy-II 
visuospatial subsets especially the arrows subset and the visuospatial domain score (p<0.05). In Wisk-IV the lower scores were found 
in group 1 but the differences were not statistically significant. No significant difference was found in the mental rotation and Morris 
maze between groups. 
 

Conclusion 
Our study shows that CBVL leads to a global developmental delay with some cognitive impact remaining at 12 years of age and 
leading to a not yet recognized handicap. CBVL early diagnosis in young children should decrease its developmental impact by 
providing more appropriate care. 
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Introduction: 
Previous research has shown that behavioral MAP levels performed in 
adolescents and adults were equivalent between telepractice and in-person conditions. 
Pediatric CI recipients require nearly double the amount of clinical visits (at 
a minimum) compared to adults during the first 3 years post-implantation. Therefore, 
remote clinical CI services delivered closer to the child’s home have the 
potential to relieve time and travel burdens for the family and improve patient 
outcomes by increasing access to services. No study has empirically examined 
whether clinical CI measures are equivalent between the two settings in this 
patient population. Pediatric recipients require specialized audiometric 
techniques from experienced clinicians; therefore, a validation study is 
necessary. 
 
 
Methods: Conditioned play and visual reinforcement audiometry 
(CPA, VRA) were used to obtain behavioral thresholds (T-levels) on three 
electrodes (basal, middle, and apical) for children aged approximately 1-3 
years (VRA) and 2-6 years (CPA). Electrode impedance was recorded for the same three 
electrodes at each test session. Parents completed a satisfaction questionnaire 
at the end of the study. All measures were performed in the traditional in-person 
condition, as well remotely, in which the child and a test assistant were in a 
different room than the clinician. An ABBA design was used so that each 
condition was tested twice and in reverse order. 
 
 
Results: Preliminary data have been collected for 21 children. 
Data from the CPA group revealed no significant difference in T-level between remote 
and in-person conditions. Children in the VRA group were less likely to 
condition to the programming stimuli, resulting in a “hits” and “misses” 



calculation that was similar between the two conditions. Electrode impedance results 
indicated no significant effect of condition, as expected. Results from the 
parent questionnaire indicated that the majority of parents would take 
advantage of telepractice appointments if they were routinely available, and almost 
all said they would feel comfortable speaking with their child’s clinician via 
videoconference modalities. 
 
 
Conclusion: Our results indicate that telepractice is likely a 
viable option for pediatric CI service delivery. Results from the VRA group 
especially highlight the need for telepractice options for very young children 
who are inexperienced with sound and who fail to condition to the programming stimuli. 
In general, parents felt comfortable with the videoconferencing equipment, and 
children’s responses were not affected by the presence of the equipment or the 
physical distance of the clinician. 
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Introduction 
Many children with cochlear implant recipients experience difficulty with speech recognition in noise. Fully adaptive directional 
microphone technology can potentially improve hearing performance in noise. However, there are no published studies evaluating 
the advantages and limitations of these technologies for children with cochlear implants. 
 

Methods 
Ten pediatric cochlear implant recipients (ages 7 to 17 years old) were fitted with commercially available cochlear implant sound 
processor equipped with an acoustic scene classifier and an automatically-enabled adaptive directional microphone system. 
Sentence recognition in quiet and in noise were assessed with these technologies disabled and enabled allowing for an exploration 
of the differences in hearing performance associated with hearing performance. 
Assessment was completed using a six-loudspeaker array (0, 45, 135, 180, 225, and 315 degrees in the horizontal azimuth). Sentence 
recognition was assessed in quiet and at multiple signal-to-noise ratios in the following conditions: 
1. 
Adaptive Noise Management Technologies Disabled - Signal of Interest Originating from 0 Degrees Azimuth and Competing Noise 
from 45, 135, 180, 225, and 315 Azimuth 
2. 
Adaptive Noise Management Technologies Enabled - Signal of Interest Originating from 0 Degrees Azimuth and Competing Noise 
from 45, 135, 180, 225, and 315 Azimuth 
3. 
Adaptive Noise Management Technologies Disabled - Signal of Interest Originating from 180 Degrees Azimuth and Competing Noise 
from 0, 45, 135, 225, and 315 Azimuth 
4. 
Adaptive Noise Management Technologies Enabled - Signal of Interest Originating from 180 Degrees Azimuth and Competing Noise 
from 0, 45, 135, 225, and 315 Azimuth 
The Speech Intelligibility Rating (SIR) test was also administered to evaluate the children’s subjective perception of speech 
understanding in the aforementioned conditions. 
Finally, the children were asked to switch between two programs (one with adaptive noise management technologies enabled and 
the other disabled) during a two-week trial of real world use. The children kept a journal and completed questionnaires to indicate 



their preference for the two technologies during real world use. 
 

Results 
Results indicate a statistically significant improvement in speech recognition in noise with use of the adaptive noise management 
technologies when the signal of interest arrived from in front of the children. A reduction in sentence recognition was observed 
when the signal of interest arrived from behind the children. However, the improvement in sentence recognition when speech 
arrived from the front was greater than the detriment when speech arrived from behind. Overall, the children reported higher 
subjective speech intelligibility in noise when the adaptive noise technologies were enabled, both for conditions in which the target 
signal of interest arrived from in front and from behind the children. Finally, the children typically responded favorably to the use of 
the adaptive noise management technologies during real world use. 
 

Conclusion 
Use of adaptive noise management technologies improves children’s speech recognition in noise when the signal of interest arrives 
from the front, and children generally report a preference for the use of adaptive noise management technology in noisy situations. 
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Introduction: 
Telehealth is the practice of using technology to provide remote clinical services over the internet. Because cochlear implants 
require regular programming visits with an audiologist, telehealth can prove valuable and efficacious for recipients, particularly 
those who live far from clinics, have limited transportation options, or are medically fragile.Given that telemedicine is being widely 
utilized in a variety of medical specialties, this ongoing investigation aims to validate the safety and efficacy of remote cochlear 
implant programming in 
an effort to establish clinical support for this practice and subsequently increase access to recipients. 
 
Methods: 
Cochlear implant subjects participated in remote mapping sessions both with and without the assistance of a trained facilitator. 
Some sessions occurred in a designated public location, and others occurred in the subject’s home. Programming was conducted via 
a video conferencing platform, allowing both parties to see and hear one another, as the audiologist remotely controlled the 
software at the subject’s location. Additional routine audiological services such as counseling and FM troubleshooting were also 
completed in remote sessions. 
 
Results: 
Preliminary feedback from subjects indicates that telehealth is of substantial benefit to them. Both audiologists and recipients were 
pleased with the ease of access to care as well as the quality of the programming sessions. Subjects were able to be re-mapped 
without significant technical difficulty, and concerns were detected and addressed by the clinician as would occur in a face-to-face 
session. Collection of objective performance data is ongoing. 
 
Conclusion: 
Telehealth is a viable option for subjects who cannot easily travel to regular audiology visits. Audiologists should be trained in the 
nuances of using remote programming technology and should use clinical judgment when selecting subjects who are appropriate for 
telehealth. Further discussion points on this topic include: remote programming in various populations, state licensure 
requirements, and reimbursement. 
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Introduction: The purpose of the current study was to evaluate the relationship 
between the presence or absence of cortical auditory evoked potentials (CAEPs) to speech stimuli and the performance of speech 
perception in Chinese pediatric recipients of cochlear implant (CI). We also wanted to determine how the CAEPs might be used as an 
indicator for predicting early speech perception and could provide objective evidence for clinical applications of CAEPs. 
 
 
Methods: 23 pediatric unilateral CI recipients participated in this study. 15 males 8 females, and their ages at implantation ranged 
from 13 to 68 months, with a mean age of 36 months. CAEPs and Mandarin Early Speech Perception (MESP) tests were used to 
evaluate the audibility and speech perception of these CI users. The tests were administered at the first, second, third, and fourth 
year after the CI surgery. 
 
 
Results: All the subjects demonstrated improvements in detection of speech sounds with CI. The percentages of participants who 
could detect all three stimuli were 26% (6/23) at first year, to 100% (23/23) at the 
fourth year post-implantation. The percentages of participants who passed the Category 6 of MESP were from 9% (2/23) at first 
year, to 91% (21/23) at the fourth year post-implantation. Significant correlations (p<0.05) were found between CAEP scores and 
MESP categories at the first, second, third year after the CI surgery. The multiple regression equation for prediction of MESP 
categories from CAEP scores and hearing ages was MESP categories = 1.088 + (0.504×CAEP score) + (0.964×hearing ages), 
(F=72.919, p<0.001, R2=0.621). 
 
 
Conclusion: The results of this study suggested that aided cortical assessment was a useful tool to evaluate the outcomes of 
cochlear implantation. Cortical outcomes had a significant positive relationship with the MESP scores, which predicted the early 
speech perception of CI recipients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
To 
realize benefits of early cochlear implantation (CI), audio processor (AP) 
programs need to be optimized and validated quickly. Aided cortical assessment 
(ACA) can be used to validate programs and monitor auditory maturation. The 
collective cortical response data of optimally fit CI users in this study 
should provide guidelines on ‘expected’ responses. The objectives are to monitor auditory 
maturation of paediatric CI users fit using the objective eSRT fitting method 
using ACA and compare their cortical responses with those of hearing peers. 
 

Methods: 
 
20 
children with normal hearing (NH group), under the age of 4 years, had ACA done 1 time and 45 age matched, 
pre-lingually deafened CI users (CI group) had repeated ACA done over the first 
6 months of CI use. Automated, cortical auditory evoked potential equipment was 
used to check cortical responses to speech tokens /M/,/G/ and /T/ at 55 dBSPL. ACA 
was scored and latencies noted. P1 response rate was compared across groups. 
Mean ACA score and mean latencies of P1’s to /M/, /G/ and /T/ stimuli were 
compared across test intervals for the CI group and compared with mean values for 
the NH group. CI users typically were fit 4 times in 6 months. If a P1 response 
was lacking at a ‘no fit’ interval the CI user was re-fit and ACA repeated. ACA 
score improvement rate was calculated. 
 

Results: 
The NH group had a P1 response rate of 100% and 6/6 mean ACA score. The CI group had a P1 response rate of 75% and a mean ACA 
score of 4.2 / 6 over all test intervals increasing to 92% and 4.9 out of 6 at the 6 month interval. An ACA score of 4.9 typically 
corresponds to 3 P1 responses with latency of P1 to /M/ remaining out of the reference range. Mean P1 latencies of /M/, /G/ and 



/T/ and ACA scores for the CI group were significantly different from NH group mean values until the fourth month interval. At the 
fourth, fifth and sixth month intervals only the mean P1 latency of /M/ remained out of the reference range, adversely affecting the 
mean ACA score. 72 ACA’s were repeated after a re-fit to elicit a P1 with a 35% success rate. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
Typically CI 
users implanted under age 4, with MCL’s set at eSRT level, 
develop cortical responses to speech tokens /M/, /G/, /T/ presented at 
55 dBSPL similar to hearing peers over a period of 4 to 6 months. This 
validates that a CI accesses users to quiet sound and allows for auditory 
maturation. The latency of P1 to /M/ representing low frequency sound takes 
longer to shorten than P1’s to /G/ and /T/ representing mid and high frequency 
sound. This study provides clinicians with information on ‘expected’ cortical 
responses. Less than optimum ACA results could prompt early action. A 
relatively low % (35%) improvement in cortical responses after ‘extra’ fitting 
suggests that 4 objective fits during the first 6 months of CI use is adequate. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Electrocochleography (ECochG) has demonstrated significant promise in accounting for variation in cochlear implant 
(CI) speech perception outcomes in adults (McLellan et al., Otol Neurotol. 2014; 35(9):e245-e252). A high proportion of variance was 
also accounted for in children implanted peri- and post lingual ages, although not as high as in adults (Formeister et al., Ear Hear. 
2015; 36(2): 249-260). Here, we assessed the utility of ECochG measurements in accounting for speech outcomes in children 
implanted prelingually. 
 

Methods: Adult, prelingually deaf, and postlingually deaf pediatric subjects receiving CIs included in the study. Exclusion criteria 
included revision surgeries and non-english speaking subjects. During the CI surgery, round window ECochG responses to tone bursts 
of different frequencies (0.25-4kHz, 90dB nHL) were recorded. The “total response” of ECochG (ECochG-TR) was defined as the sum 
of significant spectral peaks across frequencies. Six month CNC scores in adults and PB-k scores in children after 1-2 years of use 
were utilized in the linear regression analyses. 
 

Results: The ECochG-TR and frequencies that yielded responses were on average similar in adult and pediatric groups. In addition, 
mean PB-k scores were similar between prelingually and postlingually deaf pediatric populations; mean CNC scores in adults were 
also similar. 
The ECochG-TR was able to account for the same amount of variability in speech perception outcomes in both pediatric populations. 
However, in adults, ECochG-TR was able to account for approximately twice the amount of variability compared to either population 
of pediatric subjects. 
 

Conclusion: The ECochG-TR has equivalent value in predicting speech perception outcomes in prelingual and postlingual pediatric CI 
recipients and it is significantly more reliable in predicting outcomes in adult CI recipients. This result suggests that in pediatric CI 
recipients a greater population of spiral ganglion cells may persist and contribute to their speech perception outcomes while speech 
perception outcomes in adults is limited by the constantly decreasing spiral ganglion cell numbers. 
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Introduction: Patients with unilateral deafness lack the benefit of binaural hearing. They usually report difficulties understanding 
speech in presence of background noise and speech coming from the side of hearing loss and poor sound localization. In addition, a 
large number of these patients suffer from tinnitus that cannot be treated by conventional masking devices. 
 

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the benefit of cochlear implantation on speech perception, tinnitus suppression, and 
sound localization in a large cohort of patients. 
 

Methods: Forty-five subjects with unilateral post lingual sensorineural profound hearing loss, with and without tinnitus, were 
recruited for this study. The patients had unilateral hearing loss greater than a 4-frequency pure tone average (0.5-4kHz) of 70dBHL 
and contralateral hearing was ≤ 30dBHL. Speech perception was assessed using the BKB-SIN in three spatial configuration: speech 
and noise from the front; speech from the front and noise from the hearing ear; speech from the CI side; and noise from the hearing 
ear. Subjective benefits were assessed using the Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing (SSQ) questionnaire and the APHAB 
(Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit). Localization abilities were also evaluated. Tinnitus was assessed using the Tinnitus 
Reaction Questionnaire. 
 

Results: Analysis of the results reveal a significant improvement in signal to noise ratio in all spatial configurations as well as on the 
localization abilities, SSQ and APHAB scores. 
 

Conclusion: Cochlear implantation provides significant improvement in hearing performance, decreases tinnitus perception and 
improves quality of life in unilaterally deaf subjects. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In a previously published experiment [Lazard et al., The sound sensation of apical electric stimulation in cochlear 
implant recipients with contralateral residual hearing, PLoS One. 2012;7(6)], the sensation evoked by a single pulse train delivered at 
the most apical electrode was characterized in cochlear implant (CI) recipients with contralateral residual hearing. Psychoacoustic 
evaluation of the percept involved modification of the fundamental frequency, filter characteristics and harmonicity factor using an 
original multidimensional sound quality judgment task. In this new experiment, this measure was extended to CI users with single-
sided deafened (SSD) and tested the perception evoked by one apical and one medial electrode. 
 
Methods: Eight unilateral CI users with SSD were asked to vary the parameters of an acoustic sound (harmonic periodic signal) 
played to the normal-hearing and non-implanted ear, in order to match its sensation to that of the electric perception. Three 
conditions were tested during which the subjects were able to successively vary the fundamental frequency of the sound, the 
characteristics of an output filter (bandwidth [Q factor] and center frequency), and the harmonicity factor. After each matching, 
subjects rated how much the sound created was similar to the electric sensation. The sound sensation of two electrodes were thus 
tested: the most apical electrode and a medial electrode of the device, after three (N=5) and twelve months (N=8) of use. 
 
Results: At three months, the fundamental frequency of the sound sensation created by the most apical electrode was estimated at 
550 Hz on average. This estimation was consistent across subjects. The average Q factor of the output filter was 6 and the average 
center frequency was 370 Hz (small variability for both factors). The mean inharmonicity rate was 1.8 with a spread between 1 and 
2. The fundamental frequency of the sound sensation created by the medial electrode was estimated at 1000 Hz on average. This 
estimation was consistent across subjects. The average Q factor of the output filter was 4 and the average center frequency was 
3700 Hz (small and important variability, respectively). The mean inharmonicity rate was 1.6 with a spread between 1 and 3. At 
submission time, not enough subjects (n= 4) had been tested at 12 months to provide robust results. 
 
Conclusion: At three month of CI use, for the most apical electrode the sound sensation seemed similar to that described in subjects 
with contralateral residual hearing, with a pitch sensation around 500 Hz and an inharmonic component. For the medial electrode, 



the pitch sensation was higher, as expected by the cochlear tonotopy. Whether plasticity of these psychoacoustic characteristics 
occurs with time will be further analyzed and discussed. 
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Introduction: Hearing aid fitting usually is a two-stage process: first, a prescriptive fitting based on a fitting formula like NAL-NL2 or 
DSL v5 is performed, followed by individual fine-tuning. For different patient groups (patient type, hearing loss and hearing aid 
configuration, e.g. pediatric, open fitting, severe-to-profound) often different prescriptions are used by audiologists. Existing hearing 
aid fitting formulae, however, have been developed and verified for unilateral and 
bilateral hearing aid users and thus, may not be optimal for cochlear implant (CI) recipients using a contralateral hearing aid. 
Conventional hearing aid fitting does not account for certain specific characteristics of bimodal listening. Of particular importance 
are: low-frequency audibility, spectral overlap of electric and acoustic stimulation, loudness balance and (dynamic) synchronization 
of adaptive signal processing. In order to improve the efficiency of bimodal fitting, a prescriptive fitting formula has been developed 
that aims at accounting for the specific characteristics of bimodal listening by applying modifications on standard hearing aid 
prescriptions. As even within the group of bimodal users optimal modifications may vary considerably, a series of studies was 
conducted to determine which specific modifications should be applied depending on hearing loss and hearing aid configuration. 
 
 
Methods: The following modifications were implemented into hearing aid fitting software and evaluated for different hearing losses: 
(1) maximized effective audibility, (2) bandwidth limitation in case of dead regions, (3) temporal alignment of 
automatic gain control (AGC) and (4) aligned loudness growth. Experiments were conducted at seven research sites in Belgium, 
Germany, Netherlands and USA with more than ten subjects each. Outcome measures included speech understanding in noise, 
sound quality ratings and subjective preference. Audiograms ranged from profound with little aidable hearing at 125 and 250 Hz to 
flat and sloping moderate losses with aidable hearing up to 4 kHz. A randomized crossover design was applied whenever possible to 
evaluate the effect of bimodal fitting modifications both acutely and chronically. 
 
 
Results: For bimodal CI with profound hearing loss and a small aidable bandwidth (below 750 Hz), maximization of effective 
audibility at low frequencies improved speech understanding in particular in situations with competing speech. In general, 
broadband responses should be applied for bimodal users, however, for steeply sloping audiograms bandwidth should be limited 
according to estimated dead regions. Aligning AGC generally resulted in a high acceptance and significantly improved speech 
understanding in noise for severe-to-profound subjects. For moderate and flat hearing losses, maximizing audibility did not improve 
speech understanding, but degraded sound quality. 
 



 
Conclusion: A new prescription for bimodal fitting which respects the special demands of bimodal hearing like low-frequency 
audibility, spectral overlap and dynamic synchronization was preferred by most bimodal subjects compared to a standard hearing 
aid fitting formula. Depending on hearing loss configuration, this bimodal fitting formula automatically applies different 
modifications on top of proven hearing aid prescriptions. 
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Introduction 
Bilateral cochlear implantation offers a number of potential advantages compared to unilateral CI use, however, it can be limited for 
medical or financial reasons. In unilateral CI recipients with bilateral sensorineural deafness, a contralateral routing of signal (CROS) 
device could be applied to deliver an input signal from the ear contralateral to the CI. The aim of this study is to evaluate the benefit 
of a CI-CROS treatment when compared with unilateral and bilateral CI use. 
 

Methods 
Ten experienced bilateral CI recipients were included so far in this ongoing study. For each participant, 2 Sonnet processors (Med-El, 
Austria) were programmed with a fixed directional microphone setting. A Roger X (Phonak, Switzerland) receiver was plugged into 
the processor on the better CI side. A fixed directional microphone (iLapel, Roger Inspiro, Phonak, Switzerland) was attached to the 
processor on the worse CI side (custom wireless CROS-device). All the participants were tested in 3 different treatment conditions: 
simulated unilateral CI (worse CI side switched off), simulated unilateral CI with CROS microphone (CI-CROS), and bilateral CI. 
Speech intelligibility in noise was measured with a multi-noise German matrix test (OLSA). Noise was presented from 0, 90, 180, and 
270°, and speech was presented from the front (S0NDIFF), the side ipsilateral to the better CI (SCINDIFF), and the side contralateral to 
the better CI (SCROSNDIFF). Additionally, sound localization was assessed using 12 loud speakers arranged in the horizontal plane. Three 
white noise stimuli (200 ms, 60-70 dB SPL) were presented in random order from each speaker. The mean absolute localization error 
(LE) and the percentage of correctly identified speakers (PC) were assessed. 
 

Results 
The CROS device provided better speech intelligibility in noise compared to the unilateral CI situation in the S0NDIFF (+2.1 dB, mean 
difference, p < 0.01) and SCROSNDIFF (+1.7 dB, p < 0.01) situations. Larger improvements were observed in the bilateral CI condition 
compared to the unilateral CI condition (S0NDIFF, +3.8 dB, p < 0.01; and SCROSNDIFF, +7.1 dB, p < 0.01). For the SCINDIFF case, the average 
differences in speech understanding between the unaided, and the CI-CROS and bilateral CI cases were small and not statistically 
significant (0.3 and 0.4 dB, respectively). 
As expected, sound localization was not improved by the CROS device (mean difference in PC = -1%, mean difference of LE = +3°). In 



the bilateral CI case sound localization was largely improved (mean difference in PC = +23%, p < 0.01; and LE = -44°, p <0.01). 
 

Conclusion 
The benefits of a bilateral CI usage in speech and noise and sound localization cannot be achieved with a CI-CROS solution. However, 
bilateral deaf patients that can only receive unilateral CI treatment may benefit from a CI-CROS system. 
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Introduction: The interaural separation with bone conduction is low, and there is a general assumption that binaural hearing is 
inefficient with bilateral bone conduction stimulation. Bone conduction hearing aids are therefore most often fitted unilaterally. 
Sparse data in the literature indicates that binaural hearing can be efficient in subjects fitted bilaterally with bone conduction 
hearing aids. 
Objective: To evaluate the ability to use binaural cues with bilateral bone conduction stimulation and evaluate the influence from 
symmetrical and asymmetrical hearing loss. 
 
Methods: Eighty persons were included in the study. Thirty had bilateral normal hearing thresholds, 20 had moderate symmetrical 
hearing loss, 20 had moderate asymmetrical hearing loss, and 10 had unilateral deafness. They were tested with release from 
masking and binaural intelligibility level difference using the matrix sentence test, and just noticeable differences for interaural level 
and time differences using brief tonal stimulation. The stimulation was applied bilaterally in two modalities, air conduction 
stimulation using earphones and bone conduction stimulation using vibration transducers at the mastoids. 
 
 
Results: All groups except the unilateral deaf group showed binaural hearing ability. The results were generally better with air 
conduction stimulation than with bone conduction stimulation. The result were worse with symmetrical hearing loss compared to 
normal hearing, and worse with asymmetrical hearing loss compared to symmetrical hearing loss. The testing of just noticeable 
differences for interaural time and level differences indicated that temporal separation at low frequencies was significantly worse 
for bone conduction than for air conduction stimulation, but sensitivity to level differences were similar for the two stimulation 
modalities. 
 
 
Conclusion: Bilateral bone conduction stimulation provides binaural hearing in subjects with normal hearing, sensorineural hearing 
loss, and asymmetrical hearing loss. This results suggest that bilateral fitting in subjects using bone conduction hearing aids is 
justified for all types of hearing status. The results also suggested that the binaural hearing with bilateral bone conduction 
stimulation is primarily driven by the interaural level differences. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Binaural hearing is essential for accurate sound localization. For bilateral CI candidates with some aidable hearing, two 
options for providing binaural input are the bimodal configuration (CI with contralateral hearing aid) or bilateral CIs. Some current CI 
processors also provide strategies capturing waveform fine-structure in addition to envelope, which might benefit localization. 
Between-group comparisons of these configurations have been conducted, but the number of individuals described in within-
listener, cross-over studies is very limited. The study objective was to assess, within subjects, the effect of CI listening configuration 
(bimodal or bilateral), processing strategy (fine-structure or envelope-only) and listening experience on CI users’ sound localization 
and binaural hearing abilities. 
 
 
Methods: 16 adult CI candidates with bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss but some aidable low-frequency hearing completed 
localization and binaural hearing tests prior to implantation, at 6 and 12 months of bimodal listening following a first-ear CI surgery, 
and at a further 6 and 12 months following receipt of the second-ear CI. Participants received processors implementing both an 
envelope-based strategy (“ENV”) and a strategy that encoded waveform fine structure in the four lowest-frequency channels 
(“WFS”). All used the WFS strategy in daily life, and tests using WFS and ENV were conducted on successive days. 
For sound localization, participants oriented toward the perceived azimuth of 200- or 7500-ms wideband noise bursts. In the 7500-
ms case, they oriented during stimulus presentation. Measures of the range, bias, and variability of responses were computed. 
For binaural hearing, stimuli were pairs of dichotic noise bursts separated by 500 ms. One burst had a positive interaural time- or 
level difference (ITD or ILD) and the other the opposing ITD or ILD. Participants indicated the perceived direction of movement of the 
bursts. In some ITD conditions, the bursts’ envelopes were modulated, and in some ILD conditions, the level was roved from trial-to-
trial. 
 
 
Results: For sound localization, in bimodal listening there was marked response bias toward the CI side, and the range and variability 
of responses were poorer than in pre-operative testing with two HAs. Errors due to bias and scatter were greatly reduced in the 
bilateral CI configuration. Results were similar for WFS and ENV, and performance did not improve significantly between 6 and 12 
months in either listening configuration. 



For binaural hearing, ITD thresholds (1.5 - 5 ms) were very large, but were significantly lower in the bilateral configuration, and 
lowest when the envelope was modulated. In bimodal listening, ILD thresholds were very large (> 7 dB) and were elevated by level 
rove. In bilateral-CI, ILD thresholds were ~5 dB, and were unaffected by level rove. There was no effect of strategy for the stimuli 
used (250-8000 Hz noise). 
 
 
Conclusion: For this patient population, compared to bimodal listening, bilateral CIs provided significantly better localization and 
access to both ILD and envelope ITD cues. For stimuli roughly equated in audibility, bimodal localization was worse than in 
preoperative testing with two HAs. With the stimuli used, performance with WFS and ENV was similar. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Previous reports have demonstrated the substantial hearing benefits of cochlear implantation in patients with single-
sided sensory hearing loss. Subjects with Meniere’s disease, as well as vestibular schwannoma represent a cohort with markedly 
asymmetric sensory hearing loss that could benefit from cochlear implantation. Cochlear implantation in these cases may offer 
improved localization and speech perception in spatially separated noise due to stimulation of the auditory pathway on the affected 
side. We wished to prospectively determine the outcomes of subjects with single-sided deafness undergoing cochlear implantation 
at the same time as either labyrinthectomy (Meniere’s disease) or translabyrinthine excision of vestibular schwannoma with 
anatomic preservation of the cochlear nerve. 
 
 
Methods: A total of 10 subjects were recruited for this FDA-approved clinical trial. Subjects were either undergoing labyrinthectomy 
for their Meniere’s disease, or translabyrinthine excision of a vestibular schwannoma less than 1.5 cm in size. Subjects were 
evaluated at 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months following implantation for speech understanding in quiet and noise as 
well as for sound localization. They were also questioned on benefits to quality of life and tinnitus severity. 
 
 
Results: Interval analysis demonstrates substantial benefits to speech understanding in noise and sound localization. Tinnitus 
severity was significantly reduced and quality of life was substantially improved as well. 
 
 
Conclusion: The benefits of cochlear implantation in patients with single-sided sensory hearing loss extends to those subjects with 
atypical presentations such as Meniere’s disease as well as vestibular schwannoma. These subjects, in which the cochlear nerve is 
preserved, should be considered as candidates for cochlear implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: With the aging of our population, we are increasingly encountering patients with mild cognitive impairment (MCI). It is 
unknown how patients with MCI would respond to cochlear implantation. However, all current and commonly utilized validated 
screening tools for cognitive testing rely on the ability for the patients to follow auditory verbal instructions. No clinical screening 
test for MCI is available for patients with severe hearing loss. Development of such a test would be invaluable in our initial patient 
assessment for cochlear implantation in the elderly. Our objective is to validate a modified version of the Montreal Cognitive 
Assessment (MoCA) for use in patients with hearing impairment (MoCA-H). 
 

Methods: Older-aged subjects were recruited from outpatient Otolaryngology clinics. Patients who volunteered for the study first 
underwent a battery of cognitive screening tools. Patients who passed the screen were then administered the MoCA-H. The MoCA-H 
was performed on 80 normal hearing subjects and 55 subjects with severe-to-profound hearing loss (HL). The regular MoCA was 
retested 6 months after MoCA-H was administered in a subset of normal hearing subjects. 
 

Results: The average score of patients who underwent the MoCA-H was 26.6 (SD = 2.04), consistent with the accepted normal cutoff 
of >26/30. No significant difference was demonstrated between the MoCA-H scores in those with and without HL. Similar scores 
were noted between the MoCA-H and MoCA in the subset of normal hearing subjects that were retested. Further subanalysis of 
results of the individual questions revealed small differences between the MoCA-H and MoCA. Initial testing at our adult cochlear 
implant centre with a sequential cohort of potential cochlear implant candidates over the age of 60 revealed an average MoCA-H 
score of 26. 
 

Conclusion: The MoCA-H can be used reliably to screen severely hearing impaired patients for MCI.Learning outcome: (1) Discuss 
the need for a cognitive screening test for hearing impaired individuals and (2) Understand the various components of the MoCA-H 
test. 
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Abstract Body: 

 
Introduction: As it is now clearly demonstrated that cognitive impairment is linked to auditory loss, it appears necessary to evaluate 
the benefits of cochlear implantation on cognition, especially in the elderly population. 
 

Objective: To report results from the evaluation of quality of life, cognitive function and mood troubles in relationship with auditory 
improvement in elderly patients with cochlear implant, using geriatric validated scales. 
 

Methods: Prospective study, conducted since January 2014 (still undergoing), held in a tertiary referral center for cochlear 
implantation in Nancy, France and in a geriatric center. Up to now, fourteen patients were included, aged from 65 to 79 years, with 
post-lingual severe to profound hearing loss. Evaluation was conducted before surgery, at six months and then twelve months after 
CI surgery. Monosyllabic word recognition test was used to measure speech perception. Quality of life was evaluated by the 
WHOQOL-OLD (World Health Organization Quality of Life Assessment for elderly people), Cognitive function by the Mini-Mental 
State Examination, Depression by the Hamilton Scale, and Autonomy by the Instrumental Activities of Daily Living (I-ADL). 
 

Results: Besides transitory vertigo observed in three patients, no major complication of surgery happened. Preliminary results from 
this study show a positive recovery of the speech perception function, monosyllabic word comprehension evolving from an average 
of 10% before surgery, to average scores of 60% and 72%, six and 12 months after CI, respectively. Regarding quality of life, small 
improvements where observed using the WHOQOL-Old, the MMSE evaluation remained non-conclusive. Subjective impressions 
were very good and none of the patients did state that they would regret having had a CI implantation. 
 

Conclusion: In short term following, cochlear implantation seems to improve quality of life and cognitive abilities in elderly people. 
All patients expressed their satisfaction, and none were to regret the surgery. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: There are more older adults obtaining cochlear implants after age 60. While many older adult implant users achieve 
high levels of speech understanding, we still lack a thorough understanding of why a subset of older adults do not perform as well. 
Validated self-assessment tools can provide information about sound quality and device satisfaction. These tools enable clinicians to 
ascertain a more complete picture of the impact that a hearing implant is providing for an individual patient. The purpose of this 
study was to compare whether poorer performing older adults experience similar subjective benefits as better performers after 
experience using their cochlear implant. A secondary goal is to assess the key areas in which implanted older adults report difficulty 
using their devices. 
 

Methods: Adults over the age of 60 were recruited at the time of cochlear implantation to participate in a multi-center study. The 
Hearing Implant Sound Quality Index (HISQUI) and the Hearing Device Satisfaction Scale (HDSS) questionnaires were completed by 
participants prior to initial stimulation and after 6 and 12 months of device use, in order to evaluate changes in self-reported ability 
with increased listening experience. CNC results obtained at 6 months were used to classify performers into two groups: patients 
with scores below 50% were classified as poorer performers, while those with scores above 50% were classified as better 
performers. 
 

Results: Interim analyses indicate that sound quality results vary across both poorer and better performing groups. Poorer 
performers report more difficulty in quiet listening environments after 6 months of device experience, but report satisfaction levels 
equivalent to their better performing peers in these same situations by 12 months. Both groups continue to report difficulty in more 
complex listening environments such as listening to music or using the phone. All users reported improved quality of life after 12 
months of cochlear implant use. 
 



Conclusion: Enrollment and data collection for this multi-center study is ongoing. While the pattern of responses from self-
assessment tools may not be predictors of objective test scores, these measures provide valuable insights into key areas of difficulty 
and complement traditional audiometric measures. A more complete understanding of quality of life and sound quality may be 
essential to optimizing clinical rehabilitative approaches for older adult and poorer performing cochlear implant users. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Hearing loss in the adult population of the United States is a significant public health issue. Despite the high 
prevalence of adult hearing loss, treatment options are underutilized. Cochlear implantation (CI) is an effective therapy for patients 
with advanced bilateral hearing loss who receive limited benefit from traditional amplification. To date, little research exists 
documenting delays in receipt of hearing healthcare, specifically in the adult population of rural America. The purpose of this study 
is to examine the socioeconomic characteristics and hearing healthcare access in rural adult cochlear implant (CI) recipients and 
compare the impact of hearing loss and timing of hearing loss management of rural and urban adult CI recipients. 
 
Methods: Adult CI recipients from a tertiary medical center were identified and mailed a questionnaire assessing socioeconomic 
information, impact of hearing loss on education and employment and timing of onset, diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss. We 
also assessed the benefits obtained from cochlear implantation. 
 
Results: Of the 90 participants, 32 were from rural counties and 58 were from urban/suburban counties. Rural implant recipients 
experienced a significantly longer commute time to the cochlear implant center (p<.001) and reported a lower income (p=.009) and 
higher percentage of Medicaid coverage (p=.004). There was a trend toward delayed diagnosis and amplification in rural 
participants. The average time elapsed from onset of hearing loss to cochlear implantation was 28.3 years in urban adults compared 
to 33.5 years in rural adults (p=0.214). Hearing loss negatively affected educational attainment and employment in urban and rural 
adults in a similar degree and both groups reported similar degree of benefit from cochlear implantation. 
 
Conclusion: Rural CI recipients differ from urban residents in socioeconomic characteristics. Distance from cochlear implant centers 
may affect timely diagnosis and treatment of profound hearing loss. Further research and efforts to expand access to cochlear 
implant services may benefit rural adult patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Acquired deafness and rehabilitation with a cochlear implant entail a cortical reorganization in regions dedicated to 
speech processing (Peterson et al., 2013). In addition, auditory rehabilitation can induce an improvement of cognitive abilities in 
elderly patients (Mosnier et al, 2015). 
 

Methods: 24 cochlear implanted patients (10 female, 14 men) with progressive sensorineural deafness, but no neurological or visual 
deficit were included. Their mean age was 63±3.5 years [23-90], and the mean duration of profound deafness was 6±1.5 years [0.2-
25]. Patients were tested before cochlear implantation (n=24), 6 months (n=6), and 12 months (n=18) after. The auditory 
performances were evaluated with monosyllabic (Lafon), and dissyllabic (Fournier) words, and sentences in noise, with a 10 signal to 
noise ratio. CODEX and MoCA tests were adapted for a visual presentation. 
 

Results: Improvement of the MoCA scores was observed with a mean variation of +3.7±0.8 (n=3; p<0.02) at 6 months and +3.0±1.06 
at 12 months (n=8; p<0.01) after cochlear implantation for patients who had abnormal score before cochlear implantation. 
Conversely, no significant changes have been observed in performances tested with the CODEX for all the patients. In addition, some 
subtests of the MoCA were particularly sensitive and more successful after cochlear implantation such as the word recall, the clock-
drawing, the semantic categorization and the TMT tests. Furthermore, it should be noted that patients were significantly impaired 
for these tests before cochlear implantation. No correlation has been found between auditory performances and cognitive recover 
evaluated with the MoCA test. 
 

Conclusion: Our study show that the CODEX does not appear sensitive enough to quantify the evolution of the cognitive profile of 
patients whereas the MoCA seems to be sufficiently sensitive to measure an improvement of cognitive performances for patients 
with abnormal scores before cochlear implantation. In addition, the MoCA test offers a qualitative approach including the evaluation 
of a wider range of cognitive functions than the CODEX. Thus, the MoCA could be considered as an interesting additional tracking 
test which could complete the multidisciplinary sensory-cognitive monitoring in the elderly. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Many children with Coloboma, Heart defect, choanal Atresia, Retarded development, Genitorenal and Ear 
abnormalities (CHARGE) Syndrome and profound sensorineural hearing loss have absent or deficient cochlear nerves, therefore 
cochlear implant surgery may not always be a successful treatment option for this population.This study describes the outcomes of 
cochlear implantation in children with CHARGE Syndrome. 
 
Methods: A retrospective review of the clinical records of our cochlear implant program was completed for children with CHARGE 
syndrome who received a cochlear implant. Data were collected regarding audiological testing results, computed tomography (CT) 
scans and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) findings, intra-operative CI test results, and language outcomes. 
 
Results: Of the 8 ears (4 patients) with CHARGE diagnosis that were worked up for cochlear implantation, 7 ears (87.5%) 
demonstrated severe to profound SNHL via audiometric testing. The remaining 1 ear (12.5%) presented with moderate to profound 
SNHL. Of the 7 ears with severe to profound SNHL, all 7 (100%) had hypoplastic or absent auditory nerves on MRI scans. Middle ear 
anatomy was often abnormal, and in one case the surgeon experienced difficulty with 
CI insertion due to lack of clear definition of surgical landmarks and atypical electrode insertion approach was used. Full insertion of 
internal CI device was achieved in all four surgeries. Three patients used sign language as their main mode of communication, and 
one child, who had usable hearing pre-CI, was an oral communicator with speech and language scores in the normal range. Category 
of Auditory Performance (CAP) scores ranged from 0 to 7. The three children with CHARGE syndrome, profound SNHL, and bilateral 
abnormal MRI scans had CAP score of 0. One child with preoperative spoken language demonstrated a CAP score of 7 following CI 
surgery. Two patients (50%) are now non-users of their CI system, and two patients (50%) are consistent users of their CI system. For 
the non-users, intra-operative and post-operative neural response testing yielded absent responses. 
 
Conclusion: The findings of this study reveal cochlear implantation is a possible treatment option in children with CHARGE Syndrome 
and severe to profound SNHL. Success with the CI is dependent on the presence of a cochlear nerve. Absent or deficient cochlear 
nerve is a common cause of SNHL in this population, therefore prognosis with CI device is guarded. Absence of intra-operative 
neural responses with children with CHARGE Syndrome and CI may predict post-operative auditory benefit. In cases of children with 
CHARGE Syndrome who are non-responsive with their CI device, Auditory Brainstem Implant should be considered. Children with 
CHARGE Syndrome who have a cochlear implant likely will need a manual mode of communication. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Nowadays, most deaf children with cochlear implants (CIs) without 
additional disabilities fully attend to mainstream school settings. Mainstream 
classrooms often display excessive background noise, with SNRs reported from +5 
dB to -7 dB. These poor classroom acoustics have an adverse effect on speech 
perception, especially for children with hearing loss. As such demanding 
listening conditions may increase listening effort, it is possible that in a 
noisy classrooms, these CI children have less cognitive resources left to 
perform tasks simultaneously, like for example consolidate new information.Since 2014, in the Netherlands, sequential bilateral 
cochlear 
implantation is reimbursed for children between 5 and 18 years of age. The aim 
of the study was to measure listening effort in challenging listening 
conditions in children with cochlear implants before and after sequential 
bilateral cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: 
Listening effort was tested with a dual-task paradigm in 23 children 
with a unilateral CI at initial stages of the rehabilitation of their second 
CI. The age at testing ranged between 5.5 and 18.9 years of age (mean: 11.6; 
SD: 3.48 years). The primary task was a CVC word recognition task. Word 
recognition was tested in quiet at 45 dB SPL and in noise (SNR 0 dB), with 
speech and noise presented in front of the child at 65 dB SPL. The secondary 
task was a serial digit recall task with 3, 5 or 7 digits, depending on the age 
of the child. First, the single tasks were administered and then both tasks 
were combined, in which the prioritizing of the word recognition task was 
emphasized. 
 



Results: 
A small, but significant decrement in phoneme scores in quiet at 
45 dB SPL was found between the single and dual tasks, from on average 79.6% and 
72.9%, respectively (t[22] = 11.2, p < .01). Phoneme scores in noise did not 
differ significantly between the single and dual tasks (t[22] = 0.6, p = .552). 
On average, speech recognition in noise was 55.8% and 54.0% in the single and 
dual tasks, respectively. For the serial digit recall task there was no 
significant difference between the single (mean: 67.0%) and dual tasks (mean: 
58.5%) when speech recognition in quiet was the primary task (t[22] = 8.5, p= 
.077). For speech recognition in noise, digit recall dropped significantly from 
on average 67.0% to 44.6% (t[22]= 22.4, p < .0001). The decrease in digit 
recall performance between speech recognition in quiet and in noise was 
significant (t[22] = -13.9, p < .05). 
 

Conclusion: 
When speech perception became more difficult when noise was added 
to the speech, performance on the secondary digit recall task dropped 
significantly between the single and dual tasks. These results suggest that speech 
recognition in noise, like in mainstream education, requires considerable 
listening effort for children with a unilateral CI. Our future outcomes should 
indicate if listening effort decreases when children are provided with a 
bilateral CI. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Long-term clinical practice with cochlear implants (CIs) allows retrospective analyses of large patients’ populations, 
which are particularly informative about the evolution of practices and outcomes with technological advances over time. The goal of 
the present study was to quantify long-term outcomes of cochlear implantation (CI) in a large cohort of children over a long 
retrospective study period (190 implantations since 1995). 
 
Methods: 190 children were included in the study, who benefitted from cochlear implantation between 1995 and 2013. Objective 
measures included: free-field tonal and speech audiometry in quiet and in noise at +5dB SNR. Complementary subjective measures 
explored general auditory and communicative abilities as well as familial involvement. 
 
Results: Hundred and seven (N=107; 49 f, 58 m) children were included in the present analysis. At the day of evaluation, ages ranged 
from 3.1 to 21.8 years (M = 11.8 y; S.D. = 4.2 y). Children were all followed for childhood deafness, mostly of congenital genetic 
etiology (79.44 %), other etiologies included meningitis (6 cases, 5.61 %) and ototoxicity (1case, 0.93 %). The origin of deafness 
remained unknown in 15 patients (14.02 %). Patients were implanted with a CI system belonging either to first-generation CIs 
(devices issued before 2004, 27.10%) or to a second generation of devices (issued after 2004: 72.88 %). Implantations were mostly 
unilateral (N=79; 73.83 %); 
bilateral implantation concerning 28 cases (20 sequential; 8 simultaneous). Warble-tone thresholds post implantation were not 
impacted by the unilateral or bilateral implantation type. Speech audiometry revealed average intelligibility scores in quiet for 
unilateral CIs of 63% (S.D. = 30) and 87% (S.D. = 16) for bilateral CIs. Word recognition in noise at +5dB SNR was 33% (S.D. = 27) for 
unilateral CIs and 63% (S.D. = 25) for bilateral CIs, suggesting an important benefit of bilateral implantation in particular on speech-
in-noise intelligibility. Again improvements were significant with device generation change (F(1, 28) = 19.00, p < .05) both in quiet 
and in noise (non-significant interaction). Further results will detail predictive factors of these outcomes, including CI generation 
comparisons of correlations with other factors as the duration of CI usage or familial investment which was shown to be a high 
predictor of speech perception outcomes. 
 
Conclusion: CI generation and bilateral implantation at young age were significant factors explaining better outcomes in this 
pediatric population. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: CHARGE Syndrome is an uncommon genetic disorder that often includes significant bilateral sensorineural hearing loss 
and visual impairment as well as other developmental delays and behavioral problems. An understanding of the rate of progress and 
range of auditory and language skills and communication methods that may develop post implantation is important knowledge for 
cochlear implant team professionals. Objective: The primary purpose of this study is to review the auditory and communication 
outcomes of children with CHARGE syndrome implanted at a tertiary care pediatric cochlear implant program. 
 

Methods: Retrospective study of 12 pediatric implant recipients who have CHARGE syndrome. Based upon auditory skills at most 
recent evaluation the children were categorized into four groups: 1. No detection, 2. Improved detection, 3. Closed-set skills, 4. 
Open-set skills. Modes of receptive and expressive communication were abstracted. 
 

Results: 12 children were implanted at a mean age of 3 years (range: 1 -8) with an average follow up of 4 years (range: 1-10). One 
recipient developed no detection and 5 had improved detection, 3 achieved closed-set and 3 open-set skills. The mean time for 
closed-set and open-set skills to develop was 12 months and 2.5 years, respectively. In terms of receptive language 4 children rely 
primarily on oral communication, 5 use both oral and sign, and 3 sign only. Regarding expressive language outcomes, only 1 child 
uses primarily spoken language, 3 use sign and spoken language, 2 primarily sign, 3 sign and augmentative communication, and one 
child only uses natural gesture. 
 

Conclusion: Children with CHARGE Syndrome who receive a cochlear implant experience improved auditory skills of varying degree. 
Higher level speech perception skills emerge at a slower rate that of typical recipients. The presence of an implant may significantly 
impact their receptive and/or expressive communication. 
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Abstract Body: 

 
Introduction: 
Historically, candidacy for a cochlear implant (CI) has been based upon speech recognition scores obtained in a child’s best aided 
listening condition. When a child presents with asymmetrical hearing loss with a better hearing ear, their speech perception scores 
may prevent them from receiving a CI as their best aided scores often fall outside current FDA indications. This study examined post-
operative cochlear implant outcomes of children diagnosed with Enlarged Vestibular Aqueduct (EVA) who presented with 
asymmetric hearing loss and who received a cochlear implant in their poorer hearing ear. A decision was made to provide these 
children with a CI based on documentation that the hearing loss in their better ear was progressive and that it was likely they would 
eventually meet FDA indications. Devices were implanted either after receiving approval from the patient’s insurer following 
disclosure of the “off label” status or met current indications when contemporary measures were used. Given the known 
progression of hearing loss due to EVA, we hypothesized that providing these patients with consistent access to sound would 
prevent decline and may enhance their auditory, speech/language and academic skills. 
 

Methods: This study involved a retrospective review of pre- and post-operative cochlear implant speech - language and speech 
perception data for approximately 10 patients with EVA with asymmetric hearing loss who received a cochlear implant, despite not 
meeting current FDA indications due to the hearing in their better hearing ear. Recommendations to provide 
implants to these children were made following a detailed review of the child’s medical records and careful consideration and 
discussion by our cochlear implant team. 
 

Results: Although these children met indications in the ear that was implanted, the hearing in their better ear prevented them from 
meeting current indications for a cochlear implant. Implantation of the poorer ear resulted in improved speech recognition skills in 
the poorer/implanted ear as well as significant improvements in speech recognition for the bimodal condition. Gains were also 
noted for these children on standardized speech/language measures. 
 



Conclusion: The outcomes of this study demonstrate it may be advantageous to provide a child with a CI sooner, rather than later, if 
he/she presents with asymmetric progressive hearing loss and if he/she meets candidacy criteria in the ear to be implanted. 
Provision of a cochlear implant for the 10 children included in this study appears to have prevented a regression in speech 
perception and speech and language skills that often accompanies progression of hearing loss. Rather, these children demonstrated 
improved listening and spoken language skills that likely would not have been possible if the child had not proceeded with this 
intervention. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Benefits of cochlear 
implantation (CI) in postlingual adults and children with unilateral deafness 
have been demonstrated in a number of recent publications. There are however no 
reports available on the results of CI in unilaterally deaf pre-/perilingual 
babies. 
At our Department two such 
babies have been implanted. The first child implanted in 2012 at the age of 15 
months presented with unilateral deafness and contralateral progressive high 
frequency hearing loss due to congenital CMV-infection. This paper reports on the 
audiological results including speech in noise and lateralization/ localization 
tests measured in this child and the methods used for testing and revalidation. 
The other child is still too young to follow the full evaluation protocol. 
 

Methods: 
Accurate evaluation of the 
auditory thresholds and speech discrimination with the implant in free field required 
adequate masking of the contralateral ear with normal hearing. Mere plugging of 
the ear canal and/or covering of the good ear with headphones proved to be insufficient. 
Instead active masking of the good ear by noise delivered through a headphone was 
used at the level corresponding to the intensity of the test signal. 
Evaluation battery 
comprised pure tone and speech audiometry in free field and the APE phoneme 
detection and discrimination tests in free field at 70dBSPL. The speech 
material used was the Gottinger II list (closed set, 4 alternatives forced 
choice test). 
Speech discrimination in noise 



(diotic frontal free field presentation and dichotic free field presentation with 
speech at the implant side and noise contralateral) was performed at speech 
presentation level of 70dBSPL and varying noise levels. In each of the 
conditions the results with the implant switched on and off were measured. 
Sound 
localization/lateralization testing was performed with wide-band noise at the 
intensity of 70 dBHL. 
In order to promote the use 
of the implanted side during revalidation the contralateral good ear was fitted 
with a noise generator that was used every day for at least 3 hours. 
 

Results: 
The 
average thresholds in the ear with CI are around 30 dBHL. The APE results in 100% 
scores for both detection and discrimination of the phonemes in the implanted 
ear. The maximum speech discrimination score at the implanted side is 100% at 
70 dB SPL. Speech in noise testing in the 
diotic condition shows significant benefit in the SRT of 4 dB with the implant 
switched on. In the dichotic condition the improvement of SRT is even larger: 7 
dB. The child also shows perfect lateralization of the presented sounds 
(localization tests are still on-going). 
 

Conclusion: 
1. 
Significant benefit 
of cochlear implantation in early implanted perilingual baby with unilateral 
deafness could be demonstrated. 
2. 
Specific 
masking protocols are useful in evaluation and revalidation of such patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction. Universal newborn hearing screening has led to earlier identification and intervention including cochlear implantation 
in much of the industrialized world. 

Objective. The purpose of this study was to examine age and time to cochlear implantation and to understand the factors that 
affected late cochlear implantation in children. 

Methods. In this population-based study, data were examined for all children who underwent cochlear implant surgery from 2002-
2013 in one region of Canada. Clinical characteristics were collected prospectively as part of a larger project examining outcomes 
from newborn hearing screening. For this study, clinical characteristics including age and severity of hearing loss at diagnosis, age at 
cochlear implant candidacy, and age at surgery were documented. Detailed medical chart information was extracted to identify 
factors associated with late implantation for children who received their implants more than 12 months after confirmation of 
permanent hearing loss. 

Results: The median age of diagnosis of hearing loss for 187 children was 12.6 (IQR: 5.5, 21.7) months and the age of cochlear 
implantation over the 12-year study period was highly variable with a median age of 36.2 (IQR: 21.4, 71.3) months. A total of 118 
(63.1%) children received their first implant more than 12 months after the initial diagnosis of hearing loss. Detailed analysis of 
clinical profiles revealed that late implantation could be accounted for primarily by progressive hearing loss (52.5%), 
complex medical conditions (16.9%), family indecision (9.3%), geographical location (5.9%) and other miscellaneous known (6.8%) 
and unknown factors (8.5%). 

Conclusion: This study confirms that despite the trend towards earlier implantation, a substantial number of children can be 
expected to receive their first cochlear implant well beyond their first birthday, because they do not meet audiologic criteria at the 
time of identification of permanent hearing loss. This study underscores the importance of carefully monitoring all children with 
permanent hearing loss to ensure that optimal intervention including cochlear implantation occurs in a timely manner. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Many cochlear implant recipients encounter difficulty with speech recognition in noise, in reverberant environments, and when the 
signal of interest originates from more than a few feet away. Use of remote microphone (RM) technology has been shown to be the 
most effective means of improving hearing performance in these difficult listening situations. Cochlear implant manufacturers have 
recently introduced wireless digital audio streaming RM accessories to be used with contemporary sound processors. Research has 
demonstrated that these systems provide significant improvement in hearing performance. However, there are no published studies 
describing the influence of adjustable parameters (e.g., mixing ratio, gain controls, etc.) on performance with these technologies. 
 

Methods 
Fifteen cochlear implant recipients were fitted with a wireless RM accessory. CNC words recognition was assessed at a presentation 
level of 50 dBA with the target signal delivered to the microphone of the sound processor rather than to the RM. AzBio sentence 
recognition was evaluated in quiet and in the presence of various noise levels (60, 65, 70, and 75 dBA) with target stimuli delivered 
to the RM. Assessment was completed at the following settings: 
Word recognition in quiet: 
1) 
1:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
2) 
2:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
3) 
3:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
Sentence recognition in noise: 
1) 
1:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
2) 
2:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
3) 
Accessory only mixing ratio with RM gain control set to manufacturer default setting, 
4) 



1:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to +6 dB re. default setting, 
5) 
1:1 mixing ratio with RM gain control set to +12 dB re. default setting 
 

Results 
Use of a wireless RM streaming device resulted in a substantial improvement in sentence recognition in noise. However, study 
results indicated little to no change in sentence recognition in noise with changes in both the mixing ratio and RM gain control 
settings. Detailed results will be presented and clinical implications will be discussed. 
 

Conclusion 
Adjustment of mixing ratio and RM gain control settings appear to have a minimal effect on sentence recognition in noise for users 
of the RM streaming device evaluated in this study. Clinical implications of the results of this study will be discussed. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Improvement in auditory perception is a major objective of therapeutic interventions for the hearing impaired. 
Numerous tests are proposed to guide these interventions and assess their benefits. Optimally, these tests should explore complex 
abilities such as those encountered by hearing impaired people in daily life. Thus, many contemporary tests were designed on 
sentence recognition against a speech spectrum noise coming from fixed sources. While sentences appear as a realistic daily 
stimulus, one can argue that a speech spectrum noise issued from fixed positions with variable or arbitrarily predetermined signal to 
noise ratios can be far from real life. Yet, it is possible to create a more realistic test environment. The Immersion 360 system 
proposes a virtual environment that can reproduce any everyday sound experience and thus, support a more realistic testing 
condition to assess auditory perception. A preceding project specified the psychometrics of this system and defined norms for 
speech perception and auditory localisation for Canadian-French normal-hearing people. This project aims to extend the 
normalisation process to people living in France. 
 

Methods: Fifty young adults with normal hearing will be tested in France with a French adaptation of the AzBio test in 9 Immersion 
360 virtual environments (car, garage, cafeteria, restaurant, ball game in a gymnasium, race training in a gymnasium, kindergarten, 
road traffic, street traffic). Presentation and signal to noise levels will be set at the levels measured at the recording sites. 
Localization abilities will be assessed with a truck low-passed and a car high-passed horn signals from 16 punctual and virtual 
sources. Test-retest reliability will be explored one month later with half of the cohort. 
 

Results: Descriptive analysis will specify the average, variance and confidence intervals at 95% for each test condition of the 
Immersion 360 system. Normative data will be derived from these metrics. A reliability analysis will also be performed. Results will 
be compared to the same metrics gathered from Canadian-French speaking listeners in order to confirm the linguistic independence 
of the tests. 
 

Conclusion: At the end of the study, a new test based on virtual environments will become available to assess speech perception 
and auditory localization in a more realistic testing condition. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: American English (AE) AzBio sentences were first created for researchers and clinicians to compare the speech 
understanding in hearing-impaired listeners across different CI systems. They were created with less contextual information, using 
multiple talkers, so as to overcome the ceiling effects in evaluating sentence recognition in hearing-impaired listeners. A Mandarin 
Chinese (MC) version of AzBio sentences has recently been created based on the same principle as that in creating the AE AzBio 
sentences. Since 2011, AE AzBio has been adopted as the sentence recognition test in the Minimum Speech Test Battery in the US. 
The purposes of the present study were (1) to establish whether the MC version of AzBio sentences and the AE version of AzBio 
sentences are equivalent in level of difficulties and (2) whether there are differences in sentence recognition between two types of 
vocoder processing, i.e., tone- versus noise-excited vocoders. We hypothesized that the AzBio sentences in both languages are 
equivalent in level of difficulties. We also hypothesized that tone vocoder processing might favor MC sentence recognition because 
tonal information is available through tone vocoder but not through noise vocoder. 
 
 
Methods: In the present study, sentence recognition of AE and MC AzBio sentence materials under both tone and noise vocoder 
processing was carried out in normal-hearing native speakers of AE and MC, respectively. A total of 40 normal-hearing (20 native MC 
speaking and 20 native AE speaking) adult listeners were recruited. All sentences were subject to vocoder processing in which the 
number of channels varied from 1 to 9 (i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9). The lowpass cutoff for the envelope extractor was fixed at 160 Hz. For 
each channel/vocoder-type condition, a list of 20 sentences was presented for identification. Each participant completed a practice 
session of approximately 20 minutes listening to vocoder-processed sentence materials. 
 
Results: The group average sentence recognition scores in the AE speaking listeners were 4.7, 58.0, 90.1, 97.7, and 98.1% correct for 
the five channel conditions (i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 channels) with tone vocoder. Those scores for noise vocoder were 0.8, 60.7, 84.2, 
92.3, and 97.2% correct, respectively. For the MC speaking listeners, the group average sentence recognition scores were 0.6, 29.5, 
62.7, 86.8, and 89.3% correct for the five channel conditions with tone vocoder and were 0.3, 32.6, 62.1, 83.9, and 86.1% correct 
with noise vocoder. The mean differences between the two language groups were approximately 15 percentage points across all 
channel/vocoder-type conditions. Small differences in speech recognition between the two types of vocoders were seen in either 
groups of listeners. 
 
Conclusion: The results showed that under vocoder processing, the MC version of AzBio sentences yielded significantly lower scores 
than the AE version of AzBio sentences. Therefore, the level of difficulties of MC AzBio sentences is probably higher than that of AE 



AzBio sentences. The slightly better performance with tone vocoder over noise vocoder is probably due to the interference of the 
intrinsic fluctuations of the noise envelopes with the speech envelopes. This study has important implications for future cross-
language comparison of speech recognition in cochlear implant users. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear-implant (CI) users often have difficulties perceiving speech in noisy environments that may be attributed to 
reduced auditory stream segregation (ASS) ability. ASS is the process used to separate a complex sound into different perceptual 
streams. The evidence that cochlear implant listeners routinely experience stream segregation skill is limited and equivocal. 
 
 
 
Methods: During a cross-sectional research design, 11 postlingual cochlear implant users and 11 age-matched normal hearing 
subjects were evaluated. We employed an adaptive rhythmic discrimination task to measure ASS ability based on the temporal 
coherence boundary threshold, which is the boundary assessed when subjects are asked to hear all tones in the same stream.The 
stimuli were presented via direct input to the listeners’ speech processors. perception in noise ability was also assessed in both 
groups. 
 
 
 
Results: Seven CI users demonstrated streaming comparable to that of normal hearing individuals, and others had much poorer 
streaming abilities. The variability in ASS of CI users was correlated with speech perception in noise situation (r=0.52). Moderate, 
statistically significant correlations between streaming and speech perception measurement in noise was observed (r=0.61), with 
better stream segregation associated with better understanding of speech in noise. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: The ASS is a contributing factor in the ability to understand speech in background noise. The inability of some CI 
recipients to perform stream segregation may therefore contribute to their difficulties in noise backgrounds. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The MED-EL Sonnet CI processor has the 
possibility to change the microphone directionality from omnidirectional to 
'Natural' or 'Adaptive' directionality. Natural directionality mimics the pinna 
effect of the normal external ear. This effect is typically documented by sensitivity 
polar plots on a Kemar head. We undertook to verify this directionality by mean 
of clinical audiological tests. 
 
Methods: 13 CI recipients with Sonnet CI processor performed 8 speech in noise tests. Sentences were presented from 1 of 8 
speakers covering 360° and non-correlated speech noise was simultaneously presented from 3 rear speakers. An adaptive algorithm 
used fixed noise of 65dBSPL and variable speech levels to determine the SRT. Hence this yielded 8 SRT values which were plotted on 
a graph mimicking a polar plot, hereafter called 'SRT Polar Plot'. SRT Polar Plots were obtained with the three directionality modes of 
the Sonnet. 
 
Results: Figure 1 shows the median SRT Polar Plot (SRTs in dBSNR) of CI recipients with Sonnet microphone in Natural and in 
Omnidirectional mode. The average SRT for speech coming from the 45° speakers were -5,62 dB SNR for the omnidirectional 
microphone -9,13 dB SNR for Natural and -12,87dB SNR for Adaptive directionality. 
 
Conclusion: 1/ A novel method, the 'SRT polar plot', is described and was used to assess the Sonnet directional microphone 
technology. 2/ These plots confirm the Kemar head polar plots and show the advantage of Natural microphone setting when 
compared to the Omnidirectional mode. 
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Abstract Body: 

 
Introduction: Electricity presented to the cochlea likely has one of the best opportunities for treating tinnitus. 
 

Methods: We explored a variety of background stimuli (such as music and modulated noise). First we studied patients in laboratory 
trials comparing the effectiveness of different stimuli. Second, from these laboratory trials we selected 2-3 stimuli for each individual 
to use for four weeks, alternating daily. Subjects rated tinnitus loudness, annoyance and acceptability and completed the Tinnitus 
Primary Functions Questionnaire. 
 

Results: Individuals varied widely in their choice of stimuli and the amount of reduction that was observed. All ten subjects tested 
were able to find and effective and acceptable stimuli. 
 

Conclusion: We conclude that providing a range of background stimuli via a cochlear implant will be an effective treatment for 
tinnitus. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Recent studies demonstrated the utility of high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scans in measuring basal 
cochlear length and cochlear insertion depths. These studies showed significant variations in the anatomy of the cochlea among 
humans. The aim of our study was to investigate for gender and racial variations in the basal turn length of the human cochlea in an 
Asian population. 
 
 
Methods: HRCT temporal bone data from year 1997 till 2012 of patients with normally developed cochleae who reported with 
otologic disease was obtained. Reconstruction of the full basal turn was performed for both ears. The largest distance from the 
midpoint of the round window, through the midmodiolar axis, to the lateral wall was measured (distance A). Length of the lateral 
wall of the cochlea to the first turn (360o) was calculated and statistically analyzed. 
 
 
Results: HRCT temporal bone data from 161 patients was initially obtained. Four patients were subsequently excluded from the 
study as they were of various other racial groups. Study group therefore comprised of 157 patients (314 cochleae). Mean distance A 
was statistically different between the two sides of the ear (right 9.09mm; left 9.06mm; p=0.0069). Significant gender and racial 
differences were also found. Mean distance A was 9.17mm in males and 8.97mm in females (p=0.0016). The racial groups were 
Chinese (39%), Malay (38%) and Indian (22%). Between racial groups, mean distance A was 9.11mm (Chinese), 9.11mm (Malays) and 
8.99mm (Indians). The mean basal turn lengths ranged from 19.71mm to 25.09mm. With gender factored in, significant variation in 
mean basal turn lengths was found across all three racial groups (p=0.04). 
 
 
Conclusion: The view of the basal turn of the cochlea from HRCT is simple to obtain and reproducible. This study found significant 
differences in basal cochlear length amongst male and female Asian patients, as well as amongst various racial groups. This has 
implications for cochlear electrode insertion as well as electrode array design. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The fastest growing segment of the global population is adults, 
aged 80 years and older. With increasing life expectancy, maintenance of 
functional independence through optimum sensory system management, such as 
hearing and vision, is vital. Subsequently, more octogenarians are receiving 
cochlear implants. While there are numerous quantitative studies that have 
evaluated the performance and quality of life in adults, only a few studies 
have examined these variables explicitly in adults aged 80 years and older. In 
addition, little knowledge is available regarding the lived experience of the 
octogenarian after they receive a cochlear implant. The principal aim of this qualitative study was to describe the lived experiences 
of octogenarians in the first year following cochlear implantation. 
 
Methods: Using a phenomenological design, the lived experiences of 
cochlear implant recipients, aged 80 years and older in the first year 
following implantation were portrayed. One-to-one, semi-structured interviews 
using open-ended questions were used to gather data from the participants 
regarding perceived versus realized expectations of implant performance, the 
activation and programming process and how the cochlear implant impacted their 
life. The interviews were transcribed and then examined to detect emerging 
themes shared among participants. Demographic and audiometric data pre and post 
implantation was also collected. 
 
Results: The results, currently being analyzed, will be 
presented regarding the common themes that emerged from this sample of 
octogenarians such as expectations and technological challenges with the 
cochlear implant hardware. Twenty-eight patients aged 80 years or older with 
cochlear implants were identified and 15 participated in the study. The themes, 
along with specific participant quotations will be discussed, offering a novel 
insight into the real-life experience of the octogenarian that has undergone 
cochlear implantation. 



 
Conclusion: Octogenarians that receive cochlear implants 
experience phenomena that are unique to their generation. In order to optimize 
cochlear implant performance and enhance quality of life in this population, 
these occurrences must be considered by surgeons, audiologists, nurses and 
manufacturers when they provide cochlear implants and surgery for patients aged 
80 years and older. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Among people over the age of 65 the estimated prevalence of significant hearing impairment is almost 50% and 
among individuals over the age of 70 exceeds 83% (Cruickshanks et al., 1998). Many problems arise, especially with speech 
perception and communication, when the acoustic signal is incomplete or distorted as a result from a hearing loss. Peripheral, 
central-auditory, and cognitive systems have long been considered major factors affecting speech understanding. Recent studies 
have linked the age-related hearing loss with cognitive impairment. In addition, studies found that when hearing loss is left 
untreated adults suffering with a hearing impairment were more likely to suffer from depression, sadness, social isolation and 
anxiety. In the current study, the impact of cochlear implants on the cognitive function and depression, anxiety and stress of 
moderately-severe to profound hearing impaired adults were investigated. 
 

Methods: The baseline cognitive function (CANTAB test battery) and depression anxiety and stress (DASS-21) levels of ten normal 
hearing participants [NH; (M = 55.85; SD = 8.12 years of age)] and nine cochlear implant candidates [CIC; (M = 63.44; SD = 21.10 
years of age)] were measured. After three months, six participants received cochlear implants [CIR; (M = 63.16; SD = 21.32 years of 
age)] and three remained on the waiting list [CIC-WL; (M = 52.43; SD = 25.60 years of age)]. The cognitive function and depression, 
anxiety and stress were measured in all participant groups (NH, CIC-WL and CIR) 3 months post-implantation. 
 

Results: The baseline results between NH and CIC indicated a significant (p < 0.05) difference between cognitive tests related to 
working memory, spatial working memory and verbal memory. At baseline, significantly (p < 0.05) higher depression and anxiety 
levels were observed for CIC group compared to NH group. Analysis of the 0 and 3 month CANTAB and DASS-21 scores indicated a 
significant (p < 0.05) improvement in tests of visual and sustained attention, spatial working memory strategy and verbal recognition 
memory for the CIR group. 
 

Conclusion: Cochlear implantation has a significantly positive impact on visual and sustained attention task, spatial working memory 
strategy and verbal recognition memory as early as three months in implant recipients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The association between hearing loss and dementia is an area of significant interest. Individually, both hearing loss and 
dementia rates are rising and hence so are the costs of these disabilities to the community. Hearing loss is one of the most 
commonly seen health conditions globally; over 320 million people have a disabling hearing loss (WHO, 2012). This study 
investigated the effects of hearing loss on cognitive functions of older adults. 
 

Methods: A total of 113 participants were recruited for the study. Based on the 4-frequency average (500Hz, 1kHz, 2kHz and 4 kHz) 
hearing thresholds, participants were divided into three categories: normal hearing (n = 40, M = 57.88 + 9.26 years of age), mild to 
moderate hearing loss (n = 48, M = 67.04 + 9.73 years of age) and moderately-severe to profound hearing loss (n = 13, M = 65.46 + 
13.48 years of age). All participants completed a hearing assessment, a computerised test battery of cognitive functions (Cambridge 
Cognition, Ltd) and a depression anxiety and stress questionnaire (DASS-21). 
 

Results: Linear regression analysis was conducted to investigate the effects of hearing loss on cognitive functions of the participants. 
Results were corrected for age, education level and depression scores. Hearing levels and age predicted the performance three 
cognitive functions: attention switching [F (4, 96) = 4.05, p = 0.03, R = 0.33, R2 = 0.11 and Adj.R2 = 0.08], sustained attention [F (4, 
96) = 10.44, p <0.001, R = 0.55, R2 = 0.3 and Adj.R2 = 0.27] and working memory tasks [F (4, 96) = 11.59, P <0.001, R = 0.57, R2 = 0.32 
and Adj.R2 = 0.29] tasks. Further, age and depression scores predicted the performance in reaction time tasks [F (4, 96) = 4.99, p = 
0.01, R = 0.41, R2 = 0.17 and Adj.R2 = 0.13]. 
 

Conclusion: Hearing loss has significant impact on attention and working memory tasks. 
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Introduction: The general health of elderly people in the Swedish population is good. You may be eligible for surgery not only for 
imperative reasons, but also for life quality improving procedures like cochlear implant surgery. Many individuals maintain an active 
lifestyle well into their old age. Furthermore the national guidelines do not discriminate for old age. Consequentially the demand for 
cochlear implants for individuals over the age of 80 seems to be rising. To address questions on how this group of patients manages 
after cochlear implant surgery a clinical follow-up was performed. The aim of this study was to assess how patients, who were older 
than 80 years when they received their implant, managed regarding surgical aspects as well as with the rehabilitation process. 

Methods: The setting was a cochlear implant (CI) unit at a tertiary referral center. Records of all patients who received cochlear 
implants at the age of 80 years and over during the period 1993-2015 were reviewed. Surgical procedure outcome and 
complications were noted along with pre- and postoperative auditory results (speech and pure tone audiometry with CI and/or 
hearing aids), vestibular problems, patient’s management of CI technique, time of CI usage, patient’s satisfaction with CI together 
with points on CI impact on quality of life . 

Results: 47 patients had surgery at an age over 80 years. 10 patients were deceased at the time of the review. The age span was 80-
87 years, average age was 83 (median 82). No serious complications occurred in the perioperative period. A majority of the patients 
were full time users or frequent users, and expressed that they were satisfied with CI as a solution to their hearing. There were a few 
individuals who had little (or less) benefit from receiving an implant. In some cases there were notes on CI implant failure after 
several years of a well-functioning implant. One patient underwent revision surgery due to implant failure. There was a wide variety 
in objective hearing outcomes with CI (phonetically balanced word lists). A low outcome in these tests did not always result in a 
discontented user, even if there seemed to be a correlation between good hearing outcomes and high satisfaction. The results are 
preliminary and are currently being processed. They will be presented in more detail. 

Conclusion: A preliminary review suggests that CI surgery is safe even at an advanced age and that a majority of the patients 
benefitted from their implants. However one must consider that these octogenarians are being carefully scrutinized in the 
preoperative investigation. Patients with serious health conditions such as severe heart failure and other ailments, that involve a 
high surgical risk, have been considered ineligible for implant surgery. It is also notable that a high motivation level regarding the CI 
implant procedure is required in these elderly patients. Consequentially the results from this follow-up study might not be applicable 
on the general octogenarian population.  
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Introduction: 
Cochlear implants have been used since 1976 in 
patients with bilateral severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. Since that time, many changes have occurred 
to both the devices and the implantation criteria. The General population lifespan has continued 
to increase and therefore the age at which cochlear implants are placed has 
concomitantly increased. Our 
purpose is to determine whether audiological 
outcomes, failure rates, and complications is significantly different in the 
elderly population (>70 yo). 
 
 
Methods: All Adult patients > 20 yo that underwent 
cochlear implantation by any of 8 surgeons at a single institution were 
reviewed. 150 total patients that were 
identified were included in our review. 
75 patients were >70 yo (group 1). 75 patients utilized as our control group were between the ages 20 and 70 All patients met 
criteria for cochlear 
implantation with bilateral severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss. All patients had pre-implant and 
post-implant HINT or AzBIO testing completed. 
Pre-implant HINT/AzBIO was compared with Post-implant HINT/AzBIO for 
each patient. In addition we reviewed 
the complication rates between group 1 and control group as well as failure rates 
between the two groups. Statistical 
analysis was performed comparing group 1 and group 2. In addition, we statistically analyzed differences in 
pre-post HINT/AzBio testing between groups 70-79, 80-89, and 90-99. 
 
Results: There was no significant difference in pre and 
post HINT/AzBIO testing in group 1 and group 2 . In addition, no significant difference was 
noted in pre/post HINT/AzBIO testing within each group. Further analysis revealed no 



significant difference in 70-79 yo, 80-89 yo, and 90-100 yo. Although,group 1 tended to 
have more comorbidities compared to our control group, the complication rate between the two groups was not statistically 
significant. 
Failure rates were not significantly different between group 1 and group 2.  
 
Conclusion: 
Although patients > 70 yo tend to have more 
comorbidities then their < 70 cohort, their success rates indicated by their 
post operative HINT/AzBIO scoring, and complication rates are not significantly 
different than their younger cohort. Age, 
by itself, should not be a concern when determining cochlear implant candidacy 
but overall health and medical clearance in those with 
significant comorbidities is likely the most important factor(s).  
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Introduction: Device activation of cochlear 
implants has transitioned from on average 6 weeks post surgery to same day 
activation over the past 30 years. This has been possible largely due to 
improved surgical techniques minimising healing time, miniaturisation of technology, 
and increasingly simplified programming procedures. 
However, in managing up to 400 
device activations annually, over 13 sites, SCIC has identified factors that 
impact on scheduling and have developed clinical guidelines to ensure clients 
are counselled accordingly, and there are efficiencies in the administrative 
management to minimise the need to reschedule appointments. 
 
Methods: A 6 month review and survey 
was conducted by 17 clinicians performing device activations at SCIC on clients 
aged 7 months through to 82 years. Clinicians used standard questioning of 
clients and their families to determine health status, presence of pain, and 
dizziness and general post surgical recovery. Clients were asked to rate their 
satisfaction of the timing of device activation and to provide qualitative 
feedback regarding an optimal post surgical period. 
The clinician did a further 
rating of the satisfaction of timing of device activation and also commented on 
what factors impacted on their recommended optimal post surgical period for 
each client. 
 
Results: Substantial variability was 
identified in the scheduling of device activation across the organisation that 
had been determined by availability of appointments and variation in clinical 
opinion. 
Collation of information over the 6 month period for clients aged 
between 7 months and 82 years of age provided evidence for development of a 



clinical protocol and guidance document to be used with administrative staff 
for scheduling and clinical staff for counselling purposes. The evidence base 
indicated factors such as health status, aetiology, family support and 
geographical status were the main drivers of device activation. A protocol that 
could be used across the organisation with device activation ranging from less 
than 1 week to up to 3 weeks post surgery was developed. Further monitoring 
over an extra 6 month period is recommended to determine if the protocol is 
reflective of client need. 
 
Conclusion: Timing of device activation 
requires consideration of the client profile. Clinical protocols and guidance 
documents can ensure that this timing is tailored to suit client need whilst 
maintaining the efficiencies of scheduling within a large multi site cochlear 
implant. 
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Introduction: 
The 
majority of the cochlear implant subjects implanted within recent years are 
wearing a conventional hearing aid in their contra-lateral ear. Thereby they 
have an acoustic reference regarding sound quality and pitch. The assignment of 
frequencies to the single cochlear implant electrode contacts in contrast is 
arbitrary and follows a one-size-fits-all approach. The placement of the 
electrode contacts along the cochlea is not considered. In this study it is 
tested, if an individualized filterbank setting would improve the perception of 
their electric and acoustic hearing. 
 

Methods: 
For the 
ongoing study, subjects need to be implanted with an Advanced Bionics HiRes90K 
system in order to be able to match the frontend processing with a 
contralaterally worn Phonak hearing aid. Furthermore, their maximum hearing 
loss in the contra-lateral ear must be below 85 dB at 2 kHz with better 
thresholds in the lower frequencies. At the first appointment, the subjects’ 
performance (pure tone audiogram, speech tests, localization test) was assessed 
with their clinically used devices and fittings (of the CI as well as the HA). After 
that, they were provided with a Phonak Naida Q90 hearing aid and fitted with a new 
bimodal fitting formula. This fitting formula is optimized for use with an 
Advanced Bionics speech processor by using the same characteristics for the 
input-output function as well as for the temporal behavior of the automatic 
gain control. Performance with this new setting 
was tested during the second appointment after a take home acclimatization 
phase. Furthermore, a pitch-matching was conducted for four electrodes by 



direct stimulation with a pulse train on the CI and pure tones on the HA in a 
2-IFC, 1-up 1-down paradigm. Additionally, for most of the subjects intra-OP CT 
scans were available to determine the intra-cochlear placement of the single electrode 
contacts. The frequency allocation table (FAT) was then changed based on the 
results of the pitch matching experiment. For those subjects, who were not able 
to produce reliable results in the pitch-matching task, the FAT was changed 
based on the intra-OP images using the Greenwood formula. After changing the 
FAT, also the loudness was balanced between the hearing aid and the cochlear 
implant. 
 

Results: 
Six of ten 
currently enrolled subjects have already finished the study protocol. In this 
population the bimodal fitting formula improved SRT on average by 1.4 dB in 
stationary noise (S0 N0) and by 1.3 dB in a competing talker situation (S0 N90 
N-90). With the pitch matching based fitting, currently no further improvements 
in speech understanding can be observed. In contrast to that the RMS error in 
localization decreased from 29.3° with the clinical setting to 28.2° with the bimodal 
fitting formula to 24.7° with the pitch matching based Fitting. 
 

Conclusion: 
Adjustment of the front-end behavior between the cochlear implant and a contralaterally worn hearing aid can yield better outcome 
in difficult listening environments. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Loss of spiral ganglion cells may lead to neural dead regions “holes” which could affect speech perception with 
cochlear implants (CI) (Shannon et al., 2001). Simulation studies showed that redirecting information around a hole rather than 
dropping it provides significant improvements in speech perception (Smith and Faulkner; 2006). Electrode discrimination could be 
used to identify these “holes” and guide CI fitting. Two studies were conducted to investigate the efficacy and effect of deactivating 
indiscriminable electrodes.  
 
Methods: In the first study, pitch ranking was used to determine electrode discrimination and two research programs were provided 
in a cross-over design to CI recipients with at least one indiscriminable electrode. In the second study, the ability to rank pitch of 
intermediate frequencies between a pair of adjacent active electrodes was evaluated in regions of (1) discriminable electrode-pairs 
and (2) indiscriminable electrode-pairs before and after deactivation. 35 adult cochlear implantees were recruited, 12 Med-EL, 14 
Cochlear and 9 Advanced Bionics (AB). To assess the efficacy of the research programs speech perception was assessed following a 
one month trial. The Coordinate Response Measure (CRM) and BKB sentences in quiet at 70dBA and in noise at a signal-to-noise 
ratio of +10dB were used. Testing was conducted with the original clinical program and with each research program. Research 
program options were: (1) allowing the stimulation-rate per channel to increase in AB & Med-El or increasing it manually in Cochlear, 
or (2) maintaining the original clinical stimulation-rate. 
 
Results: (1) 20 of 25 participants demonstrated improvements (2) The t-tests 
conducted on BKB scores rationalised arcsine units (RAU) to compare the best research program with the best clinical program score 
revealed significant improvements in BKB in quiet (t = -3.47, df = 24, p < 0.01) and in noise (t = -2.90, df = 19, p < 0.01). The Wilcoxon 
signed ranks test was used to analyze CRM SRTs and showed significant improvement with the best research program compared to 
the best CRM SRT with the clinical program (Z = -3.17, N = 15, p < 0.005). (2) In contrast to participants showing no benefit with the 
research program, participants who received benefit showed better pitch ranking of intermediate frequencies in regions of 
discriminable electrodes compared to regions of indiscriminable electrodes and showed better pitch ranking of intermediate 
frequencies in regions of indiscriminable electrodes following deactivation compared to pre-deactivation. 
 
Conclusion: In summary, electrode discrimination and intermediate frequencies pitch ranking test results can be used to improve 
fitting of CI. 
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Introduction: Electrically evoked compound action potentials (ECAPs) are commonly used to assist in fitting pediatric cochlear 
implant (CI) recipients. They are less frequently used in adult CI recipients. This study explored the utility of a novel fitting method 
based on ECAP measurements as compared to the standard of care fitting methodology at a tertiary health care centre. 
 
 
Methods: 10 unilateral CI recipients with devices from a single manufacturer were followed over a three month period following 
activation; at hookup, 1 and 2 weeks, and 1, 2, and 3 months post hookup. Recipients were programmed using one of two methods: 
i) current standard of care at the health care centre; and ii) an objective fitting method. This objective method uses ECAPs to create 
recipients’ programs via a remote control on 5 electrodes. The recipient is then able to set their own stimulation levels by making 
adjustments via the remote control in response to live-voice stimuli. The standard of care is to program recipients using the software 
from the given manufacturer, by using psychophysical responses to stimuli. Recipients received 1 program using each method at 
each time point. Programs were randomly assigned to one of two program positions on their speech processor. Recipients were 
blind to the order of these positions. 
 
 
Results: A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed a statistically significant difference over time for threshold 
stimulation levels and most comfortable stimulation levels in both programs. In the standard of care program, changes were 
observed in the apical region for threshold stimulation levels (p<.05), and across the electrode array for most comfortable 
stimulation levels (p<.05). In the program created using the objective fitting method, changes were observed in the basal region for 
both threshold stimulation levels (p<.05), and most comfortable stimulation levels (p<.05). A paired t-test revealed no significant 
differences in time required to program using either fitting methodology. 
 
 
Conclusion: These results suggest that recipients become more comfortable with higher input stimulation levels over time, 
regardless of fitting methodology. They also indicate that fitting using the manufacturer software gives recipients a greater electrical 
dynamic range, relative to the objective fitting methodology. Although future versions of the objective fitting methodology may be 



more efficient, in its current form there are no differences in terms of time required for programming. Clinical preferences are 
discussed relative to time required for programming using both fitting methodologies and convenience of use. 
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Introduction: A retrospective study to determine the rate of full vs. partial electrode usage in a group of MedEl FLEXsoft and MedEl 
FLEX28 users by 6 months post-activation, the reasons electrodes are deactivated and how this correlates to insertion depth. 
 

Methods: 183 individuals received either a MedEl FLEXsoft (n=105) or a MedEl FLEX28 (n=78), using a hearing preservation 
technique, over a 7 year interval. Patient medical records and Maestro v. 6.0.1 software records were reviewed to determine which 
electrodes were in use at 6 months post-activation and, if deactivated, what the specific reasons were. Reasons were grouped into 
four categories: EC = extra-cochlear, SQ = sound quality issues (“thin”, “boomy”, echo), NA = non-auditory reasons (pain, discomfort, 
facial nerve stimulation, non-auditory sensation), and NS = no sound. As well, depth of insertion as measured with post-operative 
skull x-rays using Stenver’s view. 
 

Results: Overall, only 40.4% of the implantees used all 12 active electrodes while 31.7% used 11 and the remaining 27.9% used 10 or 
less (minimum = 7). FLEXsoft implantees had a lower rate of full electrode usage (27.6%) than did the FLEX28 users (57.7%). For both 
FLEXsoft and FLEX28 users the most frequently deactivated electrode was the most basal electrode, electrode 12 (65.7% vs. 42.3%). 
For the 69 deactivated FLEXsoft electrode 12 users, the reasons were NS (39.1%), NA (37.7%), EC (15.9%) and SQ (7.2%). For the 33 
deactivated FLEX28 electrode 12 users, the reasons were NA (36.4%), NS (30.3%), SQ (18.2%) and EC (15.2%). For FLEXsoft and 
FLEX28 users with extra-cochlear electrode 12s the average insertion depth was significantly lower than for those with all 12 
electrodes intra-cochlear (FLEXsoft 433.6 vs. 509.0 degrees; FLEX28 405.0 vs. 489.8 degrees). 
 

Conclusion: Electrode length and design can impact the number of usable electrodes available for mapping. The MedEl FLEXsoft and 
FLEX28 electrodes differ in their overall depth of insertion as well as the rate of deactivation of the most basal electrode. 
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Introduction: The primary objective of this study was to assess the effect of electric and acoustic overlap for speech understanding 
in typical listening conditions using semi-diffuse noise. 
 

Methods: This study included 15 experienced adult implant recipients (17 ears) with functional acoustic hearing in both the 
implanted and non-implanted ears. All listeners were recipients of a standard long electrode with insertions ranging from 23 to 28 
mm. The aided acoustic bandwidth was fixed and the low-frequency cutoff for the cochlear implant (CI) was varied systematically. 
Testing was completed in acute (n = 5) and chronic listening conditions (n = 17). Assessments were completed in the R-SPACETM 
sound simulation system which includes a semi-diffuse restaurant noise originating from eight loudspeakers placed circumferentially 
about the subject’s head. AzBio sentences were presented at 67 dBA with signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) varying between +10 and 0 dB 
determined individually to yield approximately 50-60% correct for the CI alone condition with full CI bandwidth. Listening conditions 
for all subjects included the CI only condition, bimodal (CI + contralateral HA), as well as in the best-aided EAS condition (CI + 
bilateral HA). Subjects were also asked to estimate listening difficulty for all conditions using listener ratings based on a visual analog 
scale. 
 

Results: The primary findings were that 1) there was significant benefit of preserved acoustic hearing in the implanted ear for most 
EAS overlap conditions for both speech understanding and perceived listening difficulty, 2) EAS overlap yielded significantly higher 
speech understanding than conditions without EAS overlap, 3) there was no difference between the acute and chronic outcomes, 
and 4) setting the CI low-frequency boundary at the audiometric frequency at which thresholds approach 70 dB HL generally yielded 
the highest outcomes. 
 

Conclusion: For longer electrode CI recipients with preserved hearing, spectral overlap of acoustic and electric stimuli yielded 
significantly higher levels speech understanding and significantly less listening effort. Standard electrode EAS patients may derive 
more benefit from greater acoustic and electric overlap than general clinical recommendations for shorter electrode recipients. 
These data hold clinical relevance for clinical CI fitting practices. 
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Introduction: Current approaches to solve the “speech-in-noise” problem in cochlear implants (CIs) consist almost exclusively of 
trying to suppress the background. Although the improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) may result in better speech intelligibility, CI 
patients do not achieve performance on par with that of normal-hearing (NH) listeners. Patients are also dependent on the system’s 
judgment about what signal is of interest. More importantly, suppressing the background substantially reduces awareness of 
surroundings. This limited awareness may have important consequences when critical and unexpected changes in the environment 
go unnoticed. A limited awareness of one’s surroundings also makes it difficult, at best, to switch attention from one sound source 
to another. Traditional noise-reduction techniques have thus made living in an impoverished acoustic environment an unavoidable 
trade-off for achieving better speech understanding. The approach presented here differs fundamentally from these techniques in 
that the goal is to provide the CI user with a mixture of sound sources processed in a way that allows their auditory system to 
naturally extract the desired signal from the mixture, just as NH listeners are able to do. 
The objective of the present study was to evaluate two novel speech processing strategies for CIs aimed at improving speech 
intelligibility while preserving the background. These approaches have in common the goal of extracting a target signal from the 
sound mixture but still transmitting both the target and the background to the listener. In other words, no part of the mixture of 
sounds reaching the listener is suppressed or even attenuated. One approach involves two pulse trains per electrode, one for the 
target and one for the background, instead of the single pulse train employed in typical CI processing. The other approach involves 
independent envelope processing for each signal with distinct envelope filtering settings. 
 

Methods: Ten NH subjects participated. They were presented with a target and a background sentence mixed at +3 dB SNR. The 
background sentence was time-reversed. Five conditions were compared. In the first condition, no further processing was applied to 
the stimuli. This unprocessed condition reflects the performance of NH listeners in noise. In the remaining conditions, stimuli were 
processed through a 10-band CI simulation using a single or two independent pulse trains as carrier. A single pulse train was used to 
simulate typical CI processing and also to assess the benefit of independent envelope filtering. Two pulse trains were used to assess 
the benefit our so-called “dual-carrier” processing alone or in combination with independent envelope filtering. 
 

Results: In the unprocessed condition, speech intelligibility in noise was close to 80% correct. The typical CI processing caused 
performance to drop down to 20%. Implementing either of our techniques in CI simulation largely offset this drop. When the two 
techniques were combined, subjects achieved up to 70% correct, a mere 10% points below the performance of NH subjects listening 



to unprocessed speech in noise. 
 

Conclusion: The present study demonstrates the possibility to dramatically improve speech intelligibility in noise without 
suppressing the background, suggesting that living in an impoverished acoustic environment may not be a necessary burden for CI 
recipients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Patients with advanced otosclerosis can present with hearing thresholds eligible for cochlear implantation. Patients 
who have stapes surgery may end up needing cochlear implantation anyway if surgery is unsuccessful or their disease advances. For 
this patient group with advanced otosclerosis we sought to answer whether stapes surgery 
provides clinically significant audiological benefit? 
We assessed pre and postoperative hearing outcomes of patients with advanced otosclerosis, to determine what proportion of 
these patients required further surgery including cochlear implantation. 
 
 
Methods: Between 2002 and 2015, 252 patients underwent primary stapes surgery at our institution - a tertiary academic 
neurotology unit in the West Midlands area of the UK. The records of these patients were analysed. 29 were deemed to have 
advanced otosclerosis as defined by Pure Tone Audiometry thresholds at 500Hz, 1kHz, 2kHz and 4kHz >80 dB. The records of these 
31 patients were analysed to determine audiological improvement following stapes surgery, and if any further surgery such as 
stapedotomy revision or cochlear implantation were required. 

 
Results: Audiological outcome for most patients undergoing primary stapes surgery was good. The majority of patients had 
audiological improvement that took them out of criteria for cochlear implantation and were rehabilitated with standard hearing 
aids. A minority of 
patients required revision surgery. Patients undergoing cochlear implantation after stapes surgery also demonstrated good 
audiological outcome. 
 
 
Conclusion: Stapes surgery is a suitable treatment option for patients with advanced otosclerosis and should be considered 
mandatory before offering cochlear implantation for those with a demonstrable conductive component to their hearing loss. A small 
group of patients get little benefit from surgery and go on to require a cochlear implant. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation (CI) has become the standard intervention to restore hearing in individuals with bilateral severe 
to profound hearing loss. CI candidacy criteria and indications have evolved over time. The objective of this study is to determine the 
audiological and qualitative outcomes of CI in post-lingually deafened adults whose pre-operative speech recognition scores 
exceeded the currently recommended audiological candidacy criteria. 
 

Methods: All post-lingually deafened adult patients who were implanted between 2000 and 2014 with a Hearing in Noise Test 
(HINT) score in the best aided and quiet condition of 60% or greater were included in this retrospective case series. Their pre-
operative hearing performance, including HINT, AzBio and consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) scores, was compared to their post-
operative hearing performance with the cochlear implant at 12 months following activation. In addition, the Hearing Handicap 
Inventory (HHI) and Health Utilities Index Mark 3 (HUI3) questionnaires were completed before and after CI to quantify the quality 
of life changes that they perceived. 
 

Results: 118 patients reached one year of implant use and they demonstrated significant improvements in both audiological and 
qualitative outcomes. Their mean HINT, AzBio, and CNC scores improved from 76.5% to 92.0%, from 68.8% to 89.6%, and from 
42.5% to 71.8%, respectively (p values < 0.001). 5 patients experienced a decline in their post-operative audiological performance 
due to health issues, cognitive impairment, or hardware malfunction. When the ears were tested separately, the mean HINT score in 
the implanted ear improved from 27.0% to 82.7% (p < 0.001). The perceived hearing-related handicap on the HHI and the overall 
health status on the HUI3 were also significantly reduced and improved, respectively (p values < 0.001). 
 



Conclusion: Individuals whose hearing is not poor enough to meet the conventional audiological candidacy criteria for CI (HINT score 
less than 60%) prove to be excellent performers post-operatively. These patients would otherwise suffer considerably from hearing 
loss despite wearing optimally fitted traditional hearing amplification. Their significant improvements in clinical and qualitative 
outcomes after CI support the expansion of the currently accepted audiological candidacy criteria to include more hearing impaired 
individuals who could benefit from cochlear implants. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The Nucleus Hybrid L24 Cochlear Implant (CI), an electric-acoustic stimulation system, is indicated in the US for 
unilateral use in adult patients with residual low-frequency hearing sensitivity and severe to profound high-frequency sensorineural 
hearing loss (SNHL). Published primary data for the US multicenter trial demonstrated significant improvements in speech 
intelligibility in quiet/noise as assessed by consonant-nuclear-consonant (CNC) and AzBio sentence measures (Roland 2015). Here 
we detail patient-reported outcomes (PROs) for the US trial.  
 
Methods: Eligible patients for this prospective, nonrandomized, pivotal study were adults with severe to profound (threshold 
average of 2000, 3000, & 4000 Hz ≥75dB HL) SNHL for frequencies >1500 Hz, low frequency thresholds no greater than 60 dB HL for 
frequencies ≤500, CNC word recognition scores (mean of two lists) between 10%-60%, inclusive in implanted ear, and in the 
contralateral ear ≥ the implanted ear but not more than 80%. Patient-reported outcomes--the Speech, Spatial, and Qualities of 
Sound Questionnaire (SSQ), University of Washington Clinical Assessment of Music Perception (UW-CAMP) and the Device Use 
Questionnaire (DUQ; designed to evaluate subjective preferences in various listening environments)--were assessed preoperatively 
and at 6 months postactivation. 
 
Results: Fifty patients (50% male; mean age 64.1 y) were enrolled; 48 were evaluable 6 m postactivation. Significant improvements 
pre- vs 6 m postactivation were demonstrated for the SSQ (scale 1-10) overall (4.2 vs 5.7; P<0.0001) and subscales (speech/hearing 
3.2 vs 5.4; spatial 4.5 vs 5.5; quality 5.0 vs 6.3; all P<0.01). Pre- and postactivation 6 m, UW-CAMP pitch detection rates (semitones 
1.1 vs 1.4), percent melody correct (66.2% vs 65.9%) and timbre recognition (50.8% vs 56.6%) were similar and nonsignificantly 
different pre- and 6 m postactivation. Rates for DUQ overall satisfaction significantly improved from 76% dissatisfied preoperatively 
to 79% satisfied 6 m postactivation (P<0.001) as did DUQ listening satisfaction for telephone (9% vs 32%), noisy environment (0 vs 
31%), quiet environment (34% vs 82%), one on one (44% vs 90%), small group (16 vs 72%), large group (2% vs 44%), source in the 
distance (6% vs 48%), outdoors (33% vs 79%) as well as safety assessed when crossing the street (26% vs 58%), hearing name called 
(20% vs 44%), hearing an emergency signal (18% vs 46%), and tired when listening (50% vs 13%; P<0.008 for all). 
 
Conclusion: In patients with residual low-frequency hearing sensitivity and severe to profound high-frequency SNHL, the Hybrid L24 
Cochlear Implant at 6 m postactivation demonstrated significant PRO benefits in the SSQ and the DUQ, which assessed 
improvements in everyday listening activities and safety. The Hybrid L24 patients maintained abilities 
to discriminate pitch and recognize melody and timbre. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cholesteatoma is a troublesome development in a cochlear implant (CI) recipient, with a reported incidence rate of 
0.5-1%. It may be an iatrogenic complication of the implantation surgery, or may be a natural progression of a chronic ear, implanted 
at one time. 
 

Methods: A retrospective chart review in a tertiary cochlear implant center was conducted. We present the course and 
management of implantees who developed cholesteatoma, and discuss the unique considerations of treating cholesteatoma in a CI 
implanted ear. 
 

Results: We have performed 1223 implantations in 877 patients from 1989 to 2015. Cholesteatoma developed in 15 implanted ears 
of 12 patients (1.3%). Seven of the ears had prior history of chronic otitis media, whereas in 8 ears the cholesteatoma was clearly 
iatrogenic. Suprameatal approach (SMA) was used in 12 ears and mastoidectomy in the other 3. In 14 ears a tympano-meatal flap 
was elevated. 
The time to occurrence of cholesteatoma was 4 months to 9 years after implantation. In most cases (9/15) a small cholesteatoma 
pearl was noticed along the incision lines in the external canal, and simple removal was all that was necessary, although in some a 
few revisions were required. In 4 patients transmeatal tympanoplasty was required for eradication of cholesteatoma. In these a 
mastoidectomy was not performed in the original implantation surgery (SMA). 
In 2 patients, in which mastoidectomy was originally performed, the removal of cholesteatoma required removal of the implant 
during revision surgery. In all other cases the cholesteatoma was managed without need of explantation. 
 

Conclusion: Cholesteatoma occurrence in our population is slightly higher than in previously reported rates. Most cases were 
actually external ear pearls in the tympano-meatal flap incision lines. We believe the common practice of flap elevation in our 
center, from the days when suprameatal approach was still practiced, may have contributed to this high rate. When disregarding 
this population, the rate of cholesteatoma occurrence was comparable to the reports in the literature. In most cases cholesteatoma 
could be managed without need for explantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation (CI) is well-established treatment for severe to profound hearing loss for both children and 
adults. The implants are constructed to high quality and rigorous specifications. Publication of cumulative survival rates show that 
there is low loss of functioning implants over time. Some models have experienced design issues. Other causation of implant failure 
can be a result of medical factors, such as infection. In 2005 a European Consensus Statement on Cochlear Implant failures & 
Explantation (ECSIFE) recommended a classification on reporting the aetiology of failure. The incidence of 
surgical intervention carries a low surgical complication rate. In this study, we review our experience with cochlear re-implantation 
surgery whilst investigating the indications as well as the time interval from insertion of the device to its failure 
 
Methods: The service was established in 1990. Data was prospectively collected on pre- per & post-operative factors using 
electronic medical records. Using the database the patients that underwent re-implantation were identified over the last 25 
years.The initial age of implantation was recorded together with date of re-implantation. All devices were returned to the 
manufacturer for analysis of failure and categorised according to ECSIFE. Performance measures were reviewed. 
 
Results: Between February 1990 & March 2015, 977 patients have been implanted (538 in children: 439 in adults). From 2009 
bilateral simultaneous CI was available for children with opportunity for sequential CI for children implanted prior to 2009. Overall 
59 children required surgery (10.96% ) of which 46 were their only implant; 13 had bilateral CIs. One child was unfortunate to suffer 
bilateral CI failure within a sort period of time. 32 adults required surgery (7.29 %) of which 30 were unilateral cochlear implants:2 
with bilateral cochlear implants. In adults, 90.6% (n=29) of cochlear implants failed as a result of device-related issues (Class C) vs. 
69.5% (n=41) in children, with the commonest cause being electronic failure due to poor coupling. Trauma was the second 
commonest cause of failure in children (23.7%, n= 14) in comparison to adults (3.1%, n=1).The mean time from insertion of the 
cochlear implant to failure was 7.06 +/- 5.68 years in adults vs 2.91 +/- 2.23 years in children (p<0.01). The mean and median time 
from failure of the device to re-implantation was 89.4 days in adults vs. 56.2 days in children and 35.5 days in adults vs. 36 days in 
children respectively (p=0.22). Patients with only one initial implant had significant impact of loss. Function was restored. No patient 
was unable to be re-implanted. 
 
Conclusion: Cochlear re-implantation is a relatively safe procedure that appears to be commoner in children. The time from 
insertion of the cochlear implant to its failure is significantly shorter in children compared to adults (p<0.01). Trauma appears to be a 
relatively common cause of failure of the device in children. Whilst CI are designed for security and hermeticity the younger age 
group pose challenges to the designers to improve resistance to impact. Loss of an implant can be traumatic. Speedy assessment & 



revision surgery are given priority. Units need to factor in that with an increasing accumulation of patients more will be at risk. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Profound sensorineural hearing loss develops in a certain percentage of patients with chronic otitis media (COM). In 
these patients, hearing rehabilitation with hearing aids is frequently unsatisfactory and often not possible. If in addition the 
indication for an active middle ear implant does not exist because of the high degree of sensorineural hearing loss, a cochlear 
implant remains the last option for hearing restoration. The aim of this study was the analysis of complications and speech 
comprehension ability after cochlear implantation in patients with COM who did not success in hearing rehabilitation by classic 
middle ear surgery. 
 
 
Methods: In this retrospective analysis, patients with COM implanted between 2010 and 2013 in a tertiary referral center were 
included. Inclusion criteria were at least one ear surgery on the implanted ear and an age of > 18 years at the time of implantation. 
 
 
Results: Records could be gained from 40 patients. The mean age at implantation was 63.3 years. The patients had an average of 2.3 
middle ear surgeries prior to the cochlear implantation. The prevalence of a radical cavity was 45%. In the 3.2 years of follow-up 
after cochlear implantation 7.5% of the ears had to be revised due to the extrusion of the electrode. During the entire follow-up 
period stable audiological results were measured (Freiburger monosyllabic words at 70 dB 54.0%, Hochmair-Schulz-Moser (HSM) 
sentence test at 70 dB 76.6%, HSM sentence test at 70 dB and 10 dB SNR 42.3%). 
 
 
Conclusion: The data show that patients can be reliably provided with a cochlear implant in cases of COM and especially after 
multiple previous ear surgeries. Extrusion of the electrode carrier is a quite frequent complication but could be operatively treated 
in all cases. The data will help to the counsel patients with COM regarding hearing rehabilitation with a cochlear implant. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Single sided deafness (SSD), ipsilateral deafness with normal hearing (NH) in the contralateral ear, has traditionally 
been rehabilitated with contralateral routing of sound hearing aids or bone anchored hearing solutions. Cochlear implants (CIs) have 
been shown to reduce tinnitus perception, restore bilateral hearing, and improve SSD patients’ quality of life (QOL). 
 
 
Methods: In this prospective, FDA-approved investigational device exemption study of cochlear implantation in SSD, 5 adult subjects 
(of 10 total planned; 3 M, 2 F, mean age = 59.8 y, range = 36-71 y) with post-lingual sudden onset of unilateral deafness have thus far 
been enrolled and implanted with the Med-El Concert-Flex 28 CI system. All patients had profound deafness in the ipsilateral ear 
[pure tone average (PTA) thresholds ≥ 70 dB HL and HINT scores ≤ 40% correct] for a mean duration of 2.9 y (range = 0.4-5.6 y) with 
NH in the contralateral ear (PTA thresholds ≤ 25 dB HL). To assess tinnitus perception, the tinnitus functional index (TFI) and the 
tinnitus visual analog scale (T-VAS) are measured before cochlear implantation and 6 months after CI activation; the T-VAS is also 
measured at 1 and 3 months post-activation. To assess dizziness, the dizziness handicap inventory (DHI) and videonystagmography 
(VNG) are completed before cochlear implantation and 6 months post-activation. QOL measures, including the speech, spatial and 
qualities of hearing scale (SSQ-HS) and general hearing aid benefit profile (GHABP), are assessed before implantation and 6 months 
post-activation. 
 
Results: Here, we report preliminary data collected thus far. Longitudinal data at 3 and 6 months post-activation will be reported 
where available. Before implantation, the TFI results revealed tinnitus to be a severe problem in 2 of 5 patients, a moderate problem 
in 2 of 5 patients, and a mild problem in 1 of 5 patients. One month post-activation, the T-VAS results show a strong reduction in 
tinnitus perception with the CI on, relative to the CI off condition. Before implantation, the DHI indicated only a mild handicap (mean 
= 23.6; range = 2-46). One patient reported significant dizziness post operative which resolved within 3 weeks. Preoperative VNG 
testing revealed an ipsilateral average reduced vestibular response of 33.5%. Before implantation, the GHABP indicated greater 
difficulty with conversation in street and with group, and the SSQ-HS indicated much higher scores for quality than for speech and 
spatial perception. 
 
Conclusion: These preliminary data indicate that CI stimulation can greatly reduce tinnitus perception, as evidenced by the T-VAS 1 



month post-activation data. Pre-operative results suggest that these SSD patients experience only mild dizziness with a wide range 
of vestibular function and tinnitus severity. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The Nucleus CI532 cochlear implant incorporates a new pre-curved electrode array: The new Slim Modiolar array is designed to 
bring electrode contacts closer to the medial wall of the cochlea while avoiding trauma due to scala dislocation or contact with the 
lateral wall of the cochlea during insertion. The new array is thinner than current pre-curved arrays with, for example only 40% of 
the cross-sectional area of the Nucleus Contour Advance and it is of similar length. The Slim Modiolar array comes with a new 
insertion technique and deployment system. The electrode array is held straight by a sheath when first introduced into the basal 
turn of the cochlea. Then the array is advanced through the sheath so that its curvature follows that of the scala. The primary aim of 
the study was to determine the final position of the electrode array in clinical cases as evaluated using flat-panel volume CT “quality 
control” techniques. 
 
 
Methods: Forty-five adult candidates for unilateral cochlear implantation were recruited prospectively from eight centres 
internationally. Cochlear malformations were excluded. The eleven implanting surgeons adhered to a training protocol with practice 
CI532 electrode arrays consisting of an initial training in temporal bones followed by a recap training in a transparent plastic cochlea 
model just prior to first surgery. Plane-view digital X-ray was performed intra-operatively to detect major defects in electrode 
placement. Feedback on the use of the device was collect via a questionnaire administered for each case. Computed tomography of 
the temporal bone was performed post-operatively using flat-panel volume Digital Volume Tomography or ConeBeam systems in 
order to determine scala location and allow measurement of insertion depth and wrapping factor. 
 
 
Results: At least three patients were implanted in each centre. Pure round-window, extended round window and inferior and/or 
anterior cochleostomy approaches were used across surgeons and cases. In 85 % of cases surgeons reported they judged the CI532 
easy to handle and the new electrode array easy to insert. Tip fold-over events were detected in two cases: One appeared to be due 
to incorrect orientation of the electrode/sheath assembly such that the curve of the electrode array was not deployed in the plane 
of the basal turn. In the second case the sheath extended too far into the round window opening prior to deployment of the 



electrode array. These cases were revised. The electrode array was located completely in scala tympani for all 34 CT records which 
were available for review at the time of writing. 
 

 
Conclusion: The Slim Modiolar electrode array of the CI532 appears to meet the primary design goal of consistent scala tympani 
placement. It is important that surgeons are aware of the correct method of introduction and deployment of the electrode array; 
the electrode position was good when the recommended insertion technique was followed. The data for all forty-five patients will 
be presented at the time of the conference. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Imaging of the cochlear implant in situ is complicated by the presence of a large metal artefact produced by the implant electrodes. 
A validated technique to calculate cochlear length and electrode position within the cochlea has been reported by Holden and 
colleagues (2013) using pre- and post-implantation CT scans to overcome this artefact. However, this results in exposure of each 
subject to high levels of radiation twice (once per scan). More recently, Cone Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) has been used for 
cochlear implantees exposing them to lower radiation, but which provides high quality images showing each individual electrode 
due to the elimination of the artefact contamination. 
The aim of this study was to use the same technique employed by Holden et al. (2013) to measure electrode array placement within 
the cochlea and compare this with electrode impedance and mapping level outcomes. 
 

Methods and Results 
Using CBCT, we evaluated a method to measure the length of the electrode array and calculated the error percentage from the 
known active length of the electrode. The outer and inner wall cochlear length were then measured and corrected for the error 
margin calculated by comparing measured electrode length to known active electrode length. Proximity of the electrode to the 
modiolus and insertion depth were also measured and these factors were compared with electrode impedances and threshold (T)- 
and comfort (C)- mapping levels to examine the effect of implant position on these factors. 
 

Conclusion 
Using an evidence-based paradigm, we have adapted an existing method of electrode array position to a new imaging technique 
using an evidence based practice framework. Comparing it with electrophysiological tests enables us to obtain a better 
understanding of their clinical utility in assisting with the prediction of outcomes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Radiological abnormalities at the level of the semicircular canals are frequently observed without known correlation to 
a pathologic condition or function. They include narrowing or sclerosis on computed tomography (CT) and narrowing or signal loss 
on T2-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 
Our hypothesis was that these radiological abnormalities at the level of the semicircular canals reflect an aspecific but advanced 
stage of vestibular decay. 
 
 
Methods: Retrospective study in 35 consecutive patients with bilateral profound deafness eligible for cochlear implantation. 
Vestibular function tests, CT and MRI were performed as part of evaluation for cochlear implant candidacy. 
 
 
Results: In our population, 31.4% had a bilateral vestibular function loss, while 11.4% had a unilateral vestibular function loss. CT-
scan abnormalities did not correlate with vestibular function loss at a statistically significant level. However, abnormalities observed 
on MRI correlated significantly with ipsilateral vestibular function loss. This statistically significant difference was present if 
abnormalities were observed in at least one of the semicircular canals, but also if we studied the posterior, superior and lateral 
semicircular canals separately. 
 
 
Conclusion: Semicircular canal abnormalities on T2-weighted MRI (including narrowing and/or signal loss in one or more 
semicircular canals) are correlated with vestibular function loss. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The usefulness of cone beam CT (CBCT) has been recognized in the imaging of temporal bone especially in the cochlear 
implantation (CI) recently. The advantages of CBCT for CI are low radiation dose, low metal artifact, and increased spatial resolution. 
In particular, low metal artifact and high spatial resolution contribute to the clear imaging of CI electrodes and identification of scalar 
location of the electrodes. 
In contrast, one of the disadvantages of CBCT is the difficulty of imaging in supine position. Although supine position is prerequisite 
for imaging of children or intraoperative imaging, the acquisition of clear images in these situations is difficult. This is due to the 
mechanism of CBCT that requires the accurate rotation of radiation source and a flat panel detector. In case of supine positon, 
rotating axis is horizontal and it becomes unstable because of gravity, causing unclear images. 
One of the devices to avoid this is a heavy C arm that is fixed to the operation room or imaging lab. However, this system is immobile 
and limits the flexible intraoperative imaging. The other device is the mobile CBCT that uses Carbon-fiber reinforcement plastic 
(CFRP) as materials of rotating mechanics (3D Accuitomo M, J. Morita Mfg. Corp., Kyoto Japan). CFRP realizes both stability and 
mobility of CBCT so that we can get clear images in any operation room at any time. 
 
Methods: We took CT images of 11 CI cases during surgery using mobile CBCT and evaluated the status of CI electrode. 
 
Results: We found that; 
1. We could identify individual electrodes. 
2. We could distinguish between before and after stylet removal in the perimodiolar electrode. 
3. We could confirm the insertion depth and scalar location of the electrode. 
4. Mobile CBCT was useful to confirm the status of implant bed in a special case that has a defect in the cranial bone structure. 
Only 10 minutes were necessary in total to set up the CBCT, acquire and process the image, and resume the operation. Estimated 
effective radiation dose was 250 µSv. 
 

Conclusion: Mobile CBCT using CFRP was useful to evaluate the status of CI electrode during surgery. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Several factor like cochlear anatomy or residual hearing may affect cochlear implant electrode-array (EA) insertion 
planning. In residual-hearing surgeries particularly, the cochlear coverage may be chosen to be limited not to affect residual acoustic 
hearing. Moreover, during the insertion, electrode-array progression may be affected by blockages which could lead to insertion 
incidents such as basal kinks or tip fold-overs. The goal of this study is to present an imaging setup to monitor in real-time the 
progression of the electrode-array inside the cochlea during the surgery. 
 
Methods: Digital radiography performed with Cone Beam computed tomography (CT) machine was used in this study. Indeed, this 
imaging technique gives reasonably good image quality with lower radiation than traditional CT. Patient preparation and first 
surgical steps are performed up to electrode-array insertion as standard clinical routine. Then real-time imaging sequences are 
performed during the electrode-array insertion. Surgeon and radiologists can therefore follow on the screen the intracochlear 
progression of the electrode-array, and can adapt insertion forces and stop at the desired angle. 
 
Results: Cochlear implantations with expected challenging EA-insertions in our center have been performed in adults using this 
setup for the past 6 months. In particular, this setting was used in cases with advanced otosclerosis where the bony otic capsule is 
highly altered, and in cases with residual hearing in the lower frequencies. Electrode-array insertion was successfully visualized in all 
cases, with electrode-arrays in their final position showing neither misrouting, kink or tip fold-over, and with cochlear coverage in 
accordance with planning. 
 
Conclusion: This study is a proof of concept that electrode-array insertion can be monitored in real time preoperatively. Such setup 
is a powerful technique to have a better control electrode-array insertion, and further improve insertion quality to ensure optimal 
positioning. It is likely that with a precise angle of insertion, the rate of hearing preservation could be improved. Also, misrouting, 
kink and fold-over of EA should be avoided. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cone beam CT scanning (CBCT) has shown promise as a tool for surgical planning and placement of cochlear implant 
electrodes. Its fast acquisition time and lower radiation dose has made it an attractive option. It is increasingly recognised that 
cochlear duct length and basal diameter measurements may affect the type of electrode which can be inserted. The aim of this 
study is to demonstrate the measurement of the cochlear duct length using CBCT and to determine its accuracy compare to high 
resolution micro CT (uCT) in determining cochlear metrics. Sequential insertion of differing electrode lengths are then used to 
determine the utility of this technique. 
 

Methods: Ten human cadaveric temporal bones with completed posterior tympanotomy and round window exposure were scanned 
sequentially with portable CBCT followed uCT. The following parameters were measured - the diameter of the basal turn of the 
cochlea, the cochlear duct outer wall, and sequential segments of the cochlea from the round window to two turns (360 degrees, 
450 degree, 540 degrees and 720 degrees). Customized 3D software was used to analyze the images from each modality. Sequential 
insertion of 3 different length electrodes (Med-EL Flex 24, 28 and 31) were then performed in 5 bones to determine degrees of 
insertion. 
 

Results: The difference in basal diameter measurements using the two modalities was not statistically significant (p<0.05). The 
absolute difference in cochlear duct lengths between the two methods varied between 0mm and 0.23mm but was not statistically 
significant. Segmental measurements at differing turns of the cochlear duct also showed no difference between the two methods. 
Sequential electrode insertion of 24, 28 and 31mm length electrode were able to demonstrate differing depths of insertion. 
 

Conclusion: CBCT is a valuable and accurate technique for imaging the cochlear duct length, segmentation and basal diameter. It is 
also a modality which can accurately measure the depth of insertion varies depending upon the length of electrode use. The 
validation of this technique with micro CT is of the surgical temporal bone is presented here. Customized electrode length selection 
is therefore theoretically possible with CBCT and will be discussed. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Most cochlear implant devices are approved for 1.5 T MRI imaging. The magnet can be removed to reduce the artifact size. We 
analyzed the artifacts caused by Cochlear Implants and Auditory Brain Stem Implants of various vendors in MR-Imaging (1.5T and 3T) 
in patients. The recently released cochlear implant device SYNCHRONY (MED-EL) is also approved for 3T MRI, with or without 
magnet. 
 

Methods: 
We retrospectively reviewed the data from 15 CI patients with variant devices who underwent MRI scanning. Furthermore, the 
magnitude of artifacts of a SYNCHRONY device was assessed in 3T MRI, by implanting a deice into the head of a whole body donor. 
T1- and T2-scans were acquired and analyzed. The artifact zone around each CI was measured. In addition, as MRI scans are often 
used to assess specific anatomic structures, we also quantified the alteration of different structures by MRI scanning. 
 

Results: 
In all implants, the size of the artifacts is reduced dramatically once the magnet is removed. If the magnet is left in place during MRI 
scanning, the size of artifacts of the SYNCHRONY device at 3T is comparable to the artifacts of other tested implants at 1.5T. With 
the magnet inside, several anatomical structures at the implanted side are covered by artifacts. After removing the magnet, some 
anatomical structures of the contralateral side, e.g. Corpus callosum, brain stem, mesencephalon, meatus acusticus int. and optic 
nerve, were not altered by artifacts of most implants. Removing the magnet of the SYNCHRONY device resulted in avoiding artifacts 
of the contralateral side even in 3T MRI imaging. 
 

Conclusion: 
MRI imaging at 1.5 of the head in CI patients is feasible with most implants and at 3T with the SYNCHRONY device (MED-EL). The 
surrounding of the implant is covered by artifacts in the MR Images. The contralateral side of implant can be visualized sufficiently if 
the magnet has been removed prior to imaging. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The vestibular implant (VI) is currently mainly investigated by evaluation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). However, 
the vestibular system sends signals to more neural structures than those involved in the VOR. 
 

Objective: To show that the vestibular implant (VI) activates more neural pathways than only the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). 
 

Methods: In our pool of patients with a bilateral vestibular loss and fitted with a vestibular implant, the VOR, perception and head 
movements were recorded during sinusoidal electrical stimulation of the vestibular nerve. Patients were also asked to describe their 
percept. 
 

Results: Thresholds of the VOR were generally higher than thresholds of perception. The reported percepts were heterogeneous and 
only a minority of patients reported a rotatory sensation in response to electrical stimulation of the vestibular nerve. Sinusoidal 
modulation activated head movements not present without modulation. These findings indicate that other neural pathways than 
those of the VOR are activated.. 
 

Conclusion: These findings show that probably multiple neural pathways are stimulated by the VI, with different thresholds. 
Evaluation of the effect or benefit of the vestibular implant cannot be limited to VOR assessment. There are a variety of parameters 
to be taken into account. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In recent years Auditory brainstem implants (ABIs) 
indications have been expanded. But there are still several problems to be 
solved in relation with the actual surface stimulating electrodes. In order to improve 
the tonotopic stimulation, penetrating electrodes have been designed. 
Theoretical advantages were expected. The objective of the study has been to 
test the tissue damage related with the implantation of penetrating electrodes 
in the cochlear nuclei. 
 
 
Methods: Ten PABI devices have been implanted in 6 healthy male 
crab-eating monkeys (M. fascicularis). After 15 days of follow up, animals were 
sacrificed and prepared for pathological evaluation. Morphometrical and 
stereological studies of the tissue were carried out. Results were compared to those 
of normal, non-operated monkeys available from a previous investigation 
 
 
Results: All the animals recovered from surgery as expected. 
All implants but two were apparently positioned in the right location. The 
electrodes caused a series of microscopic alterations. In most cases, the most conspicuous 
histological damage was found in the flocculus. The severity of the damage 
ranged between small areas of gliosis to broad areas of necrosis in the 
cerebellar parenchyma. The volume and the number of neurons of the CN of the 
operated animals were compared with those obtained previously from the CN of 
normal, unoperated macaques. The difference between the two groups was not 
statistically significant.No neurological signs or other abnormalities were 
noticed during the postsurgical recovery. The postmortem and histological 
examination of our specimens revealed that the implantation was successful in a 



large percentage of the cases. No evidence of reactions suggesting biological 
intolerance, or any sign of migration of the implant. The lateral recess was 
dilated and the areas of cerebellar flocculus adjacent to the CN were damaged. 
These suggest that the base of our implant may be too thick for our small 
experimental model 
 
 
Conclusion: The device was correctly manipulated with the aid of a 
reliable and user-friendly insertion tool. No reactions suggesting biological 
intolerance or other signs damage were observed in the cytoarchitecture of the 
CNC. Future designs of PABI devices should try to decrease the thickness of the 
base of the device. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Recently, centers in the United States have begun safety and feasibility studies of auditory brainstem implantation 
(ABI) in children with inner ear malformations with or without cochlear nerve deficiency. As these studies have progressed, there 
has been significant interest based on both European and United States data whether pediatric patients should undergo cochlear 
implantation (CI) first before ABI. More recently, European centers have begun simultaneous implantation of CI and ABI, and in 
some cases even bilateral simultaneous ABI. 
 

Methods: The objective of this presentation is to discuss, based on the current literature and emerging data, whether a cochlear 
implant should be attempted before considering an auditory brainstem implant in all cases, or whether consideration should be 
given to earlier ABI. The two authors of this presentation will engage in a head-to-head debate involving discussion of appropriate 
case presentations. Evaluation methods such as Magnetic Resonance Imaging and electrophysiological studies will be reviewed and 
their predictive value debated. Also to be discussed is the risk-benefit analysis involved in individual patient decision making 
regarding when to undertake CI first before sequential ABI in case of CI failure, or engage in a simultaneous implantation with either 
CI and ABI or bilateral ABI. Reported complications of ABI will play a significant role in the debate. 
 

Results: In many cases, MRI imaging and electrophysiological testing such as promontory stimulation or round window evoked ABR 
are not sufficient to predict whether or not a patient will have the neural integrity to benefit from a cochlear implant. Early CI should 
be strongly considered when children are at or near one year of age. When children are older, such as at age 2-3, consideration 
should be given to rapid sequential implantation with ABI in cases of CI failure. However, complications more common in ABI such as 
cerebrospinal fluid leak mandate proper consideration of the risk-benefit profile. Compounding the difficulty of the decision is the 
longer follow-up duration necessary to determine benefit after CI in patients with inner ear malformations and cochlear nerve 
deficiency. 
 

Conclusion: In most cases of intact cochlea with suspected cochlear nerve deficiency, cochlear implantation should be strongly 
considered first because of its excellent side-effect profile relative to intracranial surgery. Even in the hands of experienced 
surgeons, risks from ABI surgery can include cerebrospinal fluid leak, infection, and failure of the intracranial device. Data are 



currently lacking on the appropriateness of simultaneous or very short sequential ABI after CI, due to a paucity of cases. Further 
studies are necessary to determine when simultaneous or short sequential CI/ABI might be an appropriate intervention. Cases of 
more severe malformations with cochlear nerve aplasia and severe hypoplasia may more appropriately warrant earlier 
consideration for ABI. An individual, tailored approach is strongly advocated. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Infections of implanted medical devices are often linked to the presence of surface attached communities of bacteria 
called biofilms that have elevated resistances to antibiotics and the immune system. Device-related biofilm infections are often 
difficult and costly to treat and can lead to device explantation in cases where the infection cannot be resolved with antibiotics. 
Whilst the rate of infection of cochlear implants is relatively low compared to other implantable medical devices, each year a small 
number of cochlear implants are surgically explanted due to unresolvable infections. In this study we aimed to determine if there 
were features of the cochlear implant design that could be modified to mitigate bacterial attachment and thereby reduce the 
incidences of infection. 
 
 
Methods: We performed in vitro bacterial attachment assays to identify features appropriate for redesign to reduce adhesion of 
bacteria on cochlear implant (CI24RE) devices. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis was used to identify sites of bacterial 
attachment and biofilms on explanted CI24RE devices. Infection information data was obtained for 34,364 CI512 implantation 
surgeries and 95,489 CI24RE implantation surgeries between July 2009 and July 2015. 
 
 
Results: Our in vitro bacterial attachment assays identified features of cochlear implant devices that could be designed to reduce 
bacterial adhesion. Analysis of cochlear implant devices that had been explanted due to infection and examined by FISH showed that 
attached bacteria and biofilms were located at these same sites. These observations indicate that the features that were observed 
to be associated with bacterial attachment in vitro corresponded to the location of biofilms on infected devices. In vitro bacterial 
attachment assays were performed on prototype devices that incorporated design modifications aimed at mitigating bacterial 
attachment. Those modifications that were found to reduce bacterial attachment in vitro were incorporated into the design of the 
CI512 cochlear implant. Analysis of infection data of patients undergoing implantation surgeries with either the CI512 or CI24RE 
cochlear implant device between July 2009 and July 2015 revealed that the patients receiving the CI512 model had lower overall 
infection rates and reduced rate of infections leading to explantation compared to patients receiving the CI24RE model. 
 
 
Conclusion: Our observations show that targeted modifications in the design of the cochlear implant device that mitigate bacterial 



attachment correlates with reduced rates of infection in cochlear implant patients. We found this to be an effective strategy for 
successfully reducing the rate of infection of cochlear implant devices. It is likely that this approach will also be applicable to 
reducing the incidences of infection in other implantable medical devices. 
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Abstract Body: 

 
Introduction 
Auditory brainstem implants (ABI) serve as a valuable adjunct for hearing rehabilitation in patients with profound hearing loss who 
are not candidates for cochlear implantation. Given the invasive nature of this intervention, it is critical to identify the surgical risks 
and hearing outcome in patients undergoing ABI. 
 

Objective 
A meta-analysis of studies based on tumor and non-tumor patients undergoing ABI insertion was conducted to evaluate long-term 
(minimum of 12 months follow up) hearing outcomes, and to identify predictors of hearing rehabilitation. 
 

Methods 
The MEDLINE, EMBASE, CENTRAL, and Web of Science (1990-2015) databases were searched. MeSH/ keywords related to “acoustic 
neuromas”, “vestibular schwannomas”, “auditory brainstem implant”, “NF2” were used. Screening was conducted independently 
and in duplicate. Only studies with a minimum of 5 patients with at least 12 months follow up, providing individual patient data were 
included; attempts were made to contact authors for original data when not provided in manuscript. There were no limitations on 
date, language, or study design. Variables of interest were patient age at surgery, duration of hearing loss, tumor size, prior 
intervention (surgery and or radiation-based therapy), device type (multi or single channel), and number of electrodes (8 vs 21). 
Outcomes assessed included recognition of sound, words, sentences, and speech along with enhancement of lip reading. To identify 
independent predictors of outcome, we performed univariate Cox-regression analysis to identify variables with a p value of less than 
0.2 to be entered into a multivariate Cox-regression model. Meta-regression analysis was conducted to assess the influence of 
patient age or duration of deafness on outcomes. STATA software (v11) was used for meta-regression and correlation analysis. 
Review Manager (v5.3) was used for all other statistical analyses. 
 



Results 
The total number of citations identified, the number selected for full-text review, and the number of final studies will be reported. 
Mean and median values (along with SD or IQR) for continuous variables will be provided. The results of the multivariate analysis will 
be reported in terms of hazard ration and 95% CI, along with the p value. The frequency of major complications will also be 
reported. 
 

Conclusion 
This study provides an objective overview on hearing outcomes in tumor and non-tumor patients undergoing ABI. The reported 
hearing outcomes after ABI are variable. This is partly 
complicated by variable outcome tools utilized to establish the results in these studies. The variables identified in this meta-analysis 
can provide a foundation for optimal selection of patients with greater likelihood of improvement. This study also highlights the 
need for consensus regarding reporting outcome after ABI insertion. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Due to the extension of indication-criteria for cochlear implantation, hearing preservation has become a major point 
of interest for both researchers and clinicians. In addition to the refinement of surgical techniques, pharmaceutical interventions 
showed the potential to improve residual hearing. The use of glucocorticoids has shown beneficial results in this field, but the most 
promising timing and route of application still need to be determined. The objective of the present study was to evaluate the 
application of a dexamethasone loaded poloxamer407 hydrogel one day and seven days prior to cochlear 
implantation for protective effects on residual hearing. 
 
 
Methods: 30 guinea pigs were randomized to the intratympanic application of a 6% dexamethasone/poloxamer407 hydrogel one or 
seven days prior to unilateral cochlear implantation, or to the application of a control hydrogel. All animals were implanted with a 
silicone electrode through a cochleostomy and with an insertion depth of 5 mm. Hearing thresholds were determined by the 
measurement of compound action potentials of the auditory nerve directly before and after cochlear implantation, as well as on 
days 3, 7, 14, 21, and 28. At the end of the experiments animals were euthanized and cochleae extracted for histological analysis 
using H & E stainings or the preparation of cochlear whole-mounts. 
 
 
 
Results: The application of the dexamethasone hydrogel resulted in a significant reduction of hearing threshold-shifts as compared 
to the control group. In addition to the audiometric findings, results of the histological evaluation will be presented. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: In the model used, hearing threshold-shifts were reduced by the preoperative application of a 
dexamethasone/poloxamer407 hydrogel. Such a preoperative application protocol could easily be translated into the clinical setting 
and should therefore be evaluated in clinical studies. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The efficacy of simultaneous or sequential bilateral cochlear implantation in adults has been demonstrated in several 
articles with relatively large study groups. Despite this clear benefit of bilateral implantation, substantial inter but also 
intraindividuals variability in speech perception scores exists among bilaterally cochlear implanted recipients; indeed, in a 
prospective multicenter study, asymmetrical performance between the two ears was reported in 42% of simultaneously implanted 
patients at 1-year postimplantation. An explanation to account to this asymmetrical performance could be differences in electrode 
position within the cochlea between the two ears. Moreover, the evolution of asymmetrical performance over time is unknown. 
 

Methods: In this prospective, longitudinal, multicenter study, 26 patients were evaluated at 1-year and 5-years after bilateral and 
simultaneous implantation using long straight electrode arrays (MED-EL Combi 40+, standard electrode array, 31 mm). Speech 
perception was measured using disyllabic words lists, in quiet and noise, with the speech coming from the front and a cocktail-party 
background noise coming from 5 loudspeakers. Speech localization measurements were performed in noise in the same test 
conditions. In 19 patients, the size of the cochlea was evaluated using the largest cochlear diameter and the cochlear height on 
postoperative high-resolution CT scan. The electrode-to-modiolus distance (EMD) for the electrodes positioned at 180- and 360-
degrees and the angle of insertion of the array were also measured. 
 

Results: In patients with a full electrode insertion, no correlation was found between the angle of insertion and hearing performance 
both at 1- and 5-years postimplantation, whereas the EMD distance at 180-degrees was correlated with the speech perception 
scores in quiet and in noise, but only at 1-year postimplantation. An array insertion with at least of 9 electrodes over 12 is 
mandatory to achieve the better speech perception scores. At 5-years postimplantation, performance in quiet was stable for each 
ear alone, and in bilateral condition. In noise, speech perception scores of the poorer ear improved, whereas no significant change 
was observed for the better ear, and in bilateral condition. The speech perception scores of the 7 patients with ‘poor performance’ 
at 1-year (<60% of correct responses for the better ear in quiet) improved for each ear alone in quiet and dramatically in noise. 
Speech localization remained stable over time. 
 



Conclusion: In adult patients simultaneously and bilaterally implanted, the poorest speech perception scores still improved after one 
year of cochlear implant experience. Using the MedEl, 31 mm, straight array, the full electrodes array insertion and the proximity to 
the modiolus would be the determining factors to obtain the best speech performance at 1-year, but not at 5-years. The poor 
performers at 1-year after implantation should continue the speech rehabilitation and training, and do not interrupt the cochlear 
implant use, because the performance will eventually improve. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The electrically evoked compound action potentials (ECAP) recorded by the intracochlear electrodes play an important role as an 
objective basis for fitting the speech processor of cochlear implant (CI) recipients, especially in young children. ECAPs recorded by 
Auditory Response Telemetry (ART) are typically analyzed by linear extrapolation of the slope of the amplitude growth function. 
 

Objective: 
The goal of the presented new approach is to supersede the manual intervention required by the traditional approach and to 
improve the coincidence with psychoacoustic measures by eliminating uncertainties of the linear extrapolation. 
 

Methods: 
25 patients receiving MED-EL Synchrony implants were examined during operation immediately after electrode insertion. In each 
case, all 12 electrodes served sequentially as stimulation and recording sites. Growth functions consisting of 20 recordings with 10 
iterations each were measured with the standard ART paradigm in steps of 60 cu from 0 to 1140 cu. In order to get a quantity 
describing the response strength over the whole stimulus range even if no response can be identified, a parameter q related to the 
signal to noise ratio was derived from each curve after eliminating the stimulus artifact if necessary. The threshold was defined by 
the intersection of the resulting function q(S) with the 6 dB limit (S = stimulus strength). The threshold profiles SART(x) – with x = ID or 
site of electrode, as well as the psychoacoustic contours STHR(x) and SMCL(x) were considered and compared to each other by means 
of a correlation analysis. 
 

Results: 
The correlation coefficients c(SART(x), STHR(x)) and c(SART(x), SMCL(x)) which describe the similarity of objective measures (ART) and 
psychoacoustic profiles (THR and MCL) proved to be significantly higher with the new algorithm than with the conventional 
procedure. The superiority of the results compared to those obtained from the conventional procedure is caused by two essential 
features: 1st, the parameter q is more accurate than a mere amplitude difference and 2nd, the involvement of all curves, even those 



without visible response, yields a direct image of the threshold transition. 
 

Conclusion: 
The finding of a systematically better correlation between objective measures and psychophysics justifies the expectation to achieve 
essentially better speech processor fittings in children. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Previous animal study revealed that post-implantation electrical detection levels significantly declined within days. The 
impact of cochlear implant insertion on human auditory pathway in terms of impedance and neural response imaging variation 
within hours after surgery remains unclear, since at this time frequency mapping can only commence weeks after implantation due 
to factors associated with wound conditions. The study presented our experiences with regards to initial switch-on within 24 hours, 
and thus the findings about the milieus inside cochlea within the first few hours after cochlear implantation in terms of impedance 
and neural response imaging fluctuations. 
 

Methods: The charts of twelve subjects using same type of cochlear implant device with profound hearing impairment were studied. 
A minimal invasive approach was used for cochlear implantation, characterized by a small skin incision (2.5cm) and soft techniques 
for cochleostomy and round window approach. Impedance and neural response imaging were measured intro-operatively and 
within 24 hours post-operatively. 
 

Results: Initial mapping within 24 hours post-operatively was performed in all patients without major complications. Impedance 
became significantly higher and neural response imaging became significantly lower measured within 24 hours post-operatively as 
compared with intra-operatively (p<0.001). There were no differences between pre-operative and post-operative threshold for air-
conduction hearing. 
 

Conclusion: A significant increase of impedance and a significant drop of neural response imaging in one day after cochlear 
implantation was revealed for the first time in human beings. Mechanisms could be related to the restoration of neuronal sensitivity 
to the electrical stimulation, and the interaction between the matrix enveloping the electrodes and the electrical stimulation of the 
initial switch-on. Our research invites further studies to correlate initial impedance and neural response imaging changes with long-
term hearing and speech performance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
The diagnosis of Non-organic hearing loss (NOHL) is a difficult but important issue during the assessment process for cochlear 
implantation. Inability to identify such patients may lead to inappropriate surgery on patients who would otherwise be outside 
implantation criteria.  We aim to identify the key factors in identifying patients with NOHL during cochlear implant assessment and 
present our local strategy and screening protocol for NOHL. 
 

Methods 
A retrospective review of all patients referred to the Yorkshire Auditory Implant Service who were subsequently diagnosed with 
NOHL during the assessment. Patient demographic data, audiological and functional assessments (e.g. speech testing) 
were assessed. Several factors common to this patient cohort were identified. 
 

Results  
Fifteen patients were included in the study.  Mean age was 37 years (range 14-66 years). Male to female ratio was 1:2.  Indicators of 
possible NOHL (which are assessed as part of a screening process) included a sudden deterioration in hearing (n=9; 60 per 
cent), recent telephone use (n=9; 60 per cent), stapedial reflexes below reported audiological thresholds (n=7; 47 per cent) and 
mismatch in functional hearing (n=7; 47 per cent).  Patients with suspected NOHL from the initial multidisciplinary 
assessment underwent objective testing (Cortical Evoked Response Audiometry (CERA)).  All fifteen patients who underwent CERA 
had better hearing levels compared to reported hearing thresholds thus placing them outside of implant criteria.  Four candidates 
were found to have normal hearing levels.     
 

Conclusion  
NOHL is a complex condition with several underlying causes.  Patients with NOHL do present to implant teams and we highlight 
several key indicators that may help identify such patients. We describe a change in our local assessment process for patients 
referred for possible implantation which is specifically aimed at screening for NOHL. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
Obtaining accurate hearing thresholds in adults, who are either uncooperative or difficult to test due to possible cognitive deficits, 
remains an ongoing challenge for conventional behavioural audiometry. Several studies have suggested the use of cortical auditory 
evoked potentials (CAEPs) elicited by frequency-specific stimuli to estimate hearing threshold objectively. Measurement of hearing 
thresholds through CAEPs involves the need of a statistical response detection measure as well as real-time decision algorithm for 
the stimulus presentation strategy (i.e. presentation level depends on which levels have previously elicited a cortical response). To 
date, no automatic algorithm has been evaluated for clinical use. 
 

Objective 
The aim of this study is to evaluate the viability of a fully automated algorithm to estimate hearing threshold objectively through 
detection of CAEPs in adults. 
 

Methods 
CAEPs were obtained from 20 normal-hearing and 27 hearing-impaired adults in response to pure-tone (PT) stimuli with frequency 
500 Hz and novel multi-tone (MT) centred around 1, 2 and 4 kHz. The stimuli, presented monaurally via insert earphones, were 
randomly alternated between ears and frequencies. The stimulus onset asynchrony was jittered around 1.5 s and the starting 
presentation level was 60 dB HL. Electrodes were positioned at Cz (reference), left and right mastoid (active) and forehead 
(common). The residual noise level and the Hotelling’s T2 statistic were calculated online and used to make a decision about the 
presence/absence of a CAEP response and hence select the next stimulus presentation level. The auditory thresholds obtained 
objectively were compared to behavioural thresholds obtained using a computerized audiometric assessment. 
 

Results 
For the four stimulus frequencies, a high correlation was found between the thresholds obtained behaviourally and the thresholds 
obtained through cortical testing (r2 >0.72). On average, the behavioural thresholds for the hearing-impaired subjects were 6 dB 
lower than cortical thresholds (SD = 9 dB). For normal-hearing subjects, CAEPs were detected for 96% of stimuli presented above 20 



dB HL. A significantly larger number of responses were detected when analysing data using two channels compared to a single 
channel recording. 
 

Conclusions 
CAEPs can be used to obtain a full audiogram (i.e., hearing threshold estimation at 4 frequencies in both ears) in 45 minutes. This 
was made possible by the use of novel stimuli that increase the size of the response, two recording channels, the presentation of 
interleaved frequencies, ears and levels, statistical evaluation of the recorded responses, and an automatic decision algorithm 
deciding when and which stimulus and level to test. The adult patient groups that would benefit most from the test are elderly 
patients (in particular those with dementia) and testing of adults for workers compensation claims. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In recent years criteria for indication for cochlear implantation has been broadened to include patients with residual 
hearing in the low frequencies (<2kHz). Patients with residual hearing can benefit from electroacoustic stimulation by means of 
hybrid speech processors provided that the residual hearing is preserved. Here we present a method of measurement of residual 
hearing using a modification Nucleus NRT® software. The objective is to provide a means of testing residual hearing accurately 
especially in very young children. 
 

Methods: Before draping the patient for surgery an insert earphone is placed in the ear canal of the ear to be implanted. The 
earphone is used to deliver sound during measurements. When the receiver stimulator is placed in the periosteal pocket the speech 
processor coil is placed over the receiver stimulator coil under the drapes. The modified NRT software delivers a synchro signal to 
the sound source and a code to the receiver stimulator to acquire any acoustically evoked auditory nerve response. Measurements 
can be made during the insertion of the electrodes, following the full insertion of the array and at any time during the use of the 
implant. 
 

Results: 20 ears with residual hearing have been tested during the insertion of the array, at full insertion of the array and 10 have 
been tested at different times after the surgery. The residual hearing thresholds according to ANRT have been compared with the 
pure tone audiogram. 
 

Conclusion: A simple adaptation of the neural response telemetry software with addition of an acoustic input allows accurate 
measurement of residual hearing. This should be useful in determining if residual hearing exists after implantation especially in a 
young child and for monitoring any hearing changes afterwards. If sufficient residual hearing remains, it may be possible to use a 
hybrid processor which can utilise the natural lower frequencies. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Selecting the appropriate ear for cochlear implantation is one of the most controversial points when dealing with 
cochlear implantation due to the lack of evidence-based recommendations. In patients with bilateral profound hearing loss, it is 
common to find a long-term deprivation period on one ear and a non-useful hearing aid on the other ear. The question which arises 
is: which ear should we implant in this situation?. Some authors state that cochlear implant should be placed on the non-deprived 
ear to improve hearing results. On the other hand, other groups support implantation of the deprived ear in order to benefit from 
bimodal stimulation. The role of long-term hearing deprivation in cochlear implant performance is not well established in the 
literature, and the limits for implanting an auditory deprived ear is still unknown. 
The objective of this study was to analyze cochlear implant hearing results in patients with long-term auditory deprivation. 
 

Methods: A retrospective study was conducted with the patients that underwent cochlear implantation in the Cochlear Implants 
Unit of a tertiary referral center between 2001 and January 2015. Inclusion were: age over 18, profound postlingual hearing loss. 
Data collection: Age at implantation, sex, deprivation time, hearing results with the cochlear implant. 
Main outcome measure: Deprivation time (months), hearing thresholds at 125, 250 and 500 Hz. Vowel identification (VI), disyllabic 
word recognition (DWR), Sentence recognition (S), common phrases comprehension (C). 
Patients were divided according to their auditory deprivation time before implantation in group A (less than 10 years) and group B 
(more than 10 years). 
 

Results: A total 275 patients were implanted in this period. Of them , 80 patients met inclusion criteria for this study. There were 39 
patients in group A, with a mean age of 52.42 years and mean deprivation time of 35.16 months. There were 41 patients in group B, 
with a with a mean age of 51.12 years and a mean deprivation time of 384.54 months. 
Hearing results (VI, DWR and C) were superior in group A (less than 10 years of auditory deprivation) at six months, one and two 
years (p<0.05). At three years follow-up, there was no statistically significant difference between both groups. 
Similarly, hearing thresholds at 125, 250 and 500 Hz were lower in group A at six months, 1, 2 and 3 years control. However, this 
difference was statistically significant only at six months. 
 



Conclusion: Cochlear implants provide good hearing results in patients with long-term auditory deprivation. In the first two years 
there is a negative correlation between auditory deprivation time and hearing results. From three years on, hearing results are set 
equal. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: It is generally accepted that the scala tympani (ST) is the preferred location for cochlear implant placement. There is 
mounting evidence to suggest that postoperative audiologic performance is superior for electrodes that reside entirely within the ST 
compared to those that are partially or entirely located within the scala vestibuli (SV). 
 

Methods: Post-lingually deafened adult patients undergoing cochlear implantation with either CI422 or CI512 devices were eligible 
for inclusion. Consenting patients were prospectively enrolled and underwent postoperative temporal bone CT scans. Patient 
demographics and surgical approach were recorded. Electrode location was determined using a previously validated, highly 
accurate, automated algorithm developed using non-rigid, atlas-based registration. Audiologic outcomes of interest were CNC and 
AzBio scores obtained between 12 and 16 months postoperatively. 
 

Results: Fifty-two patients were included; 17 were implanted with CI422 and 35 were implanted with CI512 devices. Mean age at 
implantation was 59.9 years; 54% of patients were male. The overall rate of intrascalar electrode excursion was 39% (20/52). 
Intrascalar excursion was higher for CI512 (51%) compared to CI422 (12%)(p=0.01). In regards to audiologic performance at 12-16 
months postoperatively, CNC scores were better with CI422 (59%) compared to CI512 (35%)(p=0.001). In addition, AzBio scores were 
higher in CI422 (75%) than CI512 (45%)(p=0.001). Location of electrode was then controlled, and patients with full ST insertions were 
selected for further analysis. In patients with electrodes in the ST, AzBio scores were again higher for CI422 (75%) compared to CI512 
(45%)(p=0.009). The difference in CNC scores for CI422 (58%) and CI512 (44%) did not reach statistical significance (p=0.13). 
 

Conclusion: The results of this study demonstrate that the CI422 slim straight electrode is more likely to reside fully within the ST 
when compared to the CI512 Contour Advance electrode. Furthermore, postoperative audiologic performance between 12 and 16 
months was superior for CI422 in both the entire cohort and the subset of patients with ST insertions. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The aim of this study was to assess the incidence of CSF gusher during cochlear implantation in children with and without congenital 
inner-ear malformation and to establish a simple stepwise algorithm for managing CSF gusher at the time of cochleostomy. 
 
Methods: 
A total of 54 congenitally deaf children were included in a retrospective study between January 2011 and December 2012. All cases 
underwent classical cochlear implantation surgerie via mastoidectomy and posterior tympanostomy approach. 
 
Results: 
Nine patients developed gusher at the time of the cochleostomy. Among the nine cases, only one child did not show any 
preoperative radiologic evidence of any bony cochleovestibular malformation, whereas the remaining eight cases had different 
congenital inner-ear malformationswith known risk for intraoperative gusher during surgery. 
 
Conclusion: 
We concluded that the CSF gusher is a surgical difficulty or an intraoperative challenge rather than a bad prognostic determinate for 
the postoperative audiologic performance, and in cases of congenital cochleovestibular malformation that develop gusher, a high 
degree of congenital anomaly of the cochlea, and not the degree or the amount of gusher, is correlated to the poor patient 
performance. Finally, we were able to achieve a simple stepwise algorithm for the management of gusher during cochlear 
implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The progress in cochlear implant devices is related not only to new speech processing strategies, but also to new 
developments in electrode arrays. As part of a multicenter clinical trial and continuing operations the Nucleus CI532 cochlear 
implant (Cochlear Ltd.) was implanted. The design goal of the newly developed electrode array was a perimodiolar electrode 
position off the basal membrane with a much smaller electrode diameter and thus a lower insertion trauma and a higher possibility 
of post-operative residual hearing than in the implant model CI512. The lower "wrapping factor" is intended to enable an optimal 
speech understanding because of potentially reduced channel interaction. 
 
 
Methods: 13 patients received the CI532 electrode via round window insertion in soft surgery technique. We report 
electrophysiological results including intraoperative visually determined thresholds of electrically evoked acoustic reflex (veSRT), 
thresholds of electrically evoked compound action potential (vT ECAP) and the spread of excitation along the CI electrode (SOE). The 
intra-cochlear location of CI electrode was evaluated by DVT and the rehabilitation progress with the Kiel CI-profile. The insertion 
technique was documented. 
 
 
Results: The operations with the CI532 proceeded without complications. The electrode insertion is technically no more difficult 
than the previous model, however, requires certain training. The Nucleus CI532 cochlear 
implant device achieves through the pre-curved form a close proximity to the modiolus and covers the area of the spiral ganglion cell 
population depending on the depth of insertion. Electrode dislocations from Scala tympani to Scala vestibuli were not seen. The 
audiological results of the intra-operative electrophysiological measurements and after first fitting of the speech processor were 
comparable to the cochlear implant CI512. 
 
 
Conclusion: Insertions of the cochlear implant Nucleus CI532 electrode are successful and generally suitable for gentle implantation, 
however, require training. The use of a fixation of the delicate electrode array near the round window/cochleostomy, e. g. the Kiel 
knot, is recommended. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implantation 
is becoming a routine procedure all over the world. With increasing centers and 
surgeons a relatively simple and reproducible technique must be developed. The classical mastoidectomy-posterior tympanotomy 
technique is sometimes extremely difficlut to perform due to anatomical restraints and puts the facial nerve in constant jeopardy. 
Alternative techniques must be developed to avoid these problems. 
 
Methods: Through a small 
postauricular incision,a tympanomeatal flap is elevated and the middle ear exposed. 
The round window membrane is exposed by drilling the overhanging niche. The 
electrode is channeled in a semi-open 
trough along the posterosuperior meatal wall, which is reconstructed by 
autologous cartilage. The round window was used for insertion in 95% of cases. 
 
Results: Two hundred patients were implanted from December 2008 to December 2011 
and evaluated. Full insertion was achieved in 174 patients and partial 
insertion in 26 (13 post-meningitic and 13 congenital anomalies).The mean 
operative time was 40 minutes (25-135 minutes). All devices types were used. 
No major complications were encountered. There were 4 wound 
dehiscences, 2 electrode extrusions and 
2 tympanic membrane perforations. 
 
Conclusion: The transcanal 
approach is a viable alternative to the classical approach. It is a straight 
forward approach targeting the round window area directly without endangering 
any important structures with comparable results and minimal complications. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The 
relationship between the place of electrical stimulation from a cochlear 
implant and the corresponding 
perceived pitch remains uncertain. Previous studies have estimated what the 
pitch corresponding to a particular location should be. However, perceptual 
verification is difficult because a subject needs both a cochlear implant and 
sufficient residual hearing to reliably compare electric and acoustic pitches. 
Additional complications can arise from the possibility that the pitch 
corresponding to an electrode may change as the auditory system adapts to a 
sound processor. 
 
Methods: Five subjects with 
near-to-normal hearing in the contralateral ear were provided with a MED-EL 
cochlear implant in the deaf ear in order to reduce intractable tinnitus. After 
loudness balancing, electric pitch percepts from unmodulated trains of biphasic 
pulses (1500 pulses per second, 50 µs/phase) were pitch-matched to 
contralateral acoustic pure tones. To look at the influence of experience, 
pitch matches were collected pre-activation and after 1, 3, 6, and 12 months of 
CI experience. Matched acoustic frequencies were evaluated as a function of 
electrode insertion angles. Electrode placement and insertion angles were 
determined from high-resolution post-operative radiographs of the subjects’ 
temporal bones. 
 



Results: Pre-activation 
pitch matches were lower than would be estimated by a spiral ganglion pitch 
map. Deviations were largest for stimulation below 240° degrees and smallest 
above 480°. With experience, pitch matches shifted towards the 
frequency-to-electrode allocation. However, because the frequency-to-electrode allocations 
for the long electrode arrays were already similar to the pre-activation pitch 
matches, the shifts were small. 
 
 

Conclusion: Small 
shifts in place pitch over time suggest a smaller amount of perceptual 
remapping needed for the integration of electric and acoustic stimuli, which 
may contribute to shorter times to asymptotic performance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Spectral and temporal information of sounds elicit greater activation in the right and left auditory cortices of normal 
hearing adults, respectively. While this functional cortical hemispherical asymmetry has been reported in adults, we have shown 
more symmetric responses in young children using our time restricted artifact and coherence source suppression (TRACS) 
beamformer. This suggests that the auditory brain becomes increasingly specialized during development. The purpose of this study 
is to investigate a chronological change of functional hemispherical asymmetry in the auditory cortices of children with normal 
hearing using the TRACS beamforming technique. 
 

Methods: Twenty three children with normal hearing ranging from 3 to 17 years old were included in this study (Younger Group; 3-6 
years old, n = 11 and Older Group; ≥12 years old, n = 12). Cortical responses evoked by 500 Hz tone-burst stimuli in each ear were 
recorded using 64-cephalic surface electrodes. Activity sources and their dipole moments underlying cortical auditory evoked 
potentials were evaluated using the TRACS beamformer. The time windows were selected for the beamforming analysis on the early 
peaks, Pi in the Younger Group and P1, N1, and P2 in the Older Group, identified across the 64 channels (mean global field power). 
 

Results: In the Younger Group, activity lateralized to the auditory cortex contralateral to the stimulated ear. On the other hand, a 
reduction of dominant activity was observed during each time window, irrespective of the stimulated ears in the Older Group. This 
was mediated by a decrease in activation of left auditory cortex and sustained responses with age in the right auditory cortex. 
 

Conclusion: 500 Hz tone-burst stimuli delivered to each ear elicited contralaterally dominant cortical activation in the young 
children, but a decrease in contribution from the left auditory hemisphere in response to the same stimuli in the adolescents. These 
results confirm our hypothesis that functional hemispherical asymmetry of auditory cortices, which is observed in adults, develops 
during late childhood. Previous studies demonstrated that in the auditory system, a principal thalamo-cortical network has been 
developed by 5 years of age, followed by maturation of cortico-cortical auditory processing system within and between hemispheres 
during later childhood between 6-12 years of age. The maturation of cortico-cortical neural networks may contribute to 



development of the right hemispheric cortical specialization to tone-bursts from early childhood to adolescent in normal hearing 
subjects. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Research has proven that huge amount of brain changes occur in deafness after cochlear implantation (CI) [1-4]. Here 
we examined the relationship of preoperative structural connectivity of brain using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and auditory 
ability after CI in deaf children. We assumed that the white matter tract in congenital deaf children could be changed by hearing 
loss, and could be accounted by the CAP scores, which as a representative measurement of the auditory receptive ability 
 

Methods: Structural T1 and DTI images of 7 congenital deaf children (1124±96 days) were acquired using a Siemens 1.5 Tim Trio 
scanner. For the DTI images, the one b0 image and the diffusion tensor images with the 31 distributed orientations at a b-value of 
1000s/mm2 were acquired. The DTI images were preprocessed using FSL software (version 5.0.7, http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.jk/fsl) as 
follows: correction of eddy current distortion, motion artifacts, removing the non-brain tissue from the b0 images, and estimating 
the distribution of diffusion parameters at each voxels. 
For tractography analysis, 90 regions of interest (ROIs) from Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) maps were used in individual’s 
native space. The structural connectivity matrix indicating the number of streamline traveling from the seed to target ROIs was 
calculated in each subject based on the probabilistic tractography between the 90 ROIs. The number of streamline was considered 
as a connectivity strength between specific regions. 
The relationship between the connectivity strength before CI and CAP scores after one year was investigated using random 
permutation test. The effect of age was controlled using a general linear model. The CAP scores were obtained after a year of CI. 
 

Results: The positive correlation between structural connectivity strength and CAP scores was found in between the left Inferior 
frontal gyrus triangular part and right superior temporal gyrus, between left caudate and right amygdala, and between right inferior 
frontal gyrus triangular part and left fusiform gyrus. In a while, the negative correlation was found in between the left inferior frontal 
gyrus triangular part and superior temporal gyrus, and between left superior frontal gyrus orbital part and temporal pole of superior 
temporal gyrus (P<0.001, Figure 1). 
 



Conclusion: The strong limbic-subcortical structural connectivity in deaf children before CI lead to enhanced performance of 
auditory ability after CI. On the other hand, the strong left fronto-temporal structural connectivity involved in language circuit in 

deaf children before CI lead to poor outcome of auditory ability after CI.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The extent to which sensory pathways re-organize in patients with single-sided deafness (SSD) during development or 
adulthood is not well understood. Cross-modal sensory re-organization occurs when deprivation in one modality (i.e. audition, due 
to auditory deprivation) results in the recruitment of cortical resources by other modalities (i.e. vision, somatosensation). We 
examined changes in cross-modal plasticity and cortical resource allocation in clinical case studies of patients with SSD and the 
potential for reversibility of these changes during a period following cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: We used high-density EEG to record cortical auditory, visual, and somatosensory evoked potentials (CAEP, CVEP, CSSEP) in 
patients with SSD before and after cochlear implantation. Behavioral correlates of speech perception were also measured using 
clinical tests. 
 

Results: In some cases of SSD, cochlear implantation allows for progression in development of central auditory pathways and 
complete or partial reversal of cross-modal recruitment of auditory cortex by vision or somatosensation (Sharma et al., 2015, 
Otology & Neurotology). 
 

Conclusion: With further research, markers of auditory cortical development, functioning, and cross-modal plasticity may play a 
useful role in the assessment, intervention, and rehabilitation process in patients with SSD. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implant 
is the most successful bionic prosthesis in present. It has transformed lives 
of people with profound hearing loss. But performance of the cochlear implant 
is still “hearing gap”, which may be limited by spiral ganglion cells survived 
in the cochlear. Hopefully, application of stem cells show great promise for 
regenerative therapy, especially in reconstruction of the hearing organ by hair 
cells or spiral ganglion cells regeneration with human induced pluripotent stem 
cells which is transplanted. However, the stem cells to be transplanted into 
the cochlea could not remove to its role place often leads transplant failure 
or ineffectiveness. We report that electric field around cochlear implant 
electrode attracts transplanted stem cell to the role area of cochlea in a pig 
model of human deafness, and improves the outcome of cochlear implant. 
 

OBJECTIVE 
Goals of this 
study included: 1) determine the contribution of both cochlear implant and 
engraft human iPS cells to reconstruct hearing function in a pig model of human 
deafness; 2) determine the specific cochlear structural changes that associated 
with re-establishment of the auditory pathway after cochlear implant combined stem 
cells transplant. 
 
Methods: Sixteen pigs 
with Waardenburg syndrome were enrolled in this experiment. Eight pigs were engrafted 
human iPS cells combined cochlear implant. Another eight pigs were used for 
control, four were Engrafted human iPS cells, and four were with cochlear 
implants only. 
For cases with ips 
cells and/or cochlea electrode, EABR (Electrically evoked Auditory Brainstem 



Response) test were record intro-operation, 3 days, 7 days, 2 weeks and 4 weeks 
post operation. At the end of the study, cochlear measurement including human 
ips cells, hair cells, spiral ganglion neuron density and stria vascularis 
blood vessel density were quantified 
 
Results: EABR result of experiment 
group showed better waveform at 5 days post-op than that of intro-operation. Experiment 
group showed better waveform and low threshold than control group (implanted 
electrodes or iPS cells transplantation separately) at point of 7 days, 2 weeks 
and 4 weeks post-op. There was no significant difference among 3 groups in EABR 
result at the point of 3 days post-op. 
 
Conclusion: Human ips 
cells transplantation combining with cochlear implant can improve the outcome of cochlear 
implants for minimal hearing gap. This method can be beneficial but 
with certain challenge for treatment to profound hearing loss caused by lacking 
of spiral ganglion cells. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Simulation based training is gaining popularity as an effective platform for surgical training in cochlear implantation. 
However, most simulation environments do not provide automated guidance during training, and require the presence of human 
experts which is inefficient and at times impractical. We have been developing an automated system that provides real-time 
guidance to surgeons learning aspects of CI-related surgery. Technical guidance was presented as auditory verbal advice on how to 
improve certain technical aspects, while procedural guidance was presented in the form of visual cues that highlighted the area to 
be drilled next. The effectiveness of this automated guidance system in surgical training was evaluated through a user study.  
 
 
Methods: A randomised controlled trial was conducted using twenty medical students. All participants were shown a video tutorial 
on how to perform a cortical mastoidectomy and asked to perform this procedure twice on a virtual reality temporal bone surgery 
simulator. Participants were randomly allocated to one of two groups: ‘control’ or ‘guidance’. The control group received no 
guidance during the procedure, while the guidance group received real-time automated technical and procedural guidance. Both 
forms of automated guidance were provided throughout the first run to the guidance group. In the second run, participants were 
given the option to turn the procedural guidance on when required. To evaluate the effectiveness of technical guidance, the 
percentage of ‘expert-like’ strokes of the two groups was compared. The effectiveness of procedural guidance was determined 
through a comparison of end-product scores of participants, evaluated by an expert otologist blinded to the participants’ identity 
and allocation, using a validated assessment scale. 
 
 
Results: The percentage of expert strokes generated by participants was significantly higher in the group that received automated 
guidance when compared to that of the control group (χ2(1)=8.64, p=0.003). There was no statistically significant difference in 
surgeon performance between the two runs. When the quality of the mastoid dissection was compared between groups, the 
guidance group was observed to have significantly better scores than the control group (χ2(1)=14.16, p<0.001 in run 1 and 



χ2(1)=9.35, p=0.002 in run 2). The guidance group was observed to use procedural guidance 60.4% of the total time in run 2. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Automated guidance in virtual temporal bone surgery is effective in improving trainee performance, and is now being 
implemented in a full simulation of CI surgery. This will enable surgeons to undertake independent surgical training in CI, and assist 
with the acquisition of skills in circumstances where expert oversight is not readily available.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Surgical intervention to treat hearing disorders, including implantation of hearing implants requires profound 
knowledge of the anatomy of the human temporal bone, which is often mainly gained from training on human cadaveric specimen. 
However, for many clinics, it has become increasingly difficult to obtain a sufficient number of specimen due to ethical, cultural, 
regulatory, and financial reasons. This situation led to development of alternative training options such as computer based surgical 
simulators for virtual reality training. Such systems offer a hazard free training environment, which may improve efficiency of 
training at relatively low ongoing cost. One limitation about the currently available simulation systems, is that they are either based 
on datasets acquired from low-resolution gray scale Computed Tomography (CT) imaging or, in the case of the Visible Ear Simulator 
are based on a single high resolution cryosection dataset which limits the range of the learning experience to be gained from the 
system. Thus, the aim of this work is to develop a method, which allows for relatively efficient creation of true-color high-resolution 
3D models. 
 

Methods: To date, eight fresh human temporal bone specimen were digitized using the following protocol. A relatively large portion 
(~75x65x55 mm) of the temporal bone was harvested and scanned using digital volume tomography (DVT) at 250 µm resolution. 
Next, the samples were cut down to fit the embedding mold (Ø37x50 mm), fixed in formol, dehydrated in four alcohol steps, 
embedded in epoxy, and then DVT scanned again at 125 µm isotropic resolution. Micro-slicing was performed by sequential grinding 
of layers of 250 µm, documented using an optical microscope. The high-resolution surface images were stacked by automatic image 
processing to align along the overmolds outer shape, and then registered to the above mentioned 125 µm DVT scan. Segmentation 
of anatomical structures was performed manually on the DVT dataset using a threshold supported technique and afterwards refined 
and verified/validated using the histology dataset. Finally, corresponding pixels from the tissue color histology data set were 
selected and exported as true color 3D models. 
 

Results: High-resolution true color segmented models of the human temporal bone were created and are now integrated into the 
Visible Ear Simulator system. The process results in a fusion of the advantages of the DVT scan (easy to segment, hi-res in z-plane) 
and the histology (tissue color, hi-res in x/y-plane). Registration to the unembedded DVT scan of the larger temporal bone portion 
positions the model in the context of the surrounding anatomy and paves the way for a possible ground truth database for further 



research on clinical DVT imaging modalities and future patient specific scenarios. 
 

Conclusion: Models from combined CT and histology imaging may highly contribute to the further development of virtual reality 
surgical simulators. It became clear during the creation process that such models may also be helpful for other applications where 
3D models of the human temporal bone are required such as navigated or assisted surgery or auto-segmentations. It is therefore 
planned to make the models and all related data available in an open access/open data repository. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Minimally invasive cochlear implantation (MICI) requires the definition of an access tunnel from the surface of the 
mastoid to the cochlea, passing through the facial recess. Bounded by the facial nerve, chorda tympani (ChT), the medial aspect of 
the external auditory canal and the incus, the definition of a safe drilling trajectory requires the accurate calculation of distances to 
these close lying structures to ensure sufficient safety margins are respected. Previously described planning systems calculate 
distances using automatically or semiautomatically segmented anatomy from preoperative CT images. However, to date, the 
inability to visualise the ChT within the middle ear cavity on standard CT images has meant that the full structure cannot be 
assessed, possibly placing it at risk. To ensure a sufficient safety, a path prediction model of the ChT based on the segmented section 
of the nerve passing through bone was developed and tested in a study on temporal bone specimens. 
 

Methods: To identify the complete course of the ChT, a 14T MRI scan of the petrous bone was acquired. The high resolution images 
allowed the visualisation of the ChT not only in the bony structure but also in the middle ear cavity. The course of the ChT inside the 
tympanic cavity and the transition to the tympanic orifice of canal for ChT tympani are identified to form the basis of a prediction 
model. Subsequently, the segmentation of the ChT is divided into two parts. The posterior part encased in bone is segmented using 
previously described methods. The part inside the middle ear cavity is created using a spline prediction model based on the selection 
of landmarks at the iter chordae posterius and the malleus processus anterior. An existing planning software for robotic CI was 
adapted to include the prediction and the software was used to plan access tunnels for robotically performed MICI procedures on 23 
temporal bones. The prediction model was used to assess the distance at which an access tunnel could be planned from the ChT. 
The planned procedures were drilled utilizing a robotic system for minimal invasive CI, followed by electrode insertion. 
 

Results: The ChT was successfully segmented in all specimens. In one case the nerve was sacrificed due to the small diameter of the 
facial recess in that sample identified during the planning of the drill tunnel. In all other cases, the ChT was reported as intact on 
postoperative endoscopic inspection. Postoperative visual inspection on micro CT images also confirmed that planned prediction of 



the ChT ensured that the drilled trajectory did not damage the structure. 
 

Conclusion: Results of this pilot study suggest that the proposed prediction model is an effective method of determining the path of 
the ChT through the middle ear cavity when it is not visible on preoperative images. The method is sufficient to aid in the 
preservation of the structure during MICI and may be used for the planning of alternative otologic procedures in the future on 
further validation of its accuracy.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The goal of the study 
was the validation of a minimally invasive multi-port approach to the internal 
auditory canal and the cochlea through the lateral skull base on a cadaveric specimen.  
 
Methods: 
Glass sphere 
fiducials and a custom base plate were fixed on a cadaveric skull. A medical CT 
image of the skull was performed and three virtual trajectories from the 
mastoid surface to the internal auditory canal were computed with a planning 
tool based on a 3D model of the specimen. A self-developed positioning system 
allows the alignment of a drill guide via two linear and two rotatory axes. 
After referencing the skull-fixed fiducials and the axis of the positioning 
system on a high precision coordinate measuring machine, the drill guide was aligned 
according to the course of the planed trajectories. The drilling of three 
trajectories was performed with a medical two flute drill bit (1,5 mm diameter/ 
75 mm length). 
 
Results: 
The overall process 
of planning and drilling of three trajectories to the internal auditory canal 
with the presented workflow and tools was successful. The total error 
(Euclidian distance between the planed trajectory and centerline of the 
actually drilled canal) was 0.499 mm, 0.755 mm, 0.429 mm at the entry point 
(surface of the mastoid) and 1.634 mm, 1.466 mm, 0.235 mm at the target 
(internal auditory canal). However, the high precision of planning by using a 
mikro-CT for imaging and a coordinate measuring system for referencing was 
overcome by the inaccuracy of the drill process itself. 
 



Conclusion: 
The presented setup allows the planning and 
drilling of multiple minimally invasive canals at the cochlea and to validate 
the precision between planing und realization. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: It has been shown that array design could influence insertion forces of cochlear implants (CI) when array comparison is 
performed with reproducible motorized insertion tools. Manual insertion is subject to intra- and interindividual variations thus 
affecting the results of an improved array design. The goal of the study was to compare two array designs among a large group of 
surgeons with various experiences. 

Methods: Twenty eight surgeons with various experiences (no experience in CI to 300 surgeries achieved) were enrolled in the study 
during two instructions course for CI. An artificial model of scala tympani was mounted on a 6-axis force sensor in order to measure 
insertion forces. After a training session, participants were asked to insert Hi-Focus 1J (lateral wall array, 1J) and Hi-Focus Mid-Scala 
(pre-curved array design with style, MS) arrays (Advanced Bionics, Valencia, USA). The following metrics were used to compare, 
(Student paired test p-value One side) the insertions force profiles: peak of force applied during the insertion (in N), the total change 
in momentum (in Ns), number of occurrence where the applied forces were over 0.1 N, number of time where forces were 
increased by 50% during 0.1 s (sudden rise), and smoothness of the curve, studied as ‘jerk’ variation (in N.s-1). 

Results: A better result has been observed for MS array compared to 1J array for 24/28 surgeons for the peak of force (0.30+/-
0.191N vs 0.15+/-0.181N ; 1J vs MS; p<0.001, mean gain 42%), for 24/28 surgeons for the total change in momentum (1.03+/- 
0.802Ns vs 0.54+/-1.086Ns, 1J vs MS; p<0.001; mean gain 40%). The number of occurrence where the applied forces were over 0.1 N 
was reduced for 26/28 surgeons (3+/-2.7 vs 1+/-1.6 times; 1J vs MS; p<0.001; mean gain 61%) The number sudden rises was 
improved for 21/28 surgeons (21+/-14.7 vs 13+/-16.0 times, 1J vs MS; p<0.001 mean gain de 11%). The ‘jerk’ variation was improved 
for 22/28 surgeons (0.19+/- 0.134 vs 0.11+/-0.096 N.s-1; 1J vs MS; p<0.01 mean gain 33%). 

Conclusion: This study shows that a reduced diameter and the use of a guiding stylet with automated retraction in a pre-curved 
array can lead to an improvement of force profiles among a group of surgeons with various experiences. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Electrical interactions across electrodes of cochlear implant (CI) arrays, are limiting the number of independent 
spectral channels available to users and could explain a large amount of the 
interindividual variability of outcomes observed. Moreover, the distribution and efficiency of individual spectral channels could be 
improved by using dedicated mapping- or stimulation strategies if these interactions could be quantified. Methods seeking to 
evaluate these interactions should be developed and their efficiency 
assessed. 

Objective: To test the hypothesis that the 
quantification of electrical crosstalk across the electrodes of a cochlear 
implant electrode array can be done by measuring electrical auditory brainstem 
recordings (eABRs) from different individual- and multiple-electrode 
stimulation configurations, and to derive from these measurements a prognostic 
model relating speech perception outcomes to the measure of individual channels 
interactions. 
 
 
Methods: In this series of experiments, we measured the monaural 
interaction component (MIC), defined as the ratio observed in Wave-V amplitudes 
obtained: 1) from the addition of wave-V amplitudes obtained by stimulating from different electrodes (individual condition), or 2) 
from the wave-V amplitude triggered by the simultaneous stimulation of the same electrodes (simultaneous condition). If the 
chosen electrodes show low electrical cross-talk, the eABR obtained by the simultaneous stimulation should be close in amplitude to 
the arithmetic sum of the individual stimulations. Conversely, if the selected channels show large electrical interactions the 
difference between the two stimulation conditions should increase. 16 post-lingual deaf adults took part in two eABR recording 
sessions. 
In a first session, we studied the pattern of eABRs obtained by stimulating three adjacent electrodes. The individual condition, was 
compared to a simultaneous condition in which the stimulation amplitude of the middle 



electrode was varied from 0 to 100% of its electrical dynamic range. In a 
second experiment, eABRs were derived from individual or simultaneous 
stimulations from four distant electrodes at 70% of their individual dynamic. 
The MIC obtained from each participant in this condition was then compared to 
individual performances of speech 
recognition, evaluated using a logatome recognition test (64 
vowel-consonant-vowel items, forced choice among 16 responses). 
 
 
Results: In experiment 1, increasing the amplitude of the stimulation applied on the middle electrode in a group of three, reduced 
the composite ABR compared to the sum of the three independent ABRs, confirming that proximal channel interactions could be 
directly quantified by the MIC. In experiment 2, a significant correlation was found between speech recognition performance and 
the MIC values (Pearson’s linear regression model, parametric correlation: R2=0.33, p˂.05; n=16; non-linear regression model: 
R2=0.47, p<.05). 
 
 
Conclusion: Results from these experiments 
demonstrate that electrical cross-talk across cochlear implant electrodes can 
be quantified using eABR measurements and that this metric can explain an 
important part of interindividual variance in speech outcomes. Results from 
these two experiments will be discussed in the context of developing methods 
allowing individual optimization of CI mappings. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The width of the SOE curve has been widely 
thought to represent an estimate of spread of excitation (SOE). Therefore, 
correlates between psychophysical parameters, such as pitch discrimination and 
speech perception, and the width of spread of excitation (SOE) curves, have 
long been investigated. However, to date, no relationships between these 
objective and subjective measurements have yet been determined. In a departure from 
the current thinking, we now propose that the SOE curve, recorded with forward 
masking, is the equivalent of a convolution operation. As such, deconvolution 
would be expected to retrieve the excitation areas attributable to either 
masker or probe, thereby revealing the authentic neural SOE. This study aimed 
to develop a new analytical tool with which to derive SOE curves using this 
principle. 
 

Methods: Intra-operative SOE curve measurements of 16 
subjects, implanted with an Advanced Bionics implant were analyzed. ECAP based 
SOE curves were recorded on electrodes 3 to 16, using the forward masker 
paradigm, with variable masker. The measured SOE (mSOE) curves were then 
compared to predictions (pSOE), built by the convolution of basic excitation 
density profiles (EDPs). pSOEs were fitted to the mSOEs by iterative adjustment 
of the EDPs for the masker and the probe. 
 
Results: It was possible to generate a good fit between 
the predicted and measured SOE curves, inclusive of their asymmetry. The 
rectangular EDP was of least value in terms of its ability to generate a good 
fit; smoother SOE curves were modeled using the Exponential or Gaussian EDPs. 
In most subjects, the EDP width (i.e., the size of the excitation area) 
gradually changed from wide at the apex of the electrode array, to narrow at 
the base. A comparison of EDP widths to SOE curve widths, as calculated in the 



literature, revealed that our EDPs now provide a measure of the spread of 
excitation that is qualitatively distinct from that provided using conventional 
methods. 
 
Conclusion: This study shows that an eCAP based SOE curve, 
measured with forward masking, can be treated as a convolution of EDPs for 
masker and probe. The poor fit achieved for the measured and modeled data using 
the Rectangular EDP, emphasizes the requirement for a sloping excitation area 
in order to mimic actual SOE recordings. Our deconvolution method provides an 
explanation for the frequently observed asymmetry of SOE curves measured along 
the electrode array, as this is a consequence of a wider excitation area in the 
apical part of the cochlea, in the absence of any asymmetry in the actual EDP. 
In addition, broader apical EDPs underlie the higher eCAP amplitudes found for 
apical stimulation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Electrocochleography 
(ECochG) is now in use for many years for diagnosis of the auditory system. 
With an increasing number of patients with significant residual hearing getting 
a cochlear implant, ECochG is becoming also interesting for CI surgeries. 
 

Methods: 
 
In this study 20 
subjects with residual hearing shall be implanted with the HiFocus MidScala 
electrode by Advanced Bionics. During the insertion of the electrode, ECochG 
thresholds will be measured directly using the implant. The most apical 
electrode contact will be short-circuited with the ring electrode. With a 
micro-grabber connected to it, the potentials are fed to an EMG amplifier. From 
the recorded signal cochlear microphonics are computed, averaged and 
transformed to the frequency domain. By comparing the amplitude at stimulus 
frequency to the noise floor of the measurement, the hearing threshold can be 
estimated. Due to the short distance between site of potentials origin and site 
of recording, only few averages are necessary and the recording time is about 
1-2 seconds. That almost allows for real-time feedback during the insertion of 
the electrode into the cochlea. If the threshold is dropping, the surgeon might 
have the possibility to correct the course of insertion. 
One aim of this 
study is to compare pre- and post-OP air conduction (AC) thresholds with the 
intra-OP development of the ECochG thresholds. The second aim is to compare 
post-OP AC thresholds with post-OP ECochG thresholds. These can be recorded through 



the implant also for low frequencies due to the large implant buffer of 
54 ms. The subjects will be coming back to the clinic in regular 
intervals. During the first 4 months ECochG and pure tone thresholds will be 
measured on each visit. To get insights into reasons for post-OP loss of 
residual hearing, the impedances of the intra-cochlear electrode contacts will 
be measured and logged on a daily basis. Impedance changes might be caused e.g. 
by inflammatory effects. 
 

Results: 
 
So far, the 
measurement procedure has been tested and refined and some pilot measurements 
were done. These have proven the possibility of fast measurements during the 
insertion and a good correlation between post-OP pure tone and ECochG 
thresholds. 
 

Conclusion: 
The measurement of ECochG might be used as an intraoperative tool supporting atraumatic insertion of the electrode array.Intra-
cochlear ECochG potentials measured through the implant also seem to have a good correlation with post-operative pure-tone 
thresholds. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Neural Response Telemetry is a method of capturing the action potential of the distal portion of the auditory nerve in 
cochlear implant (CI) users, using the CI itself to elicit and record the answers . In addition, it can also measure the recovery function 
of the auditory nerve (REC) ie the refractory properties of the nerve. No articles were found in the literature comparing the 
responses between adults and children in these measures intraoperatively. 
 

Methods: Cross-sectional, descriptive and retrospective study of the results of Neural Response Telemetry and Recovery Function 
for patients undergoing CI at our service. The NRT is assessed by the level of amplitude (µV) and REC as a function of 3 parameters: A 
(saturation level - µV), T0 (absolute refractory period - µs) and tau (curve of the model function, relative refractory period - µs), and 
they’re both measured in 3 electrodes (apical, medial and basal). 
 

Results: 52 patients were evaluated with intraoperative NRT (26 adults and 26 children) , and 24 with REC (12 adults and 12 
children). No statistically significant difference was found between intra -operative responses of adults and children for NRT or for 
REC’s 3 parameters, except for the parameter A of the basal electrode 
 

Conclusion: The results of intraoperative NRT and REC were not different between adults and children, except for the parameter A 
of the basal electrode. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Reasons for the large variability in speech perception outcomes with cochlear implants are generally lacking. Studies have identified 
biographical factors such as duration of deafness and age, and audiometric factors such as pure tone threshold, that have significant 
correlations with outcomes. However, even when combined these variables typically account for about 25% of the variability in 
outcomes. A feature that might be expected to show a stronger correlation is neural survival, but when tested via post-mortem 
histology the number and distribution of surviving neural elements have not shown a correlation with outcomes. Here, we used 
intraoperative, round-window electrocochleography (ECochG) to test the degree to which residual cochlear physiology at the time of 
implantation correlates with speech perception outcomes. 
 
Methods: 
All adult patients receiving implants were eligible for the study, except revision surgeries and non-English speakers. The test takes 
less than 10 minutes of intraoperative time. The overall magnitudes of the responses to tones bursts of different frequencies (250-
4000 Hz at 90 dB nHL) were summed to provide a measure of the ‘total response’ of each cochlea (ECochG-TR). The test of speech 
perception outcomes was the percent correct on a consonant-nucleus-consonant test six months after activation. 
 
Results: More than 90% of the subjects (n>75) showed a significant response to one or more stimulus frequencies. The range of the 
ECochG-TR varied by more than 60 dB (from the noise level of ~0.03 uV to > 30 uV). Larger ECochG-TRs were associated with higher 
CNC scores. The correlation in linear regression was highly significant (p<0.001) for most adults, ages 18-80, and accounted for >40% 
of the variability. Adults over 80 tended to have lower CNC scores, and when included as a separate group the adjusted r2 in a 
hierarchical regression showed >50% of variability accounted for. Five subjects, not included in the correlations, had large ECochG-
TRs but relatively low CNC word scores (~50% correct). Two of these had proportionally greater hair cell compared to neural activity 
that may account for the lower CNC scores. However, three subjects showed strong evidence of nerve activity in the ECochG 
response.  
 
Conclusion: 
In this sample the cochlear physiology measured as ECochG-TR accounted for a high degree of the variance in speech perception 
outcomes. Some subjects were identified as candidates for additional remediation steps because surgical and/or mapping factors, 
rather than physiology, are likely to be limiting performance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Image analysis algorithms allow dynamic registration of 2 images in a precise and robust manner. These methods allow 
superimposing precisely 3D imaging data and the images of the operative 
field. Augmented reality obtained by these methods is an ergonomic alternative to conventional neuronavigation and requires no 
optical or electromagnetic tracking system. The aim of this work was to develop an augmented reality software combining 
endoscopic view of the tympanic membrane to high-resolution CT-scan data in order to visualize ossicles and labyrinthine windows 
through intact tympanic membrane for various otological procedures. 
 
 
Methods: 
Five human temporal bones were included. The external auditory canal and the eardrum were visualized and filmed by a 30° angled 
oto endoscope (Storz, Tuttlingen,German). Translation, rotation and medial-lateral mouvements were performed at low (< 5 mm/s) 
and high speed. Specimens were examined by cone beam CT-scan (Newtom 5G, Verona, Italy). Dicom data were imported into Osirix 
v 5.6,32 bits, freeware downloadable at http://www.osirix-viewer.com) running on an iMac (4 GHz quad-core Intel Core i7 
processor, 8 Go RAM). The virtual endoscopy function allowed reconstructing the middle ear cavity and the labyrinthine windows 
based on dicom data. An extension module was developed for Osirix to implement the 
augmented reality function. Image to CT-scan registration was conducted by manually choosing 4 points on tympanic annulus and 
malleus handle and the corresponding points on virtual endoscopy images. The average tracking error during endoscope movements 
were estimated comparatively by an optical-flow-based image analysis algorithm (Features from Accelerated Segment 
Test, FAST) and 3 feature-based image analysis algorithms (Scale Invariant Feature Transform, SIFT; Speed Up Robust Features, 
SURF; Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF, ORB). Error was calculated after removal of the tympanic membrane and direct 
visualization of the middle ear structures. 
 
 
Results: 



SURF and SIFT feature-based algorithms provided the best precision with an average tracking error of 0.5 ± 0.60 mm and 0.6 ± 0.50 
after 30 sec. of rapid endoscope movements with a 17 and 10 FPS refresh rates respectively. Optical flow-based algorithm (FAST) 
yielded the lowest precision with 2.1 ± 2.0 mm average tracking error but the fastest 
refresh rate (28 FPS). 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Augmented reality combining CT-scan data to dynamic oto endoscopic images can be obtained by feature- or optical flow-based 
algorithms in real-time. It allows visualizing the middle ear contents behind an intact eardrum and could represent an ergonomic 
alternative to conventional computer assisted navigation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: This study was designed to determine the effectiveness of stapes surgery on patients with severe to profound hearing 
loss related to far-advanced otosclerosis who are audiologically candidates for cochlear implant. The main goal was to evaluate if the 
improvement in hearing was sufficient to avoid the need for cochlear implantation. 
 
 
Methods: 
We retrospectively studied the charts of 32 patients who had stapes surgery in 1 or 2 ears between 2005 and 2015 for far or very 
far-advanced otosclerosis. These patients were all candidates audiologically for a cochlear implant according to our institution’s 
criteria but were offered stapes surgery first. Preoperative and postoperative audiologic data, surgical data, postoperative 
satisfaction, and telephone use were noted. 
 
 
Results: 
Thirty-two patients were included. Overall, more than 75% of the patients had sufficient improvement to no longer be candidates 
for cochlear implantation. 
 
Conclusion: 
This study showed that stapedectomy is very effective for patients with profound hearing loss associated with far-advanced 
otosclerosis. Most of the time, the improvement of hearing associated with a well-fitted hearing aid was sufficient to avoid cochlear 
implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Some patients with inner ear malformation lack partition between the internal acoustic canal (IAC) and the cochlea 
which is hypoplastic. It was not uncommon in these cases that the electrode was accidentally inserted into the IAC during the 
operation. Even if the electrode was introduced into cochlea on the accurate trajectory, these patients could only get little benefits 
from the CI operation. Because the room of a hypoplastic cochlea only allowed 3 to 4 electrode contacts inside the cochlea. Not only 
to avoid electrode array penetrating into IAC, but also to maximize the amount of electrode contacts which can be placed into the 
hypoplastic cochlea, we designed an insertion technique, named "Rounded insertion", for patients with hypoplastic cochlea. 
 

Methods: During the insertion, we held and fixed the tip of the electrode array at the opening of the cochlea. Then we bent the tip 
of the electrode, squeezed the curled tip into the cochlea, and push the rest part of electrode array into the cochlea as deep as 
possible.. 
 

Results: After successfully adopting the technique mentioned above, there were no electrodes penetrating into IAC. The number of 
electrode contacts were up to 8 inside the hypoplastic cochlea. All the patients' pure tone audiometry showed hearing improved 
from 96 decibels to 35 decibels. No facial nerve injury happened after operation. 
 
 
 
Conclusion: Inner ear malformation could cause great difficulty in performing cochlear implantation, therefore, pre-operative image 
should be carefully evaluated. The "Rounded insertion" could not only avoid electrode array penetrating into IAC, but also insert the 
amount of electrode contacts into the hypoplastic cochlea as many as possible. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In the developed world more than 50% of newborn hearing loss is due to genetic causes, the majority being non-
syndromic (70%). More than 100 loci have been catalogued for non-syndromic deafness. Of these, 1-5% of all hereditary hearing loss 
is thought to be x-linked. Today, five deafness loci are mapped to the x-chromosome named DFNX1-4 and 6. The four genes that 
have been identified as being causative within these loci are PRPS1(DFNX1), POU3F4(DFNX2), SMPX(DFNX4) and COL4A6(DFNX6). 
DFNX2 is the most commonly affected (around 50%) and leads to a variety of sense mutations within the POU3F4 gene or regulatory 
elements. The mutations are associated with a severe mixed or sensorineural hearing loss, which in most patients affect all 
frequencies. Radiological findings include incomplete partition of the cochlea, modiolar aplasia, absence of the cribriform plate 
between the basal turn of the cochlea and the internal auditory canal (IAC) and an enlarged IAC. Suggested treatment for DFNX2 
related hearing loss includes hearing aids, bone anchored hearing solutions and cochlear implants. 
 

Methods: By retrospective review in combination with a multidisciplinary assessment day we evaluate our experience of cochlear 
implantation in children with x-linked cochlear malformation regarding surgical procedure, outcome of auditory and language skills, 
radiological findings and genetic variability. Ten children with radiologically verified x-linked malformation and severe mixed hearing 
loss were first implanted at ages 0.9-2.8 years between 2007-2015. In total, 15 surgical procedures have been performed as 5 
children have received sequential bilateral implantation. Radiological findings were compared and genetic analysis of mutations in 
the POU3F4 gene performed. 
 

Results: In 15 surgical procedures, three electrodes entered the IAC on the first attempt of insertion. This was confirmed by 
intraoperative x-ray and on second attempt repositioning was successful. One child had a postoperative CSF leak for six days, which 
gradually decreased and stopped with conservative treatment only. No child has required revision surgery. All ten children have 
gained auditory benefit from their cochlear implant. Five of the children use oral communication only and three use oral 
communication in combination with sign language. One child has a severe additional psychomotor handicap and uses sign language 
only but understands words. The remaining child is pre-communication. The radiological findings are consistent in all ten children. Of 
those children that have been analyzed to date, all have mutations in the POU3F4 gene. Psychological assessment suggests 
behavioral disturbances in all children. 
 



Conclusion: Cochlear implantation in x-linked malformation requires intraoperative imaging to confirm correct electrode positioning 
and thorough sealing of the opening to the cochlea to avoid postoperative CSF leakage. Children receive auditory benefit from the CI 
and are able to develop good oral language. Several different mutations in the POU3F4 gene region are responsible for the typical 
radiological features seen. Children also exhibit an additional behavioral handicap. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Hearing preservation (HP) surgery was initiated more than ten years ago for combined Electric and Acoustic 
Stimulation (EAS). Preserved residual low-frequency hearing has been demonstrated to improve speech reception in noise as well as 
music appreciation in EAS users up to 2 years. Multiple study groups aimed to evaluate initial loss of residual hearing (RH) as a 
consequence of HP surgery. However at one year and 2 year follow-up further decline was reported. The aim of the study is to 
report on long-term RH, speech reception and subjective benefit after first fitting up to 10 years in EAS users who underwent HP 
surgery. 
 

Methods: 9 post-lingual partially deaf patients who underwent HP surgery in the Antwerp University Hospital were included in the 
study (11 implanted ears). HP (0%= Loss of hearing; >0 - 25%= Minimal HP; >25 - 75%= Partial HP; >75%= Complete HP), speech 
reception and subjective benefit (APHAB) were evaluated on a long-term. 
 

Results: Complete HP was obtained in 3/11 ears, partial HP in 5/11 ears, minimal in 2/11 ears and one subject lost his RH completely 
over time. Mean HP rate was 48% (ranging from 6 up to 10 years post- first implantation). Speech reception analysis up to 10 years 
showed a continuous statistically significant improvement. The maximum subjective benefit was found already 3 months after the 
implantation, the subsequent stable period remain statistically significant for the following 10 years. 
 

Conclusion: Long-term HP in EAS users after soft surgery turned out to be possible, although there is a small continuous decline of 
HP rate of 3% per year (measured from first fitting up to 6 years post-operative). Nevertheless, a continuous improvement was 
found in the speech reception results of the EAS users. Moreover, the positive subjective benefit, assessed 3 months post-operative, 
remained stable up to 10 years. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Neuronal degeneration as well as immunological reactions to foreign 
body may limit the performance of cochlear implants. 
Objective: Therefore, modulation of immunological processes reducing scar formation 
and optimizing nerve-electrode-interaction may improve clinical outcome. 
Progenitor cells are well-known sources of growth and immune factors exerting 
neuroprotection and suppressing inflammatory processes. Utilizing 
transplantation of progenitor cells to the inner ear, these factors can be 
provided locally and at appropriate amounts. In addition, induction of 
favourable differentiation processes and the provision of an adequate matrix 
may aid the generation of a biohybrid electrode based on autologous human progenitor 
cells. 
 
 
Methods: Human progenitor cells (HPC) were isolated from bone marrow and used directly or after in vitro-expansion. Lentiviral 
infection for the forced expression of the transcription factor Neurogenin was utilized for the pre-differentiation of HPC. In addition, 
cells were offered grid-like structures as a scaffold for improved cell-coating of the surface of an electrode. The influence of such 
structures on the gene expression was investigated. 
 
Results: Neuronal-like cells expressing neurotrophin receptors and the vesicular glutamate transporter 1 were generated from HPC 
after lentiviral infection for the overexpression of Neurogenin. Adhesion of HPC was demonstrated on grid-like structures and 
thereon, the expression of anti-inflammatory substances from HPC was influenced. The neuroprotective effect was shown in vitro on 
spiral ganglion neurons isolated from neonatal rats. Finally, a simple and cost effective method for the isolation of HPC from human 
bone marrow in the operating theatre utilizing a clinically feasible system was demonstrated. 
 
 
Conclusion: Isolated from the human bone marrow, HPC present an endogenous source of different cytokines and growth factors 



that can be useful in cochlear implantation. They can be isolated immediately during the implantation procedure in the operating 
theatre and transplanted in an autologous manner to protect neurons from degeneration and to limit the extent of inflammation 
and foreign body reaction. Thus, they can be utilized for the development of a biohybrid electrode for future clinical application. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The objective of 
this study was to develop a cochlear delivery strategy through round window using 
superparamagnetic nanoparticles driven by an external magnetic field, to evaluate 
the diffusion of the particles and to investigate their effect on hearing. 
 
Methods: Five Wistar rats were operated on their left ear. 
The right ear was used as control. The round window membrane was punctured and 
a 5mg/ml solution of iron oxide nanoparticles suspended in hyaluronic gel was applied 
in the niche. Then a muscle graft was applied on the membrane. Immediately after 
administration, the nanoparticles were mobilized using a rare earth magnet (0.54 
T) held in four different positions around the head, for 10 minutes each. 
Hearing thresholds were measured by auditory brainstem responses (ABR), before 
and immediately after surgery then 7 and 30 days later. The rats were 
euthanized and a histologic study of the temporal bone was conducted. 
 
Results: Hearing was preserved in all 
cases. The auditory threshold were increased at 16 kHz (32± 4.5 dB SPL for the 
right ear versus 46±18.2 for the left ear) and 32 kHz (46±5.5 dB versus 58±17.9 
dB, p<0.01, Friedman test) immediately after surgery but were normalized 
after one week. Thresholds on other frequencies (2, 4 and 8 kHz) remained stable. 
Histological study showed a mobilization of the nanoparticles 
in the scala tympani at least half 
way into the basal turn (3 cases) and at best to the beginning of the 
second turn in 2 cases. Particles could be detected inside 
stria vascularis and in the modiolus. 



 
Conclusion: Superparamagnetic 
nanoparticles could be driven inside the cochlea and toward apex by external magnetic force. Hearing could be completely 
preserved after the administration in animals up to one month. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Intracochlear stimulation with pulsed laser emissions has been shown to evoke neuronal responses. The mechanism of excitation is 
still obscure. While intact cochleae can easily be stimulated by pulsed lasers, no convincing results of laser stimulation in profoundly 
deaf ears exist. In this study we characterize laser induced intra-cochlear responses through a combination of neuronal- and pressure 
recordings in-vivo and a comparison to ex-vivo results.  
 
 
Methods: We recorded cochlear compound action potentials (CAPs) and multi unit activity (MUA) along the tonotopic axis of the 
inferior colliculus (IC) in 23 anaesthetized adult guinea pigs. Hearing condition was quantified by acoustic stimuli and CAP recordings. 
Two laser systems were used for stimulation: A tunable optical parametric oscillator system (Ekspla NT342A,; nanosecond pulses; 420 
nm to 2200 nm) and an infrared neural stimulator (Capella R-1850; pulses at 10 µs to 20 ms; 1800 nm to 
2000 nm). Optical pulses were delivered to the cochlea through an optical fiber inserted through a basal cochleostomy.  
 
 
Results: In hearing condition, responses were observed in IC units with best frequencies (BFs) between 5 kHz and 10 kHz. The 
frequency range did not depend on laser wavelengths, but the response rates were highest for pulses in the near-infrared range 
(NIR). As a rule, frequency regions with the lowest acoustic response thresholds also had the lowest response thresholds for laser 
pulses. Pressure measurements in air demonstrated optoacoustic effects of up to 60 mPa (peak sound-pressure levels of up to 70 dB 
SPL p.e.). Maximum levels and spectral frequencies corresponded with the response characteristics of CAPs and IC laser responses. 
We did not observe any laser induced responses after pharmacological deafening. Electric stimulation after deafening resulted in 
normal response thresholds and rates, confirming normal auditory nerve function and absence of neuronal stimulation with lasers. 
 
 
Conclusion: Pulsed laser emissions in the cochlea result in acoustic pressure changes. The frequency spectrum of laser-evoked sounds 
had high power also in low frequencies (below 10 kHz). All aspects of neuronal responses could be explained by optoacoustic 
stimulation. Deafening completely eliminated laser responses. None of our results was consistent with any direct neuronal 
stimulation by pulsed lasers. 
Supported by DFG (Cluster of Excellence 
Hearing4All), EU ACTION and MedEl Company, Innsbruck, Austria. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Speech perception outcomes after cochlear implant (CI) surgery are often variable and difficult to predict. Some 
researchers have suggested that one source of this variability is related to cortical plasticity following surgery. Psychoacoustic 
studies in CI users have shown that auditory temporal processing ability, as measured by the temporal modulation transfer function 
(TMTF), is a reliable indicator of speech perception. TMTFs are usually measured behaviourally as the minimum amplitude 
modulation (AM) depth needed for detection as a function of AM frequency. We recently described a novel method that uses 
electroencephalography (EEG) to obtain a “neural TMTF” in normal hearing listeners. Motivated by this finding and the CI 
psychoacoustic literature, we used this same EEG paradigm and measured cortical responses to AM stimuli in CI users. The overall 
goal was to develop a biomarker of speech perception in CI users. 

Methods: Behavioral and electrophysiological data from 10 adult CI users were collected in free field using the subject’s everyday 
clinical map setting. Behavioral data included speech perception in quiet and noise for consonants, vowels, sentences, and words. 
64-Channels of EEG data were acquired while the subjects passively listened to AM changes in continuous white noise. AM rates 
were based on previous psychoacoustic literature of TMTFs in CI users and consisted of 4, 40, 100, and 300 Hz. These rates also 
correspond to time windows normally found in human speech: syllables, formant transitions and fine structure. 

Results: Behavioural thresholds for AM detection were correlated to speech perception: 4 Hz for sentence perception, 40 Hz for 
consonant perception and 100 Hz to vowel perception. Good and poor performing CI users differed in their N1 latencies for 4 and 40 
Hz AM responses such that poor users had delayed responses. Brain source analysis (LORETA) revealed that cortical activations to 4 
Hz AM were significantly correlated to word perception and N1 amplitude to 40 Hz AM was significantly correlated to consonant 
perception. 

Conclusion: These data demonstrate that electrophysiology inspired by psychoacoustic studies relate to speech perception 
performance in CI users. N1 responses to AM is a promising method to objectively assess speech perception in CI users. 
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Abstract Body: 

The generation sites and mode of action potentials (APs) in the various portions of the human cochlear nerve (CN) is unknown but 
voltage-dependent sodium channels Na+ (Nav) assumingly play a significant role. Voltage-dependent K+ channels (Kv) and Ca++ 
(VGCCs) may be essential for the modulation of APs. A better understanding of their expression and localization is essential for 
better understanding effects of electric stimulation of the CN under various conditions. We analyzed the expression of Na+ and K+ 
channels in human CN and organ of Corti (Nav1.1 Nav1.2 Nav1.3 Nav1.6, Nav1.7 Nav1.8, Nav1.9, Kca1.1, Kv1.1, Kv1.2, Kv1.3, Kv3.1b, 
Kv7.1, Kir4.1, as well as ion transporters) using immunohistochemistry in surgically obtained tissue. Confocal and super-resolution 
fluorescence structured illumination microscopy (SIM) at the Uppsala SciLife national facilities in Uppsala, Sweden 
(http://www.scilifelab.se/#) were used. The volume resolution of 3-D SIM is approximately 8-fold higher than that of conventional 
microscopy and a 2-fold improvement in lateral resolution. Image and data precision were evaluated from EMCCD-camera and SIM-
focus from ZEN calibration on 40 nm beads. A lateral precision of approximately 80 nm and 250 nm axially were obtained. We 
identified for the first time the sodium channel Nav1.6 in the node of Ranvier with associated Caspr (contactin-associated protein) in 
the juxtaparanode of the human spiral ganglion. In hemi-node (beneath the habenular perforata) and some axon hillocks, the 
channel protein and caspr could be identified. Results showed the importance of Nav1.6 for the generation of action potentials in 
the human CN. A diffuse expression of Caspr protein was seen in the peripheral region of the type I ganglion cells. Apart from Nav 
1.6, other sodium channels were also found in the human cochlea. Kv1.1 and Kv1.2 were present in the juxtaparanodal region 
together with contactin associated protein (Caspr) around the node of Ranvier. Kv7.1 as well as the transporter NKCC1 in spiral 
ganglion neurons. Kca1.1 (BK channel)-immunoreactivity was found in spiral ganglion neurons as well as in hair cells and stereocilia 
of the organ of Corti. Our resultes on Ca++ channels are still preliminary. Acknowledgements: The study was performed together 
with and partly funded by the MED-EL GMBH, Fuerstenweg 77a, 6020 Innsbruck, Austria. This study was also supported by ALF 
grants from Uppsala University Hospital and by the Foundation of “Tysta Skolan,” the Swedish Deafness Foundation (HRF) and 
generous private donations from Börje Runögård and David Giertz, Sweden. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The traditional method for performing neuromonitoring during otologic surgery may not be adequate for minimally 
invasive cochlear implantation (MICI). In the conventional approach the surgeon uses monopolar stimulation with intensities 
between 0.5 to 1 mA to verify facial nerve (FN) function and proximity in the mastoid region. In image-guided robotic cochlear 
implantation the drill bit passes the FN at distances ranging from 0.1 to 1 mm. Subsequently, neuromonitoring needs to be highly 
specific and sensitive to enable a reliable indication of FN proximity. To determine if neuromonitoring could be used to detect an 
unsafe FN distance (< 0.1 mm), a stimulation protocol enabling monopolar and bipolar stimulation through the facial recess was 
proposed and tested in a live animal study. 
 
Methods: A multi-polar stimulation probe was developed for use in combination with a high accuracy robotic system for MICI. An in-
vivo study in sheep (n=5) was organized with approval of the local institutional review board (Bernese cantonal animal commission, 
approval number 57/12). The robotic system was used to precisely drill a tunnel to predefined locations close to the FN. At each 
measurement point, the probe was inserted and stimulation pulses at 4 Hz, and with intensities ranging 0.1 to 3 mA (duration = 250 
µs), were delivered for each of the probe configurations (monopolar and bipolar). A total of nine tunnels per animal were drilled, 
each trajectory containing five measurement points at FN distances below 1 mm. After the experiment, each animal was euthanized 
and its temporal bone extracted. Postoperatively, FN to drill distances were measured in micro-CT images, the relationship between 
stimulus threshold and FN distance analyzed, and the sensitivity and specificity of FN detection evaluated. 
 
Results: From 29 trajectories in five different subjects, a linear correlation (r = 0.8, p < 0.001) between stimulus threshold and FN 
distance was found in trajectories colliding with the FN (< 0.1 mm). This relationship could not be generalized to precisely determine 
FN distances when the drill approaches the nerve laterally (lateral distance > 0.1 mm), probably due to differences in bone density 
and fluid filled cavities among different trajectories. A sensitivity and specificity analysis revealed that the bipolar configuration (d=2) 
at 0.3 mA could reliably detect the FN at distances below 0.1 mm (sensitivity and specificity > 95 %). Monopolar stimulation at 0.5 
mA always detected the FN at distances below 1 mm (> 95% sensitivity). 
 
Conclusion: Bipolar stimulation, combined with careful progression of the drill through the facial recess region, could enable FN 
preservation during minimally invasive cochlear implantation in case of system malfunction. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Minimally invasive cochlear implantation (MICI) aims to replace a conventional mastoidectomy approach to the 
cochlea with a drilled tunnel only slightly larger in diameter than the implanted electrode array (1.5 - 1.8 mm). The image guided 
approach requires a tunnel to be drilled less than a millimeter away from critical structures such as the facial nerve resulting in the 
need for intraoperative evaluation of the procedure to ensure structure preservation. Whilst the use of intraoperative imaging has 
been proposed for drilling safety assessment, the inability to distinguish such small safety margins manually is unreliable. Herein, we 
present a computer assisted approach for intraoperative evaluation of the drilling path based on intraoperative cone beam CT 
(CBCT) imaging. The approach provides high accuracy automated evaluation of the drilling accuracy and of the risk posed to critical 
anatomical structures. 
 

Methods: On reaching a planned evaluation point 3 mm laterally from the facial nerve, images are acquired of a titanium rod 
inserted into the drilled tunnel using a mobile CBCT imaging system (0.3 mm isotropic). The high accuracy segmentation of the rod is 
performed using a previously described model-based matching algorithm. The segmented rod is virtually extended to predict the 
drilling path in the facial recess to the cochlea. The preoperative images are aligned to the intraoperative images using a coarse-to-
fine rigid registration algorithm. The preoperatively segmented facial nerve is transformed to the intraoperative image space using 
the computed transformation and the distance to the rod is calculated. In addition, the entrance and target position of the actual 
drilling process is predicted and compared to the preoperative plan. The efficacy of the system was evaluated on seven temporal 
bones and predicted drilling accuracies and safety margin to the facial nerve were compared to measurements performed on 
postoperative high resolution images. 
 

Results: The distance at which the drill path was predicted to pass the facial nerve was successfully calculated in all seven cases with 
an accuracy of 0.057 mm ± 0.060 mm. The predicted drilling error at the planned cochlear insertion point was calculated with an 
accuracy of 0.182mm ± 0.075 mm. The system predicted a safe path in all cases and preservation of the facial nerve was confirmed 
in postoperative endoscopic inspection and on postoperative microCT images. 
 



Conclusion: The proposed approach to intraoperative image evaluation allows the drilled path error and anatomical safety margins 
to be performed with sufficient accuracy for automatic safety evaluation of the MICI procedure, and additionally assists surgeons in 
a secondary manual safety evaluation with minimal interference from image registration error.  
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Abstract Body: 

3-dimensional C-arm technology – a well suited tool for intraoperative imaging in cochlear implantation 
Introduction 
Postoperative imaging after cochlear implantation by either computed tomography 
(CT) digital volume tomography (DVT) or cochlear view (CV) meanwhile 
is established for documentation of correct position of the electrode array. 
However there are only very few ways for intraoperative straightforward imaging, 
which often is mandatory in anatomic malformation as well as for determination of 
correct electrode position. 
The recent processing in the field of 3 dimensional C-arm technology offers a new 
method of intraoperative imaging of the petrous bone and was investigated in 
this trial. 
Patients and Methods: 
In preliminary petrous bone studies a concrete ray window adapted to the size of the 
petrous bone was determined and imaging quality of 4 different electrode arrays was 
evaluated. Effective radiation dose could be reduced to less than 1mSV. 
In a prospective setting the feasibility of correct position identification of array and electrodes, as well as length and angle of 
insertion and correlation to the size of the cochlear were investigated in 40 consecutively operated patients by means of a recently 
developed 3 dimensional C-arm. 
Results: 
After adaptation of patient and operating table and adjustment of the 3 D C-arm, exact position of single electrodes and electrode 
array within the cochlear could easily be identified in more than 90% of cases. Intraoperative investigation time is less than 10 
minutes and scanning time in apnoea about 70 seconds. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion the investigated 3-dimensional C-arm is suited well for exact intraoperative position control of electrode array in 



cochlear implantation, even under sterile conditions, providing exact anatomic information and a low radiation dose in short 
scanning time. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: the cochlear implant insertion should be the less traumatic as possible in order to preserve the residual hearing and 
the cochlear structures. In order to control and reduce the inner ear structures trauma different groups investigated on the forces 
applied to the cochlea during the electrode array insertion; nevertheless the relationship between insertion forces and histological 
traumatisms remains to be demonstrated. 
 

Methods: 12 fresh frozen temporal bones were implanted at constant speed with the aid of a motorized insertion tool. The MedEl 
flex 28 array was used in this study. During the insertion the data of insertion force were recorded. The maximal peak of force, the 
force momentum, the sudden rise of the force and the smoothness of the curve were calculated. Pre- and post-implantation CBCT 
were performed in order to study the cochlear anatomy and the position of the electrodes after implantation. Anatomical 
characteristics, position of the array and force metrics were compared to post implantation radiological images, scanning electron 
microscope images and histological findings. 
 

Results: The overall insertion force profile was similar for all temporal bones; the friction forces remained low for the first half of the 
insertion and then rose continuously reaching a peak of force at the end of the insertion for all but one insertion. The mean 
maximum peak of force was 76.83±29.1 mN. A more detailed study of the curve showed a bump in 4 insertion profiles (peak of 
force: 29.56±18.2mN) around 15 seconds after the beginning of insertion corresponding approximately to the time when the tip of 
the array reached the 180-degrees region, another insertion presented an early rise of force. The histologic images confirmed a 
translocation in 5 insertions (42%) and a basilar membrane rupture in another insertion; 6 insertions were atraumatic. The scalar 
translocation occurred in the 180-degrees region in all 5 cases. Three insertions had a max peak of force superior to 0.1 N and it was 
always associated with scalar translocation, nevertheless no force difference was found between different grades of trauma. The 
insertions with a scalar translocation showed a tendency to have the max peak of force higher than the insertions without inner ear 
structures damage (92.4 ± 31.4 mN vs 59.4 ± 19.1 mN, p=0.065, Mann-Whitney U test). A significant difference between the 
traumatic and atraumatic insertion was found analyzing the peak of force in the region of 180-degrees (27.4 ± 12.7 mN vs 12.4 ± 3.1 



mN, p=0.009, Mann-Whitney U test). No other correlation was found between force metrics and inner ear structures damage. 
 

Conclusion: In the present study, the peak of force at 180-degrees, corresponding to the first contact of the tip of the array with the 
cochlear structures, was correlated to the insertion trauma. A maximal peak of force superior to 0.1 N was always associated to a 
traumatic insertion. Nevertheless, despite a high peak of force at 180-degrees corresponded to the scalar translocation, this 
threshold remains yet uncertain and further studies in fresh temporal bones with a bigger number of specimens are necessary to 
define this value.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Vibrant Soundbridge System is the new standard in middle ear implants. The success of this system in treating mixed 
and conductive hearing loss is due to its unique design. Surgical applications, called Vibroplasty, have been demonstrated to be 
highly successful. Vibroplasty is the treatment of hearing loss via vibratory stimulation in the middle ear. Vibroplasty treatments 
using the Vibrant Soundbridge System have proven to be safe, effective and reliable. Floating Mass Transducer (FMT) with different 
types of couplers allowing for the successful treatment of various complicated middle ear conditions. 
 
Methods: All patients had been implanted with the new couplers between December 2014 and March 2015 and followed up. The 
evaluated group consisted of patients eligible for implantation of the Vibrant Soundbridge System. The most common was Incus-sp-
coupler and rw-soft-coupler. They had from moderate to profound hearing loss of different etiologies. Audiological evaluation 
carried out according to the schedule. There were pre - and post-operative examinations, including pure tone audiometry, sound 
field audiometry, sound field speech audiometry, Vibrogram and Aphab questionnaire. 
 
Results: Postoperative Vibrograms in the implanted ear were stable for most of the observed frequencies. It was observed that 
patients have better results in speech understanding after Vibrant Soundbridge System surgery comparing to preoperative results 
and results with and without sound processor. The follow up period was about 11 months. 
 
Conclusion: Vibrant Soundbridge System is universal by enabling the use of different couplers depending on the anatomic changes 
of the middle ear. Furthermore system is safe, effective and reliable. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Previous studies indicate that children who receive a cochlear implant early in life (< 18 months) experience higher 
Quality of Life (QoL). 
 

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted between March and May 2015, including all current CI users implanted before the 
age of 3 years. Pediatric QoL was reported by CI children and parents and measured using a disease-specific questionnaire (Glasgow 
Children Benefit Inventory (GCBI)) and 2 generic questionnaires: the Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory (PedsQL) and the UMC 
Utrecht questionnaire. The latter questionnaire assessed baseline characteristics. PedsQL questionnaires were analyzed according to 
the age at cochlear implantation and the current age of the CI child. 
 

Results: Seventy-nine CI patients participated and 44 questionnaires (55.6%) were returned. Although total GCBI and PedsQL scores 
did not significantly differ between age-at-implantation groups, later age at implantation did result in significantly higher GCBI 
Physical Health (p = .017) and PedsQL Social subdomain scores (p = .016). The CI auditory performance, measured by Consonant-
nucleus-consonant (CNC) scores, did not affect QoL scores reported by CI children and their parents. Conformity testing showed that 
76% of the PedsQL questionnaires were scored similarly between CI children and their parents. Intra correlation coefficient (ICC) 
confirmed that highest consistence between pediatric and parental QoL scores existed when CI children were between 8 and 12 
years (ICC: 0.917 - 0.972). 
 

Conclusion: This study indicates that older age at implantation (> 18 months) could affect subdomain QoL scores measured by GCBI 
and PedsQL questionnaires. Because QoL scores were most consistent between CI children and their parents when CI patients were 
between 8 and 12 years, we recommend postoperative QoL to be assessed when CI children are in this age category. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Auditory neuropathy spectrum disorder (ANSD) is a hearing dysfunction characterized by normal cochlear function but 
a loss of information transmission to or within the auditory nerve. Children with ANSD represent an increasingly large fraction of 
cochlear implant (CI) recipients as the condition becomes better recognized and identified. Previous studies of ANSD children have 
used acoustic stimuli specialized to this group, such as tone pips or clicks presented singly or in trains. Compared to traditional scalp 
electrodes, recordings from the round window during cochlear implantation can offer a better signal-to-noise ratio for observing 
cochlear physiology allowing for analysis with finer detail. With auditory stimuli it is possible to assess the nerve contribution 
through inspection of a compound action potential (CAP) or the auditory nerve neurophonic (ANN). Here, round window ECochG 
was applied to children with and without ANSD undergoing CI to better characterize this condition. 
 

Methods: ANSD patients were identified by presence of wave 1 on ABR with a severely diminished or absent wave 5. 
Intraoperatively, stimuli consisted of a frequency series of tone bursts 0.25-4 kHz at 90 dB nHL). Two measures, the ECochG "total 
response" (ECochG-TR) and "nerve score" were determined. The ECochG-TR was calculated by summing the spectral peaks of 
responses to different stimulus frequencies. The "nerve score" was measured based on presence or absence of the CAP and ANN 
and varied between zero (neither present) 1 (either CAP or ANN present) or 2 (both present). 
 

Results: Subjects with ANSD (n=25) had high values of ECochG-TR and lower nerve scores compared to subjects with an etiology 
other than ANSD (n=31) or those of unknown etiology (n=57). In general the ANN was more likely to be present than a CAP. Cases 
with a CAP or ANN must be a post-synaptic neuropathy while cases with no CAP or ANN may be presynaptic pathology. 
 

Conclusion: Round window ECochG provides unique information about cochlear physiology in pediatric ANSD subjects that is not 
available using scalp electrodes. Specifically, ANSD subjects have response magnitudes that are higher and nerve scores that are 
lower than other pediatric subjects. Additionally, cases with ANSD show distinctive patterns of response, including the presence or 
absence of a CAP and ANN, that may be indicative of the site of pathology and ultimate performance with an implant. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The proven success of cochlear implants (CI) as a viable hearing alternative for individuals with profound hearing loss, 
has consistently led to attempts to expand the criteria for implantation for hearing impaired (HI) with residual hearing. Thus, from a 
clinical point of view, one would need to assess whether the HI with residual hearing may lose more with the CI than what he/she 
gained with hearing aids (HA). The objective of the present study was to evaluate and to compare the performance of HA and CI 
users when listening in difficult conditions, given similar speech perception performance in quiet and with similar background 
information. 
 
 
Methods: The study included two groups of HI young adults: 12 early-implanted long-term CI users (mean age=21 years old; mean CI 
use=17 years) and 10 HA users with severe hearing loss (mean age=26 years old). All participants were prelingual HI and belonged to 
similar socioeconomic background. They all benefited from their hearing devices and performed above 60% correct recognition of 
monosyllabic words. Each participant listened to two different lists of the Hebrew AB monosyllabic word lists in each of three 
listening conditions: in quiet, time-compressed speech of 60% (0.4) using PSOLA algorithm, and in background white noise at signal-
to-noise ratio of +6 dB. Participants were required to repeat what they heard. Their correct responses were scored by words, 
phonemes, and eight significant phonological contrasts (separately for vowel height and place, initial and final voicing, manner and 
place of articulation). Participants were also tested on cognitive tests. 
 
 
Results: (1) Mean word identification score in quiet was 75% with no significant difference between groups on all measures; (2) 
Time-compressed speech resulted in significant deterioration in the recognition of words (30-40%) and of consonants in final 
position for both groups. HA users, however, showed an advantage over the CI in the recognition of contrasts in initial position in 
this condition; (3) Listening in noise resulted in the biggest difference between the groups: 38% for HA users compared to 10% for 
the CI. Except for the vowels, CI users weren't able to recognize correctly any of the contrasts above 10%; (4) Place of articulation 
explained approximately 70% of the variance of word recognition in all listening conditions; (5) cognitive measures predicted 20-40% 
of word recognition by CI depending on the listening condition, whereas the average pure-tone thresholds at 500-4 KHz predicted 
20-40% of the variance in the HA group. 
 



 
Conclusion: Given similar analytical speech perception scores in quiet, and matched for age, onset of deafness, duration of CI/HA 
use and socioeconomic background, CI users showed a significant disadvantage in noise compared to HA users. This finding 
emphasizes the limitations of the CI device in the transmission of consonants in background noise compared to HAs. This should be 
considered when counseling CI candidates with residual hearing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
The benefits of utilizing low-frequency acoustic hearing in combination with high-frequency electric stimulation through the 
provision of an integrated electric-acoustic (EAS) sound processor fitted for adult recipients have been well documented within the 
peer-reviewed literature. In contrast, there is a paucity of published reports describing the potential benefits and limitations of EAS 
stimulation for children. Additionally, there is no consensus amongst cochlear implant clinicians and researchers regarding the 
determination of optimal allocation of acoustic and electrical stimulation for both adult and pediatric recipients. 
 

Methods 
Twelve pediatric subjects who ranged in age from 7 to 17 years old and who presented with functional low-frequency residual 
hearing after cochlear implantation were fitted with an integrated EAS sound processor. An attempt was made to match the output 
of the children’s acoustic component to the NAL-NL2 prescriptive target. The output of the acoustic component was decreased 
below the participants’ threshold in frequency ranges with a cochlear dead region as identified by the Threshold Equalizing Noise 
(TEN). Next, the high-pass cut-off for electrical stimulation was set to each of five alternatives: 
1) 
Wideband (188 Hz), 
2) 
The lowest frequency at which the participant’s air conduction threshold exceeded 70 dB HL (Cochlear default), 
3) 
438 Hz (comprehensive inclusion of F1), 
4) 
The highest air conduction frequency at which sufficient audibility was provided by the acoustic component (defined as the highest 
frequency at which the NAL-NL2 target was met or the highest frequency without a cochlear dead region) (the “meet approach”), 
5) 
One octave above the highest air conduction frequency at which sufficient audibility was provided by the acoustic component (the 
“gap approach”). 
Hearing performance was evaluated at each of the five aforementioned programs following three, two-week wear intervals. For one 
of the two-week wear intervals, the participants were asked switch between the two programs with the lowest high-pass cut-off 
frequencies for allocation of electrical stimulation. For another two-week interval, the participants were asked to switch between 



two programs with the highest high-pass cut-off frequencies. Finally, for a third two-week interval, the participants were asked to 
use the program with the electrical high-pass cut-off frequency that was not evaluated during the first two intervals. The order in 
which these wear intervals was evaluated was counter-balanced across participants. 
After each two week interval, hearing performance was evaluated with the program(s) the subjects had trialed using the following 
metrics: 
1) 
CNC words presented at a presentation level of 50 dBA, 
2) 
Baby Bio Sentences at 0, +5 dB, and +10 dB SNR, 
3) 
The Speech, Spatial and Sound Qualities of Hearing Questionnaire (SSQ) and the CHILD questionnaire. 
 

Results 
Results indicate statistically significant changes in hearing performance as a function of the high-pass cut-off frequency for electrical 
stimulation. Detailed results will be presented. 
 

Conclusion 
Pediatric EAS recipients’ hearing performance is significantly influenced by the high-pass cut-off frequency for electrical stimulation. 
Clinical implications will be discussed. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The focus of this study is to describe the literacy performance of a cohort of school-aged deaf pupils with cochlear 
implants (CIs) to establish whether their achievement approaches that of their hearing age peers, and to consider the underlying 
factors that influence these outcomes. Research evidence to date indicates that most learners with CIs develop age-appropriate 
speech and language outcomes, with indications of similar improvements in literacy outcomes. However literacy achievement 
(especially in writing) remains a relatively under-researched outcome of cochlear implantation, and this study is an attempt to 
address this important question. 
 

Methods: Participants included 33 students with CIs (mean chronological age = 11;10 years; range = 9;0-16;1; 18 boys) with the 
majority using spoken language only, and five spoken language with signed support. Data were obtained from a number of sources, 
including three standardized measures: 1) the Test of Nonverbal Intelligence (TONI-4); 2) the Test of Word Knowledge (TOWK); and 
3) the York Assessment of Reading for Comprehension (YARC) (both Primary & Secondary versions) that measured decoding (reading 
accuracy) and fluency (reading rate) as well as comprehension. Parents were asked to complete a questionnaire that, in addition to 
providing demographic information (e.g., age at diagnosis, age at implantation, language of the home etc.), included informal 
measures (i.e., rating scales) related to auditory performance (i.e., Categories of Auditory Performance), auditory integration (i.e., 
Measure of Auditory Integration Scales) and speech intelligibility (i.e., Speech Intelligibility Rating). Uncorrected written language 
samples were collected from each student. 
 

Results: In terms of reading comprehension, 88% of the participants scored within hearing norms, with 75% of the sample showing 
scores commensurate to hearing peers (average), and 13% considerably higher than the average scores of hearing peers (above 
average). Outcomes in writing were not as strong as those in reading, with only 44% writing at or above grade level. Of note is that 
with one exception, the group did not evidence the use of the non-standard English in their writing, typical of deaf learners in the 
past, and are using the same strategies (e.g., invented spelling) as hearing children reflecting their increased access to audition. 
 

Conclusion: This is a significant, critical shift providing evidence that cochlear implantation is having a positive impact on writing, as 
well as reading performance. Factors influencing progress were found to be: age at implantation, the use of two cochlear implants, 



and age at testing. Those who were better readers tended to be better writers, and poorer performance in expressive vocabulary 
seemed to be linked to poorer outcomes in writing. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: We developed a percentile growth chart of normed standard scores in age-appropriate domains from standardized 
verbal language tests using data from the Childhood Development after Cochlear Implantation (CDaCI) Study, a multicenter, 
nationally representative cohort of young children receiving cochlear implants (CIs) in the US, to track longitudinal development of 
oral language skills after CI. 
 

Methods: 188 children implanted before 5 years of age were evaluated at study enrollment before CI and annually post-CI. Age-
appropriate core tests of the Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken Language (CASL) were used for outcome evaluation starting at 4 
years post-CI. Standard scores (SS), with mean of 100 and standard deviation (SD) of 15, were used to track longitudinal language 
development. Fractional polynomials quantile regression was used to model the 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 90th percentile 
trajectories in standard scores 4-8 years post-CI. 
 

Results: Syntax Construction development was evaluated at ages 3-10 years. With 4 years of CI use, 25% of children reached SS ≥ 85, 
the threshold of language development within 1 SD of the normed mean score. The top 10% of children reached SS ≥ 100. At 8 years 
post-CI, when results reflected performance of children implanted at ages 1-2 years (tested at ages 9-10), > 50% reached SS ≥ 85 and 
> 25% had SS ≥ 100. Paragraph Comprehension was tested at ages 5-10. With 4 years of CI use, > 50% of children reached SS ≥ 85, 
and > 25% had SS ≥ 100. At 8 years post-CI, when the results again reflected only performance of children implanted at ages 1-2, > 
75% of them reached SS ≥ 85 and > 50% had SS ≥ 100. Antonyms tests were administered at ages 5-12. With 8 years of CI use, > 50% 
of children reached SS ≥ 85, and > 25% had SS ≥ 100. Nonliteral Language levels were tested at ages 7 and older. At 8 years post-CI, 
when the children were 9-13 years old, > 50% reached SS ≥ 85 and 25% had SS ≥ 100. Pragmatic Judgment was evaluated at ages 3 
and older. Over 25% of children reached SS ≥ 85 with 4 years of CI use, and a slightly higher percentage of children had SS ≥ 100 at 8 
years. Sentence Comprehension and Grammaticality Judgment were evaluated at ages 11 and 12, so only children who were 
implanted at 3 years or older were tested during the 8 years post-CI, of whom about 50% reached SS ≥ 85, and 25% reached SS ≥ 
100. The Core Composite score based on age-appropriate core tests showed an upward trend in all percentile trajectories, with > 



25% of children reaching SS ≥ 85 at 4 years to about 50% of children reaching SS ≥ 100 by 8 years post-CI. 
 

Conclusion: Longitudinal data from the CDaCI Study allow characterization of verbal language development after cochlear 
implantation in a large, nationally representative cohort of young children, much like the weight and height charts used to track 
pediatric physical developments. Over 8 years post-CI, children were able to maintain an upward growth in verbal language against 
age peers in the general population, although about half of them had not reached within 1 SD of the population mean. Pragmatic 
Judgment seemed to be the most challenging language domain for children with CI. The resulting language growth charts allow 
tracking development at the individual level against a national standard in addition to standards established for hearing populations, 
and provide language domain references against which to compare the outcomes of children with CIs or other new implantable 
technologies. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
to investigate the hearing 
and speech rehabilitation of deaf children with white matter abnormalities who 
underwent cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: 
 
26 deaf children diagnosed 
with white matter abnormalities received cochlear implants from July 2012 to 
January 2014 in our hospital, including 16 males and 10 females, aged 1 -6 
years old. White matter abnormalities were confirmed by magnetic resonance imaging(MRI). 
There were no other developmental abnormalities like intelligence development and 
body growth. The control group was composed of 20 cases with normal brain MRI results, 
which consist of 11 males and 4 females, aged 1 -6 years old. After comprehensive 
preoperative assessments, cochlear implantation surgeries were performed via 
enlarged round window approach technique, and full electrode (COCHLEAR NUCLEUS 
CI24RE(CA)) insertion was achieved. Hearing and speech rehabilitation were 
evaluated one year postoperatively. 
 

Results: 
① No 
complications occurred among the both groups, and all patients have hearing perception 
after switching on sound processor. ②The 
T level, the C level and the impedances of the electrodes are similar, and 
there were no significant differences between the two groups (p> 0.05). ③ 
One year after surgery, the results of hearing threshold, 



categories of auditory performance(CAP), speech intelligibility rating(SIR) and 
Infant-Toddler Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale (IT-MAIS) in the white 
matter abnormality group have no significant differences in compared with the 
normal control group (p> 0.05). 
 

Conclusion: 
The early results of hearing and speech rehabilitation 
in implanted patients with white matter abnormality are similar with the normal 
group, but it is uncertain of the long-term effects, which requires further 
observation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Severe hearing loss has a significant impact on everyday living and can lead to isolation, depression and lack of 
independence in older people. Cochlear implantation has been shown to be beneficial in postlingual adults that are confronted with 
communicative problems despite hearing aid fitting. It has been reported that the results of cochlear implantation are less when 
implemented in the elderly. In this study we evaluated the relation between age at implantation and performance with a CI whilst 
correcting for the confounders; duration of hearing loss, pre-operative aided speech recognition, the pre-operative general level of 
anxiety, helplessness, depression, acceptance of their hearing loss; level of education and type of electrode. 
 
Methods: The study population consisted of 95 adults with postlingual progressive severe hearing loss implanted between 2010 and 
2014 with a cochlear implant of a single manufacturer, either with a modiolus hugging or with a lateral wall electrode array). 
Exclusion criteria were; prelingual deafness, post-meningitis deafness, anatomical abnormalities of the cochlea including any signs of 
obliteration or narrowing of the scalae due to otosclerosis or labyrinthitis, partial insertion of the electrode array, psychiatric disease 
or severe psychological problems. 
All patient filled out (pre-operatively) questionnaires on anxiety and depression (HADS), illness cognitions (ICQ) and personality 
(NEO). Possible factors of influence on performance were included for analysis; duration of hearing loss, pre-operative aided speech 
recognition, the pre-operative general level of anxiety, helplessness, depression, acceptance of their hearing loss; level of education 
and type of electrode (modiolus-hugging or lateral wall electrode array). Phoneme scores at 70 dB were measured at one year post-
implantation. 
 
Results: In a regression analysis a significant negative correlation was found between age and performance with CI (regression 
coefficient b = -0,247, p=0.22). Correction for the confounders lead to an increase of the age effect, compared to the uncorrected 
analyses. Interestingly, the educational level appeared to be an effect modifier (p=0,23). This effect of age was much smaller for the 
higher educated (b=-0.141) compared to the lower educated (b=-0,777). 
Conclusion: With the increase of age at implantation, the performance with CI decreases. This effect appears to be stronger in 
patients with a lower level of education. Whether this decreased performance negatively influences the quality of life after 
implantation will be investigated in future. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The question of the effectiveness of cochlear implantation (CI) in elderly patients has become more important with 
demographic changes. In many studies a comparable benefit could be observed in elderly patients regarding speech understanding 
after CI. On the other side we know, that CI users benefit from implantation, with increased health related quality of life (HRQoL), 
and reduced tinnitus and stress. The aim of our study was to evaluate the effect of cochlear implantation (CI) on the health related 
quality of life (HRQoL), speech understanding, tinnitus impairment, perceived stress and depressive and anxiety disorders in the 80+ 
years old, postlingually deafened patients. 
 

Methods: Prospective cohort study. Seventeen 80+ years (mean 82.9 ± 2.7 years) patients with progressive, post-lingual, bilateral 
deafness were unilaterally implanted with multichannel CI. Using 5 validated questionnaires, we have evaluated the quality of life 
(NCIQ), tinnitus impairment (TQ), perceived stress (PSQ), depressive (ADSL) and anxiety symptoms (GAD-7). In addition, speech 
perception in quiet and noise (Freiburg monosyllables (FM), OLSA, Oldenburg Inventory(OI) was determined. 
 

Results: Cochlear implantation significantly increased the HRQoL as measured by the NCIQ and its six subscales. Following CI speech 
perception and subjective assessment of auditory abilities (OI) improved significantly whereas tinnitus distress decreased after CI. 
The stress perception, anxiety and depressive symptoms were negligible before implantation and remained so after the surgery. 
 

Conclusion: The present study provides evidence that cochlear implantation represents a very successful procedure of auditory 
rehabilitation, also for patients over 80. In addition, elderly patients benefit from CI with increased quality of life and a reduction of 
tinnitus. 
Perceived stress level, general anxiety and the depressiveness of implanted patients was low and remained unaffected. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Preoperative steroids prior to cochlear implant electrode insertion are in widespread use. However, there remains a 
lack data on the effects of steroids on objective electrophysiological parameters to support its continued use. The electrically evoked 
compound action potential (ECAP) and impedance are measures that can reflect changes occurring at the electrode-nerve interface. 
The aim of this study is to determine if preoperative steroids have measurable effects on longitudinal measurements of the ECAP 
response and electrode impedance.  
 

Methods: The study was a randomized controlled trial conducted in an adult tertiary implant centre. 30 post-lingually deaf cochlear 
implant candidates received at the same electrode. Subjects had a preoperative audiometric threshold of better than or equal to 
80dB at 125Hz and 250Hz and better than or equal to 90dB at 500Hz and 1000Hz. All subjects had a failed trial of hearing aids and 
had no contraindications to surgery. Subjects were randomized to either a control group, an oral steroid group receiving 1mg/kg of 
prednisolone up to 60mg daily for 6 days prior to surgery, or a transtympanic steroid group receiving 0.5ml of 10mg/ml 
dexamethasone 24 hours prior to surgery. Surgeons and audiologists were blinded to the treatment group. Serial ECAP 
measurements were analyzed for slope, threshold, maximal amplitude, recovery function and electrode impedance at 1 week, 1 
month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months post CI activation.  
 

Results: The subjects receiving transtympanic steroids had the lowest impedance compared to the other two groups despite all 
subjects showing increasing electrode impedance over 12 months. In addition, there was a greater likelihood of recording the ECAP 
response in this group. Subjects receiving transtympanic steroids also trended towards decreasing ECAP thresholds in basal 
electrodes, increasing amplitude growth function slopes in the mid electrodes and increasing ECAP amplitudes in mid and basal 
electrodes. 
 

Conclusion: Preoperative transtympanic steroids appear to have measurable effects on ECAP measures and electrode impedance 
which may be used to objectively assess their effects. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The relationship between hearing loss and cognitive decline in older subjects is currently well established. The more 
severe the hearing loss, the more the subject is prone to an acceleration of cognitive decline. As hearing aids can restore the hearing 
and contribute to reestablishing participation of the individual in the society, they are likely to have a positive effect on the cognitive 
decline of the person. However, the effect of cochlear implantation on cognitive function, and more specific, cognitive decline 
among the elderly, is not yet fully investigated. The principal goal of this ongoing study is to explore the effects in the short and the 
long term of cochlear implantation on the cognitive functions and the self-reliance in older subjects with bilateral severe to profound 
hearing loss. It will be investigated whether the evolution of the cognitive functions in these subjects differs from the cognitive 
decline observed in older subjects with the same degree of hearing loss but without a cochlear implant. In addition, it will be 
assessed whether the cognitive capabilities of these subjects prior to implantation predict the audiological performances after 
implantation. 
 

Methods: All patients aged 55 or older implanted in the institution since April 2015 are asked to enroll in the study. The subjects of 
this interventional group are evaluated prior to implantation and at fixed time points after implantation, namely at one week after 
implantation, at six months after activation of the cochlear implant, at one year after activation and from then on annually. The 
subjects in the control group meet the same criteria concerning the hearing loss as the subjects in the interventional group but are 
not implanted due to diverse reasons. The test battery consists of an audiological examination, two cognitive screening tests to 
assess diverse cognitive functions (MoCA and RBANS), four questionnaires (NCIQ, HADS, DS14 and SSQ12) to measure the impact of 
the hearing disability and an interview in which the self-reliance is discussed with the subject. 
 

Results: The preliminary results of approximately ten cochlear implant users, tested prior to implantation, at one week after 
implantation and six months after activation of the implant, will be presented at the congress in Toronto. 
 

Conclusion: This clinical longitudinal study systematically investigates the effects of cochlear implantation on the cognitive functions 
among the elderly in the short and the long term. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In profoundly deaf patients, a cochlear implant (CI) provides a solution to resolve the hearing loss and to reestablish 
participation of the individual in the society. A large proportion of CI patients comprise older subjects. The relationship between 
hearing loss and cognitive decline in the elderly is currently well established. Furthermore, the use of hearing aids might have a 
positive effect on the cognitive functions. However, the effect of CI on cognitive function, and more specific, cognitive decline 
among the elderly, is not yet fully investigated. The primary goal of this study is to investigate the relationship between the cognitive 
capabilities and the audiological performances in experienced CI users aged 55 or older. The secondary goal is to explore whether 
the cognitive and audiological competences and their relationship differ depending on age of the subject and years of experience 
with the CI. 
 

Methods: Currently, seventy experienced CI users (CI > 1 year of steady fitting) aged 55 or older are enrolled in the study. Each 
subject is tested only once. First a series of audiological examinations are performed consisting of (1) unaided pure tone audiometry 
with inserts, (2) aided warble tone audiometry, (3) aided speech audiometry in quiet using open-set monosyllabic words (speech 
material: NVA) presented at 65 dB SPL and (4) aided speech in noise audiometry using an adaptive procedure in which noise is 
presented at a fixed level of 65 dB SPL and the intensity of the LIST-sentences is varied in steps of 2 dB depending on the response of 
the subject. Thereafter, the cognitive capabilities of the subject are measured by use of a validated Dutch version of the Repeatable 
Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS). In order to ascertain that the instructions and the test items 
presented orally are well understood by every subject, the instructions and the test items are presented visually to the subject by 
means of a powerpoint presentation. An interview is conducted subsequently, in which the self-reliance and the quality of life of the 
subject are discussed. Finally the subject is asked to complete five questionnaires, (1) Nijmegen Cochlear Implant Questionnaire 
(NCIQ), (2) Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS), (3) Type D personality Scale (DS14), (4) Speech, Spatial and Qualities of 
Hearing scale (SSQ12) and (5) Hearing Implant Sound Quality Index (HISQUI19). 
 

Results: The results of approximately hundred subjects will be presented at the CI congress in Toronto. 
 

Conclusion: The conclusion will be presented at the CI congress in Toronto. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Emerging research has established a relationship between hearing loss and cognitive decline in the elderly. Data is lacking on the 
impact of auditory rehabilitation, specifically cochlear implantation (CI), on the cognitive function of elderly patients over time 
 

Methods: 
A prospective observational cohort of post-lingually deafened elderly female (mean 73.6 years, range 67-81 years) cochlear implant 
recipients (n=7) underwent pre- and post-implantation neurocognitive and speech perception testing. The neurocognitive battery 
included 20 tests assessing intellectual function, learning, short and long term memory, verbal fluency, attention, mental flexibility 
and processing speed. Post-operative testing was performed between 2 – 4 years (mean 3.7 years) after CI. Individual and aggregate 
differences in 
cognitive function pre- and post-CI were estimated. Linear regression with cluster 
adjustment was used to predict speech understanding at 1, 2, and 3 years post-implantation. 
 

Results: 
Improvements after CI were observed in 14 (70%) of all subtests administered. Declines occurred in 5 (25%) subtests. In 55 individual 
tests (43%), post CI performance improved 
compared to a patient’s own performance before implantation. Of these, 9 (45%) showed 
moderate or pronounced improvement. Overall, improvements were largest in the verbal and 
memory domains. Linear regression demonstrated a significant relationship between speech 
perception and cognitive function over time. Five neurocognitive tests were predictive of 
improved speech perception following implantation. 
 

Conclusion: 
Comprehensive neurocognitive testing of elderly women showed consistent improvements in 
cognitive function and auditory perception following cochlear implantation. Multiple neurocognitive tests were strongly associated 



with current speech perception measures. While these data shed light on the complex relationship between hearing and cognition 
by showing that CI may slow expected age-related cognitive decline, further research is needed to examine the impact of hearing 
restoration on cognitive decline. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Vision matters affected the auditory cortex and the auditory performance had been reported in deaf adults. However, 
it’s not clear how vision matters for young cochlear implant users. Our present study was to investigate how the vision matters 
affect the auditory cortex and auditory performance in you cochlear implant users. 
 
Methods: Eighty-eight (46 male and 42 female) pre-lingual deaf children with cochlear implant (CI) participated in this study. Ten (6 
female and 4 male) right-side normal hearing volunteers were recruited as controls. Visual stimuli with or without ‘imaginative 
sound’ were used for the event related potential(ERP) study. The N1 and N2 peak latencies and amplitudes at both FC3 and FC4, and 
also the P1 at Pz were analyzed. Categories of Auditory Performance(CAP) assessment tool was used to evaluate auditory 
performance in present study. 
 
 
Results: CI chidren had higher P1, N1 and N2 amplitude at first mapping(FM) and 3M, 6M post FM than at 12M post FM and normal 
control in response to ‘sound’ and ‘nonsound’ image. No significant in amplitude was found among FM, 3M and 6M post FM, nor 
that between 12M post FM and normal controls. For more, ‘sound’ image evoked higher N2 amplitude than ‘nonsound’ image in 
both FC3 and FC4 at 6M and 12M post FM. Further analysis showed that this enhancement only happened in good performers. 
Source estimation confirmed that visual take-over in prelingual hearing loss subjects and also the reversal of visual take-over related 
to the auditory performance. 
 
 
Conclusion: Visual take-over of auditory cortex exist in the pre-lingual deaf children. The reversal of visual take-over is related to the 
auditory performance in CI children. Significant reversal of the take-over start from around 6 month post the setting-up of the CI and 
come 
to normal at around 12 months in good performers. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: According to Health Technology Assessment (HTA) guidelines clinical analysis aimed provide information required to 
take decisions in the domain of health policies should evaluate the health effects including the quality of life. For evaluation of 
health effects in terms of the health-related quality of life (HRQoL) a standardized and validated generic (non-disease-specific) 
instruments are recommended. In the field of otolaryngology, HRQoL assessment is mostly done using the disease specific tolls, 
since generic instruments (like the HUI3 or SF-36) mostly focus on the physical health domain. Generic questionnaires are designed 
to be sensitive to chronic diseases and focus on conditions such as mobility that may not be influenced by the otolaryngological 
treatments such as cochlear implants. The AQoL-8D is a generic questionnaire with broader descriptions of psycho-social dimension 
as compared to other utility measures. The aim of the research is to adapt the AQoL-8D questionnaire to Polish language and 
culture. 
 
Methods: Adaptation included two main phases: translation and evaluation of the adapted questionnaire performed according to 
state-of-the-art practice and guidelines. Within the first phase the translation together with the evaluation of translated version as 
well as the assessment of content relevance of the AQoL-8D items for intended population were performed. The evaluation phase 
consisted of testing the psychometric properties of the translated version of the AQoL-8D questionnaire together with the 
assessment of the equivalence of measures provided by translated and the original version. For the purpose of the second phase of 
the project 368 patients aged between 18 and 80 years were tested with the Polish version of AQoL-8D. 
 
Results: The rating median of comparability as well as of content relevance is 5 for all AQoL-8D items. It means that experts assess 
all Polish items as highly comparable to those in the source version of the AQoL-8D questionnaire and highly relevant to measure the 
changes in HRQoL in Polish patients. Psychometrics has provided quantitative evidence of the metric properties of the AQoL-8D 
measures. Internal consistency of the AQoL-8D scales and super dimensions are within the typical criteria. 
 
Conclusion: Validity evidence compiled from several sources supports the intended use of the Polish AQoL-8D questionnaire to 
assess changes in HRQoL as related to major otolaryngological treatments. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Access to cochlear implantation varies greatly around the world even in 
developed countries with comprehensive cochlear implant programs. Patient access is affected by dynamics that are specific to each 
country's health care system, by awareness, and by societal attitudes about deafness. 
 
Methods: Cochlear implant clinicians and researchers from six countries were queried regarding access to care and specific CI 
utilization rates for children and adults in their country. The six countries examined 
included Australia, Austria, Germany, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States. 
 
 
Results: Utilization rates are quite different for the pediatric and adult populations in all six countries with children having much 
greater utilization rates than adults everywhere. Pediatric utilization in the six countries—all in the developed world—ranged from a 
low of 50% in the United States to a high of 97% in Australia. Adult utilization was less than 10% in all six countries examined. 
 
 
Conclusion: Pediatric access to care was excellent in four of the six countries for 
children; Germany and the US had much lower pediatric utilization due largely to inadequate referral systems. Adult utilization was 
low in all of the six countries queried due to the lack of hearing screening for adults and the fact that primary care physicians and 
even audiologists are unfamiliar with CI candidacy criteria and outcomes, and hence typically do not make patient referrals for 
cochlear implants. 
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Abstract Body: 

According to data from the WHO, there are almost 360 million people in the world (5% of the population) suffer from hearing loss 
disability (328 million adults and 32 million children). Hearing disease has increasingly become a serious threaten on human health 
because of its high incidence and negative social influence. Cochlear implants (CIs) are sophisticated devices used to rehabilitate 
those with bilateral severe to profound sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). Currently it’s the only solution to SNHL and successfully 
used worldwide. Multichannel cochlear implant was imported to China in 1994. It got clinically approved for adult deafness in 1994 
and for children deafness in 1996. Confirmed by data from the Second National Sample Survey on Disability by Chinese government 
in 2006 showed, there are totally 27,800,000 people with hearing disability and 20,000 to 30,000 deafness neonates every year in 
China. It means that more than 100,000 children under age 6 are CI candidates in China. There have been more than 30,000 CI 
recipients, but compared to the large number of deafness candidates, it’s only a small portion of such patients have access to 
cochlear implants. High price of CI device is one of the major reasons preventing patients from CI, especially in developing country. 
There are totally more than 30,000 CI recipients and 85% of them are deaf children. Take the Cochlear Implant Center in Chinese PLA 
General Hospital (one of the biggest CI center in China) as an aging trend example. There are almost 300-400 CI cases annually in 
recent 5 years. From 1996 to 2014, total number of CI recipients is around 2100 cases including 54 cases of infants under 1 year, 858 
cases of 1-3 years old, 413 cases of 3-5 years old, 447 cases of 8-18 years old, 272 cases of 18-50 years adults, 56 cases of adults over 
50 years old when they received their CI. Booming number of children CI recipients benefits from establishment of assistance system 
for deaf children by Chinese government in recent years. Historically, large number of deafness population in China have to pay for 
CI device and medical expense. Such a heavy burden prohibit numerous patients from this high-technology products. Recently, 
supported by economic development, a national welfare project is plan to be included in every 5 years development plan of the 
national economy by Chinese government. Chinese government started a national aid project which provide free CI and speech 
therapy to poor children with hearing loss in 2009.From 2009 to 2015, this project has helped 18365 deaf children with free cochlear 
implantation and extra funds for speech rehabilitation training. Purportedly, 3 billion dollar from Chinese central finance will be 
allocated to children with hearing loss. Besides there are also some other social donations, charity, and local government assistance 
projects supporting children cochlear implantation. All these national and local projects for hearing-impaired children are aiming at 
poor families who cannot afford CI. Even more gratifying, children cochlear implantation has been included in basic medical 
insurance in some provinces and cities in China these 2 years. It’s a good opportunity for more deaf children. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The cost-effectiveness(CE) of bilateral cochlear implantation(BCI) in adults is uncertain due to wide ranging perspectives regarding 
how costs and utility are determined in different countries with substantially different funding schemes. CE can be altered by 
variations from the base case through sensitivity analyses in a cost-utility evaluation. 
 
 
Methods: 
The incremental cost utility ratio(ICUR) is estimated to be $55,020/ QALY(range $48,798-61,241) through scenario based estimates 
with a broad representative groups of patients(n=90) and professionals(n=52) in a publicly funded system. Sensitivity analyses were 
performed that looked at impact on the ICUR when the following is changed- length of use, failure rate, processor upgrade, price 
reduction of the second side, and differential discounting to reflect long term gain, among others. Varying the utility estimates with 
different subgroups of informants, or using different health preference instruments was also conducted. 
 
 
Results: 
Marginal to significant impact on CE was seen in the sensitivity analysis when the base case was altered. Differential discounting of 
cost versus benefit($15,262-32,682/QALY) and using a direct health preference methodology to estimate utility($29,626 to $35,000/ 
QALY) had the largest impact, substantially reducing the ICUR to well within the willingness to pay threshold when other parameters 
are held stable. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
Sensitivity analyses are an integral part of cost-utility evaluation. In BCI for adults, CE can be established convincingly when these 
measures are used to highlight the benefit of this intervention. It is also an important tool for each country to fine tune its cochlear 
implant policies to make it more competitive within the healthcare system. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Health care payers - insurance companies and health authorities - continually examine evidence for providing effective 
care to their beneficiaries while simultaneously managing costs. Payers across the globe have relied on Health Technology 
Assessments (HTAs) to discern which treatments are clinically and cost effective in order to make coverage decisions. Cochlear 
implantation has been the subject of several HTAs in recent years, and additional HTAs are likely to be conducted as new indications 
are proposed. This session will explain the HTA process, and its implications for patient access to new indications for cochlear 
implants. 
 
Methods: This talk will review experience with cochlear implant HTAs to date and discuss their outcomes as evidenced by the HTA 
final reports. 
 
Results: The presentation will identify specific HTA challenges faced when expanding indications for cochlear implantation, and will 
discuss potential actions to address those challenges. 
 
Conclusion: Manufacturers, clinicians, and researchers have the opportunity to develop and conduct prospective clinical studies that 
provide the type of evidence needed for the HTA process that, in turn, will support access to new cochlear implant indications for an 
expanding population of individuals with hearing loss. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: In the world there are millions of people with 
disabling hearing loss .Up to 5 of every 1,000 children are born with a 
disabling hearing loss or suffering in infancy (WHO web page) . Almost one in three people over 65 have hearing loss . 
In Latin America, 5 of every 10,000 children under one year suffer severe profound hearing loss ( 65-79 ) or ( 80-94 and 143 of every 
1,000 people over 75 years. 
About 20% of people with hearing loss can improve with devices such as hearing aids and / or cochlear implants 
Although very difficult to measure and quantify, patients with these diseases often suffer social isolation and, in some cases, social 
discrimination, generating negative effects on physical and psychological health of the same.Oral language development is achieved 
with a cochlear implant, which allows regular schooling young age, reducing the costs of special education and rehabilitation and 
improving productivity levels both formal and labor 
Rehabilitation and improving productivity levels both school and work in relation to those who are treated with estándar 
treatments.However, given the cost of this treatments in Latin America, not all patients with hearing loss get benefits of this 
treatment outweigh the cost of it. The benefits obtained in hearing and language development with the cochlear implant depend on 
factors such as age of onset of hearing loss, whether it is prelingual or not, the time it takes the patient with said auditory 
deprivation, or bilateral deafness, other diseases presenting with hearing loss and other factors such as socio-cultural level of the 
family and family support you receive or may receive the patient.In the case of the elderly, hearing difficulties interfere with daily life 
of individuals, with negative effects on their quality of life but also their cognitive abilities and social isolation. The life expectancy 
has increased significantly both in the world such as Latin America and active life of this group is expanding into older ages, this 
problem can bring depression secondary to loss of self growth and esteem reduction cognitive abilities with both health effects on 
the quality of life and health resources that these groups consume. The inclusion of these groups is becoming a must in modern 
societies and in this sense, traditional cost-benefit analysis or cost-effectiveness, which can not cover the aspect of social benefits 
that implementing treatments as mentioned generates are limited nature.In this sense, this report aims to: 1) monitor the 
demographic, economic and health situation of Latin America. 2) To survey the state of hearing loss situation in the region. 3) 
Analyze figures about the prevalence, diagnosis and treatment of hearing loss. 4) Conduct a review of cost-effectiveness studies of IC 
 
 
Methods: 
 
Economics and population indicators 



 
 
Results: 
 
Numbers and Scope of the the hearing loss and actual Cochlear Implant situation in Latin Ameriva 
 
 
Conclusion: Review the policy and regulatory framework (coverage) associated with hearing loss.Regarding the geographical scope 
of the report, it focused on Latin America, mainly studying the cases of Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico and Peru. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Currently, there is a significant lack of data concerning long-term outcomes from paediatric cochlear implantation in 
terms of quality of life. There is a need for a long-term, prospective study. This study aims at highlighting the preliminary results, two 
years post surgery of a five year prospective study. This study has been conducted in an Indian private hospital setting, where a 
significant proportion of children were from a lower socioeconomic demographic and received funding by a philanthropic 
foundation. 
 

Methods: The Cochlear™ Paediatric Implanted Recipient Observational Study (P-IROS) is a prospective, patient outcomes registry for 
routinely implanted children. The study collects data using questionnaires post-surgery and at regular intervals up to five years. This 
is collected through a secure web interface. 
The objectives of the study include: 
a) To evaluate the longitudinal improvements in auditory performance with implantable hearing devices in children using 
standardized questionnaires. 
b) To provide statistically significant data to support patient management decisions at the clinical, regulatory, payer and policy level. 
c) To compare the patient-related or humanistic benefits such as educational attainment, quality of life and patient satisfaction 
resulting from use of hearing implants in unilateral, bilateral and bimodal configurations. 
 

Results: We present our findings on 210 patients who have been enrolled on the study at our Centre starting January 2014 till date. 
At the time of presentation of this study, 50 patients would have completed two years, 97 patients would have completed 18 
months, 35 patients would have completed one year and 28 patients would have completed 6 months post surgery. 
The analyses carried out would include: 
• Improvements in auditory perception (measured by CAP-II). 
• Improvements in quality of life (measured by CuHI-QoL). 
• Changes in mode of communication 
• Mainstream education placement 
• Correlation between parents’ expectations (measured by CuHI-QoL) and auditory perception (measured by CAP-II). 



• The alignment of parents’ satisfaction and clinician satisfaction (measured by Moeller score) at follow-up. 
• Descriptive analyses of access to implant clinic (how far families are travelling to get to the clinic), types of referral and socio 
economic status (measured by family income, parents' education and occupation) and their impact on outcomes. 
• Regression analysis looking at predictors of outcome. 
 

Conclusion: Cochlear implantation is a life-changing intervention. The evidence in support of what it can achieve is clear. However, 
the associated costs raise the question if it will remain an effective option for life in all children, especially those from the lower 
socioeconomic demographics. The Cochlear P-IROS is an attempt to answer the same over a five-year period. 
Our study in New Delhi, is presenting its conclusions on improvements in performance and quality of life two years after cochlear 
implant surgery. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The Subjective Visual Vertical (SVV) test is often included in the test battery used to identify vestibular dysfunction. As 
the initial position of the linear marker influences the perception of verticality, we sought to identify the effect of marker 
presentation on cochlear implanted (CI) children with an abnormal perception of verticality. 
 
Methods: Fifty-one unilaterally (n=8) or bilaterally (sequential, n=37; simultaneous, n=6) implanted participants (age at testing: 
15.2±4.0 [mean±SD]) were recruited. The SVV was measured using the Visual 
VerticalTM (Clear Health Media, Wonga Park, Australia) application on an iPod fastened to the bottom of a bucket. Testing was done 
in the dark, and the bucket completely filled the field of view, eliminating external visual cues. The bucket was turned such that the 
linear marker presented by the application was oriented to the left or right of the true vertical. Participants then turned the bucket 
until they perceived the line to be completely vertical. Six trials were completed in a random order, with the linear marker initially 
oriented to the left or right of the true vertical for an equal number of trials. The six trials were averaged to determine the 
participant’s SVV; a negative SVV indicated a tilt to the left, while a positive SVV represented a tilt to the right. 
 
Results: Forty-seven percent (24/51) of participants had an abnormal SVV score (i.e., deviation >2° to the left or right of zero). 
Participants’ perception of the visual vertical was biased towards the initial orientation of the linear marker (mean difference 
between left and right trials = 3.5°±0.7 [SE], p<0.001). However, participants were not equally affected by direction. Eleven of the 
participants (46%) demonstrated an abnormal perceptual tilt to the right (3.6°±1.2), and thirteen participants (54%) had an 
abnormal perceptual tilt to the left (-2.9°±0.4). Subjects with an abnormal perceptual tilt to the right showed an exaggerated 
deviation when the line was initially oriented to the right (4.5°±0.7) compared to the left (-0.3°±0.5). Conversely, participants with an 
abnormal perceptual tilt to the left demonstrated an exaggerated deviation when the line was initially oriented to the left (-3.5°±0.4) 
compared to the right (-1.4°±0.6) (p=0.048). 
 
Conclusion: Deaf children using CI with an abnormal perception of verticality show a directional bias based on initial context. This 
suggests an asymmetric weakness, which could result in an inability to compensate from visual tilts in the direction of their 
abnormality. 
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Abstract Body: 

 
The criteria for candidacy for cochlear implantation varies widely across the world. In the UK, severe to profoundly deaf adults who 
score over 50% on the Bamford-Kowal-Bench (BKB) sentence test currently cannot obtain NHS funding for a cochlear implant 
according to the NICE guidelines. There is evidence to suggest this criteria is too restrictive. There is no equivalent cut off restriction 
on the BKB score required to offer cochlear implantation for children. This study challenges the UK’s restrictive criteria for adults, by 
presenting the outcomes of cochlear implantation in older children who scored over 50% on BKB sentence testing pre-implantation 
and therefore would not have been implanted under the adult NICE guidelines. Outcomes are presented using the Speech, Spatial 
and Quality of Hearing Scale (SSQ) version C. This study indicates a greater proportion of adults who are currently being restricted 
from having a cochlear implant in the UK would benefit. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: It is widely accepted that bilateral hearing provides significant benefits over unilateral hearing. These benefits stem 
from the ability to localise sound and utilise particular information to improve speech perception, particularly in complex listening 
situations. In the past children with single sided deafness/asymmetrical hearing loss (SSD/AHL) have not been considered for 
cochlear implantation. It has generally been thought that listeners with a significant amount of useable acoustic hearing in one ear 
may have difficulty integrating the perceptually different electronic sound provided by a cochlear implant. Also, these children could 
develop normal speech and language with one normally hearing ear. However research has shown that children with SSD do 
experience disadvantages and difficulties compared to their normally hearing counterparts, including: 
• difficulty locating sound sources 
• difficulty understanding speech in noisy conditions 
• negative impact on the normal development of the auditory system 
• lower scores on listening comprehension and oral expression scales of the OWLS 
• social issues 
• absent nerve 
The question arises whether Cochlear implantation may ameliorate these difficulties when the hearing loss in the poorer ear is too 
large for conventional amplification. However, when considering this population for implantation there are a number of unique 
issues to be considered. 
 

Methods: Chart review of clinical experience of all children with SSD who presented for cochlear implant assessment. Themes and 
key issues were identified. 
 

Results: When children with SSD were proceeding through the cochlear implant program at the RVEEH-CIC a number of unique 
issues were highlighted. In brief these were: 
• the child being unfamiliar with hearing devices and finding the CI confronting (acceptance of any kind of intervention) 
• peer pressure, hearing loss stigma as friends often unaware child has a hearing loss 



• testing protocols, pre and post implant 
• programming an implant (unable to adequately block normally hearing ear to judge loudness and loudness balance the sound of 
the cochlear implant) 
• aural rehabilitation aimed at the implanted ear specifically 
• adjusting and integrating the sound of the implant with normal hearing(encouraging to wear when not always feeling it necessary: 
able to hear without CI) 
• audiologist being portrayed as authoritarian by carer to encourage child to wear processor 
• funding for the implant 
• not eligible in Australia for early intervention and support 
 

Conclusion: Children with SSD/ASL are presenting for candidacy for cochlear implantation. As implant clinicians we need to be aware 
of the unique issues that may arise for their pre and post management to increase the likelihood of success. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The AzBio was developed to (1) provide an unbiased evaluation of individuals with extensive exposure to traditional 
sentence materials, (2) allow for evaluation of performance in a large number of conditions, (3) create lists of sentences with similar 
levels of difficulty for within-subject comparisons, and (4) provide an estimate of performance that was consistent with the patient’s 
perception of their performance in everyday listening environments (Spahr et al., 2012). Since its introduction, the AzBio has largely 
been diffused among English speaking cochlear implant teams, especially because of the high complexity of the material that 
prevents the ceiling effect observed with the use of common clinical materials when assessing contemporary devices. Such material 
is also highly desirable for assessing cochlear implant users in other languages. Thus, this project aims to develop and normalise an 
international French version of the test. 
 

Methods: Similarly to the original version, the initial French AzBio sentence corpus includes 1000 sentences based on up-to-date, 
adult topics and current social ideas. The corpus was generated through inputs from collaborators from different regions of France 
and Canada; the final list constitutes a consensus on the familiarity of the lexicon in all regions. This corpus was recorded with two 
female and two male talkers known for their intelligibility despite any regional accent. The final test construction process will then 
follow the same steps used for the original test, that is 1) the mean intelligibility rating for each sentence will be estimated by 
processing each sentence through a five-channel CI simulation and calculating the mean percent correct score achieved by 15 
normal-hearing listeners, 2) sentences from each talker will be sorted by percent correct score, and 165 sentences will be selected 
from each talker and then sequentially assigned to 33 lists, each containing 20 sentences (5 sentences from each talker), and 3) list 
equivalency will be validated by presenting all lists, in random order, to 15 CI users. Normal-hearing and CI listeners will be recruited 
in equal numbers in participating regions of France and Canada. 
 

Results: The results of the validation study with normal hearing participants and CI users will be presented. The content of the final 
equivalent lists will be shared. 
 

Conclusion: The project will expand the AzBio access to international CI teams, supporting the assessment of French speaking 
patients while offering a common cross cultural evaluation standard. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Fitting cochlear implants in babies and non-cooperative patients is cumbersome and time consuming. Therefore 
objective parameters have been sought in order to predict the subjective threshold (T) and maximum comfort (C) levels. 
Measurements of the electrically evoked action potentials (ECAP) or the thresholds of the stapedial muscle reflexes (ESRT) have 
been used for this purpose. Yet the correlation between these objective measures and the subjective T/C levels is weak to 
moderate. 
This study has been undertaken in order to identify other potential objective parameters that could improve our prediction of the 
subjective T/C levels. 
 

Methods: Data on impedance of the electrode contacts and the behavioural T/C levels at the 1st fitting session (2-5 weeks after 
surgery) and at the 5th fitting-session (4-6 months after surgery) have been retrospectively collected in 98 consecutive CI patients, 
users of the Nucleus 24RECA Freedom system. Additionally the intraoperative impedance values and the ECAP thresholds (tNRT) 
have been recorded. The average age of the patients was 49 years. 
All implant fittings have been performed by only two experienced CI audiologist using exactly the same fitting protocol. 
Statistical analysis of the correlations between the electrode impedances and the T/C-levels obtained from 1st and 5th fitting-
sessions was performed. Analyses were performed separately for the basal, mid-portion and the apical electrodes. Additionally the 
relationship between the intraoperatively measured electrode impedances and the intraoperative t-NRT’s was assessed. Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient was calculated for all the correlations. Intraoperatively measured t-NRT levels and the 
electrode impedances at the 5th fitting have also been used in the multiple regression analysis. 
 

Results: At the first fitting session only weak negative correlations between the electrode impedances and the behavioural T/C levels 
have been found for all electrode contacts (Pearson correlation coefficient r around -0.2 for both T and C values). 
However at the 5th fitting session significant strong negative correlations have been found between these parameters (from r=-0.54 
to r=-0.68). 
Multiple regression analysis showed that the electrode contact impedances can explain twice as much of the variability of the 



stabilized T/C levels at the 5th fitting than the intraoperative tNRT values. 
 

Conclusion: 1. Impedances of electrode contact impedances show significant strong negative correlations with fitted T/C levels. 
2.In multiple regression analysis electrode contact impedances can explain twice as much of the variability of the stabilized T/C 
levels than the estimated tNRT values. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Common cavity (CC) is a rare and severe inner ear malformation (IEM). CC is characterized by ill-defined and rudimentary but 
nonetheless distinguishable cochlea,vestibule, and semicircular canals. The cochlea is round or ovoid and the internal auditory 
meatus (IAM) usually enters the cavity at its center. CI in the ear with CC was first reported by Jackler in 1987, and currently it is 
widely accepted that CI is a safe and effective treatment for children with CC. However, intraoperative cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 
gusher, anomalous course of 
the facial nerve, penetration of the electrode array into the internal auditory canal (IAC) and post-operative meningitis in CC subjects 
remain major challenges for surgeons. Although previous studies have reported that most patients with CC benefit from CI, 
outcomes varied greatly among individuals, from detection of environmental sounds to excellent performance similar to that of 
patients with normal cochleas. The usually surgical approaches such as facial recess approach, double posterior labyrinthotomy or 
single-slit cochleostomy all can’t insure the electrode fully against the outer wall of the CC, so the outcomes are uncertain. What’s 
more, traditional electrode isn’t suitable for CC. In addition, few studies have focused on the long-term postoperative audiological 
and speech development of patients with CC. 
 
 
Methods: 
A retrospective review of eight patients with CC malformations.Four patients underwent cochlear implantation surgery with 
traditional recess approach, and other four patients went through cochlear implantation with single-slit cochleostomy. For patients 
with single-slit cochleostomy, temporal muscle was used to seal the labrinthotomy. Intraoperative and postoperative complications 
were reviewed. Auditory Performance (CAP), Speech Intelligibility Rating (SIR), Meaningful Use of Speech Scale(MUSS) and 
meaningful auditory integration scale/infant-toddler meaningful auditory integration scale,(MAIS/IT-MAIS)were used to evaluate 
speech reception. 
 
Results: 
The transmastoid single-slit labrinthotomy approach filled with muscle was used in four patients, and the facial recess approach was 
used in four patients. Intraoperative CSF leakage was found in one patient with 
single-slit cochleostomy approach and three patients with traditional facial recess approach. None occurred postoperative 
complications. MED-EL short electrodes were used in all eight patients. One patient 
received customized electrode which was designed based on the character of her cochlea. Now the patients recovered well. Three 



months after surgery, speech reception tests were performad, her CAP, SIR, MUSS, IT-MAIS are 2, 1, 3, 8,respectively. 
 
Conclusion: 
For patients with common cavity malformation, optimized surgical approach should be selected according to their cochlea 
characters. Temporal muscle fascia can be utilized to seal the labrinthotomy in single-slit cochleostomy. Customized elctrodes can be 
considered for patients with severe inner ear malformation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implant companies advocate 
their commitment to backwards compatibility of new generations of sound 
processors with earlier generations of implantable technologies. Individual 
differences in adapting to newer technologies need to be addressed when 
counselling and managing clients through their upgrades. 
Over the past 30 years, SCIC 
has worked with up to 5 generations of cochlear implants and 9 generations of 
sound processors. Recently 82 recipients of Cochlear’s first generation implant 
- the Nucleus 22 mplant were upgraded to the Nucleus 6 sound processor - the 7th 
generation of external components. 
This paper will overview the 
experience of recipients’ functional outcomes and utilisation of the features 
made available through the newer technology. Clinical issues pertaining to the 
adaptation to the signal processing options, battery life and use of wireless 
accessories will be highlighted and discussed. 
 
Methods: All clients received a Nucleus 
22 cochlear implant between the years 1984-1997 
Clients were aged between 14 months to 67years of age when they received their 
first cochlear implant and were aged between 19years to 90years of age when 
they received their Nucleus 6 sound processor upgrade. 
At the time of upgrade the 
clients completed the SSQ12 to determine their speech perception, spatial 
perception and quality of sound prior to their upgrade. Three months after 
their upgrade recipients repeated the SSQ12. 
Map parameters and characteristics before and after upgrade were 
compared. Datalogging was reviewed at the initial follow up, and in some cases 
again and a further 6 months review post upgrade. 



 
Results: Differences in the adaptation 
to the newer sound processor technology were evident across all age groups. 
Ability to adjust to the automated signal processing required setting of 
alternate maps with no automated algorithms for approximately 15% of the clients 
and were used intermittently as demonstrated in the datalogging. 
SSQ outcomes showed 
improvements in Speech perception in noise, and in qualitative outcomes however 
these were not significant. 
 
Conclusion: Protocols for device upgrades must consider 
functional as well as perceptual changes that can result with the introduction 
of the new technology. Clinical guidance requires consideration of an 
individual's map parameters and history of their ability to adapt to newer 
technologies to enable appropriate counselling and preparation to ensure a 
smooth transition. Successful device upgrade may take several months for some 
recipients and clinical guidance and clinical reviews should reflect this 
All of the client’s were able to transition to the new technology however and the time 
frame required before full integration of all features varied across the 
clinical population. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Children with hearing loss are at high risk for speech and language delays. Pragmatic language may be the most 
complex and abstract area of language. Pragmatic skills impart the ability of a child to use their language socially. To have proficient 
pragmatic skills, one has to be able to use language for different purposes, make changes in use according to the situation and/or 
the listener’s needs, and follow sets of rules that may vary across and within communication environments. A specific aim of the 
Childhood Development after Cochlear Implantation (CDaCI) multi-center longitudinal study is to evaluate behavioral and emotional 
adjustment and social competence in children with cochlear implants (CIs). After following children with CIs for 8 years, we are 
interested in how the children’s pragmatic language abilities influence their social competence as seen by themselves, their parents 
and their teachers. Our objective is to evaluate pragmatic language abilities and social competence, as rated by participants, their 
parents, and their teachers, and to examine the relationship between these measures after 8 years of CI use. 
 

Methods: The CDaCI Study is a nationally representative study of children with sensorineural hearing loss who received CIs before 5 
years of age. Pragmatic language was assessed using the Pragmatic Judgment core test of the Comprehensive Assessment of Spoken 
Language (CASL). Social skills were assessed using the Social Skills Scale of the Social Skills Rating System (SSRS), which can include 
subscales for cooperation, assertion, responsibility, empathy, and self-control, depending on the respondent. Standard scores with 
mean of 100 and standard deviation (SD) of 15 were reported for both measures. This cross-sectional analysis examines a subset of 
children with CIs (n=61) with data on pragmatic language as well as self-, parent-, and teacher-report of social skills collected 8 years 
post-CI (mean age=10.5). Pairwise correlations were performed between the pragmatic language scores and each of the ratings of 
social skills. 
 

Results: After 8 years of CI use, the mean Pragmatic Judgment standard score was 80.2. Mean Social Skills Scale standard scores 
were 110.6, 107.0, and 103.2 for self-, parent-, and teacher-report, respectively. Paired correlations between pragmatic language 
abilities and self-rated social skills showed little relationship (r = 0.18; p = 0.17). The relationship between pragmatic language 
abilities and parent-rated social skills was not found to be significant (r = 0.23; p = 0.07). Teacher-rated social skills, however, were 



found to be significantly correlated with pragmatic language abilities (r = 0.42; p = 0.0009). 
 

Conclusion: These results demonstrate a strong correlation between pragmatic language skills and social skills as demonstrated in 
the classroom and assessed by the teacher. Compared to parents and participants, teachers may rely more on children’s language 
performance to rate social skills. Since school may be one of the primary settings in which children interact with peers, teachers may 
also be better positioned to observe and provide a more unbiased assessment of a child’s social interactions than the parent or 
child. Further exploration is needed to understand the linguistic basis of emergent social functioning in children with cochlear 
implants. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Many studies 
confirm that during the last two decades the population of children with 
complex needs has grown. In particular, a greatly increased number of very 
premature babies are now surviving through advanced medical care where this is 
available. However, up to 40% of very early born babies have significant and 
permanent disabilities. These frequently include difficulties in the areas of 
hearing, vision, kidney function and respiration. Society can now offer much to 
premature babies. 
Multiple 
disabilities can cause fatigue and frustration in dealing with everyday 
situations, especially: communication, 
learning, orientation and mobility, social 
relationships (isolation, lack of confidence and self-esteem), independence in daily living skills, access 
to information, access to education, 
access to employment, access to 
aids and equipment (because of cost), access to interpreters. Significant 
changes have taken place, and continue to take place, in the tools and 
technology to support them. 
One example is the 
Cochlear Implant (CI): this can benefit children who are profoundly deaf, 
including those with complex additional needs. 
 

Methods: 
 
Cochlear implants 
can bring benefits across a range of areas, including listening, the 



development of communication, psychosocial skills, and pre-academic and 
academic function. However, there are differences in the type of benefits 
cochlear implantation will bring to children who are deaf with complex 
additional needs and to those whose primary need is caused by deafness alone. 
By using standard tests, it is sometimes difficult to measure different 
benefits from CI for complex needs children. Also the rehabilitation strategies 
to develop different listening skills, communication and social skills are 
different than strategies usually used with hearing impaired children without additional 
disabilities. 
 

Results: 
 
MED-EL has useful materials 
supporting children with severe complex needs: 
Rehab tool: WE CAN! 
designed to support the specialists working with children cochlear 
implant users with severe complex needs to help them to develop effectively 
their communication, listening skills and also music skills . This 
rehabilitation package WE CAN! contains 2 textbooks, DVD with the videos, 
sounds, poems and songs and there are also rehabilitation tools included to the 
package. 
Assessment tool: MED-EL Quality of Life 
Improvement of Hearing Impaired Children with Complex Needs and Their Families 
Related to Cochlear Implant Use ‘QLICI . « QLICI’ is to highlight different but significant 
benefits for children with severe complex needs which they can get from CI and 
impact of this device for quality of life for this population of children and 
their families 
 

Conclusion: 
 
Both of the 
materials will be introduced during the lecture. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Worldwide there are about 
650 million people with a disability and 360 million people worldwide have disabling hearing 
loss 
People with hearing loss can benefit from devices 
such as hearing aids, cochlear implants, assistive listening devices.. 
They all need rehabilitation, language training, 
educational and social support 
Current production of hearing aids and CIs meets 
less than 10% of global need 
 

Methods: 
 
Most people/children with a disability, especially with 
the hearing loss have a lack of access to different services, rehabilitation, 
care and education and are in many places discriminated and excluded from the 
mainstream society, especially in developing countries. That is why Pink 
Crocodile was set up to help them. 
Pink Crocodile, established in 2009 (projects since 
2001) is 
an international non-profit organization that is focused on supporting hearing 
impaired and complex needs children living under disadvantaged circumstances 
Headquarters 
are located in Prague, Czech Republic and a representative office Pink 
Crocodile Welfare Organization in Pune, India for supporting hearing impaired 
children living in poverty in Asia 
 



Results: 
 
Pink Crocodile specifically supports the 
rehabilitation, services and education for hearing impaired children and 
children with complex needs in Europe and in Asia, currently supporting more 
than 400 CI users in India and Sri Lanka 
in different regions and centers 
and 
aims to further expand its activities in the region of Asia. Pink Crocodile 
also runs the education for children with severe complex needs in Czech 
Republic which were otherwise excluded from the education system. 
Pink Crocodile is strongly encouraging fundamental 
changes in 
systems and regulation in the countries where projects are ongoing 
Pink Crocodile also has supporting projects of the integration of these children 
to mainstream society and 
enables them to enjoy a better quality of life. 
 

Conclusion: 
 
Pink 
Crocodile believes the children with hearing impairment and/or complex needs 
can do everything as other children and are equal part of the society, have the 
same rights and deserve good quality of life 
The lecture will explain the aims of the 
organization and the long term results in developing countries especially. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Considering hearing preservation or rehabilitation during neurofibromatosis type 2 (NF2), cochlear implant (CI) can be 
discussed among other treatments (Internal Auditory Canal decompression, Chemotherapy, Auditory Brainstem Implant (ABI)). 
 

Methods: Between 1996 and June 2015, auditory rehabilitation was performed for 75 patients with NF2 with an ABI (n=56) or with a 
CI (n=19). Among CI implanted patients (mean age: 40 years [16-72]), 15 patients presented a small and stable vestibular 
schwannoma (VS) of less than 15 mm (Stage I and II); cochlear implantation without VS removal was performed in 7 cases (gamma 
knife radiotherapy n=1, decompression n=3, no intervention n=3) and during or after VS removal in 8 cases (including one patient 
with radiotherapy before surgery). Four patients presented large tumours (stage III n=1, stage IV n=3); cochlear implantation without 
VS removal was performed in 2 cases (including one patient with chemotherapy) and after VS removal in 2 cases. Speech 
understanding was evaluated using open-set disyllabic words and sentences in quiet. 
 

Results: At 1 year after CI, 13 patients aged 16 to 72 years obtained speech understanding without lipreading (words: 72 ± 21.8 %, 
sentences: 82 ± 22.6 %). All these patients had a small tumor (stage I and II) and 6/13 have been implanted without VS removal. In 2 
patients with a stage I and stage III stable VS, CI only improved lipreading. No auditory benefit was observed in 3 patients with large 
VS (stage IV) and in one patient with a stage II VS operated on one year before, although a positive promontory test before 
implantation. Ten patients out of the 13 patients who obtained speech understanding had a mean follow-up of 6.6 years [2-12). 
Performance remained stable in the 3 patients with stable small tumours and in one patient with a total removal of a small tumour. 
A decrease of speech performance occurred 1 to 7 years after CI in 6 cases, due to secondary growth of the residual VS in 5/6 cases. 
Two patients became non users at 4 and 7 years post-CI and 2 patients still used CI which improved lipreading. In one case, hearing 
immediately recovered after VS removal. 
 



Conclusion: These results show a clear benefit of CI in NF2 patients in case of small tumours even if previous treatment has been 
performed. Most of the patients can reach general results obtained with CI in other indications than NF2. Decrease of hearing is 
observed in case of secondary growth of a residual tumour, but speech performance can recovered after VS removal. 
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Abstract Body: 
Cochlear implants (CIs) have provided children with deafness with unprecedented access to spoken communication. As technology 
improves, so does access to sound in every environment as well as access to music. MED-ELs LITTLEars Assessment helps 
families/professionals monitor listening milestones in order to get the most from the child’s technology. While monitoring this 
progress, family support with the LITTLEars Diary (free resource)provides the outcomes that both therapist and families are looking 
for with rehabilitation. Free lesson plans are also available for the therapist. 
This presentation will provide an overview of MED-EL’s LTTLEars Assessment and Diary, as well as practice with the assessment by 
watching videos of a newly implanted toddler. Topics to be covered will include: 
1. 
Listening milestone for the first 24 months of listening 
2. 
Behavioral observations for those first milestones 
3. 
Regular monitoring of listening 
4. 
Ling 6 sound check ( free set of cards with instructions) 
5. 
Rehabilitation for the first 24 months – Free lesson plans available 
6. 
Parent Diary to record listening behaviors and improve communication between therapist and parent. (free resource available) 

Objectives: 
Attendees will be able to: 
1. 
Identify the listening milestones by observing behaviors 
2. 
Have a better understanding of rehabilitation strategies 
3. 
Apply appropriate uses for rehabilitation materials available to teachers and therapists. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
While there is much enthusiasm for hearing 
preservation in adults undergoing cochlear implantation, our experience in 
children demonstrates several important distinctions in the pediatric 
population. First, the etiologic 
distribution of children who have usable residua in comparison to standard bilateral 
cochlear implant candidates is skewed towards etiologies that predict further 
progression. Secondly, the average pediatric implant candidate will require 
more reimplantation than an adult. Given these factors our approach has been to 
use full length electrode arrays in children with usable residua. We consider hearing 
preservation to be a marker of atraumaticity that optimizes the structural 
preservation of the cochlea, a particularly important consideration in the 
children who are likely to require reimplantation over the course of their 
lifespan. 
A previous paired comparison of a thin, 
lateral wall electrode to a standard perimodiolar array revealed that the 
lateral wall array required higher current levels to elicit all behavioural and 
electrophysiologic measures. In 
addition, lateral wall electrodes displayed higher variability across the electrode 
array, translating into increased complexity of programming, an already 
challenging and time consuming task in many pediatric patients fit with 
bilateral implants. Our current 
objective is to compare the electrical characteristics as well as the capacity 
for hearing preservation between a thin and a standard size electrode array, 
both of which are placed in a perimodiolar position. 
 
Methods: 
Bilateral pediatric cochlear implant 
candidates will receive the thin peri-modiolar array on one side and the 



standard peri-modiolar array on the other side. 
Electrophysiologic (ECAP, ESRT, impedance, T and C levels) and 
behavioural measures as well as pre and post-operative acoustic thresholds will 
be compared between the ears. Pre and 
post-operative acoustic thresholds will also be measured in bimodal pediatric 
cochlear implant candidates who will also receive the thin peri-modiolar array. 
 
Results: 
To date, two pediatric patients have received 
a thin peri-modiolar array. Both children had an easy surgical insertion and 
excellent position within the cochlea based on post-operative radiographs. 
 
Conclusion: 
A thin peri-modiolar array may prove to provide 
the, at least theoretical, benefit of hearing and cochlear preservation while 
also maintaining the electrical advantages of placing the current source within 
closest proximity to the stimulable elements within the modiolus. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The study aimed to investigate the effect of bimodal stimulation on hearing and speech development of pediatric 
cochlear implant users. 
 

Methods: The study analyzed the hearing and speech assessment results of 20 children with bimodal stimulation (one ear with a 
cochlear implant and the other ear with a hearing aid) (the experimental group) in comparison with the results of 10 children with 
unilateral cochlear implantation (the control group). All the children were implanted before the age of 3 and were evaluated by four 
research-based mandarin pediatric assessment materials including the Infant-Toddler Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale (IT-
MAIS), the Meaningful Use of Speech Scale (MUSS), the Categories of Auditory Performance (CAP) and the Speech Intelligibility 
Rating (SIR) at four follow-up appointments (i.e., 2 weeks, one month, 3 month and 6 month after switch-on). 
 

Results: By comparing the assessment results obtained at four follow-up appointments, the experimental group’ average score of 
each assessment material was higher than the control group. The statistical analysis showed that between two groups, the 
differences of IT-MAIS and CAP results were significant(p<0.05), whereas the difference of MUSS results was not significant(p>0.05). 
Regarding SIR, the results of 2 weeks, 1 month, 3 months after switch-on were not significant different (p>0.05), while there was 
significant difference of 6 months results between two groups(p<0.05). 
 

Conclusion: Bimodal stimulation is beneficial to accelerate the hearing and speech development of pediatric cochlear implant users 
in their early developmental stage after switch-on. 
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Abstract Body: 

Title: Cortical voice processing in cochlear-implanted children: an electrophysiological study 
 

Background: In children with prelingual deafness, the use of cochlear implants can restore both auditory input to the auditory cortex 
and the ability to acquire spoken language. Language development is strongly intertwined with voice perception. The aim of this 
electrophysiological study was to investigate human voice processing with cortical auditory evoked potentials (AEPs) in cochlear-
implanted (CI) children. 
 

Method: Eight CI children (2 males, 6 females) aged 4-12 years (mean age: 8 years), fitted with a unilateral cochlear implant (CI 
group) for congenital sensorineural hearing loss were included in this study. All of them had good auditory and language 
performance. They were investigated with cortical AEPs and compared with 8 normal-hearing age-matched controls (mean: 8.5 
year-old). The electroencephalogram were recording from 28 Ag-AgCl cup electrodes. The auditory stimuli were vocal and non-vocal 
sounds delivered in free field. The vocal non-speech sounds were produced by a large number of speakers of both genders and 
different ages. Non-vocal sounds consisted of sounds from a wide variety of sources, including human environments, musical 
instruments, and nature. Independent component analysis was used to minimize the cochlear implant artifact in cortical AEPs. 
 

Results: Fronto-temporal positivity to voice was found in normal-hearing children with a significant effect in the 140-240 ms latency 
range. In the CI children group, we found a positive response to voice in the 170-250 ms latency range with a more diffuse and 
anterior distribution than in the normal-hearing children. Fronto-central responses (P1-N2-N4 waves) did not differ between the 2 
groups. 
 

Conclusion: Response to voice was recorded in normal-hearing and CI children. The topography and latency of response to voice 
differed from that recorded in normal-hearing children. This finding argued for cortical voice processing reorganization in 
congenitally deaf children fitted with a cochlear implant. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Research demonstrates 
the critical development that occurs in babies’ brains from birth to three years. The window of language learning opportunity is a 
narrow one that therapists must capitalize on to maximize listening and spoken language. Traditionally, practitioners rely on face-to-
face sessions with families to gather information about parent-child interaction. LENA (Language ENvironment Analysis) technology 
allows therapists to collect information using a 16 hour sample. LENA quantifies adult words, child vocalizations, and conversational 
turns. Information on auditory environment and an Automatic Vocal Assessment (AVA) score is provided as well. Simply measuring 
these parameters is not enough. Therapists must tailor intervention to practically apply data. The COMPASS Project - Creating 
Outcomes to Maximize Practical Application of Skills and Strategies - for children with hearing loss and their families was created to 
address this need. Presenters aimed to use the unique information from LENA recorders to gain insight regarding language 
environments of children and families they work with. LENA provides objective information that can help identify opportunities for 
language learning. 
 
 
Methods: The families who participated in the COMPASS Project varied in socio-economic status, ethnicity, and family make-up. 
Participants ranged from 5 to 36 months of age and used various assistive listening technologies (cochlear implants, Baha, hearing 
aids). The presenters developed resources for families covering research-based strategies for fostering language acquisition in 
children with hearing loss. Babies wore LENA recorders for 3 days to collect baseline data. Each language strategy was then 
individually introduced to the family and targeted during therapy sessions. The presenters modeled the strategy and families were 
given practice within therapy sessions, with live coaching and feedback to maximize the efficacy of the strategy. Families then 
implemented the strategy at home throughout daily routines over a period of time. When mastery of a strategy was achieved, a 
second language sample was recorded to measure any changes in the LENA measures. 
 
 
Results: Of the 13 families who participated thus far, 62% made gains in child vocalizations, 77% increased conversational turns, and 
70% increased adult words. Ongoing data analysis will be presented for new and current participants. 
 
 
Conclusion: Results reveal the LENA system paired with strategies and coaching outlined in the COMPASS Project is effective in 
furthering language goals for children with hearing loss and their families. This presentation will examine supporting materials used, 



trends in results, and factors that impacted outcomes. Presenters will review the successes and challenges faced in the project. The 
findings can be utilized by practitioners working to apply LENA technology in furthering spoken language skills of children with 
hearing loss. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Malformation of the middle ear or atresia of the outer 
ear canal presents a challenge for treatment decision, especially in young 
children. Besides reconstructive middle ear surgery, bone conduction hearing 
aids may be considered. However, transcutaneous bone anchored systems require a 
minimal skull bone diameter, often not present in young children. Thus, these 
systems usually are given to children above the age of 5 years. In children of 
younger age, bone conduction devices attached by head band are possible, but 
frequently the acceptance for continuous daily use is poor. Therefore, we have 
offered the implantable bone conductive hearing systems Vibrant Soundbridge and 
Bonebridge (MedEl, Innsbruck) to children below age 5. 
 

Methods: 
Since 2011 we have 
implanted 18 children with the Vibrant Soundbridge system. 14 out of 18 
patients were younger than 4 years at the time of surgery. 3 children received 
a bilateral VSB implantation. A parents questionnaire was used to assess the 
duration of use, change of behaviour and overall hearing satisfaction. 6 out of 
19 children were able to perform the Adaptive Auditory Speech Test (AAST) with 
a softband bone conduction hearing aid as well as with the Vibrant Soundbridge. 
2 children with severe malformation of the temporal bone received the 
Bonebridge System. 
 

Results: 
In 4 out of 21 implanted 



ears (18 unilateral, 3 bilateral) a typical (classical) incus coupling was 
possible. In 9 out of 21 cases coupling of the floating mass transducer was 
conducted at the head of the stapes. Round window coupling was conducted in 7 
cases and in one case to the endostium of the basal turn of the cochlea. The 
average time the device was worn by the child was increased from 2,5 ± 1,8 to 
9,9 ± 2,2 hours compared to the head band system. The AAST showed better speech 
intelligibility with the Vibrant Soundbridge both in quiet (significant) and in 
noise (not significant). Parent satisfaction was also clearly increased compared 
to the head band system 
 

Conclusion: 
The Vibrant Soundbridge 
presents a successful alternative for the treatment of patients with 
malformation of the middle ear structures and the outer ear canal. Especially 
in children this approach provides a “skin closed” solution, preferred by the 
parents. Compared to head band fixed bone conduction devices, daily use is 
increased and the system is well accepted by the children and the parents. Due 
to the flexibility of the implant system, various surgical coupling options can 
be considered intraoperatively. In older children and in cases of severe 
malformation of the middle ear, the Bonebridge system presents a ,,skin closed“ 
alternative for the Patient. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The aim of this study was to determine whether activation is possible at less than four weeks postop and to show the 
postoperative change in telemetry over time. 
 

Methods: 2 weeks after the CI surgery clinical complications, the ability to wear the audio processor and the impedance values were 
analyzed. 
 

Results: 45 patients were included in this study. Just in one patient the activation could not carried out immediately. There were no 
statistically significant differences between the intraoperative, the two- and six-week postop impedance measurements for each 
channel. 
 

Conclusion: Based on the results in this study an earlier activation can be recommended. This will shorten the time the patient 
needs to wait following cochlear implantation, and rehabilitation can begin sooner. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Misplacement of cochlear implant electrodes into the semicircular canals is a rare occurrence. A high index of 
suspicion and prompt intraoperative recognition is imperative in order to optimize electrode placement and to minimize 
postoperative vestibular dysfunction. We report cochlear implant electrode placement into the superior and lateral semicircular 
canals in one patient each, and review the intraoperative management and outcomes of these patients. 
 

Methods: A retrospective chart review was performed to identify patients who underwent cochlear implantation between January 
2011 and November 2015 at a tertiary neurotology practice. Preoperative evaluation, operative reports, pertinent imaging, and 
postoperative auditory and vestibular outcomes are reported. 
 

Results: Two hundred and eight patients underwent cochlear implantation during the study period, and two patients (0.96%) with 
initial misplacement of the electrode were identified. Patient 1 had significant ossification of the basal turn of the cochlea, as well as 
a prior round window graft for a perilymphatic fistula repair. A straight, flexible electrode was initially placed into the superior 
semicircular canal through a round window approach. Patient 2 had an anterosuperiorly rotated round window, and a pre-curved 
electrode with perimodiolar array was initially placed into the lateral semicircular canal through a cochleostomy. The surgeon 
suspected electrode misplacement in both patients, and intraoperative Stenver’s view x-rays confirmed placement into the 
semicircular canals. The electrodes were successfully repositioned through the round window at the time of initial surgery. One 
patient was taken for a CT scan prior to re-positioning. Both patients experienced transient vertigo in the postoperative period but 
had eventual auditory outcomes within their expected age-peer group. 
 

Conclusion: Electrode misplacement into the semicircular canals is uncommon. However, cochlear implant surgeons should have a 
high index of suspicion if the patient has a history of previous round window manipulation or if there are anatomic variants present. 
Intraoperative imaging plays a crucial role in promptly recognizing aberrant electrode placement. Electrodes can be successfully 
repositioned after initial misplacement in the same operative setting. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Patients with severely impaired high-frequency hearing and residual low-frequency hearing cannot be sufficiently 
accommodated with conventional hearing aids. Using hearing preservation electrode designs and surgical techniques, these cases 
can be provided with cochlear implants (CIs), thereby facilitating ipsilateral electric and acoustic stimulation (EAS). However, long-
term hearing loss can occur due to intracochlear immunocompetent reactions to the electrode carrier or due to an inflammatory 
response. Long-term hearing preservation (HP) outcomes are thus essential to shed light on the status quo of the EAS patient 
population. 
 

Methods: Patients with partial deafness who underwent HP surgery were included in this study: group A) included 69 patients (75 
ears) and group B) included 53 patients (55 ears). Electrode carriers were MED-EL (Innsbruck, Austria) Flex20, Flex24, Flex28, 
FlexSOFT, Medium, and Standard. In both groups, outcome measures were pure-tone averages for low frequencies (125 Hz, 250 Hz, 
500 Hz; PTAlow) and speech perception scores of the Freiburg monosyllable test in quiet. Time intervals were: preoperative, 
postoperative, and after 12 months, while group A also included a long-term interval (> 24 months, mean 51.4 months, range 2-11 
years). In group B, insertion depths of the Flex electrode series were further determined to analyze their effect on HP up to 12 
months after implantation. 
 

Results: In group A, mean PTAlow shift was 14.2 dB after 12 months, and 22.7 dB in the long-term interval. In group B, mean PTAlow 
shift was 16.5 dB after 12 months. Total hearing loss occurred in 13.3% of cases after 12 months, and in 21.3% in the long-term 
interval. Prevalence of total hearing loss did not correlate with etiology, electrode design, or surgical approach. Remaining cases 
with residual hearing who could utilize acoustic amplification (i.e., PTAlow < 80 dB HL) were over 95% for both groups. In group B, 
longer electrode carriers (Flex28 and FlexSOFT) with inherently deeper insertion showed twice as much incidence of total hearing 
loss than shorter ones (Flex20 and Flex24). In general, speech perception scores showed a weak positive correlation with insertion 
depth. Conversely, EAS user performance showed a weak negative correlation with insertion depth. 
 



Conclusion: Long-term HP was feasible in a subset of patients, who benefited from electric-acoustic stimulation. Shorter electrode 
carriers had a higher chance of HP and performed better with lower insertion angles. In cases with postoperative total hearing loss, 
deeper insertion could provide better speech perception. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Objective. To compare amplification options for patients with mixed 
hearing loss. Devices tested include percutaneous and transcutaneous bone 
conductors (BCDs) and middle ear implants with their actuator directly coupled 
to the cochlea. 

 
Methods: 
 
Maximum 
output (MPO) was studied with simulators. If a simulator was lacking then maximum output was measured in patients, 
however, objectively. 
Main outcome 
measure. The MPO of the different systems, 
expressed in dB HL. 

 
Results: 
 
The MPO 
was the highest for devices directly coupled to the cochlea: for the Codacs 
device the MPO was above the patients’ uncomfortable loudness levels. The MPO 
of the Vibrant Soundbridge with actuator coupled to one of the cochlear windows 
varied between 65 and 85 dB HL and that of percutaneous BCD varied between 68 
and 80 dB HL, now depending on the type of BCD processor used. Transcutaneous 
BCDs had the lowest output. Based on the MPO, the devices 
were classified and a fitting protocol is presented. Other objective non-audiological 
measures were included like stability, MRI safety and costs. 



Conclusion: 
 
Only with the Codacs device can the complete dynamic range be utilized. The MPO of the 
VSB is somewhat lower and variable owing to the coupling to the cochlea. For patients 
with a sensorineural hearing loss component up to 50 dB HL, a percutaneous BCD also 
forms a good treatment option that is completely independent of the middle ear 
status. Transcutaneous devices are only suitable for patients with a (sub-)normal 
sensorineural hearing loss component. 
Reference: 
www.snikimplants.nl 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The new implantable hearing system Codacs™ was designed to close the treatment gap between active middle ear 
implants and cochlear implants in cases of severe-to-profound mixed hearing loss. The Codacs™ actuator is attached to a stapes 
prosthesis and thereby provides amplified vibration through a stapedotomy to the cochlea. Cochlear implants (CI) on the other hand 
are an established treatment for profoundly deaf patients including mixed hearing losses. The aim of the study was to compare the 
outcome of patients with the Codacs™ to CI recipients with similar bone conduction threshold. 

Methods: In a retrospective study, we compared the clinical outcome of 25 patients with the Codacs™ implant to 54 CI patients with 
similar pre-operative average bone conduction thresholds (BC PTA, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 kHz), who were potential candidates for both 
devices. The CI control group with a pre-operative BC PTA ≤ 80 dB was selected from our patient pool, independent of the implant 
model or manufacturer. Patients were grouped according to their pre-operative BC PTA into 10 dB bins. The pre-operative BC PTA of 
Codacs™ patients was < 50 dB HL (N = 4), 50 - 60 dB HL (N = 12), 60 - 70 dB HL (N = 9) and of the CI group 50 - 60 dB HL (N = 13), 60 - 
70 dB HL (N = 26), 70 - 80 dB HL (N = 15). Audiological testing was performed three month (Codacs™ patients) and two years (CI 
patients) post-activation. Word recognition scores (WRS) were determined using the Freiburg monosyllables in quiet at 65 dB SPL 
and WRS in noise with the HSM sentences test at 65 dB SPL (+10 dB SNR). 

Results: Speech in quiet was significantly (p = 0.03, U-test) better in the Codacs™ than in the corresponding CI group for BC PTA 50 - 
60 dB HL but not for 60 - 70 dB HL. The speech intelligibility in quiet in the Codacs™ group was best in patients with a BC PTA ≥ 50 dB 
HL (WRS 83 %, median), whereas the outcome of CI patients was not dependent on the preoperative BC thresholds. Codacs™ results 
were less variable and patients achieved at least 50 % speech intelligibility in quiet in contrast to the CI results that were more 
variable and went down to 15 % in some cases. 
Speech in noise in Codacs™ patients with the worst cochlear reserve (BC PTA 60 to 70 dB HL) was 78 % (median) WRS and even 
better in the group with a BC PTA 50 to 60 dB HL (WRS = 87 %). These results were significantly (p < 0.001, U-Test) better than in 
both CI control groups where 21% WRS (median) was found. 

Conclusion: Our results indicate that for patients with sufficient cochlear reserve, speech intelligibility in noise is significantly better 
with the Codacs™ than with a CI. In quiet, the advantage of acoustical amplification was significant only for patients with a pre-
operative BC PTA < 60 dB HL. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The 
vast majority of patients implanted today use monopolar stimulation, 
a strategy that generates a potential difference between an 
intra-cochlear and one or more extra-cochlear ones. This potential 
creates an electrical resistance in the tissue, which in turn causes 
an electrical current that can stimulate the auditory nerve. High 
impedance can cause losses in signal quality, thus requiring high 
power for the patient to efficiently detect electrical pulse. It can 
even lead to the deactivation of some electrodes, because their 
consumption and stimulation time are so large that hinder the global 
stimulation strategy as more power is drawn by them. This results in 
a decrease in battery life, but also in a higher spread of 
excitation. 
 
Methods: Three 
different techniques were used to evaluate the physical paradigm: 1) 
classical circuit analysis 2) 2D numerical simulations and 3) real 
temporal bone measurements using a purpose-made Cochlear Implant. 
Then, the 
position of the reference electrodes was measured in 10 patients from 
a CT scan and objective data were collected: NRT, impedances and 
thresholds. With these data, a statistical correlation study to 
assess the effects of the electrode position in these parameters was 
performed. 
 
Results: The three 



approaches show a significant decrease in current intensity and 
electrical resistance for distances that are closer to the 
intra-cochlear electrode. The results also show that to keep constant 
a given current, shorter distances require 33% less power. 
 
Conclusion: The position 
of RE during surgery can make significant differences in CI power 
consumption and threshold intensity, which allows a more powerful 
stimulation in complicated patients (i.e those with otosclerosis). 
This study presents an attractive perspective to surgeons, as it 
shows a way to decrease consumption that might result in a longer 
battery life or more power to be devoted to coding strategy 
performance. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Cochlear implants (CI) are sophisticated implantable medical devices 
containing complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) components, which can 
be affected by ionizing radiations used for treating cancer. The risk of 
implant failure seems to be low, as shown in previous studies suggesting that 
devices still operate within their specification ranges after relatively high 
doses of irradiation. With the ever progressing miniaturization of devices 
however, new electronic materials are used, potentially raising the 
susceptibility of CI devices to radiation because of the increasing amount and 
the specific nature of CMOS components employed. 
 

Objective: 1) to test and compare the 
behavior of 2 successive generations of CI, subjected to a clinical 
radiotherapy scheme and 2) to determine the maximal acceptable cumulative 
radiation levels above which the devices show out-of-specification behaviors. 
 
Methods: Three units of the two 
CI models were included in irradiation protocols. The devices were placed on 
10x5-cm pieces of PVC that represented the temporal bone and covered with a 
5-mm-thick transparent polycarbonate (PC) cover plate to mimic the skin. Irradiation 
was conducted using a 6-MV linear accelerator. All implants were first 
subjected to a fractionated irradiation scheme, receiving a single daily dose 
of 5 Gy, 4 days per week, up to a maximum of 16 sessions (total dose = 80 Gy). Following 
this first therapeutic protocol, a follow-up series of irradiation was applied 



to devices still working in their specified range to establish maximal doses 
before breakdown of the system outside the clinical range. After each radiation 
dose delivery session, output currents were measured at each of the 20 
electrode. Before the start of the irradiation protocol, reference measures 
were obtained for each individual device under the same conditions. Devices 
were considered functional if the output current did not diverge more than 10% 
from the pre-treatment reference measure; data were expressed as a percentage 
of the reference measure obtained for each individual device at each individual 
electrode. 
 
Results: The results from the 
clinical protocols revealed no single out-of-bounds measures at total doses of 
up to 80 Gy. A difference in behavior under progressive radiation treatment 
appeared between the 2 tested models; in the first-generation devices, repeated 
radiation exposure correlated with a drift of output currents to increased 
values. This result suggests a cumulative effect of radiation exposure on the 
devices. This trend was not observed the second-generation devices. This 
absence of cumulated radiation effect in the second-generation devices could be 
a beneficial result of design modifications or of the use of new materials in 
this new CI generation, potentially offering better resistance to radiation. Using 
non-clinical radiation doses allowed to identify only one device, which showed completely 
erratic output after a cumulated radiation dose to 290 Gy. 
 
Conclusion: We showed that two 
generations of cochlear implants were not deleteriously affected by radiation 
up to a total dose of 160 Gy, even when applying single 50-Gy doses. As minor changes 
in the stimulator output current can be compensated simply by reprogramming the 
processor of the CI, fractionated or hyper-fractionated radiotherapy can be 
indicated in CI patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Normally a cochlear implant is initially fitted approximately 4 weeks after the implantation, during the so-called First-
Fitting-Phase (which mostly consists of a week of intensive therapy and fittings). 
It is known, that after implantation, the absence of electronic stimulation leads to a rise in the impedance-levels. It is assumed that 
this is due to fibrosis around the electrodes. Literature shows that a Cochlear implant can be safely fitted on the first post-operative 
day (Direct- Fitting). 
Our Objective is to find out if patients who receive a Direct-fitting have lower Impedance-levels during the First-Fitting-Phase in 
comparison with patients who receive the First Fitting 4 weeks post-operatively. We will also study the influence of Direct-Fitting on 
the T- and C- Levels. 
 

Methods: For this study we compared 2 groups: A DF-Group (Direct-Fitting, Patients who are initially fitted 2 days after the 
implantation) and a Control-Group (Patients who are initially fitted 4 weeks after the implantation during the First-Fitting-Phase). 
The impedance-levels, the T-and C-levels of both Groups will be compared. 
 

Results: The interim results show that the impedance-levels during the First-Fitting-Phase are lower in the DF-Group than in the 
Control-Group. To what extent this will influence the level of stimulation or possibly the consumption of electricity will be described. 
 

Conclusion: The preliminary conclusion is that the impedance-levels during the First-Fitting-Phase are lower in the DF-Group than in 
the Control-Group. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Improvements in sound processing technology have played a critical role in the advancement of cochlear implant (CI) 
technology. Since the inception of CIs, investigators have relied on research tools and interfaces to conduct perceptual studies with 
CIs. Research interfaces commonly provided by implant manufacturers either have limited functionalities or are not suitable for 
conducting a broad range of experiments. Portability, wearability, and ease of programmability limits existing research interfaces to 
benchtop/laboratory use only. Real-world subject testing is needed to better realize system advancements. The CRSS-CIL Costakis 
Cochlear Implant (CCI) research interface addresses these short-comings and provides researchers with a portable, wearable 
research device that can be used in field trials for long-term use. The research interface, currently compatible with devices from 
Cochlear Ltd., may be connected with a personal computer (PC) via USB for conducting benchtop studies or with a smartphone 
wirelessly for field trials in real-time. It can provide both electric and acoustic stimulation and can support synchronized bilateral 
stimulation. 
 

Methods: Eight post-lingually deafened adult CI users participated in this study. The assessment of speech recognition was 
accomplished with the adult minimum speech test battery (MSTB) for adult cochlear implant recipients. Study participants were 
tested both in free-field and direct-connect modes with their clinical processor and the CCI research interface. Both devices were 
programmed with Advanced Combination Encoder (ACE) sound coding strategy. 
 

Results: On all measures of test material, the CCI research interface produced equivalent performance levels to the clinical 
processor. Statistical analysis of the data revealed no significant difference between the two device types. 
 

Conclusion: The CRSS-CIL CCI research interface may be used as a benchtop or free-field research tool for conducting acute and 
chronic experiments with implant users. Flexibility in programming and conducting a broad range of experiments makes it a useful 
tool for investigators interesting in exploring different research ideas in naturalistic settings. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Speech coding strategies commonly transmit signal envelope information to enhance speech perception but nevertheless, the 
processing of temporal fine structure remains poor. Therefore zero crossings of the Sound signal are identified and computed in 
addition to the envelope. In the Fine Structure Processing strategies FSP and FS4 (MedEl, Austria) the signals’ fine structure 
information is transmitted at a varied or fixed number of apical electrodes with channel specific sampling sequences (CSSS). In the 
FS4 low rate (LR) strategy the number of CSSS-channels is fixed at a low timulation rate (FS4-LR) and may result in a loss of 
information when stimulating higher frequencies. MedEl increased the stimulation rate in the FS4 high rate (HR) strategy to 
compensate information loss. 
 
 
Methods: 
In a prospective double blind study with classic 
crossover design, postlingually deafened adult CI users (n=14) were randomly provided with speech coding strategy FSP and 
converted for the period of 6 weeks to the encoding strategy FS4-LR. The same population (n=12) with the same experimental 
protocol received FS4-HR at least 6 months later. The Evaluation of speech intelligibility was performed with standardized speech 
tests in quiet and noise (Freiburger monosyllables, Oldenburger and Göttinger sentence tests). In a simple preference test at the end 
of the study, the subjects were asked to decide with which coding strategy speech understanding is better. 
 
 
Results: 
After conversion to FS4-LR and HR the sampling rate increased significant at electrode 1-4. At FS4-LR a significant decrease of the 
stimulation rate was found at the electrodes 5-12. In FS4-HR the stimulation rate at these upper electrodes was rated as equal as in 
FSP. 
In all speech tests in quiet subjects achieved significantly worse results with FS4-LR compared to FSP. In noise the decrease was 
smaller. Preliminary results (n=12) for the FS4-HR coding strategy showed an improved speech recognition in quiet and in noise 
compared to FS4-LR as well as FSP. 



 
Conclusion: 
In the first run the majority of subjects decided against FS4-LR in the Preference test. In the second run FS4-HR and FSP were rated 
as equal. An increased and fixed number of fine-structure channels, as well as the higher temporal resolution and the related 
accurate transmission of the sound characteristics could result in improved speech understanding. Only FS4-HR uses a significant 
higher sampling rate on electrodes 1-4 and also a higher stimulation rate on electrodes 5-12 compared to FS4-LR which equals the 
FSP rate. 
Both factors might lead to the improved speech intelligibility. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implants (CI) utilize frequency-to-electrode allocation tables (FAT) to represent the tonotopic organization of 
a normal 
cochlea. Current CI fitting methods typically use a standard FAT for all patients regardless of individual differences in cochlear size 
and electrode location. When patients are postlingually deaf this results in different amounts of mismatch between the frequency-
place function they experienced when they had normal hearing and the frequency-place function that results from current fitting. 
For some CI users, an alternative FAT may enhance sound quality or speech perception. Currently, no widely available tools exist to 
aid real-time selection of different FATs. 
 
 
Methods: A smartphone application for a widely available mobile platform (iOS) was developed to serve as a pre-processor of 
auditory input to a clinical CI speech processor and enable interactive real-time selection of FATs. A pilot study was conducted in 
three CI subjects. Speech perception was evaluated using Consonant Nucleus Consonant word recognition tests.  
 
 
Results: All subjects successfully used the portable application with their clinical speech processors to experience different FATs 
while listening to running speech. The users were all able to self-select one table that they judged provided the best sound quality. 
All subjects chose a FAT different from the standard FAT in their everyday clinical processor.  
 
 
Conclusion: A portable application enables CI users to self-select frequency allocation tables in real-time. This software application 
may be a valuable tool for improving future methods of CI fitting.  
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Abstract Body: 

 
Introduction: Neurofibromatosis Type 2 (NF2) is a genetic condition associated with the presence of bilateral vestibular 
schwannoma and progressive sensorineural hearing loss. Typical treatment options include observation, radiosurgery or surgical 
resection. Management decisions depend on tumor size, morbidity, presumptive growth rate and patient health and preference. 
Historically, retrocochlear pathology was a contraindication to cochlear implantation. However it is now recognized as viable, in an 
attempt to restore hearing and improve communication. 
 

Objective: To assess auditory function in cochlear implant recipients with NF2 who were treated with radiosurgery as compared to 
observed tumors. 
 

Methods: A local retrospective review of hearing outcomes in NF2 patients with cochlear implantation was undertaken with data 
then pooled with the existing medical literature. Comparative post-implant outcome data, including pure-tone average and aided 
speech perception measurements was analyzed between 14 subjects whose tumors were observed and 11 subjects who received 
pre-implantation radiotherapy. 
 

Results: Average tumor size was 1.52cm in the observation cohort and 1.95cm in the radiotherapy group. Both groups demonstrated 
similar pre-implant candidacy criteria, including average age, duration of deafness and open-set speech recognition. Although 
disparate outcome measurements were utilized across studies, an analysis of post-implant open-set speech perception found no 
significant differences between groups. 
 

Conclusion: Despite a small sample size and highly variable post implantation testing methods across studies, it was determined that 
patients who undergo radiotherapy prior to cochlear implantation have similar hearing performance to patients whose tumors have 
been observed. This outcome furthers the viability of employing pre-implantation radiosurgery to both control tumor growth and 
restore communication in patients with NF2. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The Naida CI processor offers a beamforming technology with the UltraZoom functionality. This directional 
microphone captures sounds with an angle of 60° on either side of the center line and has an adaptive system differentiating sounds 
picked up by the front and rear microphones. This configuration can bring significant benefits in noisy environments when the CI 
user needs to focus on the person speaking at the front. 
 
Methods: 30 cochlear implanted patients (10 bilateral, 10 unilateral, 10 bimodal) have been included in the study. The mean age 
was 53 years old (SD=18.0; [21-89]) and the mean post-CI duration was 7 years (SD=2.0; [5-17]). The test set-up contained three 
noise sources at +/- 90° and 180° (noise presented at 65 dB SPL measured at patient’s head) and one speech signal in front of the 
subject (0°). Subjects were tested with the French Matrix test (OlSa test). During the upgrade visit to the center, subjects were tested 
with the Harmony as well as the Naida CI in omnidirectional microphone configuration. After a take-home phase of two months, 
tests were repeated with the Naida CI processor with and without UZ. In parallel, subjects were asked to provide subjective feedback 
about the sound quality in daily environments using APHAB questionnaire. 
 
Results: Results of our study demonstrate statistically a significant improvement of speech understanding in noise with a 3.6 dB 
(median difference) speech reception threshold decrease (N=18) with the Naida CI processor in UZ as compared to omnidirectional 
microphone configuration. No difference has been found for monosyllabic words recognition in quiet and sentences understanding 
in noise between Naida and Harmony CI processor in omnidirectional microphone configuration. Moreover, APHAB questionnaire 
showed an 8.1% (p<.05) subjective improvement of communication in noisy environment in patients with speech intelligibility in 
noise (n=17). An 11.2% subjective improvement of communication in noisy environment and a 10.4% global subjective improvement 
(p<.05) have been observed in patients without speech intelligibility in noise (n=11). 
 
Conclusion: The Naida CI processor integrates the new UltraZoom beamforming technology which can bring significant benefits in 
noisy environments when the CI user needs to focus on the person speaking at the front. This benefit has been demonstrated with 
the Matrix test with a significant SRT decrease. Moreover, our study showed that, after a training session, the Matrix test in noise is 
reliable and reproducible. In addition, a subjective improvement of communication in noise, evaluated with APHAB questionnaire, 
has been observed in cochlear implanted adult patients and a global subjective improvement in less efficient patients. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Substantial unexplained variability and individual differences persist in speech and language performance for adults 
who receive cochlear implants (CIs), which are not wholly explained by traditional predictors such as duration of deafness or amount 
of pre-operative hearing. There is growing evidence that cognitive functions, such as working memory, may impact speech 
recognition outcomes, and these functions may account for performance gaps between those who do well with their devices and 
those who struggle. In an effort to identify viable clinical targets for post-CI rehabilitation strategies, the specific components of 
working memory that are deficient in the adult CI population must be identified. 

Objective: The primary objective of this study was to pinpoint the sources of working memory deficits in adult CI users, which may 
serve as future targets for post-operative rehabilitation strategies. 

Methods: A sample of adult, postlingually deaf, experienced CI users and an age- and gender-matched sample of normal-hearing 
(NH) peers were tested using a measure of speech recognition (recognition of words in syntactically complex, meaningful sentences, 
embedded in speech-shaped noise) along with three measures of working memory that tax different components of verbal working 
memory: storage and processing of auditory verbal input (complex listening span task – LSPAN), storage and processing of non-
auditory verbal input (complex reading span task – RSPAN), and the storage of phonological input in working memory through a task 
maximizing recognition by audiovisual presentation (nonword repetition task – NWR). 

Results: Between-groups analyses revealed poorer accuracy for CI users than NH listeners for all sentence recognition and working 
memory tasks, except for RSPAN. LSPAN and NWR scores correlated for both groups, while RSPAN and NWR did not correlate for 
either group. Notably, LSPAN and NWR scores correlated with recognition of words in sentences only for CI users. 

Conclusion: Findings suggest that CI users’ deficits in verbal working memory may contribute to deficits in speech recognition, and 
that these deficits arise from difficulty encoding verbal material presented auditorily, along with poorer storage of phonological 
structure. Central processing of verbal information is largely preserved. Clinical implications for rehabilitation approaches will be 
discussed. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: As cochlear implant outcomes have improved over the years, candidacy criteria have broadened to include those with 
greater levels of pre-operative hearing. This has spiked interest in the ability to preserve natural hearing using devices and 
techniques that are less traumatic to cochlear structures. The aim of this study was to assess the hearing preservation outcomes in a 
large group of adult cochlear implant recipients implanted with a thin straight electrode array using atraumatic surgical techniques. 
An additional aim was to investigate factors that may impact upon hearing preservation. 
 
Methods: A prospective cohort study was undertaken in Melbourne, Australia from December 2010 to May 2015. The hearing 
preservation outcomes of 138 adult recipients were analysed in addition to individual patient specific demographic factors. 
 
Results: 36.2% of patients were found to have complete hearing preservation at three months post-implant, with a median low 
frequency hearing change -22.5 dB for the group of 138 recipients. Degree of hearing loss prior to cochlear implantation was shown 
to have a significant effect on change in hearing post-operatively. 
 
Conclusion: Preservation of hearing is possible following atraumatic cochlear implant surgery with a thin straight electrode array, 
however results are variable. Clinicians and surgeons must provide careful pre-operative counselling regarding the expectations of 
post-implant hearing preservation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: As the low frequency hearing can be preserved 
to the large extend after deep electrode insertion the region in the cochlear which is stimulated electrically can overlap 
subcutaneously with the acoustic stimulated region. Place overlap between electric and acoustic stimulation may have either 
negative or beneficial effect on the transfer of auditory information. Negative effect occurs when presence of electric stimulation 
substantially impairs acoustic information transfer, or vice versa. Positive effect stems from the integration of complementary cues 
extracted from acoustic and electric stimulation. The aim of the study was to investigate the 
impact of an overlap of electrically and acoustically stimulated regions on speech benefit after the round window deep insertion of 
cochlear electrodes. 
 
Methods: Twenty eight PDT subjects participated in the study. Speech 
discrimination was evaluated in subjects with low frequency hearing prior to surgery, implanted with round window deep insertion 
of MED-EL standard or FLEXsoft electrode arrays. Twenty-one females and 7 males are reported on here. The mean age of the study 
subjects during the surgery was 46 years (18-68.4 years). Patients were randomly assigned to 2 groups: overlap and non overlap. In 
overlap group all electrodes which elicited hearing sensation were activated during the first fitting of a speech processor. In the non 
overlap group 3 most apical electrodes were switched off. In both groups FS4 strategy was used. After 12 months patients from 
overlap group had 3 most apical electrode switched off and tested immediately and 3 months later in overlap and non overlap 
condition. Patients from non-overlap group had 3 most apical electrode switched on and tested immediately and 3 months later in 
overlap and non overlap condition. In both groups speech tests were conducted. Subjects were tested in the best aided condition 
(PDT-EC or PDT-EAS) and contralateral ear unpluged or aided, and in the CI only condition with monosyllabic speech test at the level 
of 60 dB HL in quiet and in noise (10 dB SNR). 
 
Results: The differences in speech discrimination scores between overlap and 
nonoverlap groups were not statistically significant in EAS and EC conditions. In CI only condition the scores were statistically 
significant higher in overlap group. 
 
Conclusion: There is no negative effect of overlap in place of stimulation between 
acoustic and electric stimulation. The work was supported by Polish National Science Centre, decision no. DEC-
2013/09/B/ST7/04213 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Some adolescents have hearing impairments characterized by normal or slightly elevated thresholds in the low and 
mid frequency bands (below 1500 Hz) and nearly total deafness in the high frequency range. These patients often remain beyond 
the scope of effective hearing aid treatment. 
 
 
Methods: This study presents the cases of a 16-year-old adolescent and of a 75-year-old patient with good hearing in the range 125-
1500 Hz and deafness at other frequencies. An implant was used to restore hearing at high frequencies, while preserving low and 
mid frequency acoustic hearing in the implanted ear. This is described as electro-natural stimulation (ENS) of the inner ear. 
 
 
Results: The results demonstrate that low and mid frequency hearing (up to 1500 Hz) can be preserved using the round window 
surgical technique. A substantial improvement in speech discrimination was also observed when electrical stimulation on one side 
was combined with acoustic stimulation on both sides. 
 
 
Conclusion: There is scope to extend qualifying criteria for cochlear implantation to include adolescents and elderly individuals, who 
are suited to ENS. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The AzBio sentence recognition test in quiet and noise has become the gold standard for both CI candidacy testing and for 
measuring a CI recipient’s ultimate performance. However, because considerable adaptation can be required when adjusting to new 
maps, acute performance on the AzBio may not predict long-term benefits. An alternative way to measure CI performance is to use 
spectral resolution tests that do not rely on speech recognition. Spectral ripple tests are a type of spectral resolution test and can 
potentially provide a measure of spectral resolution that is more reliable measure of acute CI performance than word recognition 
testing. A modified spectral ripple test, the spectral-temporally modulated ripple test (SMRT), has been developed, but performance 
on SMRT has yet to be compared with speech understanding in noise. The 
objective of this study is to compare cochlear implant recipients’ performance on the SMRT and the AzBio sentence test. 
 
Methods: Both unilateral and bilateral cochlear implant patients who are native English speakers were recruited for this study and 
tested on the SMRT and the AzBio test (with a +8 dB signal-to-noise ratio). The correlation coefficient between the two tests was 
calculated. 
 
Results: Preliminary results suggest a relationship between AzBio scores and SMRT scores. 
 
Conclusion: The preliminary results of this study suggests that performance on the SMRT test correlates with performance on the 
AzBio test, further demonstrating the potential usefulness of the SMRT in clinical settings. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction 
The relationship between family socioeconomic status (SES) and the academic performance of NH children is well established in 
sociological research. The students with high level of SES perform better than the middle class students and the middle class 
students perform better than the students with low level of SES (Garzon, 2006; Kahlenberg, 2006; Kirkup, 2008). The literature on 
achievement consistently has shown that parent education is also important in predicting NH children’s school achievement 
(Klebanov, Brooks-Gunn, & Duncan, 1994; Haveman & Wolfe, 1995; Smith, Brooks-Gunn, & Klebanov,1997). The aim of the study 
was to assess the impact of parental education level (both mothers and fathers) and SES on academic achievements of experienced 
CI children. 

 
Method 
Outcome measure: school competency test performed at the end of primary school containing five domains: reading, writing, 
reasoning, use of information and practical use of knowledge. Survey distributed among parents regarding family income and 
parental education level, both mothers and fathers. Parents educational attainment was categorized with the use of ISCED 2011 
levels of education. to three groups 1 – finished primary education including lower secondary, 2 – upper secondary general and 
vocational and 3 – upper education. Full data was obtained from 160 cases (n=160). 

 
Results 
Analyzes showed significant groups differences in school competency test scores according to father educational attainment: total 
score (p=0,01162), reading (p=0,0136) and reasoning (p=0,0042). There were also significant groups differences according to mother 
educational attainment in total score (p=0,000253), reading (p=0,0076), writing (p=0,0003), reasoning (p= 0,0017) and use of 
information (p=0,0039). 
Post hock analyzes reveal the statistical differences between fathers levels of education 1 and 3 for total score (p=0,011008), reading 
(p=0,012307) and reasoning (p=0,003094). Furthermore there are statistical differences between mothers levels of educations: 1 
and 2 as well as 1 and 3 for total score (p= 0,004513, p=0,000355); 1 and 2 for reading (p=0,018019); 1 and 2 as well as 1 and 3 for 
writing (p=0,000900, p=0,004895); 1 and 3 (p=0,000865) for reasoning; 1 and 2 (p=0,005406) as well as 1 and 3 (p=0,029907) for use 
of knowledge. There was no statistical significant relation between school competency test results and parents income. 
 



Conclusion 
Higher level of educational attainment not only mother like often reported in the literature but also fathers positively influence 
cochlear implanted child school achievements at the end of primary education. Contrary to other studies obtained in a group of 
implanted children data didn’t support findings from NH group that higher SES levels lead to higher performance of students. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction - The reported cognitive abilities of children with cochlear implants has ranged widely across published studies. The 
current project will share the results of the cognitive profiles collected on 17 children with cochlear implants. 
 

Objective - Great variability in the cognitive profiles of children who have received cochlear implants has been described in the 
research literature (Huber & Kipman, 2012). A number of demographic variables have been correlated with higher scores on 
cognitive assessments, including age at implantation, SES, and intervention (Connor et al., 2006; Geers et al, 2003). Current research 
continues to examine the role of specific cognitive factors as a possible explanation for the variation in language and academic 
outcome; these include the impacts of non-auditory and nonverbal cognitive factors (Pisoni et al., 2008). The literature has reported 
that children with CIs typically demonstrate below average abilities on measures of auditory/verbal working memory and nonverbal 
serial memory (Dawson et al., 2002; Pisoni & Cleary, 2004; Todman & Seedhouse, 1994). Studies have also suggested that children 
with early auditory deprivation may experience broad difficulties with general visual-motor abilities (Conway et al., 2009). Measures 
of verbal comprehension in children with CIs have varied across reported research samples (. The current presentation will 
characterize the cognitive profiles of 17 children with cochlear implants in our program. Cognitive factors will be discussed in the 
context of demographic variables, as well as the students’ placement in a highly supportive inclusive environment alongside a 
classroom majority of high language typically hearing peers. 
 

Methods - The presentation will share the results of a special population sample of students, collected within an inclusive education 
program, who were administered the recently updated cognitive measures WISC-V and WPPSI-IV. Ten students with cochlear 
implants were administered the WPPSI-IV, the most updated version of this measure of cognitive abilities for children 2:6 to 7:7 
years of age. Nine students were administered the WISC-V, the most updated version of this measure of cognitive abilities for 
children 6 to 16:11 years of age. 
 

Results - Results of the collected sample will be compared to previously published studies delineating cognitive profiles for children 
with cochlear implants. Specifically, the cognitive indices of verbal comprehension and working memory will be highlighted. The 



impact of the updated cognitive measure including a visual working memory subtest will be discussed. 
 

Conclusion - Results of the collected sample of 17 students will be shared. The results will be explained in the context of intervention 
children with CIs have received in an inclusion program with multiple supports. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Children with cochlear implants (CIs), who have substantial delays in language development may experience cascading 
effects in other areas of functioning, such as cognition. Previous research has shown that young children with hearing loss have 
deficits in visual attention, impulsivity and behavioral regulation compared to their hearing peers. However, little is known about 
how preschool-age children with CIs perform on visual selective attention tasks using a continuous performance task (CPT). 
 

Objective: We developed a pictorial CPT task that measured sustained and selective attention and then compared performance on 
this task in preschool-age children with CIs vs. normal hearing. 
 

Methods: Data were drawn from the Childhood Development after Cochlear Implantation (CDaCI; Grant #R01DC004797) study, the 
largest longitudinal study of children with CIs to date. Visual attention was measured using a customized, pictorial CPT task at 12, 24, 
and 36 months post-implantation for participants 3 years or older (12 months: CI group n = 72, Typically Hearing group n = 48; 24 
months: CI group n = 148, Typically Hearing group n = 74; 36 months: CI group n =163, Typically Hearing group n = 77; M age at 12 
months: CI group = 48 months; typically Hearing group = 42.5 months). On the CPT, participants were presented with common farm 
animals on a computer screen (e.g., cow, duck) and were asked to press the “space bar” when they saw a specific target (i.e., a 
duck). Total hits (i.e., pressing button for target), false alarms (i.e., pressing the button to animals other than a duck), and omissions 
(i.e., not pressing the button when a duck appeared) were calculated. Based on these parameters, d prime (d’) scores were 
generated for each child. d’ is the combined measure that takes into account both hits and false alarms. The following hypotheses 
were tested: 1) Children with CIs 
would perform significantly worse on this visual attention task than their age-matched hearing peers across all 3 time points; and, 2) 
age at implantation would significantly predict performance on the CPT, with earlier implantation conveying an advantage. 
 

Results: Results supported both hypotheses. Children with CIs evidenced worse visual selective attention than their hearing peers 
across all 3 time points (12 months: F(5, 111) = 2.45, p <.05; 24 months: F(5, 215) = 3.12, p <.01; 36 months: F(5, 233) = 3.78, p <.01), 
after controlling for maternal education. As predicted, age at implantation was significantly related to d’ scores at each time point, 
with children implanted at a younger age performing better than those implanted later (12 months: F(5, 65) = 2.51, p <.05; 24 



months: F(5, 142) = 5.90, p <.01; 36 months: F(5, 156) = 6.05, p <.01). Age at implantation accounted for 6-13% of the variance in d’ 
across time. 
 

Conclusions: This is the first study to measure visual selective attention in preschool-age children with CIs in comparison to their 
hearing peers. Results suggested that auditory deprivation, associated with sensorineural hearing loss, affects basic cognitive 
processes, such as the development of selective attention. Earlier implantation mitigated these effects. Future directions include a 
broader evaluation of executive functioning in children with CIs using longitudinal modeling. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Cochlear implants 
(CI) improve access to auditory communication and therefore contribute to the 
inclusion of children with severe to profound hearing loss in mainstream 
education settings. Various studies have indicated that students with CI have 
advantages over students with hearing aids (HA) regarding their chances to enroll 
in mainstream education settings, their language performance, speech 
intelligibility and academic skills. Few studies have addressed and 
described the students' functioning during class. 
Objectives: To quantify the classroom performance of 
students with CI and their feelings during class, in comparison to HA users, 
and normal hearing peers. 
 

Methods: 
15 CI users, 20 HA users and 35 students with normal hearing (NH) participated. All the children were in the age range of 9.2-13.1 
and were mainstreamed in regular classrooms and none with additional disabilities. The performance in class was observed and 
quantified using a classroom observation tool. In addition, a self-report Classroom Participation Questionnaire (CPQ) was completed 
by the children. The academic achievements were evaluated based on their grades in Math and Hebrew language. 
 

Results: 
CI users made eye contact with classmates who were speaking during class more frequently compared to HA users and to students 
with NH. No differences between CI users and NH students were found in their perceived understanding of the teacher and 
understanding the other students, as well as in their positive and negative affects during class. Interestingly, the HA users differed 
from NH students in their sense of understanding of the students and in their positive and negative affects during class. They also 
reported on less positive affects compared to CI users. No differences were found between the groups in making eye-contact with 



the teacher, following the teachers' instructions, nor in their academic achievements. 
 

Conclusion: 
Although CI has significant contribution to the students' performance and feelings during class, CI users work harder than others in 
tracking the faces of the different speakers in class. Therefore, special adjustments must relate to: classroom seating arrangement; 
choosing the preferred seat for a student with CI; and managing class discourse in a supportive way that will encourage and enhance 
classroom participation of students with CI. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Recent studies showed that anesthetic complication rates did not significantly differ between various age-at-
implantation groups during CI surgery. Therefore, a general consensus exists that CI surgery can be performed safely in the cochlear 
implant population aged 12 months or younger. 
 

Methods: A retrospective cohort study was conducted to assess both anesthetic (laryngospasm, postoperative nausea, vomiting) 
and surgical (meningitis, device migration/failure, facial nerve palsy, CSF leak, flap necrosis) complications following CI surgery. 
Patients were classified according to age at implantation, anesthetic maintenance agent and ASA classification. 
 

Results: We included 46 CI procedures performed in 43 patients. Nineteen procedures (41.3%) were performed before the age of 12 
months. We subdivided procedures according to anesthetic maintenance (22 sevoflurane and 24 propofol procedures) and ASA 
classification: sevoflurane (ASA 1, n = 16; ASA 2, n = 6) and IV propofol (ASA 1, n = 16; ASA 2, n = 8). Neither the specific anesthetic 
agent nor the ASA classification affected anesthetic or surgical complication rates. In addition, age at implantation differences did 
not result in significantly different surgical and anesthetic complications. 
 

Conclusion: This study adds evidence that CI surgery can be performed safely during early infancy (< 12 months). Because anesthetic 
maintenance medication did not affect surgical and anesthetic complication rates, CI procedures can be performed safely in early 
infancy using either sevoflurane or intravenous propofol anesthetic maintenance agents. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Counselling regarding outcomes can be 
difficult in unusual pediatric cochlear implant cases. Small or absent Cochlear Nerve on MRIs can be 
associated with poorer outcomes but families would like to know how likely their 
child is to develop verbal language and gain language understanding from the cochlear implant. The objective of our study was to 
assess cochlear implant (CI) outcomes, and 
factors affecting outcomes, for children with aplasia/ hypoplasia of the 
cochlea nerve. We also developed a new 
grading system for the nerves of the internal auditory meatus (IAM) which links 
with the cochlea nerve classification. 
 
Methods: Methods: A retrospective review was performed for CI recipients aged 0-16 years with an absent/ hypoplastic cochlea 
nerve on MRI. Data were analysed regarding MRI findings, trans-tympanic electrical auditory brainstem response (EABR), intra-
operative EABR, NRT, Categories of Auditory Perception (CAP) score, and main mode of communication. 
 
Results: Fifty CI recipients (26 male and 24 female) were identified, 21 had bilateral CIs, 27 had co-existing developmental delay. 
Parasagittal IAM views on the MRI scans showed cochlea nerve (CN) aplasia in 64 ears, hypoplasia in 25 ears, and a normal nerve in 
11 ears. Main mode of communication was analysed for 41 children: 21(51%) used verbal language as their main mode of 
communication(15 speech alone, 5 speech plus some sign, 1 bilingual in speech and sign), and 20 (49%) used sign language (10 sign 
alone, 9 sign language plus some speech, 1 tactile sign- she was blind). Seventy-three percent of children were able to use some 
verbal language. Cochlea nerve aplasia/ hypoplasia and developmental delay were both significant factors affecting main mode of 
communication.CAP scores for 59 CI ears were analysed: 47% with CN Aplasia (IAM nerve grades 0-III) and 89% with CN hypoplasia 
(IAM nerve grade IV) achieved CAP scores of 5-7 (some verbal understanding) (p= 0.003). 
 
Conclusion: Our results are encouraging and useful when counselling families regarding the likelihood of language outcomes and 
speech understanding through the cochlear implant. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: to evaluate results after cochlear implantation in patients with cochlear nerve deficiency (CND) and to assess criteria 
for candidacy. 
 

Methods: among the 955 implanted children between 2000 and 2015, 16 patients had bilateral CND (1.7%). 13/16 had completed 
files and were included. Mean age at implantation was 25 months. Mean follow-up was 52 months. CND was Aplasia in10 cases and 
Hypoplasia in 3 cases. 9/13 had pre-operative Electrical ABR (EABR). All children had hearing aid previously to cochlear implantation 
and threshold with hearing aids (HA) were obtained for 6 of them. Perceptive results (Open Set Sounds OSS, Closed Set Words CSW, 
Open Set Words OSW, MAIS, CAP) were analyzed at 24 and 36 months follow-up and correlated to the age at implantation, the EABR 
and the HA thresholds. 
 

Results: 7 patients had > 50% scores in OSS at 36 months. 3 patients reached > 30% scores in OSW. at 48 months. EABR thresholds 
were not correlated with any perceptive results; HA thresholds were correlated at 24 months follow-up to CAP/ MAIS/ CSW /OSW 
scores. 
 

Conclusion: Overall, recipients with CND showed poor results as compared to the other cochlear implants candidates. 
Preoperatively, some children have HA thresholds and those to achieve better perceptive performances. On the other hand the 
EABR did not seem to be a prognosis factor. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Preservation of usable acoustic hearing thresholds post implantation is a critical issue in cochlear implant candidature, 
as a significant proportion of potential candidates now present with some thresholds within the speech spectrum. While systemic 
delivery of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) such as corticosteroids preoperatively is standard procedure, the delivery of 
therapeutics directly into the cochlea postoperatively could potentially provide advantages. 
 

Objective: To investigate the feasibility of integrating a drug therapy regime into the standard design of a cochlear implant. 
 

Method: An experimental electrode array (Contour Advance) was augmented with regions loaded with dexamethasone (DXB – 
Sanofi). Product shelf life was validated by purity assay and pharmacokinetic profiling before, and after both normal and accelerated 
ageing. Non-clinical safety studies in animal models were conducted to evaluate identified primary patient risks. Subsequently, a first 
time inhuman (FTIH) study was conducted with 10 patients, by 3 surgeons, at 2 different sites. 
 

Results: Temporal bone studies showed no decrement in electrode insertion characteristics with this design. Results of chemical 
analysis did not identify any issue with product shelf life, and profiling estimated that therapeutic dosages could be delivered for 
periods up to 40 days postimplantation. Non-clinical results in the animal model did not identify any safety issue associated with 
inclusion of high loadings (50% w/w) of DXB in the electrode array. A specific study investigating the potential risk of progression of 
meningitis infection from the middle ear in the rat model showed no increased incidence in the rate of meningitis in the 
experimental group (implanted with a 50% w/w/ DXB in silicone) as compared to a control group. 
Initial results for the FTIH adult patients showed no problems in insertion characteristics of the electrode design, nor any safety issue 
for the patients postoperatively, as compared with control patients receiving standard devices recruited from the same clinics. 
Further studies have shown that surface modifications using polymer technology can provide for significantly varied release times 
and profiles for therapeutics into the cochlear environment using active dissolution methods. 
 

Conclusion: A Combination CI incorporating a drug-loaded electrode array is a feasible method for delivering targeted drug therapy 
to CI recipients. Results from the FTIH study indicate that the device provides sustained, reduced impedances, which may be a 
biomarker indicating reduced fibrosis close to the intra-cochlear electrode. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Morphological examination of the human temporal bone in the apical 
region supports the benefits of deep electrode insertion. Initiation of spikes 
on peripheral processes close to the basilar membrane would provide improved 
channel selectivity during electrical stimulation but recruiting of nerve 
fibres requires a higher current. 
 

Methods: At the date of writing, clinical data are 
available from 8 users of the MED-EL Synchrony cochlear implant with a new 34mm 
electrode to evaluate the effect of the insertion depth of the cochlear implant 
electrode on speech perception. All subjects, in which we concluded from 
preoperative assessment, that they have a long cochlea, were implanted with a 34mm 
flex electrode with an insertion depth of >34 mm. The surgical procedure is 
described in detail, insertion of the so far longest electrode available was possible 
without difficulties. 
In Addition, acute speech tests were carried out. Stimulation was 
restricted to the apical, middle and basal regions of the cochlea in turn, as 
well as arrangements in which contacts were distributed over the whole length 
of the cochlea or concentrated at the basal end, thus mimicking an insertion 
depth of ≈ 20 mm only. 
 

Results: The results confirmed the feasability of the insertion of a new and longer (34mm) electrode, increasing electrical coverage 
of the stimulated cochlea. Our results are in line with already published data, that 
suggest that longer electrodes improve speech understanding in quiet and in 
noise for cochlear implantees by distributing the contacts 
over the whole length of the cochlea. The stimulation of the apical region of the cochlea supports a 



significant degree of speech understanding. In logical consequence, longer electrodes for longer cochleas should be available. 
 

Conclusion: Electrode insertion of the longest electrode available is possible. In logical consequence with existing data, longer 
electrodes for long cochleas should be available. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Soft tissue reactions are the most common complications of the bone anchored hearing systems technology. Changes in the 
abutments were instituted in order to reduce such complications. The purpose of this study is to compare healing outcomes and the 
incidence of skin reactions 
between patients receiving hydroxyapatite-coated abutments and non-hydroxyapatite-coated 
abutments used in bone anchored hearing systems. 
 
 
Methods: 
40 adult patients were enrolled prospectively and 
randomized to either the coated or non-coated study group. The 
hydroxyapatite-coated abutment (Baha 4 Connect System) was compared to the 
non-coated abutment (Ponto bone anchored wide implant system). Both groups 
underwent implantation using a standard, minimally invasive surgical technique 
without subcutaneous tissue reduction. The two groups were compared in regard to 
post-operative soft tissue reactions, infections, pain, and numbness at the 
implant site. The subjects were 
followed over a period of 12 months. 
Post-operative 
visits were pre-scheduled at 1 week, 3 weeks, 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months, and 
1 year following implant insertion. At all follow-up visits, a clinical evaluation 
was made of the skin status classified according to a modified Holgers Scale. A separate visual analogue scale for pain and numbness 
was administered 
at each follow-up visit to obtain the subject’s assessment for the presence of 
pain and numbness at the implant site. 
 
 
Results: 
Results of all 40 implanted patients will be presented. 



The follow up period was a minimum of 6 months post implantation. All but 2 implants had 
Grade 0 findings throughout the post-operative period. These findings also show that there was no significant difference in pain or 
numbness scores between the hydroxyapetite-coated and non-coated abutments. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
There appears to be no 
measurable difference between hydroxyapatite-coated and non-coated abutments when 
comparing skin reactivity, pain and numbness scores post-operatively. Furthermore, there is no measurable 
difference in aesthetic outcomes or healing time when comparing the 
hydroxyapatite-coated and non-coated abutments. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
With the availability of the straight slim electrodes and the expanded 
indications for cochlear implantation, patients with more residual hearing are 
being implanted. However, some patients were observed to suffer loss of the residual hearing and less 
than desirable performance outcome. 
The purpose of this study is to present our audiological 
results and compare the outcomes of the modiolar hugging with the straight slim 
electrodes. 
 
Methods: 
A retrospective review of the charts of 87 patients who 
underwent cochlear implantation between January 2012 and April 2015 was 
undertaken. The modiolar hugging electrode was used in 42 patients, and the 
straight slim in 45. The 2 groups were of similar age and gender distribution. 
Pre and 6 months postoperative results were analyzed using CNC and Azbio 
measures in quiet and noise. Co morbidities such as hypertension, diabetes, 
any postoperative surgical interventions, active Meniere disease or positional 
vertigo were researched in the poor performers. CT scans of the temporal bones were obtained in patients with declining 
performance. 
 
 
Results: 
Both groups showed significant improvement in their speech 
recognition scores at 6 months following implant activation. However, the modiolar 
hugging group showed more consistent improvement while some of the 
straight electrodes showed variations in the impedance measurements, CNC and 
Azbio scores. No common co morbidities could be identified, and CT scans did 
not show any evidence of electrode extrusion. 
 



 
 
Conclusion: 
Cochlear implants have revolutionized the care of the hearing impaired. 
Care must be taken in shaping the postoperative expectations according to our 
past experience. While the straight slim electrodes are attractive to use in 
patients with more residual hearing, the results at our center are not as 
consistent and predictable as the modiolar hugging electrodes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: For two decades now the middle ear implant Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB, MED-EL) is successfully used to treat patients 
with sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL). Over time, the introduction of different coupling modes (e.g. round window, oval window 
coupling) were developed and allowed the expansion of the indications of the VSB and the treatment of patients with conductive 
and mixed hearing loss. In Hannover, the VSB program started in the beginning of 1997, shortly after the implantation of the first 
VSB in 1996. Until now, 328 VSB surgeries were performed with the floating mass transducer (FMT) coupled to different structures 
of the ossicular chain or to the inner ear, whereas the classical incus vibroplasty was the most frequently-performed surgery. The 
clinical data collected over a long period of time was used to evaluate the long-term safety and efficacy of the VSB for the most 
common incus vibroplasty. The aim was to assess its safety and effectiveness in patients with moderate-to-severe SNHL > 10 years 
after the intervention. 
 
Methods: 
In a retrospective single-subject repeated mono-centric study audiological long-term results of SNHL patients with the VSB coupled 
to the incus were analyzed. 104 German speaking adults (122 ears) of whom 50 were women and 54 men (MV 54.5 years old, min. 
19.0 and max. 80.4 years at implantation) were included in this study. For analysis patients were divided into 4 groups according to 
the time after surgery. 
 
Results: 
Pre- and post-operative thresholds shortly after surgery (group 1 < 1 year; avg. 0.5 yr (0.1 - 0.8 years; N = 34) revealed a small (< 3.2 
dB), but significant drop in bone conductions (BC) thresholds at high frequencies (> 3 kHz) that disappeared in group 2 (1 < 4 years; 
avg. 2.4 years; min: 1.2 - max: 3.8 years; N = 51). A decrease in BC thresholds at longer periods after implantation (4 years < group 3 
< 8 years and group 4 > 8 years) was found comparable in size to the natural hearing loss. Statistical analysis indicated no 
accelerated progression compared to the contralateral, non-implanted side in monaurally implanted subjects. Also the functional 
gain and monosyllable intelligibility was still satisfactory in the long-term group (group 4 > 8 years; avg. 11.1 years; min: 8.2 - max: 
13.9 years; N = 16).  
 
Conclusion: 
Our results have proven the safety and effectiveness of the VSB with incus vibroplasty in SNHL patients over a long-term period of 



more than ten years. In the future, also the long-term performance of other coupling modes shall be determined. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
The modern acoustic hearing aid has been commercially available for nearly 100 years; however, the majority of hearing loss 
subjects (80 %) rejects a hearing aid or rarely uses one. Our goal is to develop products that remove hearing loss as a barrier to 
communication by developing alternative treatment options. Implantable hearing devices used for treatment of sensorineural, 
conductive and mixed hearing loss have now been successfully developed and approved for use for hearing treatment for patients 
that often have no other options for their 
hearing loss. 
 
Methods: 
The first new class of implantable medical devices offers new treatment options by utilizing mechanical energy to directly drive the 
human ear using techniques called Vibroplasty. The benefit of these techniques over acoustic devices include improved sound 
quality, elimination of occlusion & feedback and improved comfort and cosmetic appearance. There have been several versions of 
the implant called the VORP that include the VORP models 501, 502 and the latest MR Conditional VORP 503. Each new implant 
version has offered new improvements to promote surgical ease and options and to support the application of the Vibrant 
Soundbridge in new patient indications. 
 
Results: 
The Vibrant Soundbridge was first implanted by Prof.Dr. Ugo Fisch twenty years ago in 1996 and today is routinely used by 
physicians to perform vibroplasty techniques daily in over 30 countries for patients that typically have no option for hearing loss 
treatment. The Vibrant Soundbridge has evolved over the years and there have been seven versions of Audio Processor units (these 
are external components that drive the implant) with each new version containing advances in signal processing, microphone and 
housing design improvements that can be utilized by patients without need to exchange the implant. The success of the Vibrant 
Soundbridge that has now been applied in 10’s of thousands of cases lead to the development of the Bonebridge, the world’s first 
active transcutaneous bone conduction implant that is used to treat mixed and conductive deafness. This new implant has had an 
exciting adoption rate as the use of the Bonebridge obviates the need for a percutaneous “screw, plug, abutment” type of fixture 
which have a history of issues related to the open wound that prevent many patients from making optimal use of hearing via bone 
conduction. 
 
Conclusion: 



It is often said that hearing loss subjects “suffer in silence”. This is not really true as many patients are unable to perform at work 
and it has been shown that hearing loss has a high cost to productivity in the workplace and to society when untreated. With our 
technology we have seen many patients return to the workforce and return to happy productive lives. The future looks bright for the 
hearing impaired! 
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Abstract Body: 

INTRODUCTION: The lateral recess is the access to brainstem surface-cochlealr nucleus. Defining this recess is key to proper 
placement of the ABI. This gives us unique information of the variants in this important surgical landmark in children. 
AIM: Relevant surgical anatomy in defining and accessing the lateral recess for 
placement of electrode via a retromastoid suboccipital craniotomy and propose a 
working classification of the types of Flocculus. 
 

METHODS: 16 children with absent cochlea and or cochlear nerve (Michael’s aplasia) underwent auditory brainstem implants over 
the period of 5 years at our institution. Based on our limited experience, the authors have proposed a classification for grading the 
anatomical determinants which influence the placement of the ABI electrode. The flocculus are classified based on their morphology 
and location into 4 types- grade 1( non visualized), Grade 2 (hypoplastic), Grade 3 (small) and Grade4 (large). The problems 
associated with each variant of flocculus in defining the foramen of Lushka and in the placement of the brainstem implant have been 
elucidated. The other anatomical variations in the defining the foramen of Lushka are noted. 
 

GRADE OF 
Results: of the 16 cases operated each of the 4 grades of flocculus were found to be associated with variable anatomical and implant 
placement findings. Grade 1 and Grade 2 were found in 5 cases each and were associated with large choroid plexus and atrophic 
7th 8thnerve complex. Grade 3 and 4 were found in 3 cases each and were associated small choroid plexus and covered the REZ of the 
7th 8th nerve complex. Grade 3 and 4 had a difficult implant placement and ultimately acess was along the 9th nerve complex REZ 
direction. A constant root entry zone vein was a landmark superficial to which we had our implant entry point. 
 

Conclusion: The type of flocculus and its associated anatomical findings is primary determinant of comfort of electrode placement. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Both binaural hearing and access to waveform fine structure are likely to improve CI users’ perception of sound 
quality. For bilateral CI candidates with some aidable hearing, two options for providing binaural input are the bimodal configuration 
(CI with contralateral hearing aid, HA) or bilateral CIs. A contralateral HA provides acoustic access to fine structure, and some current 
CI processors also provide waveform fine-structure encoding strategies. The study objective was to compare, within subjects, the 
effects on perceived sound quality of bimodal versus bilateral CI listening, CI-only versus binaural listening, and fine-structure versus 
envelope-only strategies. 
 
 
Methods: 16 adult HA users with bilateral severe-to-profound hearing loss completed testing at 6 and 12 months of bimodal 
listening following a first-ear CI surgery, and at a further 6 and 12 months following receipt of the second-ear CI. Participants 
received processors implementing both an envelope-based strategy (“ENV”) and a strategy that encoded waveform fine structure in 
the four lowest-frequency channels (“WFS”), and all used the WFS strategy in daily life. For sound quality assessment, the 
participants used a visual analog scale to rate the quality of short recordings as the listening configuration (binaural, first CI only, or 
HA/second-CI only) and CI strategy (WFS or ENV) were varied automatically trial-by-trial. The experimental stimuli were four speech 
recordings (two female and two male sentences), and two music recordings (rock and classical instrumental). Stimuli were presented 
in a sound booth using specially designed headphones, software and CI remote. The custom software program allowed for each 
stimulus to be presented in 6 modes: left side only, right side only, and bilaterally, each with the CI in ENV or WFS. This procedure 
was similar to the MUSHRA procedure, although no hidden reference and anchors were used. On the rating screen for each sound 
sample, each mode was randomly assigned to one of six buttons. The subjects listened to these recordings with as many repetitions 
as desired, and indicated their overall quality in relation to each other by adjusting the corresponding sliders. 
 
 
Results: Sound quality ratings were analyzed using repeated-measures ANOVA, and similar trends were observed with the speech 
and music quality ratings. In the bimodal configurations, the combination of HA + CI with WFS processing achieved significantly 
higher rating than all other conditions. Furthermore, ratings for WFS in the CI-only condition were better than ratings for the HA + CI 



with ENV condition. Similarly, the WFS strategy resulted in significantly higher quality ratings than the ENV strategy in bilateral CI 
listening conditions. Analysis of the bimodal vs. bilateral quality data showed a significantly higher rating for bilateral CI listening 
with the ENV processing option. No statistically significant differences were found between bimodal and bilateral CI conditions with 
WSF strategy. In addition, longitudinal analysis of sound quality data showed that the ratings either improve or remain stable with 
time. 
 
 
Conclusion: The fine-structure strategy resulted in significant sound quality benefits in both bimodal and bilateral listening 
configurations. The sound quality benefits were seen with both male and female speech stimuli, as well two different genres of 
musical stimuli. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: One of the goals of cochlear implant surgery is atraumatic electrode insertion into the scala tympani. Previous research 
has shown that perimodiolar electrode placement places the array closer to the medial wall of the cochlea and hence closer to the 
spiral ganglion cells , reducing power consumption. While numerous electrode array configurations have been designed to both 
minimize cochlea trauma and maximize ease of use, variability in preference, hearing preservation and performance still remain. The 
purpose of this study is to examine the benefits of a new thin perimodiolar electrode array. 
 

Methods: Twenty postlingually hearing impaired adult subjects ages 18 and older, with moderate-to-profound hearing loss in the 
low frequencies and profound hearing loss in the high frequencies, from two cochlear implant centers are participating in the study. 
Preoperative and postoperative evaluation protocols included pure tone audiometry and open-set word and sentence recognition 
tests in quiet and in noise at various signal-to-noise ratios. The electrode used in all subjects is a newly designed thinner pre-curved 
perimodiolar array which has a thin carrier and a straightening sheath for smoother insertion. Evaluations were performed 
preoperatively and postoperatively at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months. Additional pure tone tests were administered in order to monitor 
residual hearing. 
 

Results: Preliminary results suggest a trend toward measurable residual hearing in the short-term following implantation and 
improvement in speech recognition scores in quiet and noise from preoperative to postoperative evaluation intervals. 
 

Conclusions: Preliminary results with the new perimodiolar electrode array suggest that maintaining various amounts of residual 
hearing and increasing speech understanding is possible. More data over a longer period of time is needed in order to determine the 
benefits of the new electrode design. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Previous generation sound processors introduced algorithms to maximize sound comfort and speech intelligibility, as well as 
directional microphones to improve hearing in background noise. These developments were successful in increasing speech 
understanding, but microphone response patterns were reliant on scene analysis and a manual button push from the user. The 
scene-classifier in the newest generation of sound processor takes the decision-making burden off the user so that people of all ages 
and lifestyles can enjoy the benefits. This feature analyzes the sound environment, classifies it, and applies appropriate microphone 
response patterns and additional algorithms to improve listening ease for the recipient. All signal processing is automatic without 
the recipient using buttons or remote controls. This is the first digital technology of its kind for individuals using electrical hearing. 
The objective of these multi-center studies was to evaluate performance benefits and recipient satisfaction regarding the automatic 
scene classifier algorithm available in the newest sound processor over default processing algorithms of previous generation 
processors. The scene classifier yielded a significant improvement in performance when compared to previous generation sound 
processors programmed with the prior default processing algorithms. This new processing technique offers superior hearing 
performance in background noise, and results from the Speech Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale (Comparative) indicated that 
over 70% of subjects reported better performance with the new processor over their current processor. 
 
 
Methods: 
Over eighty cochlear implant recipients listened to and repeated sentences in noise with their current processor and with the new 
processor. Subjects were evaluated acutely, and again after a period of take-home use. Additional subjective satisfaction data was 
gathered using surveys 
 
 
Results: 
The scene classifier yielded a significant improvement in performance when compared to previous generation sound processors 
programmed with the prior default processing algorithms. This new processing technique offers superior hearing performance in 
background noise, and results from the Speech Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale (Comparative) indicated that over 70% of 
subjects reported better performance with the new processor over their current processor. 
 
 



 
Conclusion: 
Results of these studies demonstrate the superior performance and clinical utility of the scene classifier over previous generation 
processing strategies. Including at least one scene classifier program for new and existing recipients is recommended because this 
provides the best opportunity for recipients to automatically use the most appropriate microphone and input processing settings 
throughout the day, especially in difficult listening situations. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Percutaneous bone anchored hearing aids have been commonly prescribed bone conduction devices (BCDs), but have 
been associated with complications including loss of osseointegration and skin infections. Recently, a transcutaneous implantable 
BCD (TI-BCD) was introduced, consisting of a bone conduction implant and an external audio processor with advanced digital signal 
processing (DSP) capabilities. Emerging evidence suggests improvements in auditory thresholds, speech understanding, and 
satisfaction ratings with the TI-BCD. However, there is little information on the performance of TI-BCD and its DSP features in 
challenging acoustic environments. Our study’s objective was to investigate the performance of advanced TI-BCD DSP features 
(directionality, adaptive noise reduction) in noisy and reverberant environments through behavioural tests of speech reception and 
perceived sound quality (SQ), as well as a self-assessment questionnaire. 
 
Methods: Six adult TI-BCD users participated in two test sessions, at 2 and 5 months post-implantation. In each session, they 
completed the Hearing in Noise Test (HINT) in two different rooms: sound-treated and reverberant. During HINT, diffuse speech-
shaped noise was presented at an overall level of 65 dBA. HINT sentences were presented from 0o azimuth, with their level 
adaptively adjusted to estimate the 50% correct threshold (SRTs). In each room, the SRTs were obtained with the external processor 
set to: (a) omnidirectional (OMNI), (b) OMNI + adaptive noise reduction (ANR), (c) directional microphone (DM), and (d) DM+ANR. 
SQ ratings of speech and music samples were obtained in both rooms in quiet, and for speech also in diffuse noise (SNR = 5 dB). For 
each stimulus, subjects switched blindly between the four different processor conditions through a custom software interface and 
indicated the corresponding SQ score by adjusting a slider along a 100-point visual analog scale. Participants completed the 
Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit (APHAB) at the start of each session. 
 
Results: SRTs were significantly poorer in high reverberation in OMNI mode (low: 2.33 dB; high: 11.19 dB), consistent with the 
known synergistic effect of noise and reverberation in degrading speech recognition. DM and DM+ANR significantly improved SRTs 
both rooms (overall benefit DM: 3.7 dB; and DM+ANR: 3.4 dB). SRTs in high reverberation improved significantly between the first 
and second sessions in all processor conditions. 
Similarly, noise and reverberation significantly degraded SQ in the OMNI mode. A significant enhancement in SQ was observed with 
DM and DM+ANR conditions (15.2 and 18.5 units better on the visual analog scale, respectively). No statistically significant 
differences were found among the processor conditions for music SQ in quiet. APHAB showed significant self-perceived benefit in all 
three analyzed subscales: ease of communication (EC), background noise (BN), and reverberation (RV). Consistent with the HINT SRT 



data, the self-reported benefit was significantly higher in the second session, with the most on the RV subscale (15.9% increase), and 
the least on the EC (3.2% increase). 
 
Conclusion: Noise and reverberation significantly impacted TI-BCD users’ speech understanding and sound quality. Activation of 
advanced DSP features such directional processing and adaptive noise reduction significantly enhanced their performance in these 
challenging environments. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Performing cochlear implantation in a partially ossified cochlea can be a challenge even for experienced surgeons. 
Different surgical techniques have been proposed to address this specific situation. Insertion of the electrode array in the scala 
vestibuli stands out as a promising approach, although little is known on its impacts on both auditory outcomes and programming 
parameters. 
 

Methods: We performed a retrospective chart review of pediatric and adult patients who underwent cochlear implant surgery at a 
tertiary care center since 2009. Three groups were formed: 1) scala vestibuli group, 2) scala tympani with ossification group, and 3) 
scala tympani without ossification group. Patients were matched based on the cause and duration of deafness, age, sex and side of 
implantation (ratio of 1:2:2). Results obtained after completion of the intensive functional rehabilitation in the Hearing in Noise Test 
(HINT), Multimedia Adaptive Test (MAT), Infant-Toddler Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale (IT-MAIS), as well as electrical 
impedance, electrical acoustic reflex threshold (EART) and neural responses telemetry (NRT) were compared between groups. 
 

Results: A total of 18 patients underwent scala vestibuli cochlear implantation when scala tympani insertion was impossible due to 
ossification: 13 adults and 5 children. The causes of cochlear ossification were: otosclerosis (n=8), meningitis (n=5), congenital 
deafness (n=2), infectious disease (n=1), sudden sensorineural hearing loss (n=1) and undetermined (n=1). Preliminary analyses 
suggest similar discrimination in noise and open-set speech recognition in the scala vestibuli group compared to scala tympani with 
ossification group (HINT 10 dB = 50% vs. 58%; MAT= 79% vs 71%), with only slight differences in programming parameters. 
 

Conclusion: Based on our preliminary results, scala vestibuli cochlear implantation in partially ossified cochlea does not significantly 
affect auditory performances and programming parameters compared to scala tympani cochlear implantation. The scala vestibuli 
represents a viable and useful insertion route in cases of scala tympani ossification and must be considered without any reserve by 
surgeons facing this particular condition. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: To develop an in-vitro model to characterize electrode explant forces and dynamics. Cochlear implant (CI) explantation 
can be required for many reasons, with removal of the intra-cochlea electrode array potentially resulting in trauma. Literature on 
electrode explant force or trauma typically involves explant immediately post implantation in plastic models or in human cadaveric 
temporal bones. Clinically however explant typically takes place many year’s post implantation by which time a fibrous capsule has 
formed around the electrode array and potentially some greater level of fibrosis and/or ossification within the scala. 
 

Methods: An in-vitro model using gel constructs to represent different tissue densities surrounding the electrode array was 
developed to measure explant forces and examine the explant dynamics of the electrode array. The standardized tools and 
protocols developed lend themselves to accurate characterization of the explant force profiles and explant dynamics of different 
electrode positions with the scala (modiolar or lateral wall) and also different insertion depths (from 360° to 720°). Measurements 
for explant force were obtained via instrumented load cell, with high definition video used to capture the explant dynamics in terms 
of explant path, lumen created by explanted electrodes and level of disruption of the surrounding gel due to the explant. 
 

Results: Explant forces can vary considerably depending on the presence and density of gel surrounding electrode array, and as 
expected a patent lumen results in the least force required. Two peak forces were identified in the presence of the gel, with an initial 
peak representing the breaking of the bond between the silastic interface with the gel and a second peak representing the maximum 
force of explant. Electrode path during explant and disruption to the surrounding gel also varied considerably, with insertion depth 
being the contributing factor in the differences observed. explant dynamics also varied Potential disruption of tissues formed post 
implantation by both perimodiolar and straight lateral wall electrodes is examined and their influence on cochlear structures is 
discussed 
 

Conclusion: Measurement of electrode explant forces and dynamics in patent scala tympani is not a representative model of 
explantation which typically occurs some years after initial implantation. An in-vitro model using gel constructs that can mimic 
tissues surrounding the electrode may provide insights into the in-vivo conditions and provide a better understanding of the effects 
of explant on the electrode/tissue interface, potential for explant trauma and how these may be managed clinically. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implants are a standard recommendation for pediatric patients who have bilateral, severe to profound 
sensorineural hearing loss, when the goal is for them to access sound. Current FDA guidelines for 12-24 month-olds include 
profound hearing loss. These expand to include severe-to-profound hearing loss in children older than 24 months with limited 
benefit from amplification, defined as 30% correct on age-appropriate open-set word recognition tests. 
Pediatric patients who have an asymmetric hearing loss, who have one ear that meets criteria for a cochlear implant, but the other 
ear with better hearing, do not meet FDA guidelines for cochlear implantation. However, literature indicates that children with 
asymmetric/unilateral hearing loss have difficulties with localizing sounds and hearing in the presence of background noise. These 
issues can have detrimental effects on speech and language development and cognition. In addition, these patients have been found 
to have a higher risk of educational and behavioral problems. 
As FDA and clinical indications for implantation have broadened, children with asymmetric hearing loss should be considered. 
Although minimal literature concerning cochlear implantation of this population is available, preliminary results have indicated a 
positive outcome for this group with cochlear implantation. 
 

Methods: Retrospective analysis of patient demographics, pure-tone audiograms and word/sentence recognition pre-and post-
implantation, and parental and patient questionnaires. A total of 14 patients, ranging from age 1 year to 20 years at the time of 
surgery, with severe to profound hearing loss in one ear with poor word recognition abilities and better hearing sensitivity and/or 
word recognition abilities in the other, underwent unilateral successful cochlear implant surgery in the poorer hearing ear. 
 

Results: Pre-implant word recognition scores in the non-implanted ear ranged from 72%-96%. Pre-implant hearing threshold 
sensitivity in the non-implanted ear ranged from normal-mild to moderate-severe. Patients received either Nucleus or Advanced 
Bionics devices. All 14 patients continue to utilize a hearing aid on their non-implanted ear following surgery. A majority of patients 
achieved better word recognition measures in the bimodal (cochlear implant plus hearing aid) listening condition post-surgery 
versus cochlear implant-alone or hearing aid-alone conditions. All patients achieved better word recognition scores post-surgery in 
the implanted ear. One patient has rejected the use of her cochlear implant and uses only her hearing aid. Two other patients use 
their hearing aid consistently and use the cochlear implant occasionally. Eleven patients use their cochlear implant and hearing aid 
together full-time. Acceptance and consistent use of the cochlear implant was not directly related to pre- and post-implant word 
recognition performance, degree of hearing loss in the unimplanted ear, nor length of deafness in the implanted ear. Post-implant 



questionnaires have indicated a positive experience and outcome with the cochlear implant. 
 

Conclusion: Outcomes for cochlear implantation for this small group of patients with asymmetric hearing loss are thus far positive. 
Considering the known detrimental effects of unilateral hearing loss on education, speech and language development, and cognitive 
development, expanding cochlear implant criteria for this population should be considered. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Bilateral cochlear implantation has become widely accepted as an effective treatment for severe to profound 
sensorineural hearing loss in both children and adults. Adult patients who have achieved good speech perception with a unilateral CI 
may have difficulty adapting to the sound from a sequentially implanted second implant if there is a long delay between surgeries. 
 

Methods: Sixteen unilaterally implanted adults who expressed interest in receiving a bilateral CI were selected to receive a second CI 
using a matched pair paradigm based on age, hearing loss etiology, duration of deafness prior to their first CI, and implanted device. 
CIs were considered to be matched if they were the same device or a device of similar technological generation. Subjects were 
randomly assigned to one of two conditions. Subjects in group one forfeited the use of their first CI for one month following 
activation of their second CI (Non-Use Group). Subjects in group two were asked to use both of their CIs consistently for the first 
month (Consistent Use Group). Subjects were evaluated at the following time points: pre-operatively, and 1, 3, 6, and 12 months 
post bilateral activation. Speech perception was measured pre-operatively with the first CI with CNC words and HINT sentences 
presented at 0 degrees azimuth. HINT sentences in noise were also tested with a +5 dB signal-to-noise ratio and noise presented 
from 0, 90, and 270 degrees azimuth. Post-operative speech perception testing was completed in the aforementioned conditions 
with bilateral CIs, the first CI alone, and the second CI alone. Subjects completed the Health Utility Index (HUI) and the Speech, 
Spatial, and Sound Quality of Hearing Questionnaire (SSQ) at all test time points. 
 

Results: A repeated measures ANOVA revealed significant improvements in performance over time in both groups for the second CI 
alone and the bilateral conditions. Not surprisingly, performance with the first CI diminished over the first month in the Non-Use 
Group. A significant interaction effect was noted between the study groups for speech perception in quiet over time. Subjects in the 
Non-Use Group achieved their maximum speech perception scores with their second CI by one month post activation whereas 
subjects in the Continued Use Group did not achieve their maximum speech perception scores until six months post activation. The 
remaining data and subjective outcomes at will also be presented. 
Conclusion: It is possible to foster the acclimatization to a sequentially implanted second CI by suspending the use of the first CI. It 
appears that there are no deleterious effects to the performance of the first cochlear implant in the long term although a decrement 



in performance is expected after the period of non-use. Further investigations are needed to evaluate the most appropriate period 
of non-use of the first CI and if the duration of use of the first CI has an impact on outcomes with the second CI. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: When determining if a patient is a candidate for a cochlear implant, degree of 
hearing loss is the primary determining factor, although other factors may weigh heavily as well. 
 Family support, ability to maintain equipment, duration of deafness, availability of rehabilitation 
services, and commitment to using the external processor consistently are all known factors that 
can influence outcomes.  In examining our patients with a hearing loss etiology of Enlarged 
Vestibular Aqueducts (EVA) who were sequentially implanted bilaterally, we found that these 
patients have a significantly higher percentage of non-use of their second-implanted ear than the 
general population of cochlear implant recipients.  Additionally, we found that all patients with 
EVA who received bilateral cochlear implants simultaneously continue to use both cochlear 
implants. This would indicate that timing of surgery is in some way a factor of outcome, 
however it may not be the only factor.  We propose that a more in-depth examination of pre- 
implantation factors might help guide expectations of outcomes, and also guide our clinical 
practice regarding implantation of these patients. 
 

Methods:   This retrospective study examined records of our population of cochlear implant 
recipients who are followed in our pediatric Cochlear Implant Program. Patients were included in 
the study if they had hearing loss caused by EVA and had received bilateral cochlear implants. 
  Records were examined to analyze pre-implantation factors for each individual ear that may 
influence outcomes, including degree and duration of hearing loss, use of traditional 
amplification, and pre-operative speech understanding. 
 

Results: A total of 19 bilaterally implanted patients with EVA were included in this study, 
involving users of both Advanced Bionics (N=6) and Cochlear Americas (N=13) devices. For 
our patients with EVA, those who were sequentially implanted (N=16) have a second-ear non- 
use rate of 40%. In contrast, those who received bilateral cochlear implants simultaneously 
(N=3) have a non-use rate of 0%.  Our general population of bilateral cochlear implant recipients 
with different etiologies (including both simultaneous and sequential surgeries) has a non-use 



rate of 3%. 
 

Conclusion: Outcomes of cochlear implantation for patients with EVA as a whole are 
good.  While the first ear is generally implanted soon after hearing decreases, there is often a 
time gap before the second ear is implanted.   This is often due to the second ear hearing being 
better than would typically be implanted.  However, for children with this diagnosis and a likely 
drop in hearing in the future, there may be a lost opportunity for good outcome with a second 
cochlear implant if the second ear is not closely monitored for benefit and implanted quickly 
when previous benefit becomes compromised. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Historically teleintervention/virtual services have provided an essential bridge to address the established inequity in 
health services in regional and remote locations. However for families with children with cochlear implants travelling long distances 
for programming and management had remained a necessary component. Improvements in communication technology have shifted 
the landscape for cochlear implant service provision and now provide a viable platform to enable the mirroring of face to face 
services in the virtual domain. The demonstrated equity in quality, frequency and outcomes between virtual and face to face 
intervention has led to this model of intervention becoming an effective option to facilitate flexible, responsive and accessible 
service delivery for all families and children with cochlear implants. 
 

Methods: This presentation outlines a retrospective review of benefits and limitations of services via web based remote interaction 
for family-centered transdisciplinary services, reviewing the experiences, engagement and outcomes of families with an integrated 
early intervention and cochlear implant program. Children with cochlear implants form the majority of participants in virtual 
intervention and have been the catalyst for the development of specialised services to address their management requirements. 
This study explores virtual transdisciplinary intervention with a specific focus on challenging traditional practices within this medium, 
with the programming and management of cochlear implants, using evidence based learning models to enhance engagement and 
access for each individual. Quantitative and qualitative outcomes of caregivers and professionals in the program will be examined in 
light of changes to traditional models and compared across service delivery modes for over 250 families enrolled in early 
intervention 
 

Results: Outcomes for children and families enrolled in the virtual program indicate speech and language outcomes on par with 
those receiving face to face services. With high levels of engagement, skill building and advocacy development results indicate on 
entry to school, these families are more informed and educated with stronger parent advocacy skills and knowledge. Service delivery 
is enhanced and more responsive to individual family needs with the addition of virtual access. 
 



Conclusion: Initial experience in health services are often predictive of future engagement and informed decision making. Adapting 
service delivery to meet the needs of every child and family is changing the landscape of intervention shifting previously inaccessible 
services to those that can provide the opportunity and support to maximise every child’s development. 
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Abstract Body: 

INTRODUCTION: Prelingually deafened adults are a heterogeneous group of patients. A number of factors, such as aetiology of 
deafness, communication mode and residual hearing can affect post implantation outcomes. Age at implantation and duration of 
deafness have been found to have the most significant impact on post implant outcome measures. Adolescents and adults with 
long-term prelingual deafness have traditionally had the poorest benefits from their implants achieving only limited post implant 
improvement in closed-set auditory perception tests but no open-set speech recognition ability. Consequently, patients with long-
term prelingual deafness have not been considered good Cochlear Implant (CI) candidates as they may only gain awareness of 
environmental sounds.  

METHODS: A retrospective analysis was undertaken of eighty six prelingually deaf patients who had received cochlear implants as 
adults between 1994 and 2015 (30 males and 56 females). The mean age of implantation was 37.8 years, the youngest patient being 
18 and the oldest 65 years old. Pre implantation speech perception skills, communication method used, the client’s normal everyday 
listening environment and the client’s speech intelligibility were recorded. Comparative data pre and post implantation included 
traditional speech perception outcomes (BKB and CUNY tests) as well as quality of life assessment scores (GaST & Nijmegen). In 
addition we analysed implant use by data logging where available. With regard to the analyses of the overall implant assessment 
process the standard pre-implant assessment forms (AIP – Adult Implant Profile) were reviewed and the Prelingually Deafened 
Implant Profile (PIP) was developed in response to our findings in this group.  

RESULTS and CONCLUSIONS: Results show significant increase in number of implanted patients over the period reviewed (23 
patients between 1995 to 2005, compared to 63 patients between 2005 to 2015). This is partially a result of higher referral numbers 
but also relates to a more comprehensive holistic assessment of this group of patients. Our findings confirm that duration of 
profound deafness and age at implantation continue to be important factors affecting the overall post-implantation outcome 
particularly when using standard audiological methods. However, our study shows that the more recently implanted patients in this 
group show consistent use of their implants and the implants lead to a significant improvement in Quality of Life scores. In response 
to our findings we have now adapted our assessment process by using the PIP to better assess the potential benefit for these 
patients. Not all patients assessed do proceed to implantation and it is essential to ensure that the expectations of both patients and 



their families are realistic. Overall, this study shows the potential benefit of CIs in these patients who have traditionally been viewed 
as less than ideal candidates. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Although hearing preservation following cochlear implantation has been widely documented, some individuals with 
significant low-frequency hearing pre-operatively lose acoustic hearing, and the time course and extent of this loss varies. Several 
pathophysiological mechanisms have been proposed, including hair cell loss, auditory nerve degeneration, and intracochlear fibrous 
tissue growth. This study combines three sets of longitudinal data in a group of cochlear implant users with preserved acoustic 
hearing to explore the patterns of change across measures. The purpose was to characterize changes in auditory status over time, 
and to compare changes across various measures to explore specific mechanisms underlying loss of acoustic hearing experienced by 
some individuals. 

Methods: This is a retrospective analysis of data obtained from a subset of 90 patients with preserved acoustic hearing following 
implantation of various electrode arrays (6, 10 or 22 intracochlear electrodes). Outcome measures include behavioral thresholds for 
acoustic pure-tone stimuli, electrically evoked compound action potential (ECAP) growth functions, and electrode impedances. 
Repeated measures occur at various time intervals and across various time spans post implantation, up to 10 years. Behavioral 
thresholds of the implanted ear are compared with those of the contralateral (nonimplanted) ear to separate systemic changes from 
those related to implantation. ECAP amplitudes provide information about neural status. Electrode impedance is useful for (1) 
considering fibrous tissue growth and (2) interpreting changes in ECAP amplitude. 

Results: Analysis is ongoing. Preliminary qualitative analysis involves categorizing individuals according to patterns of change in 
auditory function. Behavioral thresholds are categorized as stable, symmetrically increasing in both ears, or increasing in the 
implanted ear alone. In some cases, changes in ECAP amplitude are correlated with changes in impedance, but in some cases the 
changes are independent. Decreasing ECAP amplitudes have been observed in some individuals with symmetrical increases in 
behavioral thresholds. This pattern suggests global neural degeneration, and a mechanism unrelated to implantation. Stable ECAP 
amplitudes in ears with increased behavioral thresholds suggest either localized neural degeneration and/or hair cell loss. 
Comparisons across array types are planned. 

Conclusion: Mechanisms of hearing loss post implantation vary across individuals, and a combination of psychophysical, 
physiological and physical measurements may aid in identifying the underlying cause. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Cochlear implantation is a well-known treatment for conventional candidates, with moderate to profound sensorineural hearing loss 
and limited benefit from traditional amplification. Studies have shown improvements on objective and subjective measures in this 
patient population. With this success, research on cochlear implant (CI) candidacy has expanded into patient cohorts with greater 
degrees of residual hearing. CI recipients with preserved residual hearing may be fit with electric-acoustic stimulation (EAS). EAS 
recipients experience improved speech perception with the addition of the acoustic component as compared to the CI alone 
condition. EAS recipient may also report improved quality of life as compared to preoperative reports. 
 
Methods: 
Thirty-two subjects participated in a clinical trial assessing objective and subjective benefits of EAS. Subjective outcomes were 
assessed using the Abbreviated Profile of Hearing Aid Benefit (APHAB) and Hearing Device Satisfaction Scale (HDSS) questionnaires 
at the preoperative interval and 3-, 6-, and 12-months post EAS activation interval. The APHAB examines four subjective subscales: 
Ease of Communication (EC), Reverberation (RV), Background Noise (BN), and Aversiveness (AV). The HDSS examines satisfaction of 
the device features and quality of hearing. 
 
Results: 
All subjects reported an improvement in quality of life with EAS as compared to preoperative reports. Specifically on the APHAB, 
subjects reported improvements on the EC, RV, and BN subscales. Subjects also preferred the EAS device to conventional hearing 
aids. These improvements were maintained through the 12-month follow-up interval. 
 
Conclusion: 
EAS subjects report an improvement in quality of life postopertively as compared to preoperative abilities, which is maintained with 
long-term device use. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The aims of the study were to evaluate the musicality of children with cochlear implants and those with normal 
hearing by using the questionnaire of Musical Ears Evaluation Form for Professionals, compare the differences of musicality between 
children with cochlear implants and those with normal hearing, establish normal comparison data of musicality development for 
children with hearing loss. 

 
 
Methods: All children participated in this study were divided into two groups, including cochlear implant group (CI group) and 
normal hearing group (NH group) as control group. 109 children in CI group were diagnosed with prelingual, severe to profound 
hearing loss. They were all implanted unilaterally before 3 years old and within 4 years after cochlear implantation. The age at 
implantation ranged from 8 to 36 months with a mean of 18 months. The hearing age at evaluation ranged from 1 to 46 months with 
a mean of 15 months. 180 children with normal hearing in NH group were all under 4 years old. The age at evaluation ranged from 1 
to 47 months with a mean of 15 months. The questionnaire of Musical Ears Evaluation Form for Professionals was used to evaluate 
the musicality, including abilities of singing; recognizing songs, tunes and timbre; responding to music and rhythm, for all children in 
this study. All statistical analyses were executed using the IBM SPSS 20 statistical software with a criterion of statistical significance 
set at P<0.05. 

 
 
Results: The scores for overall musicality in children both with cochlear implants and with normal hearing showed significant 
improvement over time (P<0.05). The scores for the three subcategories of musicality in children both with cochlear implants and 
with normal hearing also showed significant improvement over time (P<0.05). The regression function for prediction of overall 
musicality scores (y) from age (x) was y=1.8x-0.008x2+3.6 (R2=0.874, P=0.000), the regression function for prediction of singing 
scores (y) from age (x) was y=0.5x-0.001x2+3.0 (R2=0.831, P=0.000), the regression function for prediction of recognizing songs, tunes 
and timbre scores (y) from age (x) was y=0.6x-0.002x2+0.9 (R2=0.808, P=0.000), the regression function for prediction of responding 
to music and rhythm scores (y) from age (x) was y=0.7x-0.005x2+1.5 (R2=0.848, P=0.000). The score for overall musicality was not 
significantly different between CI and NH groups in the same hearing age (P>0.05). There were significant differences between the 
two groups in the same chronological age (P<0.05). 



 
 
Conclusion: The musicality in children both with cochlear implants and with normal hearing improved significantly over time. The 
musicality in children with cochlear implants was not significantly different from children with normal hearing in the same hearing 
age. The musicality in children with cochlear implants was significantly lower than that of children with normal hearing in the same 
chronological age. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Aberrant course of the facial nerve (FN) and multiple middle and inner ear anomalies frequently make the surgery 
extremely challenging and often require various modified surgical approaches other than the routine facial recess approach. 
Preoperative decisions about the most appropriate surgical approach could reduce iatrogenic FN injury and make the surgery more 
efficient and easier. This study aimed to determine the optimal surgical approach for electrode insertion preoperatively based on 
analysis of spatial relationships among displaced structures and to analyze the clinical outcomes of hearing rehabilitation in patients 
with CHARGE syndrome 
 

Methods: FN displacement and associated deviation of inner ear structures were analyzed in 13 patients (17 ears) with CHARGE 
syndrome who underwent cochlear implantation. Surgical accessibility through the facial recess was assessed by measuring the 
perpendicular distance between the FN and the line connecting the cochlear basal turn and posterior annulus. Postoperative speech 
performance and associated clinical characteristics were analyzed 
 

Results: The most consistently identified ear anomalies were semicircular canal aplasia (100.0%), ossicular anomaly (100.0%), and 
vestibular hypoplasia (88.2%). FN displacement was found in 76.5% of cases, with anteroinferior displacement in 47.1%, anterior 
displacement in 23.5%, and inferior displacement in 5.9%. The distances measured in patients who underwent the facial recess 
approach (2.85 ± 0.94 mm) and alternative approach (transcanal or osteoplastic approach) (0.12 ± 0.29 mm) were significantly 
different (p = 0.02). Postoperatively, 52.9% (9 cases) achieved better than category 4 on the categories of auditory perception (CAP) 
scale, with two cases achieving category 7. The CAP category was significantly correlated with internal auditory canal diameter (p = 
0.025) and did not differ according to the applied surgical approach. 
 

Conclusion: Preoperative evaluation considering the spatial relationship among the FN, cochlear basal turn, and posterior annulus 
was useful to evaluate surgical accessibility through the facial recess. Safe and successful hearing rehabilitation was achievable by 
applying appropriate surgical approaches. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
MRI has become increasingly important and is the diagnostic method of choice in many cases. 
Nowadays, the chance is very high that one might need an MRI at least once in lifetime, and this is also true for CI users. 
Interactions between the powerful magnetic fields in an MRI and components of a CI may not only affect the imaging quality but can 
pose a significant risk to the implant recipient or to the device. Therefore it is important to understand these interactions and strictly 
follow the safety guidelines for the individual product. 
The goal of this presentation is to provide clinically accessible technical background to better understand the safety measures so 
that the residual risk can be kept low in individual situations. The presentation addresses where the MRI safety information for 
implants can be found and what considerations are essential when planning and actually performing an MRI in a safe way. 
Also trends in MRI technology will be covered, with a focus on implant safety and imaging artifacts. 
 
 
Methods: 
Potential risks in MRI are shown based on specific implant models. Also test methods according to MRI safety standards are shown. 
 
 
Results: 
Data characterizing demagnetization, forces and torque acting on the 
implant magnet, electrode heating, device malfunction, unintentional 
stimulation, and imaging artifacts will be illustrated. 
 
 
Conclusion: 
 
MRI scanning can be performed in a safe way when keeping to the safety guidelines for the implant. 
Recent innovations in CI design enable safe MRI scanning at reduced effort. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The Active Middle Ear Implant, VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE, can be placed in the body and short process of the incus by 
utilizing the recently developed SP-Coupler attached to the Floating Mass Transducer. 
 

Methods: It is a prospective study of 4 adult subjects, suffering from Sensorineural hearing loss and chronic external otitis. 
Conventional hearing aids are not an option. The pure tone audiograms were stable for more than two years. They were implanted 
unilaterally with the VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE. 
The surgical procedure includes a wide antroatticotomy through which the Floating Mass Transducer is placed in the short process 
and body of the incus using the new SP-Coupler. 
 

Results: 
The pure tone free field audiogram shows an average improvement of 30 dB. The speech audiogram shows an average improvement 
of 15 dB in the speech recognition threshold and 40% in the speech discrimination threshold. 
 

Conclusion: 
The new SP-Coupler allows a new placement option on the short process and body of the incus with an simpler and easier surgical 
technique, without the posterior tympanotomy, thereby avoiding the risk of surgical complications. The audiological results are 
successful and similar to the previous emplacement in the long process of the incus. The VIBRANT SOUNDBRIDGE along with the SP-
Coupler represents a safe and reliable solution for the sensorineural hearing loss. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The treatment of advanced otosclerosis with acoustic middle ear implants is due to the high degree of hearing loss still 
a remaining challenge. 
 
Methods: In our case series we investigated two different devices, the Vibrant Soundbridge (VSB; MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria) and 
Codacs (Cochlear, Sydney, Australia), with direct stimulation of the inner ear. 
 
Results: On the first activation excellent audiological results up to 100% speech perception at 80dB could be observed. Further 
audiological results will be presented. 
 
Conclusion: The treatment of advanced otosclerosis with direct acoustic stimulation of the inner ear is possible with both devices, 
the Codacs and the VSB. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
 
Hearing 
preservation in cochlear implantation has become the new paradigm. Considering 
that the hearing preservation is of paramount importance for future treatment 
options for the patients, insight into the long term effects of cochlear 
implantation on residual hearing over time is important to gauge the efficacy 
of current hearing preservation strategies 
 
Methods: 
 
Out of the 
ongoing prospective cohort study with pediatric and adult patients undergoing 
hearing preservation cochlear implantation, those patients with a longer follow 
up than 5 years were identified and analysed with regard to annual loss of 
low-frequency residual hearing and speech performance over time. 
 
Results: 
The 
results presented, will be stratified as per the various patient groups ( partial deafness; left 
corner audiogram) and electrode array used 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Residual 
Hearing after hearing preservation cochlear implantation is stable and shows a 
slightly higher annual rate of decline of hearing thresholds when compared to 
the natural decline of hearing in normal hearing ears. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Over 1/3 of 
the 3450 cochlear implant (CI) recipients 
at SCIC are aged 60 years or older. Older adults who progress to CI’s often 
report less than optimal outcomes due, in part, to limited social opportunities 
and a degraded social interaction skills. The introduction of data logging (DL) into 
sound processor technology verifies the limitations of social engagement in this 
population, with a vast proportion of their CI use being in quiet listening 
environments. This information may guide clinicians and clients to modify their 
approach to device management and communication therapy. 
However, DL is a passive tool that records device use and features of the acoustic 
environment; it is unable to provide holistic information regarding client communication 
and social interaction. The use of Language Environment Analysis (LENA©) can 
provide quantitative and qualitative information on communicative opportunity 
and interactions. 
This study 
aimed to identify characteristics of the listening and communicative 
environment of elderly clients that could be utilised to develop rehabilitation 
programs targeting improved communication for these CI recipients. 
 
 
Methods: A pilot 
study included 10 cochlear implant recipients aged over 60yrs, with 6 - 12 months CI experience. The battery of assessments 
included: Data 
logging, SSQ12, and LENA. CI recipients used a range of CI devices which all provide information regarding DL. 
LENA© 
environmental profiles and DL profiles were matched to verify 
consistency in capturing the acoustic environment. LENA profiles were analysed 
according to the number of speech interactions, 
range of conversational partners and the role of the recipient in communication 



episodes. 
The SSQ 12 measured 
functional performance in a range of listening situations. 
 
 
Results: DL 
provided an acoustic analysis that was consistent with the algorithms for the 
various manufacturer products regarding device use. DL scene analysis (when 
available) was reflective of the LENA© scene analysis. 
Variability 
in the recipient’s social interactions required a series of single case study 
analyses. Social interactions ranged from 2% of the client’s day through to greater 
than 15% of the client’s day. Qualitative analysis of these interactions ranged 
from the client demonstrating a very passive communicative role consisting of single 
word responses with only one conversational partner, through to rich speech participation 
in episodes of communication with more than one conversational partner. SSQ scores for participants with greater 
communicative interactions were higher than for those with fewer interactions. 
 
 
Conclusion: Preliminary 
results have shown that LENA clearly defines the 
communication opportunities and auditory-oral progress of clients when matched 
with the data logging and functional listening questionnaires. 
DL, whilst providing a useful snapshot of acoustic environments and trends 
of use, requires additional information to enable its use as a tool for 
derivation of goals and intervention procedures. The use of functional 
questionnaires can provide an indicator as to which clients require a more thorough 
analysis with LENA© for an in depth evaluation of their communicative 
environment so specific goals and supports can be implemented to match the 
client’s communication needs. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: 
Cochlear 
implantation has demonstrated significant improvements in speech perception and 
quality of life in the older adult population. Programming of cochlear implant 
(CI) sound processors affects patient performance and allows clinicians to 
modify parameters to optimize listening. When older adult CI users perform 
poorly a common approach is to reduce stimulation rate, despite a lack of 
high-level clinical evidence to support this practice. The study objective was to provide high-level evidence toward the clinical 
practice of lowering stimulation rate in the older adult CI population using a prospective, randomized study design. It was 
hypothesized that decreases in stimulation rate will result in significant improvements in speech perception performance for older 
adult MED-EL CI recipients who perform poorly with the default (i.e., higher) stimulation rate. 
 

Methods: 
This 
was a multi-center clinical study across five US sites. Subjects were 
postlingually-deafened adult MED-EL CI recipients aged 60 years and older at 
the time of implantation. All subjects were programmed with the Fine Structure 
Processing sound coding strategy. Randomization into experimental groups was 
based on CNC word scores at 6 months post-activation. Specifically, higher-performing 
subjects (scores of 50% or better) maintained the default stimulation rate, and 
lower-performing subjects (scores less than 50%) randomized into two groups: 
default stimulation rate, or reduced stimulation rate. Reduced stimulation rate 
was defined as 30% of the default rate, which resulted in a decrease from 1253 



to 877 pulses per second. Speech perception performance at 6- and 12-months post-activation 
was analyzed across groups. 
 

Results: 
Forty-five 
participants were enrolled. Twenty-three subjects have reached the 6-month 
randomization interval, with 10 subjects in the higher-performing group. Of the 
13 subjects in the lower-performing group, 7 randomized into maintaining the default 
rate, with 6 randomizing into the reduced stimulation rate. Average speech 
perception scores at the 6-month interval were 44.0% for CNC, 62.8% for AzBio 
in quiet, and 12.5% for AzBio in noise. Thirteen subjects have reached the 
12-month interval, allowing preliminary analyses of 6- to 12-month data. Subject 
numbers were insufficient to obtain statistical significance; however, data trended 
toward improved CNC scores from 6 to 12 months for both lower-performing groups, 
independent of stimulation rate. The higher-performing group indicated equivalent 
performance between test intervals. At the time of presentation we anticipate 
12-month data from a sufficient number of subjects for statistical analyses, 
and will present the most recent results and clinical recommendations. 
 

Conclusion: The 
results of this study will provide a high level of evidence to inform clinical practice 
in programming stimulation rate for the older adult cochlear implant patient. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The aim of this study was to assess changes in cochlear function during cochlear implantation by electrocochleography 
(ECoG) and to correlate such changes with cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) findings and hearing preservation. 
 
Methods: ECoG responses to tone bursts at 250, 500, 750, and 1000 Hz and to click stimuli were recorded during insertion of the 
cochlear implant array. CBCTs were conducted within 6 weeks after surgery. Changes of intraoperative ECoG recordings and CBCT 
findings were correlated with postoperative threshold shifts in pure-tone audiograms. 
 
Results: Decrease of low-frequency ECoG responses at 250, 500, 750, and 1000 Hz during insertion of the electrode array was 
associated with no or minimal residual hearing 4 weeks after surgery. Decrease of ECoG responses to click stimuli occurred without 
detectable changes of low-frequency ECoG responses. Such isolated changes in high-frequency ECoG responses were associated 
with a mean hearing loss of 21 dB in postoperative pure-tone audiograms. Scalar dislocation correlated with a decrease of low-
frequency ECoG responses and a complete loss of residual hearing. 
 
Conclusion: Hearing loss of ≤ 11 dB is not associated with detectable decrease in intraoperative ECoG recordings. However, a 
majority of cases with threshold shifts of > 11 dB or complete hearing loss showed a decrease of either high- or low-frequency ECoG 
responses. This suggests that acute cochlear trauma during cochlear implantation is an important predictor for postoperative 
hearing loss although in some cases postoperative mechanisms independent from surgical trauma seem play a role. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear implants (CI's) are routinely used by severely to profoundly 
deaf people of all ages to provide auditory access when conventional hearing 
aids and amplification devices are inadequate. 
The primary rationale for cochlear implantation is to provide 
access to sounds across the speech spectrum. To facilitate this, CI recipients of all ages must have an optimal acoustic signal from 
their 
cochlear implant. 
Speech perception testing, along with functional questionnaires, 
is an important component of the preoperative and postoperative CI monitoring protocol, aimed at ensuring outcomes for recipients 
continue 
to improve and to flag any degradation in performance. Degradation could be 
indicative of the need for device re-programming, auditory training 
intervention or review of internal or external technology. 
Telepractice 
provides a platform for ongoing speech perception monitoring of recipients 
living remote to the centralised CI clinic. Research investigating 
effectiveness of telepractice for evaluating speech perception has to date showed 
variable outcomes (Ribera 2005; Goerring et al, 2012; Saunders et al, 2015). Such factors as degraded signal quality have 
impacted outcomes. Improvements in 
technology platforms has opened new possibilities for delivery of speech 
perception evaluations using a telepractice model. 
 
 
Methods: An APPlication (APP) was designed to measure speech perception 
using an adaptive approach as well as a fixed SNR. The APP can be used 
asynchronously by the client (and or facilitator) with a store and save 
function, as well as synchronously through use of telepractice. 



A 
pilot with a small cohort of normal hearing and cochlear implant users was 
conducted to verify use of the APP to evaluate words in quiet and sentences in 
noise in the various test modalities. 
Stakeholders included the subjects undertaking testing, the 
facilitators who worked directly in the same room with the subjects, and the clinicians 
who linked in with the subjects via telepractice for the synchronous condition. 
Questionnaires were used to evaluate the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the APP in measuring speech perception using both asynchronous 
and synchronous methods. Ease of use, stakeholder satisfaction and reliability 
of the scores measured in relation to functional performance on the SSQ were 
evaluated. 
 
Results: Factors such as room calibration and signal calibration for 
presentation of speech and noise required particular attention. 
Stakeholder ratings differed across the parameters such as each of 
use and effectiveness in the asynchronous and synchronous conditions. 
 
 
Conclusion: Preliminary outcomes for asynchronous and synchronous speech 
perception evaluation using an APP demonstrate that a telepractice model is 
possible, however further refinement to the technology will be required to improve 
the efficiencies of the procedure. 
High quality intervention with minimal disruption and expense to 
the recipients and their families is a high priority in the delivery of 
cochlear implant services. Use of a telepractice method to evaluate speech 
perception will continue to be investigated to address these needs. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Recent studies of hearing preservation in cochlear implantation (CI) have suggested that round window insertion with 
a slim straight electrode is less traumatic than a cochleostomy approach . Although it minimizes trauma, the thin straight electrode 
does not proximate the modiolus of the cochlea as does a perimodiolar electrode. Studies have shown that perimodiolar (curved) 
electrode arrays lower the neural response telemetry (NRT) threshold and consume less power likely because of the closer proximity 
to the spiral ganglion cells in the modiolus. Current research has revealed that perimodiolar electrodes provide unprecedented 
hearing performance and a more focused stimulation. However, there is growing knowledge regarding benefits and performance of 
each electrode type. 
In this retrospective study, we examined the programming parameters and outcome data for two groups of subjects who received 
the slim straight electrode array (CI422 or CI522) and those who received a perimodiolar electrode array (CI24RE or CI512). 

Methods: All cochlear implantation procedures from July 2012 to October 2015 performed at a single CI center by the same surgeon 
were reviewed for study inclusion criteria. The review revealed 63 slim straight and 65 perimodiolar cochlear implant adult 
recipients (mean age 63.2 y; range 17-90 y)=) and are further contrasted in this study. The programming parameters compared for 
each recipient group include NRT thresholds and T and C Levels. In addition, cochlear implant performance is also reported. 
Sentence and word performance at 3, 6, 12 and 24 months post-activation is compared for the two groups. The paired t-test was 
utilized to test for statistical significance. 

Results: Preliminary data from these groups shows that a significant difference between NRT thresholds, and T and C Levels exists 
between the two groups, with the perimodiolar group having a much lower value. A significantly better preoperative word and 
sentence score was observed from the slim straight cohort compared to the perimodiolar cohort (p = 0.04 and p = 0.02 respectively). 
No significant difference (p>0.05) was seen between the perimodiolar and slim straight electrode CI performance for sentences and 
words measured at 3, 6 and 12 months post-activation. 

Conclusion: Perimodiolar electrodes result in significantly lower NRT and T and C levels as compared to slim straight electrodes. The 
slim straight electrode cohort demonstrated a significantly better pre op word and sentence score as a function of selecting the slim 
straight cohort for hearing preservation with the electrode. At all time points post activation, no significant difference was observed 
in sentence and word scores between the recipients who received the slim straight and perimodiolar electrodes. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Intraoperative electrocochleography (ECoG) during cochlear implant electrode 
insertion offers the unique opportunity to observe the real time effects of 
electrode advancement on cochlear function. The implications of this novel 
approach include optimizing the electrode insertion processes to minimize 
cochlear trauma and gleaning clinically-useful prognostic information regarding 
residual hearing and possible implant performance. 
 
Methods: A sample of cochlear implant candidates were implanted while electrocohleographic activity was recorded in real time 
through a novel software solution allowing direct data acquisition through the implant. Pre-operative pure-tone audiometry, intra-
operative ECoG, and post-operative pure-tone audiometry and ECoG data were collected. 
 
Results: Pre-operative pure-tone audiometry, intra-operative ECoG, and post-operative pure-tone audiometry and ECoG data are 
presented. Correlation between ECoG and corresponding change in audiometric thresholds are discussed. 
 
Conclusion: Intraoperative ECoG measured directly through the cochlear implant is a novel method to intimately study the effects 
on cochlear function in real time. This method has strong implications as a tool to further our knowledge regarding cochlear trauma 
during electrode insertion and identifying and preserving residual hearing.  
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The number of cochlear implant users is steadily increasing and, in particular, the number of patients with residual 
hearing has grown tremendously over the last 10 years. 
Subsequently, the cochlear implant manufacturers developed thin and straight electrodes which allow for an atraumatic electrode 
insertion into the cochlea. The aim of these developments is to preserve the residual hearing, while still offering good speech 
understanding with electrical hearing only. 
During this study we analyzed the influence of insertion depth and electrode length on speech comprehension in patients with and 
without residual hearing. 
 

Methods: All 92 patients received a Sonata or Concerto Implant by MED-EL GmbH, Innsbruck, with different lengths of the FLEX 
electrode, i.e. 20, 24 or 28 mm. The patients underwent speech perception testing in quiet and noise with their cochlear implant (CI) 
after three, six and twelve month. The speech tests material consisted of the Freiburg monosyllabic word test (FMT) in quiet and the 
German HSM sentence test in quiet and in noise at 0° azimuth (S0N0) at a 10 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). All tests were performed 
in free field with sentences and monosyllables presented at 65 dB SPL. Depending on the degree of residual hearing, subjects used 
electric stimulation (ES) only or electric acoustic stimulation (EAS) in their everyday life and were tested in their particular condition 
respectively. Results were analyzed and correlated to the length of the electrode. 
 

Results: In ES only mode, patients with the Flex 28 ES electrode showed the highest scores in all three speech comprehension tests. 
The speech comprehension results in the patients with shorter electrodes (Flex 20 ES and 24 ES) showed significantly lower results 
than with the longer Flex 28 after three month a of use. After six month of use, the average results of subjects with the Flex 28 were 
still the best among the electric stimulation only groups, but without significant differences between the different electrode lengths. 
However, at the 12 months appointment, again significant differences were found between Flex 28 ES and Flex 20 ES.The speech 
test results of patients with electric-acoustic-stimulation (Flex 20/24 EAS) were significantly better compared to patients with the 
same electrodes but no residual hearing (Flex20/24 ES). However, no statistically significant differences were found between the 
Flex 28 ES and Flex 20/24 EAS group. 
 



Conclusion: In our study cohort, speech comprehension in ES-mode was best among the subjects who received the Flex28 electrode, 
which was the longest in our study cohort. Shorter electrodes seem to be unfavorable for patients with very little or no usable 
residual hearing, underpinning the importance of a careful preoperative assessment and patient counselling. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Audiological testing is essential in the follow-up and the fitting of cochlear implants. A§E (Otoconsult, Belgium) is a 
software application with several modules to assess the auditory performance at the level of sound detection (audiometry), spectral 
discrimination, loudness scaling and identification (speech audiometry). The Coala mode allows the sounds to be presented through 
the calibrated AUX entry of the Cochlear Nucleus speech processor. Hence calibrated testing is possible through the AUX entry 
without the need for sound treated booths. 
 
 
Methods: Ten Cochlear CI recipients with a Nucleus CP910 processor underwent audiometry, loudness scaling, spectral 
discrimination and speech audiometry in quiet and in noise. Two conditions were compared: (1) free field and (2) Coala link. The 
Coala link consisted of Cochlear’s programming POD and the mains insulation cable. All results were compared by means of within-
patient statistics (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed rank test). 
 
 
Results: The within patient comparisons on all test results will be presented. No significant difference was found for word tests in 
quiet or sentence tests in noise at presentation levels of 65 dB SPL. All test results will be described in detail. 
 
 
Conclusion: It is possible to present calibrated signals to the Cochlear Nucleus speech processor through the AUX entry with test 
results not differing from free field presentation. This novel option makes the necessity of sound proof booths for CI evaluation 
obsolete and may facilitate the audiological testing of CI recipients significantly. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Electric-Acoustic Stimulation (EAS) is the combination of cochlear implant and hearing aid technologies in an ipsilateral 
listening condition when postoperative hearing preservation is achieved. EAS may provide improvements in speech perception as 
compared to the cochlear implant alone and preoperative results with conventional amplification. The US clinical trial investigated 
the safety and effectiveness of EAS in subjects with substantial low-to-mid frequency residual hearing. The objective of the present 
report is to review residual hearing and aided speech perception in subjects participating at a single-site. 
 

Methods: Thirty-two (32) subjects underwent cochlear implantation as part of the EAS clinical trial. Residual hearing and aided 
speech perception were evaluated preoperatively, and at 3, 6, and 12 months post-initial EAS activation. The speech perception test 
battery included CNC words in quiet and CUNY sentences in steady noise. Changes in residual hearing in the implanted ear and aided 
speech perception were reviewed over the study period. 
 

Results: One subject experienced a complete loss of hearing prior to initial activation of the cochlear implant. Variability in hearing 
preservation rates through the 12-month interval was noted. All subjects experienced an improvement in speech perception with 
EAS as compared to the cochlear implant alone and preoperative results with conventional amplification. Gains in speech perception 
were measured within the initial months of listening experience and maintained through the study endpoint. 
 

Conclusions: EAS provides improvements in speech perception, despite variations in residual hearing preservation. For the subject 
who experienced a complete loss of hearing, postoperative performance with the cochlear implant alone exceeded preoperative 
performance with conventional amplification. EAS may be a viable treatment option for subjects with substantial residual hearing 
and limited speech perception with conventional amplification. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: The effectiveness of hearing aids (HA) for treating people with severe-to-profound sensorineural high-frequency 
hearing losses (HFHL) is known to be limited. Technological alternatives have been developed to meet the needs of these individuals, 
such as frequency-lowering (FL) HA or electric acoustic stimulation (EAS) implants. To date, no study has shown which of these 
alternatives is the most effective to improve hearing abilities for this population. The research objective was to compare the 
effectiveness of frequency-compression and frequency-transposition HA, and of EAS cochlear implant on speech perception for 
people with a severe-to-profound sensorineural HFHL. 
 

Methods: Ten adults tested frequency-compression and frequency-transposition HA following an ABAC single-subject design; four 
weeks baselines were completed with own HA, followed by 8 weeks trials with each device. One participant also received an EAS 
implant. Follow-up time ranged from 16 to 32 weeks. Speech recognition was measured each week, using HINT and monosyllable 
tests. GHABP and APHAB questionnaires and semi-structured interviews were also used to collect participants’ perspectives on the 
benefits of each technology. Complementary data on EAS implant effectiveness were also extracted from our database of EAS users. 
 

Results: FL HA improved speech recognition up to 10 % compared to conventional HA in 5/10 subjects. Others experienced either no 
gain or some degradation (from -9 to -22%) in speech recognition when using a FL algorithm. Most participants reported better 
speech perception and listening comfort in everyday noisy situations, and improvement in environmental sound detection with FL 
HA. The participant who received an EAS implant obtained a gain ranging from +17 to +43 % compared to conventional or FL HA. 
Data extraction from our base of EAS users is ongoing; further results will be presented at the conference. 
 

Conclusion: EAS implant appears as the first indication for treating people with a severe-to-profound sensorineural HFHL; it is also 
the most costly, invasive and risky alternative. Thus, and considering the significant benefits some patients can obtain from FL HA, 
trials using these technologies should be considered on an individual basis prior to implantation. 
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Abstract Body: 

Introduction: Cochlear Implantation (CI) had been established as one of the standard treatments of single sided deafness (SSD) in 
Germany. However, there are reports about individual patients who do not use their CI system (non-user) or not sufficiently 
regularly (Limited User) while they show benefit from their CI. To get an overview and to identify possible causes, "non-users" had 
been identified and the rate had been compared with CI in bilateral deafness. 
 
Methods: Retrospectively 31 patients implanted in Halberstadt due to a SSD and supplied with a CP910 from Cochlear with a 
minimum of 12 month follow up had been analyzed. Data logging had been used to compare daily usage time and habits. As a 
control group patients who were operated in 2014 with bilateral deafness had been used. 
 
Results: A total of two non-users and three limited-users could be identified in the group of SSD patients. In all patients 
abnormalities already exist in their history of hearing loss. 
 
Conclusion: Non-users are a well-known problem from hearing aids which hitherto played a subordinate role in CI. It only 
occasionally was observed especially among adolescent CI users. Close observation of non-users and the attempt to extract possible 
causes can lead to better counseling before and after operation. An early intervention after identifying partial usage by data logging 
might help changing rehabilitation strategies. 
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Introduction 
While bone conduction hearing systems based on the percutaneous abutment have been successful for many years, there are 
considerations, including the need for life-long care and the risk of infection and trauma. Therefore, some patients are reluctant to 
choose the percutaneous system. A magnetic attachment of the sound processor may be an alternative because it leaves the skin 
intact and therefore avoids adverse skin reactions. The influence of the external magnet on hearing performance is, however, 
insufficiently known. 

 
Objective 
The purpose of the current study is to determine if direct bone conduction (BC) thresholds, magnet pressure and force, change over 
time after surgery. A second aim is to study if the audiological oucomes with this new system is related to these properties (pressure 
and force). 

 
Methods 
10 subjects were included in the study. All patients were implanted with the Baha® Attract system (Cochlear Bone Anchored 
Solutions AB, Mölnlycke, Sweden). Testing was performed at fixed preoperative and postoperative intervals: baseline before 
surgery, 4 weeks post-op, 6 weeks post-op and 10 weeks post-op. Maximal force measurements were performed with a 
dynamometer. Change in pressure was measured using the I-scan system (Tekscan, Boston, USA) with a sensor placed between the 
skin and the external magnet for 5 minutes. Direct BC thresholds were measured through the Baha sound processor and speech 
audiometry was performed in quiet conditions. 

 
Results and Conclusion 



Data analysis of the first 8 patients shows that subjects are consistent with selection of magnet strength with regards to force. Force 
increases slightly over time which leads to magnet change in most subjects. Average pressure is rather low and peak pressure does 
not exceed 0.6 N/cm². 
Magnet strength does improve hearing performance (BC Direct & speech-in-quiet results). Data analysis of the whole group and 
overall conclusions will be presented at CI2016. 
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Abstract 
Bluetooth, streaming, frequency-modulating.  Pairing, syncing, connecting.  Transmitters, receivers, remotes, mini microphones, 
neckloops, phone clips. We live in an ever-growing, interconnected world. But what does all this mean for the hearing-impaired and 
professionals with whom they work?The advances in hearing devices to better aid and mimic the processes of the auditory system 
continue to fascinate.  Outcomes continue to show improvements in aided speech intelligibility and performance.  However, this 
does not always translate to better performance in communication and listening situations in everyday life. Hearing loss affects not 
just audibility, but also intelligibility, especially in more challenging listening environments. 
A well-established solution to improving listening abilities in in any environment is to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.  Assistive 
devices, including wireless accessories, aid in a number of ways. Primarily, they provide access to a better sound signal for the 
hearing-impaired (Hickson & Meyer, 2014; Kim et al., 2014).  They address reduced signal-to-noise ratios by connecting directly with 
a sound source so that the signal may be transmitted to the user’s hearing instruments, bypassing the microphones.  This provides 
benefits in classrooms, theaters, places of worship, and airports.  Could there be ways to incorporate the use of these devices to 
create a better listening environment during more intimate settings?  Could assistive technologies be utilized during speech therapy 
and aural rehabilitation sessions? And when doing so, how can efficiency, productivity, and above all else, progress be maintained 
while implementing the use of this technology? 
Technology is a continually growing part of our lives; indeed, technological literacy is increasingly critical to maintaining maximum 
access to social and educational development (Bell & Houston, 2014; Tharpe & Gustafson, 2015). With so many options in 
connectivity for the hearing-impaired, knowing which medium and accessories to utilize can be confusing.  In this session, members 
of the University of South Carolina’s Cochlear Implant Team will discuss the various complementary devices that often accompany 
hearing aids and implantable devices, focusing on descriptions of the technologies, their functionality, and compatibility to maximize 
communication and therapeutic interventions for each patient's unique needs. Finally, methods to utilize these devices during 
educational settings, social environments and other parts of everyday life while promoting self-advocacy with patients will be 
presented. 
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